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FORMULAS FOR REFERENCE' 

I. ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA 

Proportions 

I. In the proportion 1-:::::=f a and d are the extremes. b and c are the 

mc>an-:.. The- principal property of the proportion: 

2. Interchanging the terms: 

(a) T, ~, -J : (h) 
d 

b 

a·d= b·c 

a 7: (c) 
d 

:~. Df'riYed proportions: it' b :=-J., then thP following proportions hoi -I 

tnH'; 

lnrolutum 

2. ( T. r 
! .. fti'J: a'! 

(a) a ± b ,._ c ± d (b) a 
a 

an 

bit 
0 m-n; 

/1! ~-

J a 
m-=' 

• b 

lllal jg ~--(i:.)"-f,n b • 

:>. 1 : a•t ~-- ao :an 

111 -

tltat is~ 
71. b "''/7i . b 

a-,~ 

>!:' Th~· roo!:- nn.· :--uppo:-t•d to ln.• arithnH•li<', cr. p !lu. 



lw 

Form1tlas for !left>renre 

n n 

3. am =•,-~a;i, that j.; ,.,. -;;;!=am 

4. (~l-;vi)J) = 'l anl' 

5. j,r;vi -=ml; ·~. that is m~ ·anP = ') a'~ 

Quadratic Equations 

1. The equation of till' form .x2+pr+q=0 i:- solv('d by using the for
mula 

p /pz-
.:r1.2~-=-:r±l -:r~q 

2. The equation of tlw form a.r2+b.:r+c=fl i.; ~olvcd by u-;inz tin!' for
mula 

-h-+1/~ 
:!a 

3. The equation of the form a.r2 + 2k.r + c = 0 b solved hy u::.ing the for 
mula 

-k±V~ 

4. If x 1 and x 2 arc tlw roots of the rquation .r2 + px + q :;-.:o 0, then .r1 + + .-rz = -p and .r,.r2 lJ 
5. x2 + p.c + q -- (.r - .rd (r - r:d. wlH'rc x1 and .r: art> the roots nf tht• 

equation .r'!. + px + q 0 
6. a.r2 + bx + c a (.r - .rt) (.r .r:d. where .r1 and x 2 are the root:- uf 

the equation aJ2 + b.c + c _ _;;: 0 

Progre$slons (sec page :t~) 

Logarithms* 

1. SymholkaHy, lou a .\' =-., x is equivalent to ax= N, hence we have the 
identity a logaN= IV 

2. lo~aa = 1; :t log (It-= 0; 

5. log0 Z =logaN -lng0 .l/; 

i. loga }/}if_,~_!_ log
0 

N 
m 

8. For the modulu~ whkh makes possible con\'cr:-;ion from a systl•m of hwa-
rithms to the base b to that of logarithms to the base a see page 112. "' 

• The numbers a (the logarithmic base) and N are assumed to he positivt• 
a being not equal to unity. ' 



8 Formulas for Reference 

Combinatorics 

1. A;h=m(m-1) (m-2) ... (m-n+i); 2. Pm=1·2·3 ••• m=ml 

a. C;h A;:, m(m-i)(m-2) ... (m-n+1) 
Pn i·2·3 .•• n ·; 

Newton"s Binomial 

1. <x+a)"'=xm + q.axm-1+ C~a2xm-2+ ..• +CW,-2am-2x2+ cg:-t4m-1x+am 

2. General term of expansion: 
Tk+t =C!hah.xm-k 

3. 1+Cin+C~+ ... :+cm-z+~-1+1=2"' 

4. ! -Cin+C~-C~+ •.. ± 1 =0 

II. GEOMETRY AND TRIGONOMETRY 
The Circumference of a Circle and the Length of Its Arc 

C = 2nR; I = nRa = Ra; (a is the degree measure of the arc and a;, its 
180 

radiar(measure) 
Areas 

ah 
Triangle: S = 2 (a is the base and h, the altitude); S = 

= V p (p-a) (p-b) (p-c) (p is the semiperimeter and a, b and c, the sides); 
S absinC· 
=--2-

For an equilateral triangle S = aZ P (a is the side) 

Parallelogram: S=bh (b is the base and h, the altitude) 

Rhombus: S = d~d2 (d1 and d2 are the diagonal>) 

. a+b 
Trapezotd: S = - 2- h (a and b are the bases and h, the altitude); S = mh 

(m is the median). 

Regular polygon: S = ~ (P is the perimeter and a, the apothem) 

Circle: S = nR2 
Rl R2o: nRZa 

Circular sector: S =T=-z= 360 (a is the degree measure of the sec-

tor arc; o:., its radian measure and l, the length of the arc) 

Surfaces 

Prism: S 1nt = Pl (Pis the perimeter of a right section and l, the lateral edge) 

Regular pyramid: Stat !{f (Pis the perimeter of the base and a, the slant 
height) 



Formulas for Reference n 

Frustum of a regular pyramid: Stat= p1tp2 a (Pt and P 2 are the perime-

ters of the bases and a, the slant height) 
Cylinder: S /at = 2nR If 
Cone: Stat nRl (l is the generator) 
Frustum of a cone: Stat= n (Rt + R:J l 
Sphere: S 4nR2 

Volumes 

Prism: V = SH (S is the area of the base and If. the allitude) 

Pyramid: 
Sl/ 

Frustum of a pyramid: I'=~ (S 1+S,+ VS 1S 2 ) 

Cylinder: V -- nR2/l 
. nRZJf 

Cone; l' =-
3
-

Frustum of a cone: V= n~l (R}+RI+RtR2) 

4 
Sphere: I' =:r nR3 

Conversion of the Degree Measure of an Angle to its Radian J/casure and rice 
Versa 

1t·O' !80° 
a=~; a~=a-,- {"X is the radian measure of the angle and a, its 

degree measure) 

Addition Formulas 

1. sin(a±~)=sinacos~±cosasin~ 
2. cos (a± ~)=cos a cos~ +sin a sin~ 

tan a;± tan~ 
3· tan (a± ~) ~·· 1 + tan a; tan~ 

Double-Angle and /falf-Angle Formulas 

1. sin2a=2sinacosa; 

2 tan a 

2. cos2a=cos2a-sin2a. 

3. tan 2rx =~ 1- tan2 a ; 

a ,/t+co"a. 
5. cos:r=± v--z--· 
7. tan~="·''~; 

2 1+cosa 

4 
. l'l -./1-co<;a 

• Sin y=± v--2--

a -. /t=cOSa 
G. tan:r=± V l+cosa 



10 Formrtlas for Reference 

Reducing Trigonometric Expressions to Forms Com:enient for Taking Logarithms 

1. sina-+-sin~=2sin"'tllcos"';~' 

2. sin a-sin ~=2 cos a;f\ sin";~ 
<:<+1\ a-ll 

3. cos a+ cos II= 2 cos --z- cos--;r-

0 2 . a+ll . ct-1\ 
4. cosa-cos..,=- sm-;r-stn-r 

sin(ct±l\) 
5. tan a ± tan ~ cos a cos ~ 

6. l+cosa=c2cos2T; 7. 1-cosrx=2sin2-f 

Some Important Relations 

• .• 0 cos(a-11)-cos(a+lll 
1. sma~mp=-

2 
cos (ry;-~)-t-cos (ct+fl) 

2. cos a co~ fi · 
2 

'l . R sin(a+ll>+sin(a-fl) , . stn a cos P = 
2 

Basic Relatio11s Between the Elements of a Right-Angled 

(a and b arc the legs; c, the hypotenuse; A and B, 
right angle) 

Triangle 
the acute anglt1s; C, the 

I. a 

a. a 
c ~in A 
b tan A 

c CO:-\ B; 
b cot B; 

2. b c ~in B 
4. b ~:;;;; a tan B 

c cos A 
a cot A 

Basic Helalitws Ht>fWe!'J/ the Element,<; of an Arbitrary Triangle 

(.t, b and c an• the .sidt·~; ~t. B and C, the angle~) 
a b c . 

1. :'inA""'- :-:oin H---sin C {law of Sines) 

:!. a2 .. :::.o:ol/!.-r·c2--2bct·o..;t1 (law of cosines) 

tan A+ll 
a-: b 2 

,), a-b A lJ (law o[ tangl'Hl~) 
tan ---z 

Rt'lalious /Jl'IU't'f.'ll the i'alllt'S of fm·erse 1'rigotwmdric Functiolls 

~nrc~in .r, ?rc<·n:-: .r a!td ?-rcta_n .r are the principal Yalue~ of the (.'orresponding 
lll\'t.'r:-l~ lngoHOIUl'trtc lunctwu;-;) 

l. An·:-.in .r -. :tk -;- (--1)h t.u-e:-;in .r 
2 .• \rcco;-; .r 2."11.- ar<'<'O:-' .r 
:L Arctan .r :lk arctan .r; k i:;; any intl'~l'r (po:-:itin• or negativt•). 



PROBLEMS 

PART ONE 

ARITHMETIC AND ALOEBRA 

CHAPTEH 1 

ARITHliiETIC CALCULATIONS 

( t5z!__gs2).o 3 
4 8 . . 

1. 0.2 • 2· 

5 1 5 
t72u-nu 3 +:~ 11 

O.B·0.25 



12 Problems 

[ ( 40~-38~): 10.9+ ( {-~)·1 ~}4.2 
0.008 17. 

[

(2.4+1-})-4.375 (2.75-t{)-zt] .£ 
18. 2 1 8~-0 r . 200 

:r--u 20 -·~ 

19. 

20. 

[ 

(o-4{):o.o3 (o.3-~)-1{ J 1 
-'---:.:..;;3,.--=1,... : 2 25 

(3Jo-z.o5)-4-t-} ( 1.&~+z 25 ) -80 
') .. [ 3: (0.2-0.1) . ' (34.06-33.8!)-4 ' ' 2 . 4 
_(, . .2.5-(0.8 + 1.2) ·- 6.84: (28.57 25.15\J '3. 2I 

'J-
2 o 9·(ot~·? 1 ) .. ·s- .u.. . <>·-:r 

21. 0.:>2-ti+0.03-(5.3-:l.88H-O.Il7 

22. tfo: 2.7 l 2.7: 1.:35' (0.4: 2}). (ft.2-t{o) 

23. ( 10: 2-} ~ 7.5: 10). (i.iJ-i;-0.25 

21 • ( 0.15 :- 3 : i5) _, 225- ?' ~ 
-q 4 

0.21<> 2 4 . (!% 7.7 ) 

157 
360) 

O.fi95: 1.39 

( 4 ;..13.-,_3 75) • .2.. 
2- ! -. . :1 . 135 -(Cl c, .!_-~) 

;), .I' 5 .•lT 3 12 
1f 

2H. + :j: 0.228: [( 1.5291- ~:~~3~~~; -0.305): 0.12] 

27. { 8.8077 . ''l} 5 
2t!--I2K.2: (1:l.333-0.3+0.0001)1·2.004 -;-- ·!.. '33 

28_ ~[~(_r_ .. ~_'_:t,I .. _31_-_-~~,·-0._\J~)_-o_._z~+_o,.,15~j~:-o_.<_l2 
(2-i-1~-0.22:0.1)-k 

1 I 

29. li:-_.:--o . .s:...,.---'1-'-.c'--'~-, 1 . t+:r·0":'25 
• .:!..o.t,.~ · 4- r 46 

2 1 )-1+2.2·10 
1 ::r 



30. 

31. 

32. 

Chapter / . .1rithmetic ralculations 

(t.7s:}-1.75·1i):~ . _ _, 
17 :(b./!l:O.I T-0 .. 3) 

( So-0.0325): 400 

4.5: [ 47.375- ( 26 {-18.0.75) ·2.4: 0.88] 

17.81: 1.37-23}: 1 i 
Find the number, 3.6 per cent of which amount to 

:l i-4.2: 0.1 

33. Compute 

(4a~·12 dj ~. ?('0~ •-8'JO· j')~) 0.~·7.2·4.5·1.3 
U25' 'I :J5'-l 14 . • -:JI li.5·2.7·1.92 

:H. Compute 

0 54 ,)j.), oj J8Q 
[

15 .(0.6+0.t.25-0.00:>) :lUll] (O G''. O o -J ~) 

309+39 

13 

X ( 4: f\.25-+++·1.\lG) 
35. Compute 

[ ( 
2 • 8 5 ) ( 3 2 1 ) 7 141 73-615·14 : 8T·7- 1u +rn=21 x 

. ( 5 -
X T;-0.7;,) 

36. Compute 
2.045·0.033+ 10.5183%-0.<164774: 0 05fi2 

0.0030a2: 0.0001 5.188 

37. Compute 
I 14 2 :l ) ( 3 1 ) ( ' ' (79-215): (2y+15 - T-20 f-f7.) 

38. Compute 

( 41 ~- 40 ~) { [ 4-3 + ( 2 + t})]:O.t6} 

20.4.4.R.fi.5 
22.1·1.2 



... 

14 

40. Compute 

0 8 · ( 4 1 •;c) .. 5' ·-~ 

1 
0.64-25 

41. Compute 

Problems 

29 7 - 1 ( 1 2 )J 7 [41 72 -(18 8 -:>-r.) to 2 -7 3 :22rn 

42. Compute 

( 3) 1 J 0.3-20 ·1:r 1 . 
..,.:....-,-=;3 1 : 62 20 + 17.81 : 0.0137 
( 1.88-,-225) '8 

43. Compute x, if 

~ 4 . { • 1 3 · 8 1. G [r ,)7. x . .. +· .·1•7· ) (2.3+5: ().25)·7]} = 1 _!_ 
8·0.0125+6.9 14 

41i. Compute x. if 

~ ( 4 .G25- Ps. ~) : .c+ (2.5: 1.25): G.75 J: I~ 17 
~~~--~~~~~~------~--=---=~ 
( +-0.375): 0.125+ ( { ·-~) : (0.:15,-1.4796: 13. 7) 

/j.). Fin<l .r, if 

(2.7-0.8)·2+ 
-------...;... +· J: !· 8 ri 

(5.2 1.4) :~ 
I 

GJIAPTEH II 

ALGEBRAIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

Simplify the folloll'ing expressions: 

li6. (a'-b'-c'-'-Zbc) · a+b-c 
1 

• a+b+c 

Evaluatp the result at a=8.G; b=V3; c=3{ 

1.- a2-f ( I I) a-aa3-n'+n 
''· n21 an· 

1 
_ _!_- · 1-a2 

" 



Chapter 11. Algebraic Transjormatwns 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

2[ 1 ' 1 J 
53. 3 1+ (2;,;;1 )" ,- I+ ( 2vaT 
54 [ a-1 .L 2(a-1) _ 4(a+1) ~- a J 

• a2 2a+l ' a2~4 aZ+a-2 a2-3a+:! X 

3Ga'-144a-3fia2+ 144 
X •'+27 

56. ( ..!.:.:::JL 
2y-x 

3 J a2-a 

58. 
2a2 (b+c)Zrl~ -;-_1, 

~ . 2a(l>+c)"-1 
'"'a-n2"--a""'3-_"'z"'a"'z-a-:- • a2c a (nc c) 

1 
59• a (a b) (a c) b (b-- a) (b- c) -:- c (c- a) (c-b) 

1 -j-la+x!-1. [J- l-(a2+x2) J 
SO. 1 (a+ x)-1 2ax 

Evaluate the result at x =a ~-t . 

61. [ 
2;:·;~' -Gb(W-a'r']: (2a"b-; 

[ ( 
a ) -2] 1- - a2 

62* b 
. <V~-Vii)'+z Vab 

3 n+t (ian+2 )-1 .a ---
2a-b 

• Prior to ~;olving subsequent problems read lh<' notes 011 pp. 90_to H2. 
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70. ( b-1v• ,_ 

71. -'v-;o=; ~=·~"'"~_-,...;.J_l--r~: ~+::;: 
l/-~ __ 1/1--11 a 

1-a J' l+·a 

72. Evaluate the expref'sion 

.T !/-- 1/:;:c-j "l / !P=1 
"!1-, !/r2-t1'y"--l 

at J. t ( ,, 
2 

7:~. Evaluate the expres:-1ion 

Va::+Tx+Va=bX 
Va+bx- 1fa-- b.r 

:.:am 
al 1 '=1>11+m2)"jmj<1. 

Problems 

Simplify the follotrinu c.rpressions: 

~ l 

(m x)~.: {m--.:r)~ 

1 l ilt. 

fm+n":]-(m ·-x)2 



Chapter fl. A lgebratc Transformations 

. 2mn O O lf x=n2+1 and m> , <n<i. 

1 t t t 

75. [(t-x2~-2+t r2+[(!-x2~-2-t r:i 
I 

if x=2k'i(i+kt1 and k>1· 

•( V~+y;; )-t, b( v•+y;; )-t 
2bVa T ZaVb 

78. --~~~~----~~---
(

a+Vab)-1 (b+Vab)-1 
2ab + Zab 

( Vii+ Vx _ Vii+X )-z _ ( Va-Vx 79
· Va+x Vli+ Vx V•1-x 

I+ X 

80. {(Vxz-,-a+ v;z+• )+1-· x+t:::: 

82. Compute 

[ 
3 I 2]3 

a- Zb(ab-2)- 2 (a-•)- 3 

V2 t 
at a=-2-, b= Vi. 

83. Evaluate the expression 

(a+ 1t1 +(b+1t1 

J.j- X 

Vx2-t 
x+Vx2-f 

at a=(2+V3t1 
and b=(2-V3f1

• 

2-01338 

Vii+X )-2 
V•-Vx 

17 



18 Problems 

Simplify the following expressions: 

84. "+ -v;z::Tz ,_ -v;z::Tz 
z-Vz•-4z z+Vz2-4z 

85. n+2+ -v;;z=:-4 + n+2- -v;;z=:-4 
n+2- Vn•-4 n+2+ Vn2-4 

86 -. / " . ( Vx- V:x=ii2 y:z + V:x=ii2 ) 
· V z-a• · Vz+ yx=az Vz- Vz-aZ 

I I 

2+1 1 3 3 r 1 --z I 

87. -"-1- :~; 88. (2Z+27y'5): ( 2 ) +3y5J 
- X -1 · 

x+z2+1 

89. Prove the identity 

! a- a-• 1-a-2 2 
a•--~--~ +-~--~ +--s=O 

a2-a-2 a2+a-2 a2 

90. Compute 
3 3 2 

aZ+b'i a 3 ':fa=b 
---~: aVa-bVb 
(a2-ab)3 

3 
at a=1.2 and b=s· 

Simplify the following expressions: 

I I I I I I I I I I 

91. [(a2+ b2) (a2 +5bZ)-(a2+ 2bZ)(aZ-2bZ)): (2a+3a2b2) 

Evaluate the result at a=54 and b=6. 

I I I I 

[<a+bl- 2+(a-b)- zr' + ((a+b)- 2-(a-b)- 2r' 
92. I l I I 

l<a·i·b)- 2+<•-b)- 2f'- [<a+bl- 2-<a- b)- 2r' 

~ (1-a'>~+a•(1-a2)-i 
- 'j•' i-a2 

1+(a (1-a')- 2 
93. a2 (1- a2 ) 



Chapter I I. Algebraic Transformations 19 

2. -! ! 

94. x2-x 2 -(x-~}-2·.x'V~-V~ 
(x+l)(xZ+I) 1+x2 l+x2 

1 ! 

95. (R'-x')~-x'(R'-x') i+R' (R'-x')2+x'(Jf2-x2)-2 

(R'-x2) [ 1+ ( 1//1:- x' r•J 
1 1 1 t 

96. (p"i+q2t• (p-t +q-')+-
1
_

2_
1

_ (p-2+q -2) 

(P2+q2)' 

[ (a+"r"*Hx+.1" ax2)-! --.1-J' 97
' Va-Tr Vx 

105. ( t ~-va>z + 1-t ~a;)-· .. /1+2' / .!:+.!: 
~-0 t" v v. ~ 

2• 



20 Problems 

110. 

112. 

113. 

114. ' 
( 

a-41> 

a+(ab)i-nb 

( ,~--1! ,.~ )
3 
+2a l0t+b 1/h 

~ V a -1-- \ b 1 
-l!lih-a 

3a"+-0b !"ab -,a Va-b Va 115. 

116. 
( V~- Vbl'+2a": Va+~> Vb , J ya;,_~b 

a 1/4-+b ·\/b T a-b 

117. 
tVa--VD)-'J _! 1·-yy (ab) 2 

\ a- -b-

118. "l .. / +,-a v + vaJ-3 
p·a-,_··~ +,+t)(•~-~-- ~-t) 

tt9. [" aat~' -"" -i/:t][Wa-Vx)2 +3(Va+Vx)'] 

120. [("~~y: 'aV&):(a+Va3 b2)-Vbr 



125. 

126. 

Chapter I I. Algebraic Transformations 

1 

2a;;-2 
1 1 ! ! ! 

a;;+•B+t a4-•B+t a2-a4+z 
V17I=tV:J+2VZ+V<x+t2lV;-6x-s 

x-:::.Vx -VV2+tt/3-2V2 
Vx-1 

127. Va.bfai+ 1f;;>&J: t'a 
(b2-ab-2a2) Vab 

128. 

129. [ x+4 
_ 2x2-2x-4 

130. 

( 
1 4 

+(x+i) x+! + x2-4x 

21 
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131. 

132. 

133. 

Problems 

a• yab-1 ~-z V43hVabi 
(a2-ab-2b2) Va•b 

a-3 [ a+2b 
- a+2b a2+ab-3a-3b 

3 

V~-(abJ4 : Va. ('V!:+ 'V!) + 
(a>-bZ) a-l b a 

+!.·(2a+2b+ a+3b 
a a-4b 2a+2b 

[ (V~;:=t"iib Va)
2 +4]: a Vb"+b Va + 

abl' ab Va-Yb 
b•-4a2 ( 1 + -4-.,- · b'+3ab+ 2a• 

3 

4 (2ab)4 (a+ 2b)-l 
134. , I 

Va- v 2b 

CHAPTER III 

ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS 

Solve the following equations:: 

a•+21ab ) 
2a>-6ab-8b2 

135 6b+7a _ 3ay =i-~· 136 ax-b , bx+a _ a2+b2 
• 6b 2b2 b•-ab' • a+b T a-b - a2-b2 

137. 

138. 

139. 

140. 

x-a-b --4"~+~=3 c 1 a b 

c+3z c-2z 2c+z 
4c2+6cd- 9d2-6cd = 4c2-9d2 

x-1 2n2(l-x) _ 2x-1 _ 1-r 
n-1 -1 n•-1 - 1-n• 1+n 

3ab+1 3ab (2a+1)x a2 
--.-X= a+l + a(a+1)2 + (a+1J3 
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143• !:.+...:._+ m(z-rn) _ z(z+m) -~-Z 
z m z (z+m) m (z-m) - m2-z2 

a•+x a•-x 4abx+2a•-2b2 
144. b2-x - bZ+x = b4 x2 

145. ---'!.':._+ (a+n)(anx+nx•+x3) =~+~ 
a-x z3+nx2-a2x-a2n n+x x2-a2 

146. (~ _....:.±.!.__1}. [ •+1 a(x+!l 11-3.._ 
ax+!-! x+a-1 · _ (x+a-l)a ax+! + - 2 

a-x 3a 
ax-x2 a2 

148. a Wx-a)-b (Vx-b) +a+b= Vx 
149 . ..!_-L_l_+ - 1-=0· 150. ~--x-= __ b_Z-

a ' a+x a+2x ' x+b b-x 4(x2-b2) 

151. 1-~- b•-a• • 152 ~=~+__::._ 
x-a- a2+x2 2ax' • ab-2b2 ac2-2bc2 be 

153. _x_+~- 5a2 • 154 ~--1 __ :.._ 
x+a x-a - 4 (.z2-a2) ' • n2x-2n 2-n.x - n 

155• (:=:;2 -;}= a3 :x-;~ x)' 156· 1 - x=:a = a2~:-;b
2

2ax 
157 __ 1 ____ 1_= 2(n+3l, 158. a+x-2n a-2n ~= 1 

• Zn+nx 2x-x2 x3-4x ' 2a n x 

159 a a-! -1· 
( 

a-x }2 ( a }2 
5 160 -X- - a:t=b 

• nx-x x2--2nx2+n2x2- 1 • x2+a2-2ax =9x2 

x+x2 1-a2 ab 

161. --r:=xz: (1+ax)2-(a+x)2 (b--a)2 

162. Factor the following expression into linear factors: 

11x- 3x2 + 70 

163. Factor the expression i -~into two factors, whose sum is 

-'=-+~ 
b a 

164. Factor the following expression: 

15.x' + x2 
- 2x 

165. Factor the following expression: 

x'+2x'+4x2 +2+x 
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165a. Solve the equation 
(1 + x2

)
2 = 4x (1 - x2) 

166. Write a quadratic equation, whose roots are 

.!.. and !.. 
b a 

167. Set up a quadratic equation, whose roots are 
1 and 

1 
to-1172 to+ a vz 

168. Write a quadratic equation, whose roots are 
a 

Va±-v;;=b 
169. The roots x1 and x 2 of the quadratic equation 

x• + px + 12 = 0 

possess the following property: x1 - x2 = 1. Find the coefficient p. 
170. In the equation 

5x2 -kx+1=0 

determine k such that the difference of the roots be equal to unity. 
171. The roots x1 and x 2 of the equation 

x2 - 3ax + a2 = 0 

are such that x ~+ x; = 1.75. Determine a. 
172. In the quadratic equation 

x2 +px+q=0 

determine the coefficients such that the roots be equal to p and q. 
173. The roots of the quadratic equation 

ax• + bx + c = 0 

are x1 and x 2• Set up a new quadratic equation, whose roots are !! 
zo 

and ~. 
Xt 

174. Given a quadratic equation 

ax"+bx+c=O 

Set up a new quadratic equation, whose roots are: 
(1) twice as large as the roots of the given equation; 
(2) reciprocal to the roots of the given equation. 
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175. Set up a quadratic equation, whose roots are equal to the 
cubes of the roots of the equation 

ax• + bx + c = 0 

176. Set up a biquadratic equation, the sum of the squared roots 
of which is 50, the product of the roots being equal to 144. 

177. Find all the roots of the equation 
4x4 - 24x3 + 57x2 + 18x- 45 = 0 

if one of them is 3 + tV6. 
178. Determine the constant term of the equation 

6x3 - 7x2 - 16x + m = 0 

if it is known that one of its roots is equal to 2. Find the remaining 
two roots. 

179. Knowing that 2 and 3 are the roots of the equation 
2x3 + mx• - 13x + n = 0 

determine m and n and find the third root of the equation. 
180. At what numerical values of a does the equation 

x2 +2axV a2 -3+4=0 
have equal roots? 

180a. In what interval must the number m vary so that both 
roots of the equation 

x2 
- 2mx + m2 

- 1 = 0 

lie between -2 and 4? 

Solve the following equations: 

181. VY+2-Vy-6=2; 182. V22-x-V10-x=2 

183. V3x+1-Vx-1=2; 184. Vx+3+V3x-2=7 

185. Vx+t+V2x+3 1; 186. V3x-2=2V:x::t=2-z 

187. lf'2x+ 1 + Vx-=3= 2 Vx; 188. V 1+x V x'+24=x+ 1 

3-t-z ,/1 1,/4 2 
189. ax= v 9+7 v n+xz 

, / x-5 , / z-4 7 , /' z+2 
190. V x+2 + V r+3 = 'x+2 V 7+ 

v~ v-- 1 
191. V:.-3 + x+3= Vx-3 
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4 3 
192. ,; ,j =-:r+ v :r2+x :r- V :r2+x x 
193. 2 i = _!. 

2+Y4-x2 2-~ x 

t94. V 2 V7 + 11 x-VzV7-Vx=V2s 
195. Vx+Vx-Vx-Vx=iv x/_ x+ 1 x 
196. V27+x+ V21=X ~; 197. X= a-Va-.-_-x-V""'x=•=+=a• 

Y27+x- Y27-x ~ 

198. 11~-xa-1 =_!.. 199. V~-ax c; 
llt+a-2x2+xa-t 4 ' Vt+a2x2+ax 

200. :r+c+ v~ 9(x+c) 
x+c- V x2-c2 · --8c-

201. Vx+3-4V x-i+ Vx-'-8-6V x-i= 1 

202. 2Jia+.r+ Va-x= Va-x-:- V x(a+x) 

203. Jf a2 -:c+ Vb2 -.r= a+b 
204. va=x Vb-!-x=oVa+b 

205. Jlx-'-a=a-JF'x·' 206. Va+x _;_ Va+x=Jix 
' ' a · x 

1 1 

207. Jlx-:·Yx=12; 208. (x-li2 6(x-1)"=16 

209. ~2t-V10+2x= -Y"V15-2x-9 
210. y/.:r+y/2x-3= J/12(:r-1) 

211. y/a=x l'/ b-x y/a +-b- 2x 

212. Y"x 2~ 3; 2t3. 2lYZ2-3Y"z=2o 

l;-- 3,r-.- . i" /2x+2 /x+2 7 
214. ac·X-va-rX•=0,2a., x+z-J 2x+2=U 

216. x": 11.;-]lx•.: 11 t.?· 217 xVX-t_ V;:I-t --f. 
! ... , • }r;i-t ./~X+i - 1 

218. T-4 =x-8· 219 (a-x)·\fa=I+(x-b)llx=li'_ -b 
·1 x-t-2 ' . ·va-x+ Vx-b -a 
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220~-,/2-I· 
. 2- -v:x - v z , 221. x-t_ = 4 - 1-v:x 

1+1/x 2 

222. Vx2 -3x+5+x2 =3x+1 

223. Y3x2 +5x-8-Y3x"+ 5x+1 = 1 

224. v y2 +4y+ 8+ YY"+4y+4 = Y2(y2 +4y+ 6) 

Solve the following systems of equations: 

{
x2 +y2 =2(xy+2) {x+xy+y= 11 

225. ~ 226. • • 30 
x+y=u .ry+xy·= 

{
x+y2 =7 {x2 -y=23 

227. xy• = 12 228. x•y =50 

229. 

231. 

{ 
(x2 - y2 ) xy = 180 

x2 -xy-y2 = -11 

{

x
2 + y2 =: xy 

X-Y=TXY 

{
x2 -xy+y2 =7 

233. x-y= 1 

235. 

{
3x2 - 2xy+.5y2 -35 =0 

230. 5 2 10 2 ~ 0 
X- y -;)= 

{
.c2 + xy + y2 = 13 

232. + 4 
X Y= 

{

X y 25 

234. y-+x-=12 
x2 -y2 =7 

27 

Give positive solutions only, assuming that a> 0, b > 0, c > 0, 

d>O and tn,Pn. 

{ 
x2

- xy + y2 = 7 { x• + y3 = 7 

236. x' + y• = 35 237. xy (x + y) = - 2 

Give real solutions only. 

{
xy(x+ y)= 30 

238. x• + ya = 35 {

x+y x-y 5 I 
239. x=y+ z+y = 5 

xy=6 
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{ 

x+y+z=1 
240. ax+by+cz=d 241 

2x-3y+5z-2u=3 

{ 

x+2y+3z+4u=30 

· 3x+4y-2z-u= 1 
a2x + b2y + c•z =d' 4x-y+6z-3u=B 

x+y+z=4 { Jf4x+y-3z+7 =2 

{
x+2y+3z=5 243. yl 2y-f-5x+z+ 25.5 =3 

x'+y'+z'=14 Jfy+z-ViiX=O 

242. 

{ 

x+y+z=13 { x'+y2=z' 
x2 +y2 +z'=61 245. xy+yz+zx=47 

xy-f-xz=2yz (z-x)(z-y)=2 
244. 

r _1_2_ +--5- =5 

{

a3 +a2x-f-ay+z =0 

246. b"+b'x+by+z=O 247. 
c3 + c'x + cy + z = 0 

Vx-1 yu+.!_ 
l 8 10 

4 

I -v- +~;--=6 l x-1 V u+{-

{
x+y-2Jfxy=4 248. 

x+ y= 10 

249. v X+ y v 3.r {
~/ 3x _ 2 +~/ x+y =O 

250. 

xy-54=x+y 

{ 

1 3/~ 1 y·-17 -0 4v x -rY - 2 v -

V X-! y+J'r x-y= 6 

{ 
Vx+y+Jfx-y=4Va 

251. -- -- ( - ) Vx•-:-y'-Jfx'-y'= )/41-3 a 

• {Vx'+y'-V~·'-y'=Y • { x'+xy+y'=84 2<>2. 2a3. 1 -
x4-y4 144a4 x-f-l.>:y+y=14 

253a. Find all the values of m for which the system of equa
tions 

{ 
x-y=m(1+xy) 

2 x+y-f-xy=O 
has real solutions. 
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CHAPTER IV 

LOGARITHMIC AND EXPONENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Determine x without using logarithmic tables: 
1 1 ,_ 

254*.x+10·1002 10
g

9
-log

2
; 255. x=1002-logl 4 

'/ 2-tilog 16 _ 
256. x= V 10 ; 2a7. x=491-log,2+5-log,l 

Solve the following equations: 

258. log, log3 log2 x = 0 
259. log. {1 + logb[1 +log, (1 + logp x)J} =0 

t 
260. log, {2log3 [1 + log2 (1 + 3logz xll} = 2 

261. log2 (x + 14) + log2 (x + 2) = 6 

262. log0 y +log. (y + 5) +log. 0.02 = 0 

263. 

264. 

log(35-x3 ) 3 
log (5-x) 

1 I 1 I [b (3a-b) (a2+•bl-'l 
+ og x = 3 og - &-2 J -

-}Iogb+f log(a•-ab2 ) 

I 

265. log [ x-a(l-a)- z] -{log( 1 +~)-

raa+a 
-log V •+I -a'= 0 

266. log. V5 f-log. (5x)- 2.25= (log, V5) 1 

267. log10 x+ log, x+ log2 x= 7 

3 69 ( 3 )Jx-7 ( 7 )7x-3 268. Jog0 x-log •• x+log.,x= 4 ; 2 • 7 = 3 

210. 7.3 .. '-5"'=3"•-5··•; 211. o.125·4·x-·=(~2r· 

bas: To~roughout this book, the symbol log stands lor tho logarithm to tho 
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x+5 x+17 
272. 0.5•'-22•+2 = 64-1; 273. 32x=7 =0.25-128:;:::-3 

1 2 

274. ({r(¥f-
1 =:~~~; 275. [2(2Yx+3)2rxJJfx-1=4 

1 
'}-1 -2 

276. 2(2VX+3r X - vx=-.Y4Z=o 
x'' 'v·- •x .z,.r- 4/- 1 

277. ·-v a3 - -V ay a-1 =1; 278.3logxa,x+ 2 log x x=2 

Ya 

279. log,, (x ·7· 12) -logx 2 = 1; 280. log. (5x2) -log!x = 1 

281. 1 +a+ a'+ a3 + ... + ax-I +ax=( I+ a) (1+a2)(1 +a4) (1+a8) 

282, 52 •5'1•56 • ••• •52X=0.04-2B; 283, 4X-2 -17•2X-4+1 =0 

284. 2-4''' -17 -4·' +· s = o; 285.3 ;Y"iiT -w ;ru + 3 =o 
log x+i 

286. x-,-, - = l(llog x+l 

287. log(4-1 -2 '"-1)-1 =log (V2 lx-2 + 2)-2log 2 

288. 2(log2-1)' log(51'X l-1)=log(51-Vx+:i) 

289. ;1 1o,e::c_;~lugx---1 =31ogx+1_51ogx-1 

290. x21og' X- 1.; logx = VIO; ,291.!og (64 7 zx'-'"") =0 

292. log2 (!J- 2x) = 3 -.r 

29;{. log 2 ' log ('I,_,-~-\)) log (2x-z 1) 

294. 2 log 2 7 ( 1 2~} log 3 -log (;13 ·1 27)' 0 

2\li>. log(:ll '•'-i- 1 -2\ 1~)-2=~ log U\-V .r-;-0.23 log4 

29(\. 

2n1. log,, 1:?0 

1 
T 

(:r-- :.1)- 2lng5 ( 1-5''3) = - log5 (0.2- 5'-4) 
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300. {
log. x+ log4 y= 2 { log(x'+ y2)-1 =log 13 

301. ' logbx-logby= 4 log(x -t- y) -log(x-y) = 31og2 

302. {
logxy (x- y): 1 

303
• {log. { 1 +f)= 2-log4 y 

logxy(x + Y)- 0 Iogb x + logby = 4 

{
log4 x+ log. y +log. 4 = 2+ log. 9 

304. 5 0 x+y- a= 

{ 
xy=a' { 3x·2"= 576 

305• Jog2 x +-log2 y = 2.51og2 (a2) 
306

• log t/2 (y- x) = 4 

{ 
log x +logy= log a {log. x + log.zy= { 

307. I -l b 308. 3 2(logx- ogy)- og logbzx+logby=2 

3 

309• { log4 x+logaz y =z 310• {log. u +logu v = 2 

logbzx-logbzY= 1 u'+v= 12 

{ 

x2 + xy + y2 = a2 

311
' logy. Vli + Iogv;; Vii= V:l 

{ 

log2 x+log4 y+log,z=2 
312 {log, x-log, y = 

0 313. loga y -I- logo z .L log. x = 2 
' x'-5y'+· 4 = 0 1 

log, z + log16 x + log16 y = 2 

314• { =-Yx+;=2V3 
(x+y) 2"- =3 

315. { ':;"? V72v V128 
log (x + y) =log 40-log(x-y) 

{
Y!? = 32 -78" { g-t W- 21 Y'I7" = o 

316. u/<Si u/- 317. j;, 3x=3 ~ gt-Y log(x-1)-log(l-y)=O 

{

-}logx+ -}logy-log (4-Vx) =0 
318. 319. {logxaY=P 

(25 t/:X) Jfii -125·5 Jfii =0 logybx =q 
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CHAPTER V 

PROGRESSIONS 

Notation and formulas 

a1 first term of arithmetic progression 
an = nth term of arithmetic progression 
d = common difference of arithmetic progression 

u1 = first term of geometric progression 
Un = nth term of geometric progression 

q = common ratio of geometric progression 
Sn = sum of the first n terms of a progression 
S = sum of infinitely decreasing geometric progression 

s" = 

Formulas for arithmetic progression 

a, =a1+d(n-1) 

S ___ (a,+t~ 
n -- 2 

S,l 
f2a 1 +d(n-l)fn 

2 

Formulas for g-eometric progression 

ll11 =Hlqn-t 

llt(lfH--1) s 
S, ~ (q>l) or n "t (1-qn) (q< 1) 

1-q 

S=-"-'-
1-q 

ARITHMETIC PROGRESSION 

320. How many terms of the arithmetic progression 

5; 9; 13; 17; •.. 

is it necessary to take for their sum to equal 10,877? 

(l) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(~>) 

(G) 

(7) 

321. Find an arithmetic progression, if the sum of its first four 
terms is equal to 26, and the product of the same terms equals 880. 
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322. In an arithmetic progression a P = q; aq = p. Express an 
in terms of n, p, and q. 

323. Find the sum of all two-digit natural numbers. 
324. Find four successive odd numbers, if the sum of their squares 

exceeds by 48 the sum of the squares of the even numbers contained 
between them. 

325. An arithmetic progression consists of 20 terms. The sum of 
the terms occupying even places is equal to 250, and that of the 
terms occupying odd places equals 220. Find the two medium terms 
of the progression. 

326. Given a sequence of expressions: (a + x) 2; (a2 + x2); 

(a - x) 2; •••• Prove that they form an arithmetic progression, and 
find the sum of its first n terms. 

327. Denoting the sums of the first n" first n2 , and first n3 terms 
of an arithmetic progression by S" S 2 , and S 3 , respectively, show 
that 

s, (n2 - n3) + ~(n3 - n,) ~,_..:2_ (n,- n2 ) =0 
n 1 n 2 n3 

328. Write an arithmetic progression whose first term is 1. the 

sum of the first five tNms being equal to{~ of that of the next five 

terms. 
329. Find an arithmetic progression in which the sum of any 

number of terms is always three times the squan•d number of these 
terms. 

330. Find the sum of all two-digit numbers which, when divided 
by 4, yield unity as a remainder. 

GEOMETRIC PROGI\ESSION 

331. Insert three geometric means between the numbers 1 and 256. 
332. Find the three numbers forming a geom~tric progression. 

if it is known that the sum of the first and third terms is equal 
to 52, and tho square of the second term is 100. 

333. Write first several terms of a geometric progression in which 
the difference between the third and first terms is equal to 9, and 
that between the fifth and third terms equals 36. 

334. Find the four numbers forming a geometric progression in 
which the sum of the extremes is equal to 27, and the product of the 
means, to 72. 

335. Find the four numbers forming a geometric progression, 
knowing that the sum of the extremes is equal to 35, and the sum 
of the means, to 30. 
3-01338 
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336. Determine a geometric progression in which 

u, + u2 + u3 + u4 + u5 = 31 

and 

337. A geometric progression consists of five terms; their sum less 

the first term is equal to 19 {, and that less the last one equals '13. 

Compute the extremes of the progression. 
338. Find the first term and common ratio of a geometric progres

sion consisting of nine terms, such that the product of its extremes 

is equal to 2304, and the sum of the fourth and sixth terms equals 120. 

339. Three numbers form a geometric progression. The sum of 

these numbers is equal to 126, and their product, to 13,824. Find 

tlu?~(1 uumbers. 
:HO. A gt>ometric progression consists of an even number of terms. 

Tlw sum nf all the terms is three limPs that of thll odd terms. Dcter

mitw the common ratio of the progression. 

IXFI:\ITELY DECREASJ:o;G GEOMETHIC PROGHESSION 

;{41. Prove that the numbers 

roiL"'Iitutp nn infinitdy dt>crPasing geonwtric progression and find 

llll' limil of tlw ~nm o~f it:-:; terms. 
;~12. ComputP the exprp:-:~ion 

... ] 
aftPr rn·o\·in:.r thnl llw bracketed addt>ud~ tHl' lhe terms of a decrea

sin~ ~r·;Jilll'tric progTl'."'."ion. 
:H:J. Find the sum of the term' uf an infinitely dPcreasing geo

nwlrie pro~res.sion in which all t.lw IPrrns are po.sitivl~. tho first 

1\'rrn i' 't, ami the diffl'l'Pnce betw('l'll thP thirrl and fifth lPrms is 
'") 

t'(JIIfll to~. 

:Hit. ])t'lprmine the sum of au infinitl'ly decreasing geometric 

prugn•ssion. if it is kw)wn thnt tht~ :-'Urn of its first and fourth terms 

i~ l•qual to ft·1, and tlw sum of the sPcond aud third tPrms, to 36. 
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345. In an infinitely decreasing g<•ometric progression the stun 
of all the terms occupying odd places is equal to 36, and that of all 
the terms at even places equals 12. Find the progression. 

346. The sum of the terms of an infinitely decreasing geometric 
progression is equal to 56, and the sum of I he squared terms of the 
same progression is 448. Find the first term and the common ratio. 

347. The sum of the terms of an infinitely d('creasing geomPtric 
progression is equal to 3, and the sum of the cubes of all its tt•rms 
equals \0

:. Write the progression. 
348. Determine an infinitely decreasing geometric progre!"!"ion, 

the second term of which is 6, the sum of the terms being equal to+ 
of that of the squares of the terms. 

AHITHMETIC AND GEOMETIIIC PHOGHESSIONS 

349. The second term of an arithmetic progression is 14, and the 
third one 16. It is required to set up a geonwtric progression such 
that its common ratio would be equal to the common difference of 
the arithmetic progression. and the """ of tlu• first three IPrms 
would he the same in both progressio11s. 

350. The first and thir<.l terms of an arithmetic and a geometric 
progressions are equal t.o each otlwr, rcsppetively, the first f(l-rrns 
being equal to 3. Write these progressions, if the spcond tt•rm of the 
arithmetic progression exceeds by 6 the second term of the geometric 
progression. 

351. In a geom,tric progression the first, third and fifth IPrrns 
may be considrrcd as the first, fourth and sixteenth h'rms of <Hl 
arithmetic progression. Determine the fourth term of this arithmetic 
progression, knowing that. its first term is .5. 

352. Three numbers, whose !"Urn is t'qual to 93, constitute a "PO~ 
metric progression. They may also be considered as tho first, ~ec~nd 
and seventh terms of an arithmetic progression. Find these numbers. 

353. In an arilhm<:tic progression the first term is 1, and the sum 
of the first seven terms is equal to 2555. Find the medium term 
of a geometric progression consisting of seven terms, if the first 
and tho last t<>rms coincide with the respective terms of the indicated 
arithmetic progression. 

354. The sum of the three nurnb!'rs constituting an arithmetic 
progression is equal to 15. If 1, 4 and 19 are added to them, respecti
vely, we will then obtain three numbers forming a geometric progres· 
sion. Find these numbers. 
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355. Find the three numbers constituting a geometric progression, 

if it is known that the sum of these numbers is equal to 26, and 

that when 1, 6 and 3 are added to them, respectively, three new 

numbers are obtained which form an arithmetic progression. 
356. Three numbers form a geometric progression. If the third 

term is decreased by 64, then the three numbers thus obtained will 

constitute an arithmetic progression. If then the second term of this 

arithmetic progression is decreased by 8, a geometric progression 

will be formed again. Determine these numbers. 
357. Can three numbers constitute an arithmetic and a geometric 

progression at the same time? 

CHAPTER VI 

COMBINATORICS AND NEWTON'S BINOMIAL THEOREM 

358. The number of permutations of n letters is to the number 

of permutations of n + 2 letters as 0.1 to 3. Find n. 
359. The number of combinations of n elements taken three at 

a time is five times less than the number of combinations of n + 2 

elements taken fom at a time. Find n. 
360. Find the medium term of the expansion of the binomial 

1 

( 7-x2)ts. 
361. Determine the serial number of the term of the expansion 

of the binomial ({~ii'+-}Va)'~, which contains a7 , 

362. Find the serial numb,•r of the term of the expansion of 

the binomial ( i/- "\~b ~-}/ .;·;; ) ", which contains a and b to one 

and the "''nw power. 

363. Simplify the expression ( := •+~! - a-~)
10 

and deter

a~1-aa+1 a-a2 

mine the t,•rm of the expansion that contains no a. 
364. The exponent of one binomial exceeds that of the other by 3. 

Determine tlwso exponents, if the snrn of the binomial coefficients 
in the expansions of hoth binomials taken together is equal to 144. 

365. Find the thirteenth term of the expansion of (9x- ~-)m, 
)13x 

if the binomial coefficient of the third term of the expansion is 105. 
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366. In tho expansion of ( x2 + ~ r the coefficients at the fourliL 

and thirteenth terms are equal to each other. Find the term con

taining no x. 

367. Find the medium term of the expansion of {a 7;;- j/ ~-;) , 
if it is known that the coefficient of the fifth term is to the 

coefficient of the third term as 14 to 3. 
368. The sum of the coefficients of the first, second and third 

terms of the expansion of ( x2 ++ r is equal to 46. Find the term 

containing no x. 
369, Find the term of the expansion of the binomial (xV x + -J!'-x)"' 

which contains x•, if the sum of all the binomial codficients is 

equal to 128. 
370. Find the sixth term of a geometric progression, whose first 

term is .!.. and the common ratio is the complex number (1 +;i). 
' 371. Find the seventh term of a geometric progression. wh<"c 

common ratio is ( 1 + +), and the first term, i. 

372. At what value of n do the coefficients of the second. third 

and fourth terms of the expansion of the binomial (1 + x)" form 

an arithmetic progression? 
373. The coefficients of the fifth. sixth and seventh terms of th<' 

expansion of the binomial (1 + x)" constitute an arithmetic pro

gression. Find n. 
. ( ; ',;1 . X+ I/-;-::-). 

374. In the express ton -x:-= 'i- a v a· 1 d<'lermine x surh 
t/ ax-1 

that the fourth term of the expansion of the binomial be equal to 
56a~-•. 

375, In the expression { 2 y/ 2-1 + •-~ ) ' determine x such that 

the t bird term of the expansion of the binomial be equal to 240. 

376. Determine X in the expression ( y/2 + ~3 r' if in the 

expansion of the binomial the ratio of the seventh term from the 

beginning to the seventh term from the end is equal to {;-. 

377. Find the value of x in the expression (x + xlogx)• the thirJ 
term of the expansion of whlch is 1,000,000. ' 
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I < 
378. Find the value of x in the expression [ (VX) log x +I + \Vx J , 

the fourth term of thl' expansion of which is 200. 
379. In the expression ( Vxz +x10g Vi)" determine x such that 

the third term of the expansion of the binomial is equal to 36,000. 
380. The sixth term of the expansion of the binomial 

( ;r-;; +x2logx)" is 5600. Find x. 
x2l, z .. 

381. The ninth term of the expansion of the binomial 

r VTii 2logx -]
10 

L (1/x)5logx +x JYx 
is 450. Find x. 

382. Determine x, if the fourth term of the expansion of the 

( 
- 1 )7 binomial 101og 'x + log ';/IO is 3,500,000. 

383. Determine at what value of x in the expansion of the bino

mial ( ~x+ 1~:;: ) 12 
the term containing x to a power twice as 

larg-P as that of the succeedent term will be less than the latter by 30. 
38r.. Determine at what value of x the fourth term in the 

<'xpansion of the binomial (li2x-t + ,
1

1
_ )'" is 20 times greater 

l zx 
than the exponent of the binomial, if the binomial coefficient of the 
fonrt h term is five times greater than that of the second term. 

:l85. Finrl out at what values of x the difference between the 
fourth and sixth terms in the expansion of the binomial 

( V'lX " ;r; )'" -, •• _ v' ..:: is equal to 56, if it is known that the exponent 
}/ t{ :!X 

of the binomial m is less than the binomial coefficient of the third 
l<·rm in the l'xpansion by 20. 

386. Find out at what values of x the sum of the third 
and fifth terms in the expansion of ( Vzx + V 1 

)m is equal to 135, 
2X-1 

if the sum of the binomial coefficients of the last three terms is 
<'qual lo 22. 

387. Determine at what .r the sixth term in the expansion of 

lh<' binomial [V 31og(tO 3"1 +~2(x- 2)-logJ]'" is equal to 21, if it 
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is known that the binomial coefficients of the second, third and 

fourth terms in the expansion represent, respectively, the first. 

third and fifth terms of an arithmetic progression. 

388. Determine at what value of x the fourth term in the expansion 

of the binomial 

[ 
_ -i log {G- l'BX) 6 I dog (X-1)]'" 

( '/")- +'/J 
y'.J "~ 

is equal to 16.8, if it is known that ~ of the binomial coefficient 

of the third term and the binomial coefficients of the fourth and 

fifth terms in the expansion constitute a geometric progression. 

389. Determine at what x the difference between the nine-fold 

third term and the fifth term in the expansion of the binomial 

( ~z;-• + Vf;. iz) m 

is equal to 240, if it is known that the difference between \he loga

rithm of the three-fold binomial coefficient of the fourth term and 

the logarithm of the binomial coefficient of the second term in the 

expansion is equal to 1. 

CHAPTEH VII 

ALGEBRAIC AND ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS * 

390. Find the weigh! of an artille•·y round, knowing that the charge 

weigiL' 0.8 kg, the weight of the projectile is equal to{- of the total 

weight of the round, and the weight of the shell is} of the weight 

of the round. 
391. At a certain factory women make 35% of all the workers, 

the rest of the workers being men. The number of men exceeds that 

of women by 252 persons. Determine the total amount of workers. 

* We do not divide the problems into algebraic and arithmetic ones, since 

arithmetically solvable problems can always be solved algebraically, and vice 

V<\r~a; the problems which arc solved with the aid of equations may often have 

a ~impler arithmetic solution. Under "Answers and Solutions" we sometimes give 

arithmetic, and stlmetimes, algebraic solutions, but this should not at all lay 

.auy restraint on the student's initiative as to the choice of the method of solution. 
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392. A batch of goods was sold for 1386 roubles at a 10% profit. 
Determine the prime cost of the goods. 

393. A factory sold 3348 roubles worth of goods at a loss of 4%. 
What was the prime cost of the goods? 

394. If 34.2 kg of copper is extracted from 225 kg of ore, what 
percentage of copper does the ore contain? 

395. Prior to a price reduction, a package of cigarettes cost 
29 kopecks. After the reduction, it cost 26 kopecks. What was the 
price reduction in percent? 

396. One kilogram of a commodity cost 6 roubles and 40 kopecks. 
The price was then cut to 5 roubles and 70 kop. What was the price 
reduction in percent? 

397. The raisins obtained in drying some grapes amount to 32% 
of the total weight of the grapes. What quantity of grapes must we 
take to obtain 2 kg of raisins? 

398. A group of tourists have to collect money for an excursion. 
If each pays in 75 kopecks, there will be a deficit of 4.4 roubles; 
if each pays in 80 kopecks, there will he an excess of 4.4 roubles. 
How many persons take part in the excursion? 

399. A number of persons were to pay equal amounts to a total 
of 72 roubles. If there were 3 persons less, then each would 
have to contribute 4 roubles mon•. How many people were 
there? 

400. Sixty copi<'s of the first volume of a book and 75 copies of the 
second volumt' cost a total of 405 roubles. However, a 15% discount 
on the first volume and a 10% discount on the second volume rP<lnce 
the overall price to 355 roubles and 50 kopecks. Determine the price 
of each volum!'. 

401. An antique shop bought two items for 225 roubles and then 
sold them and made a profit. of 40%. What did the shop pay for 
each item, if the first of them yielded a profit of 25% and the second, 
a profit of 50%'! 

402. Sea water contains 5% (lly weight) of salt. How many kilo
grams of fresh water should he added to 40 kg of sea water for the 
latter to contain 2% of salt? 

403. Tht> hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle measures 3j/5 
metres. J)ptermine the legs, if it is known that when one of them 

is increased by 133{% and the other, by 16j%, the sum of their 
lengths is equal to ·14 rn!!t.res. 

404. Two sacks contain 140 kg of flour. Each will contain one and 
the same amount, if we take 12.5% of the flour of the first sack 
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and put it into the second. How many kilograms of flour does each 
sack contain? 

405. Two factories, A and B, undertook to fulfil an ordet· in 12 days. 
After two days factory A was closed down for repairs, while factory B 
continued fulfilment of the order. Knowing that B bas an cfficiencv 

of 66} % of that of A, determine in how many days the order will 

be completed. 
406. In a mathematics test, 12% of the students of a class did 

not solve the problems at all, 32% solved them with certain mista
kes, and the remaining 14 students obtained correct solutions. How 
many students are there in the class? 

407. A piece of a rail making 72% of the rail length is cut off. 
The remaining part weighs 45.2 kg. Determine the weight of tlw 
cut-off piece. 

408. A piece of a silver-copper alloy weighs 2 kg. The w<•ight 

of silver comes to 14 f% of that of copper. How much silver is there 

in this piece? 
409. Three workers received a total of 4080 roubles for a job. The 

sums received by the first and the second workers stand in a ratio 

of 7-} to 1-}. The money received by the third worker is 43 { ~o of 

that of the first. What was each worker paid? 
410. Three boxes contain G4.2 kg of sugm·. The second box con-

tains-} of the contents of the first, and the third contains 42 -} ~. of 

what there is in the second box. How much sugar is there in each box? 
411. There is scrap of two grades of steel containing 5% and 40~0 

of nickel. How much of each grade is required to obtain 140 tons 
of steel containing 30% of nickel? 

412. A piece of a copper-tin alloy weighing 12 kg contains 45?0 
of copper. How much pure lin must be added to this piece lo obtain 
a new alloy with 40% of copper? 

413. How much pure alcohol must be added lo 735 grams of a 16 °0 
alcohol solution of iodine to obtain a !O~o solution? 

414. A piece of a copper-zinc alloy weighing 24 kg was immersed 

in water and lost 2} kg in weight. Determine the amount of coppe!' 

and zinc in the alloy, if it is known that in water, copper loses 11 .!.. % 
\I 

and zinc, 14f % of its weight. 
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415. Rails are to be laid in a 20 km long section of a single-track 
railroad line. Rails are available in lengths of 25 and 12.5 metres. 
If all 25-metre lengths are used, then 50% of the 12.5-metre lengths 

will have to be added. If al!12.5-metre lengths are laid, then 66-}% 

of the 25-metre lengths will have to be added. Determine the number 
of rail lengths of each kind available. 

416. After the graduation exercises at a school the students exchan
ged photographs. How many students were there, if a total of 870 pho
tographs were exchanged? 

417. The geometric mean of two numbers is greater by 12 than 
the smaller number and the arithmetic mean of the same numbers 
is smaller by 24 than the larger number. Find the two numbers. 

418. Find three numbers, the second of which is greater than the 
first by the amount the third number is greater than the second, if 
we know that the product of the two smaller numbers is equal to 
85 and the product of the two larger numbers equals 115. 

419. The number a is the arithmetic mean of three numbers, and b 
is t.he arithmetic mean of their squares. Express the arithmetic mean 
of their pairwise products in terms of a and b. 

420. A rectangular sheet of tin with a perimeter of 96 em is used 
to make an open-top box so that a 4-crn square is cut out of each 
comt>r of the sheet and the edges are soldered together. What is the 
size of the sheet used, if the box has a volume of 768 cm 3? 

421. Find a two-digit number, if the quotient obtained by dividing 
? 

this number by the product of its digits is equal to 2j and, besides, 

the difference between the desired number and the number obtained 
by reversing the order of the same digits is 18. 

422. Find a two-digit number, if we know that the number of 
units therein exceeds by two tho number of tens and that the product 
of thP desired number by the sum of its digits is equal to 144. 

li23. DPtermine a certain positive integer on the basis of the fol
lowing data: if we adjoin the figure 5 on tho right of it, the resulting 
numlwr is exactly divisible by a number exceeding the desired one 
by :l, the quotient being equal to the divisor minus 16. 

li21i. Find two two-digit numbers having the following property: 
if '"' adjoin 0 followed by the smaller number on the right of the 
largt'r one, and adjoin the larger number followed by 0 on the 
right of the smaller one, then of the two five-digit numbers thus 
obtained the fit·st number divided by the second yields a quotient 
(lf 2 and a remainder of 590. It is also known, that the sum of tho 
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two-fold larger desired number and the thr<>e-fold smaller desired 

number is equal to 72. 
425. A student was asked to multiply 78 by a two-digit number 

in which the tens digit was three times as larg<~ as tlw units digit; 

by mistake, he interchanged the digits in the second factor and 

thus obtained a product smaller than the true pi'Oduct by 2808. 

What was the true product? 
426. Two railway stations are at a distance of \JG km from each 

other. One train covers this distanee 40 minu\ps fa.'icr than does 

the other. The speed of the first train is 12 km/h higlwr than that 

of the second. Determine the >p<'ed of hoth trains. 
427. Two persons simultaneously lea\'<' cities A and B and traYel 

towards each other. The first P""on travels 2 km/h faster than 

does the second and arriyes in B one hour bdore thP S<•cond anins 

in A. A and B are 24 krn apart. How many kilometn•s does r•ach 

per~on make in one hour? 
428. The distance hPtween A an<! B by railway is GG km and by 

water, 80.5 km. A tmin leaves A four hours after the dr'JHlrlurc of 

a boat aud arri\·ps in B 15 minutPs hefon• the boat. DPt<•rmine the 

mean speeds of the tn1in and the boat, if the former runs 30 kmih 

faster than does the ]alter. 
429. A tailor shop lws an o1·der for 810 suits, another shop has to 

make \JOO soils in the same period of time. The first shop has com

pleted its task;; days before thP target date, and the second, G days 

ahead of time. Ilow many suits dol's each shop pi'Oduce per day, if 
the second shop makes 4 suits 1wr day more than the first? 

430. Two ships meet, one going off to the south and the other, 

to the west. Two hours aftr•r thei•· encounte•·, they are GO km apart. 

Find the speed of pach ship, if it is known that the speed of one 

of them is G km/h higlwr than that of tlw other. 
431. A dog at point A W"" in pursuit of a fox:)() metres away. The 

dog makes 2m and the fox, 1 rn long h•nps. If the dog makes two 

leaps to the fox's three, at what distance from A will the dog catch 

up with the fox? 
432. Assuming that the hands of a clock move without jerks, how 

long will it takP fOI' the minute hand to catch up with the hour hand 

if it was 4 o'clock at tho starting time. 
4::13. A train l..ft station A for C via B. The speed of the t1·ain in 

the section from A to B was as required, but it fell off by 25% in the 

section between fJ and C. On the rcturn trip, the required speed was 

maintained between C and 8, but decreased 25% between Band A. 
How long did it take for the train to cover the distance from A to C, 
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if we know that the same time was spent on the A -B section as on the 

B-C section and that on the A -to-C section the train spent ~ of an 

hour less than on the return trip (from C to A)? 
434. A cyclist has to make a trip of 30 km. He leaves 3 minutes 

late, but travels 1 km/h faster and arrives in time. Determine the 
speed of the cyclist. 

435. A fast train was held up by a red-light signal for 16 minutes 
and made up for the lost time on a 80-km stretch travelling 10 km!h 
faster than called for by schedule. What is the scheduled speed of the 
train? 

436. A train has to cover 840 km in a specified time. At the half
distance point it was held up for half an hour and so, in the remaining 
section of the route, it increased its speed by 2 km/h. How much 
time did the train spend en route? 

437. Two trains start out towards each other from points 650 km 
apart. If they start out at the same time, they will meet in 10 hours, 
but if one of them starts out 4 hours and 20 minutes before the other, 
they will pass each other 8 hours following the departure of the 
latter. Determine the mean speed of each train. 

438. Two trains start out at the same lime from stations A and B 
600 km apart and run towards each other. The first train arrives 
at B three hours before the second arrives at A. The first train travels 
250 km in the time required for the second to cover 200 km. Find 
the speed of each train. 

439. A commuter walking to his train had covered 3.5 km in one 
hour and then figured out that at such a rate he would be one hour 
late. Therefore, over the remainder of the distance he made 5 km/h 
and arrived 30 minutes before the train's leaving time. Determine 
thn distanee the commuter had to walk. 

440. The distance between A and B is 19 km by highway. A cyclist 
starts out from A at a constant speed in the direction of B. A motor 
car leaves A 1!'> minutes later in tho same direction. In 10 minutes 
it catches up with the cyclist and continues on to B, then turns 
around and in 50 minutes after leaving A encounters the cyclist 
a second time. Determine the speeds of the car and cyclist. 

441. A mail train leaves station A at 5 a.m. for station B, 1080 km 
away. At 8 a.m. a fast train leaves B for A and runs 15 km/h faster 
than the mail train. When do the trains pass each other if this occurs 
midway between A and B? 

442. ·A is 78 km distant from B. A cyclist leaves A in the direc
tion of B. One hour later, another cyclist leaves B in the direction 
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of A and cycles 4 km/h faster than the first one. They meet 36 km 
from B. How long is each one en route prior to the encounter and 
what are their speeds? 

443. Two hikers start out at the same time and, walking towards 
each other, meet in 3 hours and 20 minutes. How long will it take 
for each hiker to cover the whole distance, if the first of them arrives 
at the starting point of the second 5 hours after the second arrives 

at the starting point of the first? 
444. Two hikers start out towards each other, one from A and the 

other, from B. The first hiker starts from A six hours after the second 
leaves B and when they meet it turns out, that he has covered 
12 km less than the second hiker. After the encounter the hikers 
continue walking at the same rate as before and the first of them 
arrives at B eight hours later, the second arriving at A in 9 hours. 
Determine the distance between A and B and the speed of the two 

hikers. 
445. A dirigible and an airplane are flying towards each other, 

having left their terminals at the sam<' time. When they meet, the 
dirigible has made 100 km less than the airplane, and it aiTives at the 
departure point of the airplane three hours after they pass each 
other. The airplane arrives at the airport of the dirigible I hour 
and 20 minutes after they pass each other. Find tlw speeds of the 
airplane and the dirigible and the distance bt'twe<'n the airports. 

446. Two hikers leave A and B at the same time in thP direction 
towards each other. \Vhen they meet, it turns ont that th<' first 
hiker has covered a km more than the second. If thev continue on 
their ways at the same rate as before, the first hik~r will arrive 
at Bin m hours and the second will art'ive at A in 11 hout's after thev 
meet. Find the speed of each hiker. · 

447. Two bodies arc moving along the circumference of a circle. 
The first body makes the whole circle 5 seconds faster than the 
second. If they both move in one dit'cction, they will come to.,other 
every 100 seconds. What portion of the circnmference (in de'grees) 
does each body make in one second? 

448. Two bodies moving along the circumference of a circle in the 
same direction come together every 56 minutes. If they were movin" 
with the same speeds as before, but in opposite directions the~ 
would meet every 8 minutes. Also, when moving in oppo•ite ',lirec
tions, the distance (along the circumference) between the approaching 
bodies decreases from 40 metres to 26 metres in 24 seconds. What 
is the speed of each body in metres per minute and how long is the 
circumference? 
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449. Two points are uniformly moving in the same direction 
along the circumference of a circle of length c and come together 
every t seconds. Find the speed of each point, knowing that one of 
1 hem makes the whole circle n seconds faster than the other. 

450. The distance between two towns along a river is 80 km. 
A ship makes a round tri.p between the towns in 8 hours and 20 minu
tes. Find the speed of the ship in still water, if the rate of the current 
of water is taken to be 4 kmlh. 

451. A motor boat goes 28 km downstream and then returns imme
diately. The round trip takes 7 hours. Find the speed of the boat in 
still water, if the rate of the current of water is 3 km/h. 

452. A person boats from town A to town B and back in 10 hours. 
The towns are 20 km apart. Find the rate of the current of water, 
if we know that he boats 2 km upstream during the same time as he 
does 3 km downstream. 

453. A ship covers the distance between A and Bin two days. The 
return trip takes 3 days. Determine the time a raft will take to float 
down the river from A to B. 

454. Two bodies, M 1 and M 2 , are uniformly moving towards each 
other from A and B GO metres apart. M 1 starts out from A 15 seconds 
before M 2 starts out from B. At their respective terminals the two 
bodiPs turn around and immediately go back at the same speeds as 
before. Their first encounter takes place in 2-t seconds and the second, 
in 45 seconds after the start of J1[1• Find the speed of each body. 

455. A road leading from city A to city B first runs uphill for 
3 km, llwn it is level for 5 km and then runs downhill for 6 km. 
A messenger sets out from A in the direction of Band having covered 
half the distance, finds out that he must return to pick up some 
packages he has forgotten. In 3 hours and :~fi minutes after leaving 
he returns to A. Leaving A a seeond time, he reaches Bin 3 hours 
and 27 minutes and makes the return trip to A in 3 hours and 51 minu
tPs. What is the speed of tho messenger when going uphill, over 
the level ground and downhill, assuming that within the bounds 
of each road section tho speed remains constant? 

456. A typist figures out that if she types 2 pages above her work 
quota daily, she will complete her work 3 days ahead of schedule, 
and if slw makes 4 pages extra per day, she will finish 5 days ahead 
of time. llcnY many pages docs she have to type and in what time? 

457. A workPr madn a certain number of identical parts in a spe
cified lime. If hl' had prodnced 10 parts more every day, he would 

1 
have completed the job 4 2 days ahead of schedule, and if he had 
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produced 5 parts less every day, he would have been 3 days behind 

time. How many parts did he make and in what time? 
458. A typist had to do a job in a specified time by typing a cer

tain number of pages every day. She calculated that if she had typed 

2 pages more than required per day, she would have completed 

the task 2 days ahead of tim<•, hut if she had turned out GO~o of her 

work quota, then she would have finished the job 4 days ahead of time 

and made 8 pages more than required. What was the daily work 

quota and in what time had th<' job to be completed? 
459. Two workers together complett• a certain task in 8 hours. 

Working individually, the first worker can do the job 12 hours 
faster than can do the second. How manv hours would it take l'ach 
worker to do the job individually? . 

460. A swimming pool is filled by two pipes in G hours. One pipe 
alone fills it .'i hours faster than does the other pipe alone. How long 

will it take for each pipe operating individually to fill the pool'! 
461. Two workers arc given a task to make a batch of identical 

parts. After the first had worked for 7 and the second, for 4 hours, 
they found out that 51, of tlw task had been completed. Having 

worked together· for anotht•r 4 hours, they figured out that 1/ 18 of the 

job had yet to be done. llow long would it lake t>ach worlwr to do 

the whole job individually'! 
462. Four identical hoisting cranes were being used to load a ship. 

After they had worked for 2 homs, anot]l('r two cranes of a lower 
capacity were put into operation, with the result that the loading 

operation was completed in three hours. If all the cranPs had lwgun 
working at the same time, the loading would have bcon complt•l(•d 

in 4.5 hours. Determine the time (in hours) required for one high
power and one low-power crane to do 1 he job. 

463. A task was set to delin•r a building material from a railway 

station to a construction site in 8 hours. The malPrial had to h~ 
delivered with :10 three-ton trucks. These trucks wor·ked f01· two 
hours and then \J five-ton trucks wo•·e added to help out. Tlw task 
was completed in time. If the five-ton trucks had begun the opera
tion, and the three-ton trucks had been brought two hours later, 

then only ' 3/ 15 of the material would have been delivered in the allot
ted time. Determine how many hours it would take ono three-ton 
truck alone, one five-ton truck alone, and 30 five-ton trucks to dt•li

ver all the material. 
464. Two typists undertake to do a job. The second typist bl'gins 

working one hour after the first. Three hours after the first tyi1ist 
has begun working there is still 912o of tho work to be done. When 
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the assignment is completed, it turns out that each typist has done 
half the work. How many hours would it take each one to do the 
whole job individually? 

465. Two trains start out from stations A and B towards each 
other, the second train leaving half an hour later than does the first. 
Two hours after the first train had started, the distance between the 
trains came to 19/ 30 of the entire distance between A and B. The 
trains met midway between A and B. How much time would it 
take each train to cover the distance between A and B? 

466. A rectangular bath 20 em X 90 em X 25 em (a rectangular 
parallelepiped) is used to wash photographic negatives. Water flows 
in through one pipe and, at the same time, out through another 
pipe to ensure its constant agitation in the bath. It requires 5 minu
tes less time to empty the bath through the second pipe than it does 
to!fill it through the first pipe, the second being closed. If both pipes 
are open, a full bath will be emptied in one hour. Find the amount 
of water each pipe lets pass through in one minute. 

467. A construction job required the digging out of 8000 m3 of 
earth in a specified time. The operation was completed 8 days ahead 
of time because the team of navvies overfulfilled their plan by 50 
cubic metres daily. Determine the original time limit for the 
assignment and daily overfulfillment of the plan in percent. 

468. A railway was being repaired by two teams of workers. 
Each repaired 10 km of the track despite the fact that the second 
t~am worked one day less than did the first. How many kilometres 
of the track did each team repair per day if both teams together 
rPpaired 4.5 km daily? 

4()9. Two workers together did a job in 12 hours. If at the begin
ning the first worker had done half the assignment, and then the 
second hat! completed the other half, the whole job would have been 
done in 25 hours. How long would it take each worker to do the 
whole job individually? 

470. Two tractors of different performance characteristics, working 
together, plouglH'd a field in t days. If at first one tractor had ploughed 
half the field, and then the other one had completed the other 
half, the ploughing operation would have been completed in k days. 
!low many days would it take each tractor to plough the field indi
vidually? 

471. ;fhree different dredgers were at work, deepening the entrance 
ehannel to a port. The first dredger, working alone, would have taken 
10 days longer to do the job; the second, working alone, would have 
rl'quircd an extra 20 days, and the third dredger, working alone, 
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would have required six times more time tian needed for all the thr<'P 
machines operating simultaneously. How long would it have talH•n 
each dredger to do the job individually? 

472. Two workers, the second one beginning working 1 + da)·' 

after the first. can complete an "'"'ignment in 7 days. If each of 
them had done the job individually. the first worker would ha\'p 
required 3 days mo1·e than would ha\'e the second. How many da)·' 
would it take each worker to do the job individually? 

473. Two different tractor>. working together, ploughed a fiPld 
in 8 days. If at first onP tractor had ploughed half the field and th<'n 
both tractors togelhe•r had ploughed the other half, the whole job 
would have been done in 10 dap. How many days would it tab· 
each tractor to plough the field individually? 

474. A number of men undertook to dig a ditch and could hay,. 
finished the joh in 6 hours, if tlwy had begun working simultanP<m<ly, 
but they began one after another. thP intervals between thl'ir otar
tiug times being equal. After the last worker had begun workin[(. 
a time inter\'al of the same lc>ngth elapsed and the job was finioht•d, 
each one of the• participants working till the completion of tf,.. joh. 
How long did the•,- work, if tlw first workt•r to begin worked 5 time> 
as long as tht• la>t one to begin'' 

475. Three workPrs togethe•r can complete a task in t hour.<. Th ... 
first of them. working alonP. can do thto job twice as fast as tlw thi1·d 
and one hour faster than the second. How long would it takt> each 
worker to do t ht· job individually? 

476. A lank is fiJh,J with water from two taps. At tlw beginning 
the fir>t tap wa> open for <HlP third of the time which would haw 
been ncPded to fill the tank, if the se•cond tap aloiH' had been open. 
Then the second lap was open fo1' onP third of t]l(' time required to 
fill the tank. if thP first tap alone were open. This done, the tank 
was 131'" full. Cou,putc the tinu• required to fill the tank bv <'ach 
tap separately, if hot h taps together fill it in 3 hours and 36 minot"'· 

477. In tln' con.-.truction of au t~lt>dric powPr station, a team of 
bricklayPrs was a»ignPd the task of la~·ing 120,000 bricks in a >fH>· 
cified tinw. The· tPam completed tht• task 4 days ahead of tinu·. 
Determine th<' dail~· quota of ln·icklaying and the actual llltmbPr of 
bricks laid, if il i> known that in three days the team laid ;,ooo bricks 
more than n·quin•d by the work quota for 4 days. 

478. Th1·ep ns.>els contain watPr. If 1/ 3 of the water of thP fir>t 
vessel is JHlllt'l'd into the second. aud then 1/ ~of the water· now in lhp 
second I'C'"el is polll'l'd into the third, and. finally, 1/ 10 of the water 

4-013::~,., 
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now in the third vessel is poured into the first, then each vessel 
will contain 9 litres. How much water was there originally in each 
vessel? 

479. A tank is filled with pure alcohol. Some of the alcohol is 
poured out and replaced by an equal amount of water; the same 
amount of the alcohol-water mixture thus obtained is then poured 
out, leaving 49litres of pure alcohol in the tank. The tank has a capa
city of 64 litres. How much alcohol was poured out for the first 
time and how much for the second time? (It is assumed that the 
volume of the mixture is equal to the sum of the volumes of the 
alcohol and water; actually it is somewhat lesser.) 

480. A 20-litre vessel is filled with alcohol. Some of the alcohol 
is poured out into another vessel of an equal capacity, which is 
then made full by adding water. The mixture thus obtained is then 
poured into the first vessel to capacity. Then 62/ 3 litres is poured 
from the first vessel into the second. Both vessels now contain equal 
amounts of alcohol. How much alcohol was originally poured from 
the first vessel into the second? 

4!:!1. An 8-litre vessel is filled with air containing 16% of oxygen. 
SomP of the air is let out and replaced by an equal amount of nitro
gen: then the same amount of the gas mixture as before is let out 
and again replaced by an equal amount of nitrogen. There is now 9% 
of oxygen in the mixture. Determine tht• amount of the gas mixture 
released from the vessel eac.h time. 

482. Two collective farmers together brought WO eggs to markt>t. 
lfavi11g sold their eggs at different prices. both farmers made equal 
~11111 . ..; of moucy. If the Iirst farmer had sold as many Pggs as the second, 
""" wuuld have rt>cPind 7~ roubles; if the second farmt'r had sold as 
"'""Y t•gg:; as the first. sht• would have received 32 roubles. How 
many eggs did each one of them lun~c ol'iginally? 

41-\3. Two collective farmers with a total of a lit res of milk, though 
>dling tlw milk at different pricl's. made equal sums of money. If 
t.hP first farmer had solei as much milk as the second, she would 
han• receivPtl m roubles, and if tho Sl'cond farmer had sold as much 
milk <1s the first, shH would have received n roubles (m > n). How 
many litres of milk did each one of them have originally? 

484. Two internal combustion engines of the same power output 
were subjected to an efficiency test and it was found that ono of 
thPm consunwd liOO grams of petrol, while the other, which was in 
operation 2 hours less, consum<'d 384 grams. If the first engine had 
consumed as much petrol per hour as the second, and the second, 
as much as the first, then both engines would have consumed equal 
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amounts of petrol during the same period of operation as before. 
How much petrol does each engine consume per hour? 

485. There are two grades of gold-silver alloy. In one of them the 
metals are in a ratio of 2: 3 and in the other, in a ratio of 3: 7. 
How much of each alloy need we take to get 8 kg of a new alloy in 
which the gold-to-silver ratio will he 5 to 11? 

486. One barrel contains a mixture of alcohol and water in a ratio 
of 2 to 3, another barrel, in a ratio of 3 to 7. How many pails need we 
take from each barrel to obtain 12 pails of a mixtme in which the 
alcohol-to-water ratio is 3 to 5? 

487. A certain alloy consists of two metals in a ratio of 1 to 2, 
another alloy contains the same metals in a ratio <>f 2 to;}. II ow many 
parts of both alloys an• needed to produce a third alloy containing 
the metals in a ratio of 17 to 27? 

488. Two wheels are sPt in rotation by an endless belt: the small(•r 
wheel makes 400 revolutions per minute more than dot>s the larger 
wheel. The larger whrel makes 5 rPvolutions in a time interval that 
is 1 second longer than that required for tlw 'mall(••· wlwel to make 
5 revolutious. How many revolntion:-: pt:>r miuute does t~ach wheel 
make? 

489. Over a distance of 18 melr<'' the front whed of a whicle 
makes 10 revolutions nton' than dor.-: the rpar whtle1. If till' circum
ference of the front whPt•l were incrpa,pd by li dt>ciml"ll"<':i, and the 
circumference of the rear wheel. reduced by li detimetres, then over 
the same distance the front wheel would complete 4 revolutions 
more than would the rpar one. Find the circumferences of both wheels. 

490. A barge with GOO tons of goods was unloadPd in three days, 
2/ 3 of the goods being unloaded during the first and thi"rd days. The 
amount of goods unloaded during the second day was less than that 
unloaded on the first day, and the amount unloaded on the third 
day was less than that unloaded on the second day. The difference 
between the percent reduction of the amount of goods unloaded 
on the third day with respect to that unloaded on the second day 
and the percent reduction of the amount unloadt>d on Uw st>corui 
day with respect to that unloaded on the fir,;t day is equal to 5. 
Determine how much was unloaded each day. 

491. Two solutions, the first containing 800 grams and tht.' sPcond, 
GOO grams of anhydrous sulphuric acid, an' mixed to produce 10 kg 
of a new solution of sulphuric acid. Determine the \H~ights of the 
first and second solutions in the mixture, if it is known that the 
content of anhydrous sulphuric ,~:td in the first solutwn is 10 pe'rcent 
greater than that in the seconp;.ei•\tion. 

~
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492. There were two different copper alloys, the first containing 

40 per cent less copper than the second. When these were melted 

together, the resulting alloy contained 36 per cent of copper. Deter

mine the percentage of copper in the first and second alloys, if it is 

known that there were 6 kg of copper in the first alloy and 12 kg 

in the second. 
493. Two trains-a freight train 490 metres long and a passenger 

train 210 metres long-were travelling along parallel tracks towards 

each other. The driver of the passenger train noticed the freight 

train when it was 700 metres away; 28 seconds later they passed 

each other. Determine the speed of each train, if we know that the 

freight train takes 35 seconds longer to pass the signal lights than 

does the passenger train. 
494. A freight train consists of four- and eight-wheel tank-cars 

with oil. The train weighs 940 tons. It is required to determine the 

nnmber of the eight- and four-wheel tank-cars and also their weight, 

if it is given that the number of the four-wheel cars is 5 more than 

that of the eight-wheel cars; the eight-wheel car weighs three times 

as much as the four-wheel car and the net weight of oil (that is, 

minus the weight of the cars) in all the eight-wheel cars is 100 tons 

more than t h~ weight of all the loaded four-wheel cars. The eight

wheel tank-car carries 40 tons of oil and the weight of the oil in the 

four-wheel tank-car is 0.3 of that in the eight-wheel car. 

495. The tunnel bodng m~chines, working at the two ends of 

u tunnel han> to complete the driving in 60 days. If the first machine 
? 

dell's 30% of tlw work assigned to it, and the second, 26-]- %, then 

both Will driYP ()0 metreS of the tunnel. If the first machine had done 
2/ 3 of the work assigned to the second one, and the second, 0.3 of 

I he work assigned to the first one, then the first machine would 

haYe needed tl days more than would ha\·e the second. Determine 

how many metres of the tunnel are driven by each machine per day. 

49ti. Two railway crews working together completed a repair job 

on a track sPclion in 6 days. To do 40% of the work the first crew 

alotw woul•l n•quire two day,; more than the second crew alone would 

require tn complete 13} % of the whole job. Determine how many 

day,; it would take each crew to repair the whole track section indi

vidnallv. 
li97. ·Six hundred and ninety tons of goods were to be delivered 

from a wharf to a railway stat.ion hy five 3-ton trucks and ten 1 }ton 

trucks. In a few hours, the trucks transported 25/,6 of the goods. 
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To complete the delivery in time, the remaining goods had to be 

transported in a time interval 2 hours less than that already spent. 

The transportation was completed in time because the truck drivers 

had begun making one trip per hour more than before. OetPrmine 

how many hours it took to transport all the goods. and abo the 

number of trips per hour that were made originally. if it is known 

that the 1 +-ton tmcks made on I' trip per hour mor1• than did the 

three-ton trucks. 

Not.. It is assumed that all the trucks were fully loaded on each trip. 

498. A sports ground has the shape of a rectangle with sid••s of a 

and b metres. It is bordered by a running-track whose outer rim is 

also a rectangle whose sides are parallel to and equally >paced from 

the sides of the ground. The area of the track is equal to that of the 

ground. Find the width of the track. 

499. An auditorium has a chairs arranged in row:', thP number of 

chairs in each row being the same. If b chairs are adch·d to each row 

and the number of rows is reducNl by c, then the total number of 

places in the hall will increase by onP-tenth of their original nurnlwr. 

How many chairs are there in Pach row? 

500. Two bodies spaced at d metn•s are moving towards t•ach other 

and meet in a seconds. If they move at tlw same spr·Nb '" before, 

but in one direction, they will rnPet in b st•conds. DPtt•rmine the 

speed of each body. 
501. A motorcyclist a111l a cyclist simultam•ously start out towards 

each other from points A and B d kilometres apart. In two holli'S 

they pass each other and continue on tlu)ir way.-.. ThP motorcycli_..;;t 

arrives at B t hours before the cyclist arriv<'s at A. Find the spPed of 

the two vehicles. 
502. A hiker starts out from point A in t hP direction of B; a hours 

latpr a cyclist starts out from B to meet the hikPr mal meets him b 

hours after the start. How long will it take the cyclist and the hik<'r 

to cover the whole distance between A and tB, if the cyclist re

quires c hours less than does the hiker? 

503. Train A, whose speed is v km/h, departs after train B, whooc 

speed is v1 kmih. The dirferencc between the dPpa•·turP times (the 

lag of train A) is calculated so that both traius simultaneously 

arrive at the destination. Train B covers 2/ 3 of the distance and then 

has to reduce its speNI to half. As a result the trains nwcl a km 

from the destination. Determine the distance to the terminal 

station. 
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504. A man puts money in a savings bank and one year later 
earns an interest of 15 roubles. Having added another 85 roubles, 
he deposits the money for another year. After the expiry of this 
period the sum-total of the principal and its interest is 420 roubles. 
What sum of money was originally deposited and what interest 
does the savings bank pay? 

505. The output of machine-tool A ism% of the sum of the outputs 
of machines B and C, and the output of B is n% of the sum of the 
outputs of A and C. What is the percentage of the output of C with 
respect to the overall output of A and B? 

506. An increase in the output of a factory as compared to that 
in the preceding year is p% for the first year and q% for the second 
year. What should the percent increase of the output be for the 
third year fur the average annual increase of the output for three 
years to he equal to r%? 

507. a% of some quantity of goods is sold at a profit of p% and b% 
of the rest of the goods is sold 11t a profit of q%. What profit is made 
on selling tlH• n•rrwining goods, if the total profit is r%? 

508. Equal (by WPight) pieces are cut off two chunks of alloys of 
different coppP!' contPnt, the chunks weighing m kg and n kg. Each 
of the eut-off pieces is nwlted together with the remainder of the 
otlwr chunk and tlw coppPr contents of both nlloys then become 
equal. Find the m•ight of t>ach of the cut-off pit•ces. 

509. A cprtain sum of mon<'y was arranged in n piles. An nth 
part of tlw !ll<t!ll'Y in the first pile was taken from it and put into 
the second pile. TIH•n an nth part of tlw money in the Pnlarged second 
pi!" was taken from it and put into the third pi!P. The same opera
tion was conlinnvd from the third to the fourth pile, and so on. 
Finally, au nth part o[ the morn•y in the nth pile was taken from it 
and put into t lw first pi h-. Aft(•!' this, final opPralion each pile 
had A !'on hies. How much money was tlww in each pill' prior to the 
shifting opt>ratiou (you may eunfine yourself to n=5)? 
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510. The perimeter of a right triangle is equal to 132, and the 

sum of the squares of its sides, to 6050. Find the sides. 

511. Given in a parallelogram are: the acute angle a and the 

distances m and p between the point of intersection of the diagonals 

and the uneqHill sides. Determine the diagonals and the area of the 

parallelogram. 
512, The ba>P of an isoscele> triangle is equal to 30 em, and the 

altitude, to 20 em. D<>termine the altitude dropped to one of the 

sides. 
513, The base of a trianglr• is equal to 60 em, altitud<>, to 12 em 

and the median drawn to the hast•, to t:l em. Determine the sides. 

514. On the sidPs of an isosceles right triangle with I he le:r b 

three squares arc constructed outwards. The centres of tlwse squares 

are joined through straight lines. Find the area of the trianglr• thus 

obtained. 
515. TlH• ~iti('S of a square are divided in the ratio m to n. a large 

and a small segnwnts being adjacenl to each vertex. The suceP~~ive 

points of •livision are joined by strai[(ht lines. Find the area of the 

quadrilateral obtained, if tht• side of the giv<'!l square is equal to a. 

516. Inscribed in a squar·p is another square, who~e vertices lie 

on the sides of the former sqttai'P and the sides form 30-d('gr<•e angles 

with thoso of the formet· >quarP. What portion of the area of the 

given squat·•· is the area of tho inscribed 'quare equa I to? 

517. l!lscrilwd in 11 squm·e with side a is another square, whose 

vertices lie· on the sides of the former. Determine the segmcnb into 

which the sides uf lhe first s<ptarP are dividt'd by the vertices of the 

second square, if the area of tue latter is equal to ~ of that of the 
49 

former. 
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518. Inscribed in a rectangle with sides 3m and 4 m long is another 
rectangle, whose sides are in the ratio 1 : 3. Find the sides of this 
rectangle. 

519. Inscribed in an equilateral triangle ABC with side a is another 
equilateral triangle L!ll N, whose vertices lie on the sides of the 
first triangle and divide each of them in the ratio 1 : 2. Find the 
area of the triangle L1v!N. 

520. Find the sides of a right-angled triangle, given its perime
ter 2p and altitude h. 

521. Two equal segments C11! and CN are marked on the sides CA 
and CB of an isosceles triangle ABC. Determine the length of the 
segments, knowing the perimeter 2P of the triangle ABC, its base 
AB = 2a and the perimeter 2p of the rectangle AMNB cut off 
by the straight line MN. 

522. Given a right-angled trapezoid with bases a, b and shorter 
side c. Determine the distance between the point of intersection 
of the diagonals of the trapezoid and the base a, and between the 
point of intersection and the shorter side. 

523. Find the area of an isosceles triangle, if its base is 12 em, 
and the altitude is equal to the line-segment joining the mid-points 
of the base and of one of the sides. 

524. The perimeter of a rhombus is equal to 2p em, and the sum 
of its diagonals, to m em. Find the area of the rhombus. 

525. The longer base of a trapezoid is equal to a, and the shorter, 
to b; the angles at the longer base are 30° and 45°. Find the area 
of the trapezoid. 

526. Compute the area of a trapezoid, whose parallel sides are 
equal to 16 em and 44 em, and nonparallel ones, to !7 em and 25 em. 

527. Find the area of a square inscribed in a regular triangle with 
side a. 

528. The base of a triangle is divided by the altitude into two parts 
equal to 36 ern and 14 em. A straight line drawn perpendicular 
to the basp divides the area of the given triangle into two equal 
parts. Into what parts is the base of the triangle divided by this 
line0 

529. The altitude of a triangle is equal to 4; it divides the base 
into two parts in the ratio 1 : 8. Find the length of the line-segment 
whieh is parallel to the altitude and divides the triangle into equal 
parts. 

530. A triangle ABC is divided into three equal figures by straight 
lines which arc parallel to the side AC. Compute the parts into 
which the side AB, equal to a, is divided by the parallel lines. 
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531. A straight line parallel to the base of a triangle, whose area 

is equal to S, cuts off it a trianglr with an area equal to q. Determine 

the area of a quadrilateral, whose three vert ices coincide with those 

of the smaller triangle and the fourth one lies on the base of the 

larger triangle. 
532. Parallel sides of a trapezoid are equal to a and b. Find the 

length of the line-segment which is parallel to them and divides 

the area of the trapezoid into two equal parts. 

533. Perpendiculars are drawn from the vertex of the obtuse 

angle of a rhombus to its sides. The length of each perpendicular 

is equal to a, the distance between their feet being equal to b. Det<•r

mine the area of the rhombus. 
534. Find the area of a triangle, if l woof its sides are equal to 27 em 

and 29 em, respectively, and the median drawn to the third side is 

equal to 26 em. 

535. Given two sides band c of a triangle and its area S =.;. be. 
0 

Find the third side a of the triangle. 
536. Given the bases a and b and sides c and d of a trapezoid. 

Determine its diagonals m and n. 
537. Given a parallelogram, whose acute angle is equal to 60°. 

Determine the ratio of the lengths of its sides, if the ratio of the 

squared lengths of its diagonals is equal to ~ 

538. From an arbitrary point taken inside an isosceles triangle 

perpendiculars are drawn to all the sides. Prove that tlw sum of the 

three perpendiculars is equal to the altitude of the triangle. 

539. Two secant lines are drawn from a point outside a circle. 

The internal segment (the chord} of the first secant is equal to 47pn, 

and the external one, to 9 m; tho internal segment of the second 

secant exceeds its external segment by 72 m. Determine the length 

of the second secant line. 
540. From a point m em distant from the centre of a circle two 

lines are drawn tangent to the circle. The distance between t hP 

points of tangency is equal to a em. Determine the radius of the 

circle. 
541. Given inside a circle, whose radius is equal to 13 em, is 

a point 111 5 em distant from the centre of the circle. 

A chord AB = 25 em is drawn through! the point .M. Find tho length 

of the segments iuto which tho chord AB is divided by the point M. 

542. In an isosCllles triangle the vertex angle is equal to a.. Deter

mine the ratio of the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed circles. 
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543. The sides of a triangle are: a = 13, b = 14, c = 15. Two 
of them (a and b) are tangent to a circle, whose centre lies on the 
third side. Determine the radius of the circle. 

544. An isosceles triangle with a vertex angle of 120° is circum
scribed about a circle of radius R. Find its sides. 

545. On the larger leg of a right triangle, as on the diameter, 
a semicircle is described. Find the semicircumference if the smaller 
IPg is equal to 30 em, and the chord joining the vertex of the right 
angle with the point of intersection of the hypotenuse and the semi
circle is equal to 24 em. 

546. In a right-angled triangle a semicircle is inscribed so that 
its diameter lies on the hypotenuse and its centre divides the latter 
into \ wo sPgments equal to 15 em and 20 em. Determine the length 
of the arc of the semicircle betwePil the points at which the legs 
touch th(' sPmicirde. 

547. In an isosceles triangle with the base rqual to 4 em and 
altitudP equal to fi em a semicirc!P is constructed on one of the 
sides as on the diameter. The points at which the semicircle inter
~ects he base and the other side art' joined by a straight line. Det('r
mitH' the area of the quadrilateral thus obtained, which is inscribed 
in the semieirclP. 

518. Given an i'osceles triangle with the base 2a and altitude h. 
ln:ocribcd in it is a circle, and a line tangent to the circle and parallel 
to the base of the> triangle. Find the radius of the circle and the length 
of the segnH'nt of the tangent line contained between the sides of the 
trian~le . 

.349. From a point lying without a eircle two secant lines are drawn, 

whnt'l' t~xtl1 riUll portions are 2 m long. Dl'terminP the area of the 
qnat!rilateral, whose vertices are the- points of itllersection of the 
secilnLs .ond thL• circle. if the lengths of its two opposite sides are 
Pqnal to t\ m and 2.1 m. 

550. The sides of a triangle are equal to 6 em, 7 em, and 9 em. 
Frum Hs Yertic.r•s, as from Cflntres, three mutually tangent circles 

an· described: the circle, whose centre lies at the vertex of the least 
angle of tlw triangle, is internally tangent to the remaining two 
eircles, t lw lattt'l' being exlt'rnally tangent to each uther. Find 
I he radii of the three circles. 

551. An t'xlerior tangPnt to two circles of radii 5 em and 2 em 
is 1.5\imes longer than their interior tangent. Determine the distan
ce betwf•Pn the centres of the c.irch.1S, 

552. The distance bet ween the centres of two eirclt's, whose radii 
are Pqnal to 17 ern and W em, is 21 em. Determine the distances 
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between the centres and the point at which the centre line inter

sects a common tangent to the circles. 
553. To two externally tangent circles of radii R and r common 

tangent lines are drawn: one interior and two exterior ones. Deter

mine the length of the segment of the interior tangent line conta

ined between the exterior tangents. 
554. To two externally tangent circles of radii R and r common 

exterior tangent lines are drawn. Find the area of the trapezoid 

bounded by the tangent lines and chords joining the points of tan

gency. 
555. Two circles of radii Rand rare externally tangent. A common 

exterior tangent is drawn to these circles, thus forming a curvilinear 

triangle. Find the radius of the circle inscribed in this triangle. 

556. Through one and the same point of a circle two chords (equal 

to a and b) are drawn. The area of the triangle formed by joining 

their ends is equal to S. Determine the radius of the circle. 

557. In a circle of radius R three parallel chords arp drawn on one 

side of its centre, whose lengths are respectively equal to those of the 

sides of a regular hexagon. quadrilateral and triangle inscribed 

in the circle. Determine the ratio of the area of the portion of the 

circle contained between the second and third chords to that con

tained between the first and second ones. 
558. Determine the area of a circle inscribed in a right-angled 

triangle, if the altitude drawn to the hypotenuse divides the latter 

into two segments equal to 23.G em and 14.4 em. 
559. A circle is inscribeu iu a rhombus with side a and acu!t' "'""l" 

equal to 60°, Determine the area of the rectangle, whose vertices lie 

at the points of tangency of the circle and the sides of the rhombus. 

560. Drawn to a circle of radius R are four tangent lines which 

form a rhombus, whose larger diagonal is equal to 4R. Determine 

the area of each of the figures hounded by two tangents drawn from 

a common point and the smaller arc of the_circle.contained between 

the points of tangency. 
561. The area of an isosceles trapezoid circumscribed about a circle 

is equal to S. Determine the side of 'the trapezoid, if the acute 

angle at its base is equal to '!1/6. 
562. An isosceles trapezoid with an area of 20 cm 2 is circumscribed 

about a circle of a radius of 2 em. Find the sides of the t1·apezoid. 

563. About a circle a trapezoid is circumscribed, whose nonparallel 

sides form acute angles a and ~ with the larger of the parallel sides. 

Determine the radius of the circle, if the area of the trapezoid is 

equal to Q. 
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564. About a circle of radius r a right-angled trapezoid is circum

scribed, whose least side is equal to 3r/2. Find the area of the tra

pezoid. 
565. The centre of a circle inscribed in a right-angled trapezoid 

is 2 em and 4 em distant from the end points of the larger of the 

nonparallel sides. Find the area of the trapezoid. 
566. A circle is inscribed in an equilateral triangle with side a. 

Then three more circles are inscribed in the same triangle so that 

they are tangent to the first one and to tbe sides of the triangle, and 

then another three circles tangent to the above three circles and to 

the sides of the triangle, and so forth. Find the total area of all the 

inscribed circles (that is the limit of the sum of the areas of the 

inscribed circles). 
567. A triangle ABC is inscribed in a circle; through the vertex A 

a tangent line is drawn to intersect the extension of the side BC 

at the point D. From the vertices B and C perpendiculars are dropped 

to the tangent line, the shorter of these perpendiculars being equal 

to 6 em. Determine the area of the trapezoid formed by the perpen

diculars, side BC and the segment of the tangent line, if BC = 5 em, 

AD= 5V6 em. 
568. Three equal circies tangent to one another are inscribed in 

a regular triangle, whose side is equal to a. Each of them is in con

tact with two sides of the given triangle. Determine the radii of the 

circles. 
569. Inside an equilateral triangle with side a there are three equal 

circles tangent to the sides of the triangle and mutually tangent 

to one another. Find the area of the curvilinear triangle formed by 

the arcs of the mutually tangent circles (its vertices being the points 

of tangency). 
570. Inside a square with side a four equal circles are situated, 

each of them touching two adjacent sides of the square and two 

circles (out of the remaining thrPe). Find the area of the curvilinear 

quadrangle formed by the arcs of the tangent circles (its vertices 

being the points of tangency of the circles). 
571. Find the area of a segment, if its perimeter is equal to p, 

and the arc, to 120°. 
572. A circle of a radius of 4 em is inscribed in a triangle. One 

of its sides is divided by the point of tangency into two portions 

equal to 6 em and 8 em. Find the lengths of the other two sides. 

573. In an isosceles triangle a perpendicular dropped from the 

vertex of an angle at tho base to the opposite side divides the latter 

jn the ratio m : n. Find the angles of the triangle. 
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574. A chord perpendicular to the diameter divides it in the ratio 

m : n. Determine each of the arcs (arc measure) into which the circle 

is divided b:v the chord and diameter. 

575. Determine the angle of a parallelogram, given its altitudes 

h 1 and h 2 and perimeter 2p. 

576. In a right triangle find the ratio of the legs, if the altitude 

and median emanating from the vertex of the right angle are in the 

ratio 40 : 41. 
577. In a right triangle the hypotenuse is equal to c, and one of 

the acute angles. too.. Determine the radius of the inscribed circle. 

578. The sides of a triangle are equal to 25 em, 24 em and 7 em. 

Determine the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed circles. 

579. Determine the radii of I wo externally tangent circles, if the 

distance between their centres is equal to d, and the angle bet ween 

the common exterior tangents, to 'P· 

580. Determine the angle of a rhombus, given its area Q and the 

area of the inscribed circle S. 
581. A regular 2n-gon is inscribed in a circle, and a regular n-gon 

is circumscribed about the same circle. The difference between the 

areas of the polygons is P. Determine the radius of the circle. 

582. The midpoints of the sides of a regular n-gon are joined by 

straight lines to form a new regular 11-gon inscribed in the givPn one. 

Find the ratio of their areas. 
583. A circle is circumscribed about a regular n-gon with side a, 

another circle is inscribed in it. Determine the area of the annulus 

bounded bv the circles ant! its width. 

584. A circle is inscribed in a sector of radius R with a central 

angle o.. Determine the radius of the circle. 

585. From one point two lines are drawn tangent to a circle of 

radius R. The angle between the tangents is 2o.. Determine the 

area bounded bv the tangents and the arc of the circle. 

586. A rhomb~s with the acute angle o. and side a is divid••tl into 

three equal parts by straight lines emanating from the n~rtex of 

this angle. Determine the lengths of the line-segments. 

587. A point is situated inside an angle of 60° at distances a anrl b 

from its sides. Find the distance of this point from the vertex of the 

given angle. 
588. Determine the area of a triangle, given the lengths of its 

sides a and b. and the length t of the bisector of the angle between 

these sides. 
589. ln an isosceles triangle the length of the side is equal to a, 

and the length of the line-segment, drawn from the vertex of the 
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triangle to its base and dividing the vertex angle in the ratio 1 : 2, 

is t. Find the area of the triangle. 
590. Given the angles of a triangle, determine the angle between 

the median and altitude drawn from the vertex of any angle. 

591. The side of a regular triangle is equal to a. A circle of radius T 
is drawn from its centre. Determine the area of the portion of the 

triangle outside this circle. 
592. In a right-angled trapezoid, whose altitude is h, on the side, 

which is not perpendicular to the base, as on the diameter, a circle 

is drawn touching the opposite side of the trapezoid. Find the area 

of the right-angled triangle, whose legs are the bases of the trapezoid. 
593. Prove that in a right-angled triangle the bisector of the right 

angle bisects the angle between the median and altitude dropped 
to the hypotenuse. 

594. Prove that in a right-angled triangle the sum of the legs 

is equal to the sum of the diameters of the inscribed and circumscribed 
circles. 

5\l5. Determine the angles of a right-angled triangle if the ratio 

of !he radii of the circumscribed and inscribed circles is 5 : 2. 
596. Provo that the straight lines successively joining the centres 

of the ~qunres constructed on the sides of a parallelogram and adjoi
ning ii from outside also form a square. 

CHAPTER IX 

POLYHEDRONS 

5\l7. The si<lPs oft he base of a rectangular parallelepiped are a and 

b. The diagonal of the parallelepiped is inclined to the plane of the 

base at an angle a. Determino the lateral area of the parallelepiped. 
5\l8. In a regular hexagonal prism thn longest diagonal having 

length d forms an angle a with the lateral edge of the prism. Deter
mine the Yolume of the prism. 

599. In a regular quadrangular pyramid the lateral edge of length m 

is inclinerl to the plane of the base at an angle a. Find the volume 
<Jf the pyramid. 

600. The volume of a regular quadrangular pyramid is equal to V. 
Tlw angle of inclination of its lateral edge to the plane of the base 
b Pqual to a. Find the lateral edge of the pyramid. 

GO!. Tht> lateral area of a regular quadrangular pyramid is equal 
tn S cm2

, its altitude, to H em. Find the side of its base. 
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602. Find the volume and lateral area of a regular hexagonal 
pyramid, given the lateral edge land diameter d of the circle inscri
bed in the base of the pyramid. 

603. Find the altitude of a regular tetrahedron, whose volume is 

equal to V. 
604. In a right parallelepiped the sides of the base aro equal to a 

and b, and the acute angle. to a. The larger diagonal of the ha>e 
is equal to the small(•r diagonal of lhl• parallelepiped. Find the 

volume of the parallelepiped. 
605. The diagonals of a right paralll'IPpipe<l are equal to lJ ern 

and t 33 ern. The pnirneter of its base is pqual to 18 em. The lat<·ral 
edge is equal to 4 em. Del<>rmitw tlw tott1l surfacp a)'(•a and volunw 

of the parallelepiped. 
606. Tlw latPrHl edgP of a n•gular triangular pyramid is (lqual to l, 

its altitude, to h. DetNmin•• th<' dilH'dral angle at the base. 
607. Determine the volume of a rpgular quadrangular pyramid. 

given the angle a between its lateral cdf!t' and the plane of the base, 
and the areaS of its diagonal section. Find also the angle formed by 
the lateral face and the plane containing the bast•. 

608. The base of a regular· pyramid is a polyf!Oll. the sum of inte
rio•· angles of which is equal to 540°. Determine the volume of the 
pyramid if its lateral edge. equal to l. is inclined to the plane of the 
ba:-:p at <lll angle a. 

609. Determine the angles hPIWN'll the base and lateral edg<'. ilfHi 
bet\veeu the? ba:->P and lateral face iu a regular JlPntagonal pyramid. 

whose lateral facC's are t•quila1Pral triangles.. 
610. Given tiH• volum" V of a n•gular n-gonal pyramid in which 

the sidn of the base is pqunl to a, d(~tprmine tlw angle of inclination 

of the lateral edge ,,f the p)ramid to the plane containing tl~t• 

base. 
()11. The base of a quadrang-nlat' p:vramid is a n·ctanqle with tlw 

diagonal t>qual to hand the and<' a LPlween the diagonals. Eaeh 

of the lalt>rat edt;t· . ..: form~ an an~le B with lho hasP. Find the volun 11 ~ 

of the pyramid. 
612. The base of a pyrarni<l is an isosceles trianglo with the ('qual 

sides of a and the angle hcLwePn them cqunl to cc All latel'al ed~Ps 
arc inclined to the ba"• at an angle~· Dotl'rminu the volume of the 
pyramid. 

613. The base of a r"clangular pnralleiepipNI is a rectangle inscri
!Jed in a cirele of radius /1, the '!nalll't· side of this rectangle"subtcu
ding a circular arc equal to (2a)". Find the volume of the'parallcl<•-
piped, given its lateral area S. -
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614. The base of a right prism is an isosceles triangle, whose base 

is equal to a and the angle at the base, to cr.. Determine the volume 

of the prism if its lateral area is equal to the sum of the areas of its 

bases. 
615. The slant height of a regular hexagonal pyramid is equal 

to m. The dihedral angle at the base is equal to cr.. Find the total 

surface area of the pyramid. 
616. Through the hypotenuse of a right-angled isosceles triangle 

a plane P is drawn at an angle rx to the plane of the triangle. Deter

mine the perimeter and area of the figure obtained by projecting 

I he triangle on the plane P. The hypotenuse of the triangle is 

<>qual to c. 
617. In a regular n-gonal pyramid the area of the base is equal 

to Q, and the altitude forms an angle q> with each of the lateral 

faces. Determine the lateral and total surface areas of the pyramid. 

618. The side of the base of a regular triangular pyramid is equal 

to a, the lateral face is inclined to the plane of the base at an angle 

of <p. Find the volume and total surface area of the pyramid. 

619. The totnl surface area of a regular triangular pyramid is 

<·qual to S. Find the side of its base, if the angle between the lateral 

face and the base of the pyramirl is equal to rx. 

620. The base of a pyramid is a rhombus with the acute angle cr.. 

The lateral faces are inclined to the plane of the base at an angle ~

Detc>rmine the volume and total surface area of the pyramid, if the 

radius of the circle inscribed in the rhombus is equal to r. 

H21. DelPrmirw the angle of inclination of the lateral face of 

a regular pentagonal pyramid to the plane of the base, if the area 

,f the base of the pyramid is equal to S, and its lateral area, to a. 
(]22. The base of a right parallelepiped is a rhombus. A plane 

drawn through one of the sides of the lower base and the opposite 

,jcJp of the uppc>r base forms an angle ~ with the plane containing 

I ile Lase. The area of the section thus obtainetl is equal to Q. Deter

rnine the lnteral area of the parallelepiped. 
t\2:l. Tlw Lase of a pyramid is an isosceh•s triangle with the base 

an~k a. Each of the dihedral angles at the base is equal to <r. The 

distanco betwePn the centre of the circle inscribed in the base of the 

pyramid and the midpoint of the height of the lateral face is equal 

to d. Determine the total surface area of the pyramid. 

62r.. The Lase of a pyramid is a polygon circumscribed about 

a circle of radius r; the perimeter of the polygon is equal to 2p, 

lhr lateral fac<'s of the pyramid are inclined to the base at an angle 'P· 

Find the volume of tho pyramid. 
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625. ThB lateral edges of a fi·uslum of a regula!' triangular pyra
mid are inclined to the base at an am;lP a.Tlw side of th•• lowPI' ba'<' 
is equal to a, and that of the uppn one, to b (a> b). Find llli· Yolum<• 
of the frustum. 

626.1'he b;;lsP:o: of a frusllllll of a rt'gulm· pyramid are sqll<ll't':i with 
sides a and b (a> b). Tlw latPral t•d:;es are incliru•d to thP bas,. ;d "" 
angle a.. Detennine the volunH) of tlte frustum and thP diht>dnd an!!It·:-; 
at the sides of the bases. 

627. Tht> hnsP nf a pyrarnid is a right-anglt>d triangle. \> IJ,,.-;l' 

hypotenuse is (>(JHal to c and :l('lllP ~_mglt>. ttJ c:. :\ll tlu• Iatvral t•d;..:-t'" 
are inclined to the ha."P at an an!!fl' fL Find tht• Vlllllml' of tht• pyr<t
mid and tlw fat\' aug-lPs at it" \'PI'Ii'X. 

62!>. The h:1.<;• of ail obliqu<· pri.-111 i.< a right-an:;lt•d trianglP ,J/1(' 
the sum of tiJ<• l:•gs of whieh is equal tom, and tlw angle at the 
vertex A, to I'J •• The lf1l(•ral face of the prism passing 1 hrough tht· 
leg AC is indi<wrl to the bas,• at an angle~· A plane L< drawn th1·ough 
the hypott•nfl'<' AB and the ve<·tpx C1 of the opposite trihedral angh·. 
Determine tl"• volume of tlH• Cflt-off triangular pyramid. if it i' 
known that il has equal (·d~~es. 

629. The ba"' of a pyramid i< an i<osceles triangiP with t h,• ba-<• 
angle a. All tiH• lat(_)ral edge:-: am inclined to the plant> coul.dniug 
thP base at P'Jifal angles <p ~- \10°- a. The an•a of tlH· '"'etion pas
sing tlu·ough thP altitude of the pyramid and tlu• wrtn of the!""'' 
(isosc!'les trii!Hgh•) is equal to (J. Determine the \·olumP ,f tht• pyra
mid. 

(;80. The base of a pyramid is a n•ctangle. Two of thP latt•ral faces 
are JH•rperulit'nlar to the bast•, I ht• othet' two fonoing ang-lPs a aud ~ 
with it. The; altitude of the p)Tamid is equal to//. Determin<• the 
volume of the pyramid. 

li:il. Tll(' hasP of a pyramid is a square. Out of two opposilP 
Pdges one is pt>rJWlHlicular to I he base, the other is indined to it at 
an angle~ and has a length l. DPlPrmirw the lengths of the remaining 
later·al t•dgPs and tlw anglt)!" of their inclination to the base o[ 
the pyramid. 

r;:i2. The hasP of a pyramid is a I'Pgular t.I·iangle with si<ll' a. OnP 
of the lateral PdgPs b perpendicular to the hase 1 the other lwo bt•iug
inclinPd to the base at equal :~~<gl<•s fl. Find thP surfaee area of the 
largest lateral face of the p)'l'amid and the angle of its inclination 
to the base. 

633. The base of a pyramid is an isosceles triangle; the Pqual 
sides of the base are of length a and form an angle of 120'. The 
lateral edge of the pyramid. pa"ing through the vortex of the oh-
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tuse angle, is perpendicular to the plane of the base, the other two 

being inclined to it at an angle a:. Determine the area of the section 

of the pyramid by a cutting plane which passes through the largest 

side of the base of the pyramid and bisects the edge perpendicular 

to the base. 
634. A regular triangular pyramid is cut by a plane perpendicular 

to the base and bisecting two sides of the base. Determine the volume 

of the cut-off pyramid, given the side a of the base of the original 

pyramid and dihedral angle a. at the base. 

635. Through the vertex of a regular quadrangular pyramid a cut

ting plane is drawn parallel to a side of the base and at an angle 'P 

to the base of the pyramid. The side of the base of the pyramid is 

equal to a, and the face angle at the vertex of the pyramid, to a. 

Find the area of the section. 
lia6. A plane is drawn through the vertex of a regular triangular 

pyramid and the midpoints (,f two sides of the base. Determine the 

area of the section figure and Yolumes of the portions of the given 

pyramid into which it is diYided by the cutting plane, given the side 

a of the base and angle a formed by the cutting plane with the base. 

ll37. A regular tetrahedron, whose edge is equal to a, is cut by a 

plane containing ()ne of its edges and dividing the "pposite edge in 

the ratio 2: !. Determine the area of the section figure and its 

awr!Ps 
G38.' Determine the volume of a frustum of a regular quadrangular 

pyramid, if the side of the larger base is equal to a, the side of the 

smaller base, to b. and the acute angle of the lateral face, to a. 

G:\9. Determine the volume of a regular quadrangular prism, 

if iL' diagonal forms an angle a with the lateral face, and the side of 

t lw hast• is equal to b. 
ti40. The base of a right prism is a right-angled triangle with hypo

tPnl!se c and acute angle a. Through the hypotenuse of the lower 

hase anti tho YertPx of thL' right angle of the upper base a plane is 

drawn to form an angle~ with the base. Determine the Yolume of the 

triangular pyramid cut off the prism by the plane. 

(iii!. The base of a right prism is a right-angled triangle in which 

t lw sum of a leg and the hypotenuse is equal tom, and the angle be

l ween them, to a. Through the other leg and the n•rtex of the opposite 

trilH'tlral angle of the prism a plane is drawn at an angle~ to the 

base. Determine the volume of the portions into which the prism is 

dividl'd by llw cutting plane. 
ti42. The haso of a pyramid is an isosceles triangle with the base 

angle a:. Each dihedral angle at the base is equal to 'P = 90" -a:. 
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The lateral area of the pyramid isS. Determine the vulume of the py
ramid and its total surface area. 

643. The base of a pyramid is an isosceles triangle with the side a 
and the base angle a (a> 45°). The lateral edges are inclined to the 
base at an angle ~- A cutting plane is drawn through the altitude of 
the pyramid and the vertex of one of the angles a. Find the area of 
the section figure. 

644. The base of a right prism is a quadrilateral in which two 
opposite angles are right ones. Its diagonal joining the vertices of 
oblique angles has a length land divides one of tlwm into portions 
a and~· The area of the section figure contained in a cutting plane 
passing through the other diagonal of the base and pPrpcndicular 
to it is equal to S. Find the volume of the prism. 

645. The hase of a pyt•amid is a square. Two oppositP faces are 
isosceles triangles; one of them forms an interior angle ~ with the 
base, the other, an exterior acute angle a. The altitude of the pyra
mid is equal to If. Find the volume of the pyramid and the angles 
formed by the other two lateral faces with the plane containing the 
base. 

646. The base of a pyramid is a rectangle. One of the lateral faces 
is inclined to the base at an angle~ = 90c- a and the face opposite 
it is perpendicular to the base and represents a right-angled triangle 
with the right angle at the vertex of the pyramid and an acute angle 
equal to a. The sum of the heights of these two faces is equal tom. 
Determine the volume of the pyramid and the sum of the areas of the 
other two lateral faces. 

647. The hase of a pyramid is a rectangle. One of the lateral fact'S 
is an isosceles triangle perpendicular to the base; in the other face. 
which is opposite the first one, the lateral edges, equal to b. form an 
angle 2a and are inclined to the first face at an angle a. Determine 
the volume of the pyramid and the angle between the above two faces. 

648. In a regular triangular pyramid, with the side of the base 
equal to a, the angles between the edges at its v&rtex are equal to one 
another, each being equal to a (a:;( U0°). Determine the angles bet
ween the lateral faces of the pyramid and the area of a section drawn 
through one of the sides of the base and perpendicular to the opposite 
lateral edge. 

649. Determine the volume of a regular octahedron with edge 
a and also the dihedral angles at its edges. 

650. The dihedral angle at a lateral edge of a regular hexagonal 
pyramid is equal to <p. Determine the face angle at the vertex of the 
pyramid. 
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651. The base of a pyramid is a regular hexagon ABCDEF. The 

lateral edge M A is perpendicular to the base, and the opposite edge 

MD is inc.lined to the base at an angle a. Determine the angle of 

inclination of the lateral faces to the base. 

652. The base of a pyramid is an isosceles triangle ABC in which 

AB = AC. The altitude of the pyramid SO passes through the mid

point of the altitude AD of the base. Through the side BC a plane is 

drawn perpendicular to the lateral edge AS and at an angle a to the 

base. Determine the volume of the pyramid cut off the given one and 

having vertex Sin common with it, if the volume of the other cut-off 

portion is equal to V. 
653. The side of the base of a regular triangular pyramid is equal 

to a. A sec.lion bisecting an angle between the lateral faces repre

sents a right-angled triangle. Determine the volume of tile pyramid 

and the angle hrl ween its lateral fare anrl the plane containing the 

base. 
6:\l,. Through a side of the base of a regular triangular pyramid 

a plane is drawn perpendicular to the opposite lateral edge. Deter

mine the total ;urface area of llw pyramid. if the plane divides the 

laloral edgl' in tlw ratio m: n, and the side of the base is equal 

to q. 
655. T!u.• diagonal nf a rectangular parallelepiped is equal to d 

an<l forms equal ang!Ps 'Y. with two adjacent lateral faces. Determine 

the Yolunw of th<' parallelepiped and the angle between the base 

an•l a plane passing through the end points of three edges emanating 

fr()m nne vel'tPx. 
ti5(i. In a reel angular parallelepiped the point of intersection of tlw 

<liagonals of liH' lower bas(• is joined with the midpoint of one of the 

lateral edgr·s by a steaighl line, whosP length is equal tom. This line 

fonns an angle r1. 11 ith the bast' and angle~ '= 2a with one of the la

tPeal faces. Taking the other adjacent lateral face for the base of tlw 

paralld<'pipl'tl. find its latrral area an•! Yolume. (Prove that a <30°.) 

li:ii. The ha.<e of a right prism is a trapezoid inscribed inn semicir

c\.• uf t'atliHs H '" l hat its larger base c.oincides with the diameter. 

and t lw smallPr one suhtends an.are equalto::!'Y.. Determine the Yolume 

of th" prism. if lh<> diagonal of a face passing through one of thr 

nuuparallPI sides of l he hasP is inclined to the lattt>r at an angle a. 

tic>8. Tht• diagonal of a rectang11lar parallelepiped, equal to d. 

f••rms an anr:le ~ !10'- a with tlw latt>ral face. The plane drawn 

lhruur:h this diagonal and the latL•rall'dge intersecting with it forms 

an angle CJ. with tit(• same lateral face (proYe that a> ·'<5'). Determine 

I he Yolume uf thP parallelepipt>d. 



659. In a regular triangular pri:-;m two \'Prtke~ of the upper hase 

are joined with the midpoints of the opposite sides of I ill' lower base 

by straightlinl's. The angle bPIW<'<'fl these litH's which filcl's the ba.se 

is equal to a. The side of the b'"" is equal to b. Detl'rmifl<· I he 1·olume 

of the prism. 
660. In a regular trianglllar pri~n1 the angl{! })('lWt>l'll a diagonal 

of a lateral fact> ;111d ;1nolher lateral face i.s equal to a. lJ<'Inmine the 

lateral area of t.he prism, if t!H· edge of the basr is equal to a. 

661. The ba.>e of a right pt·ism is a ri!'hl-anglPd triangle ABC 

in which L C \10°, LA --a and the leg AC b. Th<> •liagonal <)[ 

the lateral face of the prism which passes through th<' hypotenuse 

AB, forms an angle~ with the lateral fflcP pa~sing thr1lll!.!h tiH• lt>g 

AC. Find the volume of the• pt·ism. 
662. The total ~urfacP an•a of a regula!' quadrangular pyramid is 

equal to S, and the face angle at l he YertPx, to a.. Find t IH• altit udP uf 

the pyramid. 
663. ln a regular n-gonal pyt·amid thl' fact• ang!l' at tlw vertpx is 

equal to a, Hnd the ~idt' of tlw ha~P. loa. Determine tlw Yoluna· t)f f he 

pyramid. 
664. In a regular quadraugulat· prism a plane is tlnnvu thi·o11gh 

a diagonal of lht• lower ba~e and onP of the vertices of the Hppt'r basP, 

which cuts off a pyramid with a total "'rface areaS. Find the total 

surface a1·ea of the prism, if the angle at the• vertex of the triangle 

obtained in the section is NJual lo a. 
6(i5. The lateral edges of a triangular pyramid are of equal length 

l. Out of the three face angh's former! by these edges al t hP \'ertpx of 

the pyramid two are equal too., and tlw third, to~- Find the YolunH' 

of the pyramid. 
666. The base of a pyramid is a right-angled triangh', which is 

a projection of the lateral face passing through a leg. The angle oppo

site this lt~g in the base of ttw pyramid is equal to a, aud lht• om• lying 

in the lateral face is equal to ~- The area of this lat<'l'al facr• excePds 

that of the ha><e by S. Determine the difference between thl' ar·eas 

of the other two faces and the ang-les formed by the latt>ral facps with 

the ba"e. 
667. In a triangular pyramid two lateral faces an• iso~celes right

angled triangles, whose hypnlPntiS(~S are equal to b and form an 

angle a. Determine the volumP of the pyramid. 

668. In a pyr·amid with a rectangular base each of tiH· lateral Pdgl'S 

is equal to/; one of the face angles at the vertex is Pcpwl to a., the 

other, to ~- Determine the area of the section passing through tho 

bisectors of the angl<>s equal to~-
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669. In a parallelepiped the lengths of three edges emanating from 

a common vertex are respectively equal to a, b and c. The edges 

a and b are mutually perpendicular, and the edge c forms an angle 

ct with each of them. Determine the volume of the parallelepiped. its 

lateral area and the angle between the edge c and the plane containing 

the base. (For what values of the angle ct is the problem solvable?) 

670. All the faces of a parallelepiped are equal rhombuses with si

des a ami acute angles ct. Determine the volume of the paralle

lepiped. 
671. The base of an oblique parallelepiped is a rhombus ABCD 

with the side a and acute angle ct. The edge AA 1 is equal to band 

forms an anglerp with the edges AB and AD. Determine the volume of 

the parallelepiped. 
672. In a rectangular parallelepiped a plane is drawn through 

a diagonal of the base and a diagonal of the larger lateral face, both 

emanating ft·om one vertex. The angle between these diagonals is 

equal to~· Determine the lateral area of the parallelepiped, the area 

of the section figure and the angle of inclination of the cutting plane 

to the ba~e. if it is known that the radius of the circle circumscribed 

about the base of the parallelepiped is equal to R and the smaller 

angle bPtwet>n the diagonals of the base, to 2ct. 

673. The ba'e of a right prism is a right-angled triangle ABC. 

The radius of the circle circurnscribed about it is equal to R. the 

leg AC suhtends an arc equal to 2~. Through a diagonal of the late

ral face passing through the other leg BC a plane is drawn pcrpendi

cHlar to this face and inclined to the base at an angle ~· Determine 

the lateral an•a of the prism and the volume of the cut-off quadrangu

lar pyramid. 
!\74. The ba'!' of a pyramid is a trapezoid, whose> nonparallel sides 

and smai!Pr l""'C are of equal length. The larger base of the trapezoid 

is equal to a. '""l the obtuse angle. to ct. All the lateral edges of the 

pyramitl an• inclined to the base at an angle~· Deterrnine the volume 

oft he pyramid. 
ti75. The base of a pyramid is a trapezoid, whose diagonal is per

pt•tttl icular tn one of the nonparallel sides and forms an angle ct with 

the ba,;e. All the lateral edges are of equal length. The lateral fact> 

passing t !trough I he larger base of I he trapezoid has an anglu tp = 2a: 

al the vNtex nf the pyramid anti its area is equal to S. Determine 

the Y<>lume of t lw pyramitl and the angles at which the lateral faces 

al't1 i11dined In t hr bmw. 
(iili. The ba:;P <>l a pyramid is a regular triangle, whose side is equal 

to a. Till' allitndt•, dt·oppcd fr<>ttt tlw vertex of the pyramid, passes 
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through one of the vertices of the base. Tlw lateral face pa"ing 

through the side of the base opposite this vertex is at an angle 'f' to 

the base. Determine the lateral area of the pyramid, if one of the 

equal lateral faces is taken as the base. 
677. The base of a right prism is an isosceles triangle with the equal 

sides of length a and the base angle a. Through the base of the trian

gle, which is tlw upper base of the prism, and tlw opposite yertex of 

the lower base a cutting plane is drawn at an angle p to the base. 

Determine the lateral area of the prism and the volume of the cut-off 

quadrangular pyramid. 
678. The base of a pyramid is a square. Its two lateral faces an• 

perpendicular to the base, and the remaining two are inclined to 

it at an angle a. The radius of the circle circumscribed about the late

ral face perpendicular to the base is equal toR. Determine the total 

surface area of tlw pyo·amid. 
679. The base of a right po·ism is a right-angled triangle with a lt•g 

a and angle a opposite it. Through the vertex of the right angle of 

the lower base a plane is drawn which is parallel to the hypotenuse 

and intersects the OPIHJ'ite lateral [ace at an angle p = \10°- a. 

Determine tht• volume of the portion of the prism contained between 

its base and the cutting plane and the lateral area of the prism, if 

the area of the lateral face passing through the leg a is equal to 

the area of the section figure. Determine the value of the angle a at 

which the cutting plane intersects the lateral face passing through 

the hypotonus<' of the base. 
()80. The base of a pyramid is a rectangh>. One lateral edge is per

pendicular to the base, and two lateral faces are inclined to it at 

angles a nncl ~.respectively. Detcrmin<' tlw lateral area of the pyra

mid, if its altitude is equal to H. 
681. The bas<' of a pyramid is a right-angled triangle with an acnt<' 

angle a; the radius of the inscribed circle is equal tor. Each lateral 

face is inclined to the base at an angle a. Determiou• the volume and 

the lateral and total surface areas of the pyramid. 

682. The ba.se of a prism ABCA ,li,C, is an isosceles triangl<' ABC 

(AB = AC and ,~ABC a). The vertex B 1 ol the~upper bast• of tlw 

prism is pl'ojected into the centre of the circlo of radius r insct·iUed 

in the lower base. Through the side AC of the haso and the vertex B, 

a cutting plane is drawn al au angle a to the base. Find thP total 

surface area of the cut-off triangular pyramid ABCB, and llw volunw 

of the prism. 
683. The hase of a pyramid is a right-angled triangle. The altitud 1• 

of the pyramid passes through the point of intersection of the hypo I<•_ 
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nuse and the bisector of the right angle of the base. The lateral edge 
passing through the vertex of the right angle is inclined to the base at 
an anglo a. Determine the volume of the pyramid and the angles of 
inclination of the lateral faces to the base, if the bisector of the right 
angle of the base is equal to m and forms an angle of 45° + a with 
the hypotenuse. 

684. The base of a pyramid is a rhombus with the side a. Two adja
cent faces are inclined to the plane of the base at an angle a, the third 
one, at an angle ~ (prove that the fourth lateral face is inclined to the 
base at the same angle). The altitude of the pyramid is H. Find its 
volume and total surface area. 

685. The base of a quadrangular pyramid is a rhombus, whose side 
is equal to a and acute angle, to a. The planes passing through the 
vertex of the pyramid and diagonals of the base are inclined to the 
base at angles (p and~'· Determine the volume of the pyramid, if its 
altitude intersects a side of the base. 

686. The base of an oblique prism is a right-angled triangle ABC 
with the leg BC =a. The vertex B 1 of the upper base is projected into 
the midpoint of the leg BC. The dihedral angle formed by the lateral 
faces passing through the leg BC and hypotenuse AB is equal to a. 
The lateral edges are inclined to the base at an angle ~- Determine 
the lateral area of the prism. 

687. The base of a prism ABCA 1B1C1 is an isosceles triangle ABC 
(AB = AC and L BAC = 2a). The vertex A 1 of the upper base is 
projected into the centre of the cirde of radius R circumscribed about 
the lower base. The lateral edge AA 1 forms with the side AB of the 
hast• an angle equal tn 2a. Determine the volume and the lateral 
area of the prism. 

6R8. Determine the volume of a regular quadrangular pyramid, 
whnsl' latpral edgl' is t'([\lal to l a!lll the dihedral angle between two 
adjac<'nl lateral faces is equal to ~-

689. Given in a fl-ustum of a regular quadrangular pyramid: diago
nal d. dih<•dralanglP a at the lower base and altitude /I. Find tlw 
\'nlunw of the frustum. 

690. TIH• lalt•ral edge of a frustum of a regular quadrangular pyra
"' i<l is equal to I and inclined to the base at an angl<' ~- The diagonal 
n( thP p)Tamid is perpendicular to its latewl edge. Determine the 
v<>lnme of the pyramid. 

ti91. The altitude of a frustum of a regulm· quadrangular pyramid 
i' equal to//, the lateral edgP and diagonal of the pyramid are 
iuclin<'t! to the base at angles a and~. respeclivl'iy. Find the lateral 
ar<'a of the fmstum. 



692. The sides or the bases of a frustum of a regular quadrangular 

pyramid are equal to a and a V 3. rt•spectively; the latt•nd face is in

clined to the base al an angle'\'- J)<;lt•rmine the volume and total sur

face area of the frustum. 
693. A cube is iuscrihNl in a rt:gular quadrangular pyramid so 

that its four· verticrs arc found otl the Jat('l'al edges. and tht• rernainirw 

four, in tln• plane of its hasP. Determine tlw <•dge of the rube, if th~ 
altitude of the pyramid is equal to 1/, aml the lateral edge, to/. 

694. A cube is inscribed in a l'l'gnLlr quadrangular pyramid :-;.o that 

its vertices lie on the !"lant heighls of tht· pyrnmid. Find the ratio of 

the volume olllw pyramid tot he Yolume of lhl' cubP. if the angle bt•t

ween the altitude of lht• pyramid and its lateral fact' h equal to a. 

695. The ba>e of a pyramid is a right-an(!lcd triaugiP \\·ithlegs equ

al to f) and 8. respectively. Th<' \'(~rl('X ol thr pyrandd is at a distance 

of 24 from tlw base and is pro.jcetpcl nnto its plane at a point l~·inz 

inside thP base. Find the pdge of till' rnhe. whose four YPrtic{'s liP in 

the plane of the ba~e of the givt•n pyramid. and t hr Pdges joining tltese 

vertices are parallt•l lo the corresporuling legs of the basp triangl<• 

of the pyramid. Tht• other· four ,-,•rticl'S of the cube liP on thl' latPral 

faces of the given pyramid. 
696. In a regular quadrangular pyranrid the dihedral angle at the 

base is equal to a. Through i!s Pdgn a eutting planP is drawn <1t an 

angle~ to the base. The side of the ha><' is Pqual to a. ])ptermirre the 

area of 1 he sect ion figure. 
697. Iu a regular quadrangular- pyramid thP side of the base is equal 

to a, and the dihcd1·;d angle at the ba."\P. to rx. Thl'oug-h twn oppo.~ite 

sides of thP base of tht• pyrnmid two planes arc drawn at right anghl~ 

to each other. DetPrmine the length of thP line of inlPr."'ection of tho 

planes contained inside the pyramid, if it i~ known that it inters(•ets 

the axis of the p)Tarnid. 
698. In a regula!" quadrangular pyramid a plane is drawn through 

a vertex of the hasp JH'rpendiculm· to the oppo~itt• latHral Pdge. 

Determine the area of thf' s<•clion figui'P thus obtained. if tho ~hlP of 

the base of tlu• pyr;unid i:..: pqual to a, and the latf?l'al ('dge is incliued. 

to the planecontaiuing tlw hasP alan anglP f/J ((p>.'J5°; prove this). 

699. lt isrecplin·d to cut a regula1·quadrangular pri:-.m with a plane 

to obtaiu a section yielding a rhomhu~ with the acutt• a.nglp IY... 

Find the angle of iudirwtion of the cutting plane to the base. 

700. Tire hlN' of a r·iglrt panlll~l~pipl'd is a rhombus with the acute 

angle a. At wlwt angle lo the ha:-.e mnst a cutting plane be tlrawu to 

obtain a section yielding- a sqnan~ with its vertices lying on tho late

ral edges of the parallplepiped? 
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701. A right parallelepiped, whose base is a rhombus with the side 

a and acute angle a is cut with a plane passing through the vertex 

of the angle a, the section yielding a rhombus with the acute angle T . 
Determine the area of this section. 

702. The edge of a tetrahedron is equal to b. Through the midpoint 

of one of the edges a plane is drawn parallel to two non-intersecting 

edges. Determine the area of the section thus obtained. 

703. The base of a pyramid is a right-angled triangle with a leg a. 

One of the lateral edges of the pyramid is perpendicular to the base, 

the other two being inclined to it at one and the same angle a. 

A plane perpendicular to the base cuts the pyramid, yielding a square. 

Determine the area of this square. 
704. In a frustum of a regular quadrangular pyramid the sides of 

the upper and lower bases are respectively equal to a and 3a and the 

lateral faces are inclined to the plane containing the lower base at 

an angle a. Through a side of the upper base a plane is drawn paral

lel to the opposite lateral face. Determine the volume of the quadran

gular prism cut off the given frustum and the total surface area of 

tlw remaining portion of the frustum. 
i05. Two planes arc drawn through a point taken on a lateral edge 

of a regular triangular prism with the side of the base a. One of them 

passes through a side of the lower base of the prism at an angle a. 

to the base, the other, through the parallel side of the upper base and 

at an angle B I<> it. Determine the volume of the pri,;rn and the sum of 

the areas of lht' sections thus obtained. 
706. In a regular quadrangular prism a plane is drawn through 

the midpoints of two ad.iacent sides of the base at an angle a to the 

latter to intersect three lateral edr:es. Determine the area of the sec

tion fi~;ure obtained and its acute angle, if the side of the pri>m's 

base is Pqual to h. 
iOi. Tlw base of a right prism is an isoscl'les trapezoid (with the 

acute angle rL) rircumscribed about a circle of radius r. Through ont' 

uf the nunpamllol sirll's of the base and the opposite vertex of the 

arute angh• of the UJl!"'r hasl' a plane is drawn at an angle a to the 

base. Determine the lateral arpa "f the prism and the area of the sec

tion figure tim::; obtained. 
i08.)The base of a right pt·ism ABCA 1B 1C1 is an isosceles triangle 

ABC will•;anglc a at the base BC. The lateral area of the prism is equ

al to S. Fitlll tlw area of the section by a plane passing through a dia-· 

gonal of thl' faco BCC1B1 parallel to the altitude AD of the base of 

the prism and at an angle p to tho base. 
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709. The base of a right prism .-1BCA,B,C, is a right-angled trian

gle ABC with an angle ~ at the \'(•rtex B (~ < 45°). The difference 

between the areas of its lateral faces passing through the legs BC 

and AC is equal to S. Find the an'a of the section by a plane forming 

an angle <p with the base and passing through three points: the vertex 

B 1 of the angle~ of the upper base, midpoint of the lateral edge AA, 

and point D situated on the base and symmetrical to the vertex B 

with respect to the leg AC. 
710. Non-intersecting diagonals of two adjacent lateral face> of 

a rectangular parallelepiped are inclined to its base at angles a and ~. 

Find the angle between these diagonals. 

711. Given three plan,. angles of the trihedral angle SABC: 

L BSC=a: L CSA = ~; L ASB = y. Find the di!Jl'dral angle> of 

this trihedral angle. 
712. One of the dihedral angles of a trihedral angle is <'qual to A; 

the plane angles adjacent to the given dihedral angle are equal to a 

and ~- Find the third plan<' angle. 
713. (jiven in a trihedral angle are three plane angles: 45', 60' and 

45'. Determine the dihedral angle contained between the two faces 

with plane angles of 45°. 
714. A line-segment AB is given on the edge of a dihedral angll'. 

In one of the faces a point .II is given. at which a straight line <irawn 

from A at an angle a to AB intersects a line drawn from B perpendicu

lar to AB. Determine the dihedr·al angle, if the straight line A.ll is 

inclined to the second face of the dihedral angle at an angle B· 
715. (.jiven two skew lines inclined at an angle <p to each other and 

having a common pei·pendicular· PQ = h which iutrr"'cto both of 

them. Given on these lines are two points A and B, from which the 

line-segment PQ is seen at angles a and ~, respectively. Determine 

the length of the line-segment AB. 
716. Given on two mutually perpendicular skew lint's, the perpen

dicular distance between which PQ = h, are two points A and B, 

!rom which the line-segment f'Q is seen at angle' a and ~. respecti

vely. Determine the angle of inclination of the segment AB to l'Q. 

717. A cutting plane divides the lateral edges of a triangular pyra-

mid in the ratios (as measured from the vertex): ~, 
111 ~ • ~ • 

fit 11;'! !l_t 

In what ratio is the volume of the pyramid divided by this plane? 

718. From the midpoint of the altitude of a regular quadrangular 

pyramid a perpendicular, equal to h, is dropped to a lateral edge, and 

another perpendicular, equal to IJ, to a lateral face. Find the" volume 

of the 'pyramid. 



CHAPTER X 

SOLIDS OF REVOLUTION 

719. The generator of a cone is equal to I and forms an angle of 60" 
with the plane of the base. Determine the volume of tbe cone. 

720. The length of the generator of a cone is equal to /, and the 
circumference of the base, to c. Determine the volume. 

721. The lateral surface of a cylinder is developed into a square 
with the side a. Find the volume of the cylinder. 

722. When developed, the curved surface of a cylimler represents 
a rectangle, whose diagonal is equal to d and forms au angle a with 
the base. Determine the volume of tlw cylinder. 

723. The angle at the vertex of au axial section of a cone is equal 
to :?.r.t, and the sum of the lengths of its altitude and the generator, to 
m. Find the volume and surface of tlw com•. 

724. The volume of a con<' is V. Its altitude is trisected and through 
the points of division two planes an• drawn parallel to the base. FirHI 
the volunw of tho nH•diurn portion. 

725. Detcrmiue the ,·olume of a cone, if a chord, equal to a, drawn 
iu its base l'ird<' subtends an arc r.t, ant! the altitude of the cone 
forms an anglP B with the genprator. 

72(). Two couPs (one inside the other) are constructed on one and 
I ht• sa me bm<e; t lw angle bet ween the altitude and the generator of 
the 'I11aller cone is equal to r.t, and that of the largt•r cone, to ~·The 
t!iffpn•nce bctwPen till' altitudPs is t•qual to h. Find the volunw of 
thP solid bounrled by the eurwd surfaces of the cones. 

727. The curved sur[acP of a cone is equal In S. and the total one, 
to P. DetcrminP tlw angle betw<'Pn tht• altilndr and tlw gene
rator. 

728. \Vhen dPYelopPd on a planP, t lw curved ~urfar.e of a cnne 
reprPSt>nts a circular ~Pet or with the angle a. and chord a. DrtPrmine 
the YolUIIJl' of tfw COilP. 

729. A planP, drawn through lhl' \'l'l'tl'X of a cone and at nn angle 
Cf to the La;;;e, r11ls nH the circlP of the basP an arc o:.; the di.:-;hmce bet
wt•t•n th<• plane and llw rentre of lht• base is<•qnal to a. Find the voln
IllP of tlw fOHP. 

i30. :\square, whost• side is eqnallo a, is inscJ·ibed in tlw basp of 
a cone. A plane drawn through the Vl'rtex of the cone and a sitle nf 
the square jnter~ee,t~ the Rurface of thP cone along a t riangl(~, the angle 
at the vertex of which is a. Determiiw tlH' volnmt' awl surface of the 
cone. 
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731. The element l of a frustum of a cone forms an .1ngle a with 

the plane of the lower base and is perpendicular to the straight linr 

joining its upper end point with the lower end point of the opposite 

element. Find the curved surface of the frustum. 
732. Given a cone of volume V, whose generator is inclined to the 

base at an angle a. At what height should a cutting plane be drawn 

perpendicular to the axis of the cone to divide the curwd surface of 

the cone into two equal parts? The same question for the total surface. 

733. Determine the volume and surface of a spherical sector cut 

off a sphere of radius Rand having an angle a in tiH· axial 'Pet ion. 

734. The surface of a spherical segment of radius R isS. Find it> 

altitude. 
735. The arPa of a triangle ABC is equal to S, the side AC h 

and L- CAB ,.o a. Find the volume of the solid fcrmed !Jy rotaliHu 

the triangle ABC about the side AB. 
736. Given in a triangle ABC: the side a. anglP H and antrle C. 

Determine tlw volume of a solid obtained by rotating the> trianQ'le 

about the ginn side. 
737. A rhombus with the larger diagonal d and acut<• anglL' y ,.,,. 

'tales about an axis passing outside it through its vertPx and perp<'II

dicular to its larger diagonal. Dett•rmine the volumP of tlw solid thus 

obtained. 
738. Given in a triangle: sides band c and the angle 'X belw<•eu tlwm. 

The t1·iangle rotates about an axis whieh passes outside it through 

the vertex of the angle a and is inclined to the sid<•s band cat equal 

angles. Determine the volume of the solid thus generated. 
739. In an isosceles trapezoid a diagonal is perpendiculat· to one of 

the nonparallel sides. The side is equal to b and forms an anglP <:< 

with the larger base. Determine the surface of the solid f!Cn<'fatPd by 

rotating the trapezoid about the larger base. 
740. Two planes are drawn tllrongh the ve1·tex of a conl'. Onl' of 

them is inclined to the base of the cone at an angle a and intersects 

it alon>; a chord of length a, the other is inclined to the base at an 

angle ~ and intersects it along a chord of length b. Uetcrrnine th" 

volume of the cone. 
741. A sphere is inscribed in a cone. Find the volnme of the sphere. 

if the gLJnprator of the cone is equal to land is inclined to the base at 

an angle a. 
7~2. A straight line, tangent to the curved surface of a cone, forms 

an angle (J with the element passing through the point of tangency. 

What angle (<p) does this line form with the plane of the base P of 

the cone. if its generator is inclined to the plane Pat an angle <:<:' 
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743. An obtuse triangle with acute angles a and ~ and the smaller 
altitude h rotates about the side opposite the angle ~· Find the sur
face of the Rolid thus generated. 

744. In a cone (whose axial section represents an equilateral tri
angle) installed with its base up and filled with water a ball of radius 
r is placed flush with the water level. Determine the height of the 
water level in the cone after the ball is removed. 

745. In a cone, the radius of the base circle of which is equal to H 

and whose generator is inclined to the base at an angle T, a right 

triangular prism is inscribed so that its lower base lies on the base of 
tlw cone. and the vertices of the upper base are on the curved surface 
of the cone. Determine the lateral area of the prism, if the base of the 
pri"m is a right-angled triangle with an acute angle a, and its altitu
de is equal to the radius of the circle along which the plane passing 
through the upper base of the prism intersects the cone. 

746. ln a triangular pyramid, whose base is a regular triangle with 
tlw :'ide a, a cylindPr is inscribed so that its lower base is found on the 
ba"' of tlw pyramid, its upper base touching all the lateral faces. 
Fiurlthe Ynlum(•s nf the cylinder and the pyramid cut-off by the plane 
paR'ing tl1rough the upper base of the cylinder, if the altitude of the 

eylirulpr i:< Pqual to~, one of the lateral edges of the pyramid is per

pendicular to the base, and one of its lateral faces is inclined to the 
ba"' at an angle a (define the values of a for which the problem is sol

"" hie). 
71,7. :\right triangular prism is inscribed in a sphPre of radius R. 

Thu btt~o of the prism is a right-anglt>d trianglt• with an acule anglP a 
and it,; largP>t lateral face is a square. Find the volunw of the prism. 

i48. The ba"' of a pyramid is a rectangle with an acute angle a bet
wtwn l}a-. diagonals, antl its lateral edges form an angle <p with the 
baSt'. DetPrmirw the Yolume of the pyramid, if the radius of the cir
cum:-:.criht>d ~phere is equal toR. 

749. Tlw radim: of the base circle of a cone is equal toR and the 
angle at the Yertt•x of its axial section is a. Find the Yolume of are
qular triangular pyramid circumscribed about the cone. 

750. A splrerc of radius r is inscribed in a frustum of a cone. Tht• 
gmwrator of the cone is inclined to the base at an angle a. Find the 
curYed surface of tlw frustum. 

751. Circumscribed about a sphere is a frustum of a cone, whose 
elements are inclined to the base at an anglo a. Determine the sur
face of the fl'llstum, if the radius of the sphere is equal tor. 
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752. A sphere of radius r is inscriber! in a frustum of a cone, whose 

generator is inclined to the plane of the base at an angle a. Find thr• 

volume of the frustum. 
753. From a point on the surface of a sphere of radius R three equal 

chords are drawn at an angle a to one anotlwr. Detprminc their· 

lengths. 
754. A frustum of a corw is inscribed in a sph••re of radius R. Tlw 

bases of the frustum cut off the sphert• two sPgments with ares in th .. 

axial section equal to a and B. respPetivt>ly. Finrl the curved surfacP 

of the frustum. 
755, The lateral faces of a regular quadr·,ngular pyramid are incli

ned to the base at an angle a. The slaut height of the pyramid is equal 

tom. Find the surface of a cone insrrilwd iu tlw pyramid and tlw an

gle of inclination of th(' lateral edge to the base. 
756. A cone is circum~cribed about ;t rPgnlllr hpxagonal pyramid. 

Find its volume, if the lateral edg" of the pyr·amid is r>qual to I 

and the face angle between two adjacent lateral edges is equal to a. 
757. A cone is inscribed in a regular triangular pyramid. Find the 

volume of the cone if the lateral erluP of the pyramid is equal to I 

and the face angle between two adjact>nt lateral Pdg-es is equal 

to a. 
i58. A cone is inscribed in a sphPn• and its volume is equal to oiiP 

fourth of that of the sphere. Find the volume of the spben•. if the al

titude of the cone is equal to H. 
759. A sphere is inscribed in a regular triangular prism. It touchr>> 

the three lateral faces and both bases of the prism. Find the ratio of 

the surface of the sphere to the total "1rface area of the prism. 

760. A sphere of radius R is inscribed in a pyramid. whose basr> b 

a rhombus with the acute angle a. Tlw lateral faces of the pyramid aw 

inclined to the ba>e at au angle <p. Find the volume of the pyramid. 

761. A hemisphere is inscribed in a regular quadrangular pyramid 

so that its base is parall<!l to the base of the pyramid and the spheri

cal surface is in contact with it. Determine the total surface area of 

the pyramid, if its lateral faces are inclined to the base at an anglP 
a and the radius of the •phere is equal tor. 

762. A hemisphere is inscribed in a regular quadrangular pyramid 

so that its base lies on the base of the pyramid and the spherical sur·

face touches the lateral faces of the pyramid. Finrl the t"atio of the 

surface of the hemisphere to I he total surface at"ea of the pyramid and 

the volume of the hemisphere, if the lateral faces are inclined to the 

base at an angle of a and the difference between the lengths of tlw 

side of the base and the diameter of the sphere is equal tom. 
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763. In a cone, with the radius of the base circle R and an angle a 
between the altitude and generator, a sphere is inscribed which tou
ches the base and the curved surface of the cone. Determine the volu
me of the portion of the cone situated above the sphere. 

764. The surface of a right circular cone is n times as large as the 
surface of the sphere inscribed in it. At what angle is the generator 
of the cone inclined to the base? 

765. A sphere is inscribed in a cone. The ratio of their volumes is 
equal to 11. Finrl the angle of inclination of the generator to the base 
(calculate for n ~" 4). 

766. Determine the angle bet Wt'cn the axis and generator of a cone, 
whose surface is n times as large as the area of its axial section. 

767. Inscribed in a cone is a hemisphere, whose great circle lies on 
the base of'tlw cr11W. D~tcrmine the angle at the wrtex of the cone, 
if the ratio of the ~urface an'a of the cone to the curved surface ar·ea 
of the hemisphere is '18: 5. 

768. Determine the angle between the altitude and generator of a 

cont•, if the volume of the c•HW is'!-} time~ as largl' as that of the 

hemi'iphere inscribed in th<• cone so that the hase of the hemisphere 
lies on tlw hasp of the cune and the spherical surface touches the cur
ved surface of the cone. 

769. Determine the angle hetwel'n tlw altitude and generator of 
a cont•, whose cur\'ed surface i~ dividPd into two equal parts by tlw 
line of its inter:;;E?etion with a spherical :.;ndaet•, wlw~P cpntre is loca
ted at the \'l'rtex of tlw cone and tll(' radius is equal to the altitude of 
the cone. 

770. A conp with the altitude If ;md the mw!e hetln>t'Il tlw "'Pnera
tor and altitude equal to a is cut b~· a ,;plwricalsnrface with tht~ centre 
at tho vertex of the cone to divide the volume of the cone into two 
equal portions. Find the radius of the sphen•. 

771. On the altitude of a cone, equal to f!, '"on the diameter. a 

I f l . II . l . 
,;p u•rp o rat lll>':.! 1s conslructcc . Determine the volume of the portwn 

uf the spherp situated outside the cone, if the anglt> between the 
generator and altitude is equal to a. 

772. Given two externally tang<mt spheres 0 and 0 1 • and a cone 
circumscribed about them. Compute the area of the curved surface of 
the frustum, whose hast'S are tho circles along which the spheres con
tact the surface of the cone, if the radii of the spheres arl' equal toR 
and R 1• 

773. Four balls of one and the same radius r lie on a table so that 
they touch one another. A fifth ball of the same radius is placed on 
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them at the centre. Find the distance between the top point of the 
fifth ball and the plane of the table. 

774. Determine the angle at the vertex of the axial section of a cone 
circumscribed about four equal balls arranged so that each of them 
is in contact with the three remaining ones. 

775. The faces of a frustum of a regular triangular pyramid touch 
a sphere. Determine the ratio of the surface of the sphere to the total 
surface area of the pyramid, if the lateral faces of the pyramid are 
inclined to the base at. an angle a. 

776. Inscribed in a cone is a cylinder, whose altitude is equal to 
the radius of the base circle of the cone. Find the angle bet ween the 
axis of the cone and its generator, if the ratio of the surface of the 
cylinder to the area of tue ba~e of the cone is 3: 2. 

777. The radius of a sphere inscribed in a regular quadrangular 
pyramid is equal to r. The dihedral angle formed by two adjacent 
lateral faces of the pyramid is equal to a. Determine the volume of 
the pyramid, whose vertex is at the ccHI rc of the sphere and the ver
tices of the base lie at the four points of tangency of the sphere and 
the lateral faces of the pyramid. 

778. A sphere of radius r is iuseribe<l in a cone. Find the volume 
of the cone, if it is known that a plane tangent to the sphere and per
pendicular to the generator of the eono is drawu at a distance d 
from the vertex of the cone. 

779. The edge of a cube is a, AfJ Leing its diagorHll. Find the radius 
of a sphere tarlgeut to the thre<• faces converging at the vertex A and 
to the three edges emanating from the vertex B. Also find the area 
of the portion of the spherical surface outside the cube. 

780. In a regular tetrahedron, whose edge is equal to a, a sphere is 
inscribed so that it is in contact with all the edges. Determine the 
radius of the sphere and the volume of its portion outside the tetra
hedron. 

C II APTER XI 

TRIGONOMETRIC TRANSFOUJ\IATIONS 

Prove the following identities: 

781. 

782. 

783. 

6-11338 

sec ( T +a) sec ( T- a) = 2 sec 2a 

sin(2a+~) -2cos(a+~)= sin~ 
sin a sm a. 

2 (esc 2a+cot2a) =cot f-tany 
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784 cosct+s~nct =tan(45•+a.)· 785. cosct+sinct tan2a+sec2a. 
• cosa sma ' cosa sina 

786. sin2 
( i+a.) -sin2 (-F-a.)= 

5~~ 

787• 2 cos• ct-1 = 1 
2 tan ( -i-- ct) • sin2 ( i+ ct) 

88 t • ( n ) 1-sin2ct 7 • an -;r-ex = 1+sin2ct 

789. ccs 2ct = _!_ sin• 2a 
cot2 a-tan2 a 4 

790 sin ct+cos (2~-ct) t ( n P.) 
• cosa sin(2~ a)=CO T-P 

79 !+sin 2ct = !+tan a =tan(~-'-~) 
1. cos2a 1-tana 4 1 ~ 

792• sin x +cos (2y- x) 
cosx-sin(2y-x) 

l+sin 2y 

---cos2Y 
793. tan2 a- tan2 ~=sin (ex+~) sin (ex-~) sec• a sec• ~ 

tan (i-f}. (i+sinct) 
794. . =cota 

!$lilCt 

79- tan(~-+-~}·1-sina. =1 a. 4 · 2 cos a 

796. 

797. 

798. 

co.:J a-sin a-cos 3a.+sin 3a.. 

sin a-sin 3a.+sin 5a tan ~)a 
cos a cos 3a. +cos 5a 

-esc a 

· ( b) · ( ) · b ) !. a-b . a-c b-e sm a- +sm a- c +sm ( - c = 'cos ---z- sm z- cos-2-

799. 2 (sin' x +cos' x)- 3 (sin• x + cos• x} + 1 = 0 

800. sin a i· sin (a+ 
2~" ) +sin (a+ 

4
; } 0 

801. sin2 (!,;;" ;-a) -sin2 (30° -a)-sin 15° cos (15° + 2a) =sin 2a 

802. Show that 

l:-2cos•<p =tun ljl-Cot 'Jl 
Sin cp cos <p 
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803. Show that 

tan'T 
2 sin a-sin 2a 
2sina.+sin2a 

804. Prove the identity 

cos2 <p + cos2 (a+ <p)- 2 cos a cos <p cos (a+ <p) = sin2 a 
805. Simplify the expression 

sin2 a +sin2 ~+ 2 sin a sin~ cos (a+~) 
806. Prove that 

sin2 a -1- sin2 ~ + sin2 y- 2 cos a cos ~cosy= 2, 
if a+~+y=n. 

807. Prove that 
cot A cot B+cot A cot C+ cot Bcot C= 1, 

if A+B+Co n. 
808. Prove that 

rt 2n t 
COS 5COS5=4 

809. Prove that 
:t T 3rt I 

COS 5 T COS 5 = 2 

Reduce to a form convenient for taking logarithms: 

810. 1+cosa+cosT; 811. 1-V2cosa+cos2a 

812. 1-sin2 (a+B)-sin2 (a-B) 

813. 1 +sina-j-cosa+tana; 814. l-J-gina:cosa 
5102 

815. 1-tana+seca; 816. cosa-!-sin2a-cos3a 

817. tan(a+T)+tan(a--T) 

818. 
820. 

822. 

2 sin ~-sin 2~ . 819 1/2-cos a-sin a 
2 sin P+sin 2p ' • sin a.-cos a. 
cot a+ cot 2a +esc 2a; 821. cos 2a +sin 2a tan a 

2sin2 a+ V3 sin2o:-1; 823. 1 +tnn 2" tan" 
cota-J-tana 

83 
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824. 2+tan2a+cot 2a 

825. tan x-1 +sinx (1- tanx) + t+!n~z 
1+coset+cos2a+cos3a. 827 1 1 . • 2a · • A ' , 

826. coset+2cos•et 1 ' • -4Slll -sm .. -cos~ 

828. tan x +tan y +tan z- sin (z+ u+z) 
cos z cos y cos z 

829. sina+sin~+siny if a+~+y=18o• 

CHAPTER XII 

TRIGONOMETRIC EQUATIONS 

Solve the following equations: 

830 1 . 5 ( 3x . 3x )2 
. -sm X= cos 2 -sm 2 

831. sinx +sin 2x+ sin 3x+sin4x = 0 

832. sin (x + 30°) +cos (x + 60°) = 1 +cos 2x 

833. sin x +sin 2x +sin 3x =cos x +cos 2:c +cos 3x 

834. cos 2x- cos 8x +cos 6x = 1; 835. cos x- cos 2x =sin 3x 

836. sin(x-60°)=cos(x+30°); 837. sin5x+sinx+2sin'x=1 

838. sin" x (tan x + 1) = 3sin x (cos x-sinx) + 3 

839. 

841. 

843. 

cos4x= -2cos2 x; 840. sinx+cosx=-.-1-
Sln,z 

sin3x=cos2x; 842. sin'i+cos'i=} 

3tan2 x-sec2 x= 1; 844. (1 +cos4x)sin4x=cos2 2x 

845. sin4 x + cos4 x =cos 4x; 846. 3 cos• x-sin2 x-sin 2x=0 

847. cos2 x + 3 sin2 x + 2 V3 sin xcosx = 1 

848. 6 sin2 x +3 sin xcosx-5 cos• x= 2 

849. • 2 3 2 5 . 
sm x+-zcos x=-zsmxcosx 

850. sinx + V3 cosx = 1; 851. sinx +cos x = 1 

852. sin x +cos x = 1 +sin 2x; 853. sin 3x +cos 3a: = V2 
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854. sin x sin 7 x =sin 3x sin 5x; 855. cos x sin 7 x = cos 3x sin 5x 

856. sin x sin 2x sin 3x = {sin 4x; 857. 2 cos' x + 4 cos x = 3 sin' x 

858. 5cos2x=4sinx; 859. tan(i-+x) tanx-2 0 

860. 
cos{~-x) 

8 tan2 i= 1 +sec x; 861. 1 +~os ;- c= sec'}-- 1 

862. 1-cos(n-x)+sin "tx =0 

863. 2[1-sin(
3
;-:t)J=V3tan ";-x 

864. sinx-cosx-4cos2 xsinx=1sin3 x 
sin x 

865. cot x -t- t+cosx = 2 

866. 2cot(x-n)-(cosx sinx)(cscx-secx)='> 

867 . (" ) sccz-cos.r 
• sm(n-x)+cot 2 -x = 2 sinx 

1-tan;. 
868 2 z·x • ---X = Slll2 

1-oot 2 

869. sin(n-x)+cot( 
3
; +·x)=sec(-·x)-cos(2n-x) 

870. sec2 x-tan'x+cot(-if+x) cos2xsec2 x 

871. sin3 x(1+cotxH-cos'x(1 tanx)=cos2.r 

872. sins x cos 3x +sin 3x cos3 x ~ 0 . .375 

873. tan x + tan 2x = tan 3x 

874. i+sinx+cosx= 2cos (-f-4.'i0
) 

875. 

876. 

1-cos2 2x= sin 3x-cos ( -if·l x) 
csc(n-.x) 

1-3 cos x+ cos 2x = cotZx cotx 

87 
. 2 1 2sin2x 

7. (c~sx-sm(x-n)) + =sec•x-i 
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878. (sinx+cosx)2 =2sin { i+ x) sin( i- x) 

879. 2-sinxcos 2x-sin2x cosx = 

= [cos ( : -
3
;) -sin ( i- 3z"} r 

880. (1- tanx) (1 +sin 2x)= 1 +tan x 

. cos2x 
881. cos x+ sm x= !-sin 2x 

882. (1 +sin 2x) (cosx-sinx) = 1- 2sin2 x 

883. 
cos2 z-sin2 2z 

4cos2x sin (x+30')sin (x-30°) 

sin(60'+xJ+sin(60'-x)_ tanx + cotx 
884. 2 - (1+tan2x)2 (1+cot2z)2 

885 • ( 1 • t x) sin(x-30'J+cos(60'-x) . sec-x- cosx",-smx an2 = cosx 

X Z 
tan 2 +cot 2 

886. sin (i+x)-sin(i-x)= 2112 

887. 2 V2 sin (45° +x) = 1 +cos 2x 
1 +sm x 

888. 2 (sin 2x- cos 2x tan x) 4 • 4 

1
- =cos x-sm x 

1 3sec2 x 

889. sin 3x = 4 sin x cos 2x 

890. secx+1=sin(n-x)-cosxtan "t"' 
891. tan 2x tan x 

tnn 2x tan x 
2 sin (45° +x) sin (45' -x) = 0 

4 cos2 x 
892. tan (x- 45°) tan x tan (x + 45°) = x x 

tan 2 -cot-z 

893. tan (x+45')ttan(x-45') =tan(x-45o)tan(x+45o)tanx 

894. tan(x+a) tan(x-a)=2cotx 

895. (sin -f-cos T )2 
= x 

2 
x+n 

" tan 2 -tan-
2
-
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896 sio x = 1 
' sin (30'+x)+sin (30' x) ( X' !.•') ('"' X) tan z"":-"'' -tan ·.:J·- 2 

897. sin4 x+ sin' ( x +T) =} 
897a. sin4 x + sin• ( x + T) -l sin• ( x-T) = ~ 

Solve the following systems of equations: 

x+y x-y 1 1 
898. COS -

2
- COS -

2
- = 2; COS X COSy= 4 

899. x+y=a;sinxsiny=m; 900. x+y=o:; tanx-j-tany=m 

901. x + y = T ; tan x -;f- tan y = 1 

902. zsin x+cos !I= 1; 16sin2 x+co;.2 y = 4 

903 
. . 1 1 

• sm x sm y = 
4 
V

2 
; tan x tan y = 3 

1 
904. sinx=2siny; cosx=ycosy 

CHAPTER XIII 

INVERSE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 

905. Compute 

2arcsin (-~3 ) +arccot ( -1) +arccos ; 2+i- arccos ( -1) 

906. Prove that 

907. Prove that 

Compute: 

Vt-x2 
tan(arccosx)= ---

" 

tan (arcsin x) = V " 
1-x2 

908. sin[} arccot ( - f}]; 909. sin [{-arcsin ( -
2 Y2 

) J 
910. cot[i-arccos( --})J;!ltt. tan(5arctan ~3 -{arcsin ~3 ) 
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912. sin { 3 arctan V3 + 2 arccos-}) 

913. cos[3arcsin ~+arccos(-})] 

Prove the following identities: 

914. arctan (3+2V2)-arctan "'?= ~ 
~12 "Vii+t " 915. arccos V 3 -arccos 

2113 
=s 

916 . 4 + . 5 + . 16 " . arcsm 5 arcsm 13 arcsm65 = "]:" 

917. arccos}+arccos (--})=arccos ( -~) 
918. 

919. 

1 1 32 2 arctan 5 +arctan 4 =arctan 43 
1 1 1 1 rn arctan 3 +arctan 5 +arctan 1 +arctan 8 = 4 

Solve the following equations: 

920. 4 arctan (x2 -3x-3)-:rt =0 
921. 6 arcsin (x2 - 6x + 8.5) = :rt 

922. arctan (x-f- 2) -arctan {x+ 1)= T 
1 n 923. 2arctan 2 -arctanx=T 

924 . 2 . 'rr-= . 1 . arcsm 
3 

"Vz -arcsm y 1-x =arcsm 3 

925. 

926. 

928. 

fa a-b arctan 1)-arctana+b =arctan x 

arcsin 3x =arccos 4x; 927. 2 arcsin x =arcsin: 1~; 
Solve the system of equations 

2a x + Y= arctant=;;r, tanx tan y= a2 {I a I< 1) 



ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS 

PART ONE 

ARITHMETIC AND ALOEBRA 

CHAPTER I 

ARITHMETIC CALCULATIONS 

1. 6 .. 5625 15. ''8 15 .) 64 
31. I, 

2. 7 32. 'tOOO 
29 i2 Hi. (i 

33. GG 

3. 365~ 
17. 700 

34 . . , 8 18. 100 

4. 3~ 19. 10 
35. 9.5 

15 36. 0.09 
~ 1 

5. 18.! 20. '2 35 
3 ::17. 48 

6. 50 21. t) 

22. '> 
38. 2 

7. 23.865 
<) 

?..:!. 39. I 

8. 36~ 
2::1. - ~0 

-Iii 
72 .,_1_ 

9. 599.3 
24. 5 40. -3 

10. 84.075 25. 1~ 41. 1 
84 i 

11. 2.5 26. 10 42. 1301 

12. 2~ 
21 

27. 1 43. -20.381, 

13. 0.0115 
28. t:320 

44. 2.2:> 
29. 11 

14. 157 45. 1_!_ 
280 :w. z:,o 8 
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CHAPTER II 

ALGEBRAIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

Prelimirwries 

In ,olving problems of the present chapter (beginning with Problem 62) 
the following should be taken into consideration. 

I. The radical ~is called principal, or arithmetical, if the radicand a is 
po)'litive (or equal to zero) and if, furthermore. the root itself is taken positive. 

Exampl<'s. The expression j' -2i cannot represent an arithmetical root, 
;.;i nee the radicand is negative. The expression j/.16 is an arithmetical root, if 
we con:-ider only its positive value (i.e. 2). The expression ;/IT represents an 

~1rithuH'tical root (i.e. 3}, if we consider only its real value (it also has two 

. . I 3 . :l V3 . cl 3 3 V3 . ) Tb . l;-16 
1mag1wtr~· va ues -·-:; -;- -.,- t an --;;- - -.-,- t • e expressiOn . -

cannot reprt•seut an ;rithmet'ical root, si~ce the r';dicand is a negative number. 
2. TlH• rult·~ for transformation of radicals :-oct forth in algebra are true only 

!'or arithnH'tiral roots. 
For in~taure, the equality )/X= r·? is not true for negative values of x. 

Thus. at .r -8 the left member of the equality has only one n•al value~~ -8 = 

~-~. while the right member has two real values j/64 = ±2 (if imaginary 
value:- ure also considered, then -)'"=8 bas three values, and }./i3'4-six values). 

In view of this, in tht~ present ~cction dedicated to the identity transformations 
of irrational t•xpression;; \\"(' a!"smnc that all radicands may havE> only positive 
(and zt>ro·l Yalue~*, which means that literal quantities enteriug the expressions 
to lw ~implified should meet ;-;.orne additional conditions. In a number of cases 
(~eP, for in:-:tanru, noh•::; to Problems 65 to 71) we indicate such conditions. 

~omt·timt•:-; the conditions to be !"atisfied by literal quantities are given in 
tla· problt·m itself. Then in ::;olving :;uch a problem one is to prove that under 
tlW:'L' t~nnditions all radicands are positive. 

:l. It 'hould he particularly noted that the equality v:;:z=X (where VXi 
i:-; an arithmetical root) holds true only for x :> 0. For a negative x it is inva
lid; in~tPad we have the equality VXi -x. Both cases may be covered by 
the <•quality y,:2=1•1· Thus, if x=-3, then V<-3)Z=V9=-(-3) 
(and l/(-3)2 is an arithmetical root, 5-ince the radicand {-3)2 is positive 
ami thr• root is taken in its positive value). \Ve may also write 11(-3)2= 

! 31. The importance of this note is seen from the following examples. 
Example 1. Simplify the flxpression 1fm2-2rnu+nz. The solution 

1/ m2- :.!mn + n2,...:;;; 1/ (m -n)2 = m-n 

i..: I nu• only for m ~ n. For m < n it should be writll'D instead 

\/mZ-:?.mn-+-n2= -(m-n), i.e. "\/mZ-2nw+n2=n-m 

·" \\"ith the PXc..~eption of Problem 64, where tht:> ratlicaud of the cuhe radical 
('an Iwver Le positin• (:-e(• the :-ulution of this problc..•m on pages 96·97). 
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Thus, if m=2 and n=3, then m-n= 1, whereas 

llm2-2mn+T!2 = 11 4-12+ 9= lit=! 

A general formula has the form 

l/m2-2mn+n2=1 m-n I or 1/m2-2mn+ni=l 11-m f. 

Example 2. Simplify the expression 

v~--v~ 

li4+4P+P2 + ll4-4r+r2 

91 

Denoting (for the sake of brevity) the given expression by A, we have 

(lor p =F - 2): 

A 
!2+p!-12-pl 
12+rl+l2-pl 

1-12-pl 
2-t-p 

1
2-p, 

I+ 2+p 

If the fraction ;+; is positive, then 

and if it is negative, lhen 

1-2_-_,, 
A~~ 2-!~p 

1 2-p 
+2-j-p 

2-p 
1+2+p 

A~~-z=p P 

1-2-j-p 

Let us analyse what values of p yield the l"ir::;t or/and the ~C'cond case~. The 

fraction 2 - P is positive when 2 - p and 2 + p are of the ~a me sign. Let us 

first req~JePthat both quantitic:; 2- p and 2 + p be po.sitive. The quantity 

2- p is positivo [or p < 2, tlw quantity 2 + p is positive for p > -2. Con'

sequently, _h?th quantities arc po:;itivo fu~ -2 < p < 2_. Now we rcqu_irl~ that 

both quantltws 2 - p and 2 + p be negatwe, but soon hnd out that tlu~ requi

rement cannot he fulfilled, :-;ince 2 - p is negative for p > 2, and 2 + p i~ 

negative for p < -2, but these conditions are incompatible. Hence, the fraction 

;+ p is positive only lor -2 < p < 2. For p > 2 and p < -2 thb fraction 

is legativc. 

Thus, A= f lor 1 pI < 2 and A=% lor I pI> 2. At I pI= 2 both expres

sions are valid. 
Example 3. The equality Va-8 = a3 is true only for a> 0. For negative 

values of a we have instead of it the (•quality 'VaG= -a3. Thus, at a= -1 
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we have v(-1)•=-(-1)=+1. Here V(-1)6 is an arithmetical root, 
since the radicand (-1)'=1 is positive and we take the positive value of 
the root. 

Example 4. Take the factor; outside the radical sign in the expression 
V(a-5)' (a-3)3. 

The given root may be arithmetical only for a'> 3, since for a <3 the 
factor (a-3)3, and, hence, the whole radicand arc negative. The equality 

V(a-5)' (a-3)3-(a-5)3 (a-3) Va-3 
holrb true for a 5. For a< 5 the following should be written instead 

1/\a-5)• (a-3)3= -(a-5)3 (a-3) Va-3 
;\ general formula is 

V"'\a,----"5):;;•7(a=--""3)"3-Ja-5J3(a-3JVa-3 (for •> 3). 

4. In general. the equality ~ ;;-, = :r (where the left member denotes an 
arithnwtical root} holds true only for positive values of x (and at x ~ 0). If n 
i~ an e\·en number, then at a negative x instead of ],F;Jt = x we have the equali~ 
ty r) 7r• --- ~--.r. If n is an odd number, then at negative values of :r there exists 
110 aril hnwtical root at all. 

lili. Groupin~ the last three terms of the expn•:::sion in parentheses, factor it 

a' _,_ b' - c' + 2bc = a' - (b - c)2 ~' (a + b -c) (a - b + c) 

Tlw ~iH'H expresi>inu take;; the form 

(a + c + b\ (a + c -- b) = (a + c)' - b' 

!3D .;;,. __ , 
47. The t>Xpre.-;:-illll in parcnthe;;es is equal to __!_j. It is con\·enient to revf:>r

n-
::'<' all thp !"igns hoth in the ntlmerator and deuominator of the last fraction, aud 
then tu factor the nunwrator; the fractiou takes the fonn 

Ansu•t'r: "
2
+n+t. 

n 
4~. The df'nominator of the second fraction is equal to (1 + .r) (.r- 2a). 

Tlw pan'nlht>.~iz(•d t•xprc.::.sion is equal to 1 + .r. The given exprt:':;sion is equal to 

4!J. Answer; aT :lx. 
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a-130 
50. Represent the second addend in the form aa-l . Hcduce the paren-

thesized fractions to a common denominator; this yields- 3 (2a'+ 9a+ IO). 
a (3a I) ' 

~uating5 the trinomial 2a2+9•+lO to zero and finding the roots a,= -2; 

a2=- 2, factor it 

Now the expression in parenthe,ses takes the form 

-3(a+2)(2a+5) 
a (3a IJ 

Multiplying it by 

3a3 + 8a2- :Ja 

1-..!.az 
'• 

Ansu·er: 12 (2a + 5) (a+ 31 
a 2 

4a (a+31 (3a-1\ 
(2+•1 (2-a) 

51. Reduce each fraction, factc1ring both tile numerator and denominator. 

ab 
Answer: a+b . 

52. Factor the denominator of the second fraction and reduce the latter 

x y(x-y) 

x'+y2- (x'+Y')(x+y) x+y 

Answer: x + y . 

53. After simplification the denominators of the fraf.tions take the form 

4(x'+x+1) and 4 (x'-x+ll 
3 3 

The given expression is transformed in tlw following way 

2 3 ( I I ) z2 +1 
T'T z2+z+l + x2-x+l = (z2+!)2-z2 

z2+! 
AIUWer: x'+x'+l . 
54. Factor tbe denominators of the first four fractions, reduce the first 

fraction by a-t. The expression in parentheses takes the form 

1 2 (a-1) 4 (a+!) a 

a=t+ (a+2)(a-2) (a 1)(•+2) +(a l)(a-2) 

2(a+3) 
(a l)(a+2)(a-2) 
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36a•-144a-36a2+ 144 This should be multiplied by the fraction 
43

+
27 . Factor 

the numerator of the last fraction by grouping the terms, and the denomi
nator, as the sum of cubes •"+33; then this fraction takes the form 

36 (a-1) (a+2) (a-2) 
(a+3J (a2-3a+9) 

72 
Answer: 

42
_

34
+9 . 

55. Let us denote the dividend (the sum of fractions) by A and the divi
sor, by B. Factoring the polynomials which enter A, we find 

A 3(x+2) -L (x+2)(2x-5) 
2 (x+1) (x2+1) ' 2 (x-1) (x2+1J 

Taking x+Z outside parentheses, we have 2 (x2+1) 

A x+2 ( 3 2.r-5 ) (x+2J (x2-4) 
2 (z2+1) · x+1 + x-1 = (x2+1) (x+1) (x-1) 

Then we find 

Dividing A by B, 

x'2 
Answer: --f-· 

B 

x+2 we get -
2-

56. Let A denote the dividend and B, the divisor. Equating the trinomial 
x2 - xy - 2y2 entering the expression A to zero, we solve the obtained equation 
for one of the unknowns, say, for the unknown x; on finding x1 = -y and 
x2 = 2y, we get the following factorization of tho trinomial: .:r2 - xy - 2y2 = 
= (.r + y) (.r- 2y). Now we have 

A=2::::.JL 2y-x 
x2-f-y2+y-2 
(x+y) (x-2y) 

\Vrite in the subtrahend 2y - x instead of x - 2y, simultaneously reversing 
the signs in the numerator of this fraction. Reducing the fractions to a common 
denominator, we get 

A 
(2y x)(x+y) 

In the expression B factor the numerator by representing it in the form 
(2x' + y)' - 22 , and the denominator, by grouping x' + xy and y + x. Then 

B (2x2+y+2) (2.r2+y-2) 
(x+yJ(x+1) 

Dividing A by B, we get (Zy-x)~i:21+ Y+ 2) 
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Answer: x+l 
(2y-x) (2x•+u+2) 

57. Factoring the polynomials contained in the given expression, we obtain 

(a+2) (a-1) [ 4 (a+l) 3 J 
an(a 3) '4(a+1)(a 1)-a(a-1) 

Answer: a+ 2 
an+l • 

58. Let A denote the dividend and B, the divisor. The numerator of t11e 
fraction A is 

I I T[4a2(b+c)2n_ll=z [2a(b+cJn+IJ [2a (b+c)n-1] 

and the denominator 
a(n•-a•-2a-1)= a [n2-(a+1)2J=a (n+a+l) (n-a-1) 

Leave the numerator of the fraction B unchanged and write its denominator 
in the form -ac (n-a-1). 

Answer: 
(2a (b+cl"+11 c 

2(n+•+1) 
59. First method, Heduce all the fractions to a common denominator: 

be (b-e)- ac (a-c) -t-ab (a-b) 
abc (a b) (a c) (b c) 

(a) 

Having multiplied the binomials in the denominator, we get a2b - ab'2 -7-+ b2c- a2c + ac2- bc2, i.e. the same cxpre.:-sion as in the numerator. After 
d t' ht . 1 

re uc 10n we o am abc . 
Second method. Putting in the numerator of the fraction (a) a = b, we fit~tl 

that in this case the numerator vanishes. Consequently, according to BCzout's 
theorem, it is divisible by (a -b). The quotient is 

a (b -c) - c (b c) = (b c) (a -c) 

Thus, the numerator is equal to (a b) (b - c) (a - c). 
Third method. Let us reduce to a common denominator only the first l\\O 

fractions of the given expression. We get 

lJ2-hc-aZ+ac 
ab (a-b) (a -c) (b-e) 

Grouping the terms in the numerator (the first one with the third and the 
second with the fourth), we arrive at the expression 

(b + a) (b - a) - c (b - a) = (a - b) (c - a - b) • 

Now reduce the fraction by (a - b) and add the third fraction of the gin•n 
expression. 

I 
Answer: Q'bC • 
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60. The first factor is equal to •+z+
1
1 . The expression in brackets is 

a+z-
equal to (a+z)•-t (a+z+ 1l (a+z-1) . Multiplying the given expres-

2ax 2ax 
(a+x+1)2 . 1 

sions, we find :!ax . Substitute x= a-t , the numerator takes 

the form ~1)" , the denominator becoming equal to ~~ , 
~- - a-

a3 
Answer: 2 (a-'l). 

til. Let us denote the expression in brackets by A aud the expression in 
pareutlwses, by B. We have A: B-l=AB. Getting rid of the powers with 
uegilliYo exponents in the expression A, we have 

2b2-:Jab-2a2 (b-2a) (2b+a) b-2a 
A 

a(a+2b)(2b-a) a(a+2b)(2b-a) a (2b-a) 

Tru.H~furming B, we get 

B-=an(''b-'-3a-~)=•"· b(a-2b) 
.. 

1 2a-b 2a-b 

Finally, we find AB o;::::.. an-1b (reverse the signs of the tenns both in the numera
tor and denominator iu one of the fractions to be multiplied}. 

Ansll'er: an-llJ, 
()2. The numerator is trausfQrmed lo the form aZ - b2, the denominator, 

to a+ b. 
Answer: a b. 
Sote. For the roob to he arithmetical ones, the numbers a and b must not 

Lt• negatin~. 
o:l. The first radical is equal to 

1'- (a --0)3 (a-j-bJ" =(a-b) ((a-t-biZ 

Ansn·a: b (aa - !J:I). 
Xote. It i:- assumed that a > b (otherwise the fir.:::t root will not be arithme

tical). 
64. This is an exception from the rule considered on page 90 which states 

that radicands may have only positive values. The thing is that the radicand of 
lhe cube radit:al is always negative. Indeed, we must consider the expressions 

-t/tiX antl 1./~ (which have real values only for x ~ 0) to be positive (otherwise 

the l1Xpre:::!'inn 2 lftiX - /i vz:r loses its uniquene=:s). But then the difference 

2 -vtTX- 4 l/2:; = V24.r- Va2x is negative. 
And so, we admit that the radicand of the cube radical is a negative number. 

Then the cube root itself has a Ill'gative value. Prior to applying the rule for 
transfurming radical~. we have to accomplish such a transformation: 

V 21/tiz-4 V2x= -V41/2.r-21/6.r 
Nmv the radical on the right is an arithmetical root. After reduction to the 

same index as that of the first of the gh·en factors we obtain 

-V4 l/2x-2 V6~ = -V (4 vz~-2 V6~)·- -V""s..-,--(7---:4-::V"3'"') 
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Multiplying the roots, we get: -V64x2 [4\l-(4 V3)2J= -2 {:X. 
Answer: -2 f~X. 
Note. If no atteution is paid to the fact that the radicand o[ the <·ube 

root is negative, one obtains the wrong answer 2}:~.·~. 
65. The first radical is equal toy (a+1)'(a-1). Taking the factor(a+1) 

outside the radical sign, we get I a+ 1 1J- a- 1. The gin•n expression is 
equal to 

, / (1·1-a) (1 +a 
V :la 

to a common ind(>X n. The first and :o:econd factors take the respective form 

1; / 1 I +a)3 (1 +a) v; 3a< 
V 27a3 81 (1 +a)' 

Multiplying them, we !.!vl -} yra. 
Note. The fir;;t fador is an arithmetical root only if a > 0 (if a < o, the 

radicand is negative, at a 0 it lo~es it~ sense). The second factor is an arithme
tical root at any a (t-'X(:ept for a= -1). Consequl•ntly, the quantity a may have 
auy positive vahJ(', 

j ll _,-
Answer: 3 ,_ rL 

67, Place af, under llw fir:-:.t radical sign. The given expression take,..; t}l(' f<lrtn 

n/-;;=ij n/ 1 = 1 
V V a-b 

.Vole. For the given radicals to be arithmetical roots the following concli
tion must he oh:-;ervcd: a ~ b. The case a = b is excluded, since the .seeond 
fat:lor lose~ its st•nse. 

7-01338 
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Answer: 1. 
68. Rationalizing the denominators, we get 

<Vti-H>CVli+H>= -11;; 

Answer: -115. 
-v;;=b-'- Va-'-b 69. The dividend is equal to b' ' the divisor, to 

Va=b+ v;i+b • the quot1"ent to Va-b 
Va-b ' ' b · 

Note. For all the given roots to be arithmetical the following three conditions 
must bt:' simultaneously satisfied: a ~ 0, a - b ;;,::: 0. a+ b ;:::: 0 (they may be 
replaced by the following two conditions: a ;;;:. 0, I b I < I a I ). 

Va=b Answer: --b-- • 

~b 3b 
70. The diddend is equal to b'-a ; the divisor. to b'-a ; the quo· 

0 
tient, to -j-. The quantity a may have any positive value; b may haw any 

valu(', except for ± 1/a. 
2 

Answer: 3 . 
71. Tlw numerator of the first fraction is reduced to tlw form 

cvr:;::-;;l'+nlt=a>" 
V1-a2 

IH-al~-11-aj 

V1-a2 

H th<' exprrs ... ions 1 +a and 1-a are positin'. thC'n \5N• Prelimiti,U ies ., 
(JtJ pagC' 90, Item 3) the numerator is equal to .... • 

V1-a2 

t'onditiou tho denominator is Pqual to 1 t +a I-li-a I 
jl1-a2 

fraction is (_)qual to ..!.... , and the giYPn expres:-<ion, to 0. 
a 

l'ndf:'r tlH' same 

.Vote. For the radicab contained in 1he giYPn expre~:o:ion to he arithnwtical 
root::; it is !WCe~~ary that the qmmtities 1 + a and 1 -a Le of the :-:anw sign. 
But it i::: impo!-isible that both of tlwm are negative. ~ince l + a < 0 if a < -1 
and t ~-a < 0 if a > 1, but the::::e conditions art' im·ompatible. For the quanti
tit•;, 1 --:-· a and 1 - a to be simultaneou~Jy pn:::itivt• the following condition 
should he fulfilled: ·--I <a< I, i.e. I a I< 1 (the YUille,; a= ±1 are exclud-

ed. ~i urP at each or them oue of the given expressions ! ~: , ! =: loses its sen8C'; 

the v;;tlue cz = 0 is abo cxduded, sinct> the fraction .! loses, its .sense). 
a 

Answer: 0. 
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72. Suh:o.tituting x=+{a++) into the exprt·~~ion VxZ-1. \H• l!d 

V.c"-l= l/ + ( •++ )"-I= v' + (a-+)' =+!·-+1 
Since, hy hypothesis, a> 1, then a-_!_> 0. TherC'foJ'(• 

a 

lfx'-t=}(a--;}-) 
Similarly we find 

vy2-1=+ ( b--+) 
Suh!4itute the values of the radicals round into the ~iV('D f'XJlfl':- ... inn. 

a2...Lb'l. 
Answer: a2bd + l 

2am 
73. SuLstitutin~ X = b (1 +m2) into the vxpre~'i(Jfl~ v~ and 

Va-bx, we find 

and ·- v" l/a-b.c=fl-m[ -1 -.-, 
~m-

Since 1 + m 2 i$ always positive, then a n'wst abv lw po:;itivL' (al a < 0 
both roots arc imaginary; at a '"" 0 they arc t•qual to H•ro and the gin•Jt t'xpres
sion is indeterminate). Since, according to the additioual condition, I '" j < 1, 
then both 1 + m and 1 m are positive. 

The given expression takes the form 

(l+m> v~+(1-m) v~ 
(l+m)V 1.;m2 -(l-m) V 1;m2 

Answer: _I_ (for a> 0), 
m 

it.. The prob}'}m is similar to the previous on('. \Vc haYe 

l ..!.. l 
-:;- ( 2mn ) 2 2 

(m-.r)- = m- n2+1> =m 
V0=Ti" 
Vn2+1 

I 
2 fn-lj 

1-'n2j-1 
Since. hy hypothosi~, n < 1, then 

I I 

-:;- -"c.:~c.2.,:<1=-=":!..) 
(m-.x)-- Vne+t 
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By analogy, 

Answer: 
n 

75. Substituting 2 y;; . t h . 1 • x= t+k mot e expressiOn -x-, we get 

1
_x2 (1+k)2-4k (l-k)2 

(1+k)2 = (1+k)2 
_Now we find 

Since, by the additional condition, k> 1, 
1
then the quantity 1 +k is positive 

and 1-k, negative. Therefore (1-x2) - 2 = ~~~ . Inside the first brackets 

we get k!:_t , inside the second, k~i . The giv£>n expression is equal~to 
I I 

( 
k )-2 ( 1 }-2 Vk-1 , 1-

k-1 + k=t =--vr-+ v k-1 

A11swer: Yk-1 ( 1+ ~k}. 
76. The expression in the first parenthes.s is equal to {--+- 4

1
a (the 

exponent -2 refers ;only to the numerator of tho third addend!). Simplifi-
-(a-1)2 -(1-a)2 

cations yield --4.-- or --44--. 

The expre%ions 

will be arithmetical roots only if a>-1. At this condition the radical 

Y(a'-1) (a-1)= Y(a-1)2 (a+ I) 

will abo be an arithmetical root (since the factor (a -1)2 ran not be nega
ti\'e). The equality 

Y(a-1)2(a+1)=(a-1) Va+! 
i~ tnlt' only for a> 1. If a< 1, then 

Y<a-1)2(a+1)- -(a-1) 1/a+ I 
(SN' Preliminaries, Item a, page 90). 
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The given expression is equal to 

_ (a-1)2 ·[ a-1 -~] 
4a a+l 1•-11 

Xote • • \t a-=- ...~-1 the expression loses its sensP. 
a-1 (a2+1)(1-a) 

Answer: -;;-:;::T for •>1; Za(a+l) for -1<a<l. i.i•. fnr 

1•1<1. 
77. The gin~n expres.siun may he represented in the form 

It is a>'Sumed that x2-a2 > 0, i.e. I xI> I a I 
will not he arilhmetknl, the ease I xI= 1 a I 
radicand lo~es its sense). 

{otlU'n\ i~P th<> root 1 .r:!-a:.! 
is t•xcluded, since tht' ~·coud 

The 1i1·st fador b redu('t.•d to the form 

2 lxl lx2-a2[-a2 =Zix[ 
1/.lL .. a2 

(since x2-a2 > O, then l.r2- aZ 1 = x2-a2). 

The expr~ssion y ( ~-27 )2 
is transformed to the form 

, /(x2-ax2a2)2 I x2-2a2[ 
V l•tlx[ 

Here the numerator can be written in the form x2-2a:.! only if x2-:!a2 ~ :- il, 

i.e. if I xI I a I y2. 
Now the givPn exprc~:-:ion is written in the form 

Zlxl~· V.xz=;;il•l·l xI y,z_ a2 2ax I x2-2a21 

Taking into con!3-ideraliun that I x 1·1 xI= I x 12 ""' x2 and reducing, we ohtain 
.rZ- '>a2 1 a 1 .r2-2a2 I a I 
-.--- · l.r2 :!aZI .c, or --.-- ,xZ- 2a2 x, which is lhe same. 

Amwer: H !.r I> I a j, the given expression is equal to :::!:: .r; the plu..; ~lt;H 

is taken when xZ-2aZ > 0, and the minus one, \\hen ;rZ-
2112 <O 

a a • 

If xZ-
2a

2 
O, i.e. if 1 x 1 --·~ 1 a 1 y2, the given expres!-i(Jil loses ib ~t'flSC. 

a 
78. Get rid of negative exponents. The numerator takes the form 

2ab Va 2abVii 
Va·t Vb + Va+Vb - 2

ab, 
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the denominator becoines 

Noting that 

2ab (-1-+-1
-) •+Va-b b+Va-b 

•+Vab=Va(Va+Vb") and b+Yab=llb(1fb"+Va) 
represent the denominator in the form 

( 
1 1 ) 2ab v-

2ab V•<Va+Viil+Vb<V•+Vh") = V;;b =
2 ab 

Now the given expression is equal to 

Answer: Vab. 

2ab -Vb 
2Yab- a 

79. The expression in the first parentheses is reduced. to the form 

2V;u 
Va+x(1fa+Vx) 

Raisin~ it to the power -2, we get 

(a+x)(1f4+ y;)2 

4ax 
Similarly, the expres~ion in the second parentheses is I'c!luced to the form 

<•+xJ(Va- Vx)2 

4ax 
\\'hen subtracting, factor out "

4
+x (simplifications yield 4 Vax inside ax 

the parentheses). 
a--l-x 

..-lnsn·a: l>Ox . 

~0 .. \Iter simplification the last addend takes the form 
21/ xZ-r-a 

lh•durin~ all the fractions to a common denominator and summing, we get 

2(x
2 +a) =Vx•+a 

2 Vr2 +a 

3 1 " 4 
1'2. ln:'iidc the brackets wc have a- 2 ba- 2 ba3 =a- 3 b2. The Rh·cn rxpr£>s~ 

siou i:-:. equal to a-1&6, Substitute into it 

V2 I 
a=-2- and b= V

2 
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I I 
83. \\'e reprc~ent the given cxprp..;:-ion in the form a+l + f)+l , and 

make the following substitutions 

a=--
1
--=2- v:J and b 

1 
2+ lf:J 

Z+V> = 2-V3 
. ,r 1 3+113 

Wefmda+1=3-v3, a+i "--6-- and soon. 
Ansu·er: 1. 
84. Answer: 1/ x2-4x. 
~:;. At,swer: 11. 

~H. For all till' roots to he arithmetical it is ncct:SSJry that z-a2 > 0. 

the 4 v; v.r-a2 
The expression in parentheses is reduced to form - a2 

~fhc given expression is equal to 

a2 
Answer: - .j (.c-aZ) 

a2 ) 
\' .C \ .r-a2 

t-;7, The denominator ol the :5ccontl fradiun is equal to 

Ansu.·er: :;:-1. 

1 

tx-:!")3-J::..._ 
I 

I) (.r+x2 ~!-1J 

88. The di\·itlt·ml is equal to 

t 1 t t t 1 2 

<2''>3 f-py5)3 o(22+3u5> (2-~-22v5 +nir 
I 1 

thP divisor is equal to 2'2 +3yK. 
At.su·a: 2- ~~ 1'J :i2y2 + H ~ !ji, 
!-\9. Ld u~ gel rid of ne!!alivc cxpmwnl!'l in the !-('rond term by multiplying 

Lolli the numerator ;md de1w1Hinator hv a2. 
\\'e obtain in tiH• numerator a3-1, ·<.liJd in the lil'llominator 

1 1 3 1 1 f 

a" (a2- .- 2)=a2(<12 (a'i-a- :;)J (a-1). 

a-1 
--;;r;- . 
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90. The dividend and divisor are respectively transformed to the fo1·m 

3 3 I 

a2+b2 (a-b)'i 
2 2 3 3 

a3 (a-b)3 a'.i (a2-b)'1 

~ 3 3 3 

Taking into account that (a2+b2) (a2-b2)=a3-b3, we obtain the quotient 

a2+ab+b2, At •= 1.2 and b=_;. we get 2.52. 
~ 

Answer: a2+ ab+b2; 2.52. 
91. Removing brackets and collecting like te1·ms, we represent the dividend 

II I 1 1 I I I 

in the form 6a2b2+9b=3b2(2a2+3b2\; and the divisor, a2(2a2+3b2). The 

quotient is 3 v~; at the given values •=54 and b=6 it is equal to 1. 

Answer: 3 v~ ; 1. 

92. ~!ultiplying both the numerator and denominator of the gi\•en fraction by 
1 I l I 

[(a-j-b)- 2-j-(a-b)- 2][(a+b)- 2-(a-b)- 2] 

we get for the numerator 

1 1 I 1 1 
[(a-j-b) ~-(a-b)- 2J+[(a+b)- 2+(a-b)- 2]=2 (a+b)- 2 

and for the denominator 

I I 1 I I 

[(a+b)- 2-(a-b)- 2]-[(a+b)- 2+(•-b)- :;]= -2(a-b)- 0 

,/a=b 
Answer: - V a-j~b • 

!13. The first fador of the subtrahend is reduced to the form l-a2, thea 
''e hnvc 

fit)ducing the fraction by (1-a2), we obtain 
I 1 

a2 (l-a2)- "-(1-aZ)!f -a2 (1-a")-

Answf'r: ·vl~a2. 
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H4. The given expres.,ion is equal to 

:r'-1 lft+x2 -1 

Vx(x+l)(x2+1)-~· (l+x2) VH-x" 

_ .r3 -l + r 1 
Vxlx+lHx•+t> vx(l+x•J 

Answer: 

I 

95. The numerator o£ the third term is reduct•d to the fonn",R2(f12-:r2)- 2 
Thf! denominator is t•qual to Jl2. The given expression takes the form 

I I I 

(R2-x2)2 -.r2 (R2-x2)- 2 +R2 (Jl2-.r2)- 2= 

I I I 

=(fi2-x2)Z+(fl2-.r2)~' Z (fl2-.r2)=2 (fl2-:r2)2 

Answer: 2 V R2-x2 .. 
Hit The first and serond addends are reduced, respectively, to the form 

I I 

2(p2+q'i) 
I I 

pq 1,·:; + q'i)z 
t t 1 I I 1 I I 

t/i-t-q'i)3 1/f-q2 (J/i + q2)2 p?.q'i 

Reducing these addends to a common denominator, we goet 
I I 

"+ q + z/·l· 
I I 

pq IP2+il2 

I I 

The numerator of this cxpres'iion is equal to (P2+q2)2. 

Answer: _.!._ . 
pq 

2 

!l7. Introduce here fractional exponents. Factor out a3 in the expres:-:ion 
2 I 2 1 2 

a+a3x3, nnd :r-; in the expression x+a3 x3. Then the numerat()r of the 
fir-st fraction will he 

2 2 2 t I t I 

a~ -i= a3-;:.r3 = (a3-j-.r3)~a3-x3) 

.c3 .r3 z:i 
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and thus the first fraction is reduced to the form 

expression takes the form 
I 1 1 

.a +x:; .a 
--z--t=--r 

x3 x3 x:, 

Answer: 

1 1 

a3+x3 
--2-

%3 

The bracketed 

98. Represent the binomial a-Vax in the form Va (Va- Vx). The 
numerator of the fraction will be 

(Va+1)2
- Va=a+ Va+t 

The denominator is equal to 3 (•+ Va+1). 
Answer: 27. 
99. Get rid of i negative exponents; reduced by 2a- 3, the first addend 

takes the form 
2",+3 

; reduced by a-1, the second addend yields •-3 
a 12 ali'J • 

Answer: 9a. 
100. Take a-b outside the brackets in the first factor. The quantity 

a +b cannot be negath·e (otherwise the roots are not arithmetical). 
a-b 

The given expression then takes the form 

(a-b)2 [ ( ~)2 -1] =(a-b)" ( :~:-I) 
Answer: 2b (a -b). 
101. Represent the dividend and divisor, wspectively, in the form 

•Vab •Vii . Vb<Va-Viil 
•+V•b V•+Vii' a-t> 

The quotient may be reduced by (Vii+ Vii) (j/4-Vb), taking into 
account that 

a-b=(Va+ V&HVa- Viil=(Va+ V&HVii+Vii)(Vti-Vii) 
Answer: a p; Wa + Vb). 
t02. Represent the given cxpres::;ion in the form 
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Factor the numerator of the dividend as tht- sum of cubes. On reducin~ 
we have in the brackets 

Answer: )'(a -b)2. 

2~--;: 
103. Reduce the fraction by t-';. TJJe bracketed cxpre::sion 

X }/X-tl }I ;r 

is reduced to the form v:;:-!;: 2 
• Hcducc this fraction hy v;+2· The 

::C-·f 

given expression is equal to 

( ---~--) -
2

- 1f(x+4J2=(1/:;:-zf-: x+41 
Vx-2 

It is assumed that x > 0 {at negative x the root i ~ \Viii not be arith4 

metical; at r:::... 0 the gin•11 ex pres~ ion loses its ~en~c). Therefore .r + 4 > 0. 

Answer: -4 v:;:. 
104. The braclwted fraction is equal to 

z(Vx+ Vill 2 
Vi(Vx+VYl -v:;: 

The gin•n expres5ion is equal to 

Answer: 32x. 
105. Factor out ; ;;:;. in the numerator of the first fraction. Takiug iuto 

account that ~ -~-). -;z -~~ liX- Vtl. rcdul'c the fran ion. The first fad or 
takes the form 

r _, -.,-..L t+Va:t j- 2
--(-'-)-" 11a:;: L l O.t l ~ a; - t a; 

The second factor is y' ( 1 -r V 7} 2 • Since ~,f 7 i> an arithnwtical :not, 

the expression t+ .L/~ is always p(;siti\·e. r x 

Answer: Va<Vx +Val. 
106, The quantitit•$ a and c must he• po:--iti\'(~. Therc[orC', tile denominatoi 

of tl1c first fractiou, which b reduced to the form 

is e<tual to V~(a-t-b2). The numcrulor of this fractiuu is t•qual to \' J(a ;.f;".!.;. 

V" The scrond fraction is - 'V~ . 1fac. 
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Answer: - 1/l.u:. 
107. The minuend 

Answers and Solutions 

The radicand of the subtrahend is equal to (aZ+x2)2 the quantity aZ+.zZ 
being positive. 

Answer: -1. 

108. The bracketed expre'Sion is equal to 
2 VX raising to the Vx-Va; 

<Vx- va-v 
power -2, we get 

4 
Vx On reducing by llx + Va the divisor is 

Vx-lla 
equal to 

4 
. 

11 x-Va 
An~1·er: V.r: 
10!1. FarhH' out) ·x in the numerator; reduce the fraction; the given expres

sion tak<'~ lhP form 

(2l -x)3 +4x+4+(V:X + tf=5.r+IO llx+5 
An.<u·a: 5 (1 1x 1 )". 

I 

ItO. In thfl first fraction transpose :r- 3 from tbe numerator to the deno
minator ('\·ith a po~itive Pxponent); the fradion turns out to be equal to 

I 

x _ 
2

. Heducc the S('Cond fraction by x
3. The given expres:;ion takes the form 

(
...2__ __ 1_)-1-( 1-2x )-l=(.r-2)(.r--1) 
x-:!. :.r---1 :tr--2 2.r 1 

.1_'2 
.lnswa: :.!.c~l. 

3x-2 
1 2.r 

111. The first factor is equal ttl ~. Squaring the bracketed expression, we 
a 

gt>t ~a~-" '2ab. 
Ansu•,·r: :! (a -b). 

I I 

112. Cuhc the difference ~/X-~ ·a =x·3 -a3; the numerator of the fraction 
i:-> t'•JUal to 

2 t t :! t 2 t t :} 

:tr-:i.r3a3 +3x~a3 =;l:r~ (.rj -.r:iaj + a3), 

I ht• tif'Bominutor bt~in~ C'qual to 

2 I I " I " I I 
-:3a-a.r:1a:1 :.:3.r1a:i --= -:3a3 (a~+x:i"-x3aJ) 



Reducing the fraction, 

1 
x3 

\\'t' gct--r. The given exprcs:;ion is <'qual t•' 

a?i 

Answer: 1. 
113, The numerator of the first fraction is equal to 

•+2 Va6-3b=(Val'+2 Va Vli-3 (1/&f=< y;;-, :] ]!&)( Va- ]l&l 
1 

Answer: 2b. 
114. The denominator of the fir:-t fraction in parent!w.-t·~ i"' 

1 I 1 1 1 t I t 

(a2)2 + n~u:I- f) (h~)'.!-= (a2- 2b~) (a2 + :lb~) 
I 1 

Tbc denominator of tl1l' ~ccOJH_I f1·action is equal to (az+3b2)z. The numPmtor~ 
arc factored in a simila1· way. 

5 
Answer: a-gb . 

115. Reduce lht~ fraction in parentheses by 1/0+ Vb. The first of the 
fractions entering the gi\'t'll expression is equal to 

:JVa(a-1/ab+b) 
3 Va W]la )"+(llb)3] 

The St'cond fraction is ('qual to 

Answer: 0. 
116. Answer: 3. 

ViiCVli-Val 
Va (a-b) 

t17. Get rid of ncgati\·c exponents. Factor the exprns~ion 
,J 3 I 1 
a2-b~=(aZ)3- (b2)3 

Amwer: 1. 
118. Transforming the first bracketed addend, we get 

t-a2 
;·a [( ;'a)2+ Ia+ III(; ii'f- i ·a-1-11 

The numerator of this fraction is equal to 

(1-a) (I +a) =[1-( Val"J [1 +(Val' I 
Factor the sum and difference of cubes. 
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Answer: a. 
119. Factor out 'Vii in the numerator of the fraction. The multiplicand 

is equal to Et--a- i' X, and the multiplier, to 

4( v;;z+ va; + i'?il. 
Answer: 4 (a-x). · 
120. Heprescnt the fraction in the form 

1/ii 1 ( 1/a)'- i b')3J l/ii (a+ 1/ii V'b + yrh2) 
1/ii-tb 

Tbc expression in the first parentheses (the dividend) is equal to 

1fii(a+21fii i ii+ Vh2)= 1/ii (1/ii+ Vb')2 

Tht• divisor is equal to 1/ii (1/a+'Vii). 
Answer: a. 
121. The denominator of the minuend is equal to 1/ii V'X(1/ii+ ~ x ), and 

the nunlt'rator, to 1/a r; tn/a)3 + ( Vx)3). Heducc the minuend to the fol'lll 

a-l/aVr+Vx. The suhtmhcud is equal to )!(a+1/r)2 =1•+1ixl. 
In~tratl of the latter e>xpre:-sion we may write a+ llX, since a+ VX is a posi

tin• quantity (the quantity a cannot be negati\·C', since th£' given expression 

contain~ '\.";;). 
Auswer: a'l:r. 

122. The facto" of the denominator arc equal to I+ { x and 1- Vx. 
T!Jl' numerator may be represented in the form -.r( 1-VX) . 

. irtSU't'r: -,r3, 

t::~:t TllP numt•rator of the bracketed fraction is equal to 

;;:, (; •+ VT.l+b Vb2 (J 'a+ Viil=( t a+ 11T.) l(~al"+(V'b)'l= 

=(} a+ l/bJ U a-;- Vb")(l/a-faVh"+b) 
TlH' given expression is ('qual to 

'-
1 ~ (la- r;; l/h't' + ,.! ", _ 

lb-} 

Anstl'a: 0. 
l21i. Th(• numerator of thr minuend is equal to 

U'a)'+U :tl' 
()' al"-{l ,.)2 

Va:<(Va-: :t) 
q/;;-r-:rJZ 

AIIS!I't'r: ~ -;;, 
12:-l. First add th<• fir:',t two frnctions; the common dC'nominator is equal to 

1 1 I t 1 t I 1 

f(aT. -l f)+a8]i(a;; + 1}-•'J-(a:;; + 1)2-a\ =•2+•'+1 
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I 

2(a;;+1) We get 
1 1 • Now subtract the third fraction; the common tlenomina-

a2+,.4+1 
I 

tor is a+a2+ 1. 

Answer: --
4
:;.1-

a+a2+1 

126. VV2-t ~3\-2 V~=~<V2-t)2 (3+2 V2J=L A simHat· 
transformation is performed in the denominator. The. lite;:I radicand in the 

(v- )3 x-l x numerator is equal to x -2 . The fraction ;==--- js reduced by 
lx-1 

Vx-t. 
Answer: 1. 
127. The numerator of the first fraction is equal to 

The denominator b transfomw·d to the form (b+ a) (b-2a)lt ·a3bJ. Thu!', the 
:$ ·-

Hrst fraction i-3 equal to ba}_ :!: . The dividend in parenth(•:"oe~ is equal to 
3a2 a +b 3a3 

(b 2a) (3 b). Divulw(, it by 3a-ab , we obtain( ;;b:--;;2-al'"''--a---;-,-. b") • 
. ab . a (~a2+2ah-h2) 

ctmg- t!Jen a+b , we ftnd (a +b) (b- 2a) 
The given expres.,.ion is equal to 

Answer: Jl4. 

:j ~
a, a 
b-21l 

2 

a- :;a (:la-b) 

b 2a 

Subtra-

2r+a 128. The multiplicand is CfJUal to ~. The expression jn the ~econ~l 

hl'ack,•ts is equal to -v~ 
Am>wa: 2x+a. 
12!1. Answer: ·v2. 

1 
130. Answer: ~:::t), 

131. The minuend i.;; equal to -
1
-, and subtr,lhend, to .,---,-..,.,.-..,-,.~ •+b (a+b) (a-f-2b)' I 

An&we,: a+2b. 
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. 1 
a b 2a+b 

132. The first addend 1s equa to •+b ; the second, to 0 · a+b . 

Answer: a+b • 
a 

a-b 1 1 
133. The first addend is equal to -aiJ ; the second, to a. All$Wer: b. 

2b-a 
134. Answer; 2b +a • 

CHAPTER III 

ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS* 

13:;, Write the fraction Gb~ia in"the form t+{i-. Then tbe given 

<'quation takes the form 

ib (b-a) 
whenr<• y = 3 (b- 3a) . 

ib (b-a) 
Answer: y = :l (b-3a). 

a (b-3a) 7 a 
2b2(b-a) y=Gb 

136. Get rid of the denominator (the common denominator is a2 - bZ). 

Answer: :r ::-:::; 0. 
137. Solving the given equation by the general method, we get 

3abc + ab (a +b) +be (b+c) +ca (c+a) 
.r:.__.., ab+bc+ca 

Thi~ fraction may be reduced by factoring the numerator (represent the expres
!'inn :1ahc in the form of the trinomial abc + abc + abc and group earh of the 

Hll'rt':-;~ive term~ \Yith abc). We get 

x a+b+c 

The ~ulution is simplHied with the aid of the following artificial method. 

llepn'>Pnt the addend ~ in the fonn x-(a+h+c) + I and perform 
c c 

• In ~olving problem:.< of the present chapter we do not consider singular 
value:-: of tlw kiHm'n quantities, at which a given equation loses it~ sense or has 

no solution. or acquires more solution~. 
For instance. in ProblC"m t35 the given equation loses sense at b ~:;o: 0 and 

at h - a "'--- U, since at b 0 the denominators of the first and second terms 
vaubh, and at b - a 0 the ~ame happens to the last term. Furthermore, at 
a 0 the given equation has an infinitP number of solutions, he<' a usc it takes 

the form 1 -:o--; 1. lwroming an identity. Finally, at b = 3a the given equation 

htt~ no solution~ at all, since it is reduced to the form 0 ·I/ _c;; ]_ 

• 18' 
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similar transformations with the other two addends of the left member. The 
equation takes the form: 

( 
1 I 1 ) [.r-(a+b+c)J c+a+b =0 

Answer: x=a+b+c. 
138. The common denominator is Bed (2c +3d) (2c- 3d). 

c (4c2-9d2) 
Answer: z 8c2+27d2 . 

2n2(1-.x) 
139. Represent the fraction n< _ 1 

in the form ZnZ(.x- 1) (to obtain 
1 n4 

the same denominator as in the next fraction). It is advisable to transform 
x-1 1-x the fraction li'=T' to 1=-n. Transpose all the terms to the left and group 

them (the first one with the fourth, and the second with the third one). 
We get 

(1-x) (-1-+-
1
-)-t--

1 
1 

4 (2n2(.x-1)-(2x-1)]=0 
~1-n t+n -n 

1 1 2 
Transforming I-n+ 

1
-t-n to the form 1 _ 112 • we get •·irl of the denomi-

nator. 
3 

Answer: x = 4 . 

140. Transpose all the terms containing x to the left side of the equation, 
and all the known ones, to the right side. Heducing each member to a common 
denominator, we get 

or 

(3ab-t-l)(a-!-1)2-(2a-t-l) 3ab(a+1)2-t-a2 
a(a-!-1!2 xo~ (a-!-1)3 

3ab(a-t-1)Z+a2-t-2a+1-2a-1 x 
a(a-t-1)2 

a[3b(a-t-1)2-t-aJ 
(a-t-1)3 

Whence 
a(3b(a-t-1J2+al 

a (a-t-1)2 

~educing it, we find 

X= 

a 

a(3b(a-t-1)2-t-aJ 
<•+1)3 

x=--
a-t-1 

a 
An8Wer: z = a:t="f . 
t4t. Group the terms as in Problem 140; on transforming we get 

ab (3c (a+b)2-t-ab] _ a (3c(a-t-b)2-t-ab] x 
(a+b!• a (a-t-b)2 

8-01338 



ab 
Answer; x= a+b . 

Answers and Solutions 

142. The common denominator is (a+b)2 (a-b). 

Answer: x= 111 (a+b) 
a 

143. Rewrite the fraction ::'z 
2 

in the form (-
2 

mz 
2

) • Then the common 
m .. -z z -m 

denominator is mz (z2 - m2). Getting rid of it and collecting like tenus, we get 
m'z' - 4m•z = 0. This equation has two roots: z = 0 and z = 4m. But when 
rejecting a denuminator containing an unknown quantity, extraneous roots may 
appear; and namely, these are the roots which, when substituted into the com
mon denominator, nullify it. In the given case z = 0 is an extraneous root. 
It does not satisfy the given equation, since the first and third terms lose their 
sense at z = 0. The root .::: = 4m does not nullify the common denominator, 
therefore it is not an extraneous one. 

Answer: .:::: = 4m. 
144. The common denominator is b.J- x2. Getting rid of it, we obtain 

a+b 
2x(a2+b2-2ab)=2(a2-b2), whence x= a-b. There are no extraneous 

a+b 
roots, since the denominator b"-.r2 does not vanish at x= a-b . 

a+b 
Answer: Z=a=t;""· 

145. Thi common denominator is (xO-a2) (x+n). G<>tting rid of it, we 

find x=..::_· At this value of x the denominator does not vanish. Hence, 
a 

n2 
X= (l is the root of the given equation. 

n2 
Answer: x = - . 

a 

146. Rewrite x+a-1 in the form z+_!_. After transformations we get 
a 

2a 2 "' 
ax+1 : ax+1 =;r 

Heducing by a.x+1, we find x=2a . 
.~.Vote. Tht• redu('tion hy ax+i is possible, provided ax+i is not equal 

to zero. But at x=2a we have ax+1=2a2+I>O. Therefore, the obtained 
root is not an extraneous one. But supposet for example, we have thfl equa-

''a •J 

tion .r:_ 2a : x_:"za =f, in this case the rcdurtion by x-2.a would also 

give x =- 2a. However, this root is of no use l!<'cause the fractions 
20 

<) 

x-_a 

and x-
2

2
a lose their sense at x=2a. Thus, the eqtmtion ~: --

2-= 
x-2a x-2a 

=..~ f has no solution. 
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Answer: x..,. 2a. 
147. Rewrite the equation in the form 

a+x a-x 
aZ+xZ+ax + aZ+xZ-ax 

3a 

The common denominator of the left member (a2+.r2+ax) (a2+x2-a.r) 
may be transformed to 

We get 
3a 

a"+a2x2+x"-

3 
Answer: x= Ta"2. 
148. Tran•pooe the terms containing the unknown to the left 

equation, and the constant terms, to the right: 

(a-b- t) Vx = (aZ-bZJ-<•+bJ 

After factorization ol the right member we obtain 

(a-b-1) Vx =<•+bJ (a-b-1) 

Whence we have Vx =a+ b. 

side of the 

Since the expre~sion y; means the positive value of the square root, for 
•+b<O the problem bas no solution. 

Answer: x=(a+b)Z(if a+b:>O). 
149. Getting rid of the denominator and collecting like terms, we get 

2x2+6ax+3a2 =0 . 

• <V3 -3> •<V3 +3J Answer: x 1 ~.c 2 
; Xz-= 

2 
150. The c;ommon denominator is 4 (x+b) (x-b). Simplification yields 

12.r2-4b.r-b2=0 

b 
Answer: Xt =z; x2= -s. 
15!. The common denominator is (x-a)2. Getting rid of it, we obtain 

(.r- a)2-2a (x-a)+(a2-b2) =0 

From this quadratic equation W<.' find 

x-a=a±b 

Answer: x 1 =2a+b; x2 =2a-b. 
152. The common denominator is bc2 (a-2b). H.ejecting it, we get 

(c.r)2-(a-2b)•(cz)-b(a-b) =0 

From this equation we find 

(a-2b) ±a 
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a-b 
Answer: :c1=-c-; z2 = - 7 . 
153. Rejecting the denominator, we obtain the equation 4x (:r- a)+ 

+Sx(x+a)=5a2 or, after simplification, 

12:r2+4ax-5a2=0 

a 5a 
Answer: Xt=2; ~.x2=-5· 

154. The common denominator is n (nx-2). After simplifications the equa
tion takes the form 

(n-1) z2-2z-(n+1)=0 

n+t 
Answer: Xt=-n=t; .X2=-i. 

155. The common denominator is a (a - x)'. After simplifications we get 
the equation 

(a + 1) x2 - 2ax + (a - 1) = 0 

a-1 
Answer: .xt=i; x2= a+t · 

156. The common denominator is (.r - a)'. Getting rid of the denominator, 
we obtain the equation 

(.r - a)' - 2b (x - a) - (a2 - b2) = 0 

Solving it, we find 

Answer: x1 = 2a + b; x2 = b. 
157. The common denominator is = (x - 2) (.r + 2). After simplifications 

we obtain the equation 

.r2 - (2 - n) z - (2n2 + 4n) = 0 

A rzswer: x 1 = n + 2. x2 = -2n. 
158. First method. Alter standard transformations we get the following 

equation 
.r2 + (a - 2n - 2a + n) x - (a - 2n) (2a - n) 0 

Its solution can be found at once, if we draw our attention to the fact that 
the constant term is the product of the quantities -(a - 2n) and (2a - n), 

and the coefficient at x is the sum of the same quantities taken with the reversed 
sign. 

Second method. Transposing unity from the right to the left, we get 

a+x-2n a-2n+x 0 
2a n z 

or 

(a-2n+x) (-2a 1 _.!._) =0 
-ll X 

whence: (I) a-2n+x=0 or z,=2n-a 

(2) -
1--!..=o or:r2 =2a-n 

2a-n x 
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Amwer: x1 = 2n - a; x2 = 2a - n. 
159. We get the equation 

(n - 1)2 x2 a (n - I) x + (a - 1) = 0 

117 

to avoid operations with fractions it is advisable to put (n - I) x = z or directly 
find (n- I) x from the. equation 

l(n - I) x]2 a [(n - 1) x] + a - 1 = 0 

We get 
(n- I) x1 =a- 1; (n- 1) x 2 = 1 

a-1 1 
Answer: x 1=n=T; x2= n=T. 
160. The denominator of the left member is equal to (a-x)Z. Multiplying 

both members of the equation by it, we find 

( a-:x )2 (.~b )2 =i ( a-:x )2; 

~ ( a-:x )2 =( a~b }2 
Taking the square root, we get one of the two equations: 

2 a-x a 2 a-x a 
3·-x-= a+b and 3·-x-=- a+b 

2a(a+b) Za(a+b) 
Answer: Xt= Sa+ 2b ; Xz=~· 

161. First transform the expression 

(1 + ax)' -(a + x)2 = 1 + a2x 2 -a' x' 

Grour,ing the first term with tbe last one, and the second with the third 
one in t Je right member, we get (1 x2) (1 - a2). Now the given equation is 
reduced to the form 

ab 
x(x+1)= (a-b)2 

a b 
Answer: x 1 =- b-a : x2= a-b . 

162. The trinomi.al ax2..t-bx+ c is factored into rir~t-degreo [actor.;; in the 
following way: ax2+bx-+c=a(x-x1)(x-x2), where x1 and x2 are the roots 

10 
of the equation ax2-\-bx+c=0. In this caso a= -3; r 1 =7; .:r2 = -

3
-; 

thus we get -3(x-7) ( x+ ~O). 
Answer: (7- x)(3x -1- 10). 
163. Since 
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b f a b . a+b d a-b ( tl . . l 
we may, y guess, actor 11- 4 mto -

4
- an -b- 1e1r sum tsequa 

to i+~) . Now it is necessary to find out whether this solution is unique. 

Let u and v be the required factors. By hypothesis, 

tw=..'!..-~ and u+v=..'!..+~ 
b a b a 

Consequently, u and v are the roots of the quadratic equation 

x•-( i+~) x+(i-~)=o 
The expressions for " and v will contain tho radical 

Knowing for sure that a rational solution is possible here, let u:; try to get 

rid of the radical. For this purpose instead of ( 1; + ~) 2 
write the cxpre~.sion 

( ~--~ ) 2 
and, for roii'pensation, add 4·+·~, i.e. 4; then under the radi

cal sign we get a perfect square [ ( T -~)- 2 ]
2

. 

Answer: a~b · a-b . 
a b 

164. !5x3 +x2-2x~•x(l5x2+x-2). The roots of the equation !5x2+ 
I ., 

+I-2=0 are :r1=;r and .r2 =-i-· Consequentlr. 

15x2 +x-2=15 ( x--}) ( x+f) =(3x-1) (5x+2) 

Answer: x (3.r - I) (15x + 2). 
165. First method. Represent the sum 2.r4 + 4;r2 + 2 in the form 2 (.r~ -+ 1)2• 

Second method. Arrange the polynomial terms in the order of decreasin~ of 
their exponents and break up the term 4z2 into two summands 2.r 2 + 2.r2 ; then 
t-,rroup tin• first thre(' term~ and the last three ones and carry out factorization. 

Ansu·cr: (.<' + 1) (2x0 + x + 2). 
165a. Re\\Tite the left member in the following way 

(!- :r0 )0 + 4x2 

The equation tak{'s the form 

(1 x')' 4x (I ·- .r') + 4x' •c 0 
or 

((1 x2) -· ~xl' ~ 0 

Answer: x 1 "c -1 + V2; x 2 ,, -1- Vz. 
166. The r('quired C'quntion is (x-i) ( .r-+) =0. 
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Answer: abx' - (a2 + b2) x + ab 0, 
167. By Vietc's theorem tho sum of the roots x, and ,., of the C<juation 

x 2 + px + q = 0 is -p, while their product is equal to q. Hence, 

( 
1 1 ) -2 ·10 ::u 

P=- 1o-vn+1o+Vn =1oo-n=-2s 

1 1 1 
q=to-Vn'to+Vn -2~ 

Tl 'd ''220 10 1e requue equatwn IS x -23x+ W = · 

Answer: 28x2- 20x + 1 = 0. 
168. Solved like the preceding problem. 
Answer: bx'-2a Vax+aZ=O. 
169. According to Viele's theorem, x 1x2 12; by hyPothesis, x 1 - x2 = 1. 

From these equations it is possible to find x 1 and x 2 (4 and 3, or -3 and -4) 
and then p - (x1 + x 2) ±7. 

But to find x1 + x2 there is no need to determine separately Xt and xz. \\'e 
may compute 

(x1 + x 2 ) 2 = (x1 - x 2 ) 2 + Ax 1x 2 = 12 + 4·12 = 49 

whence p = - (x1 + x2) = ±i. 
Answer: p = ±7. 
170. We have 

1 
Xt.l'z-=5 ; x 1-x2 =1 

Then, as in the previous problem, find x1 +x2 '----::± ~~z and take into . ,) 

k 
account that x 1 +x2 --::: 5 .. 

Answer: k '~ ± 3 V5. 
171. \\'e have 

xf + .rf = 1.75; x 1x 2 ..:::: a2 ; Xt + Xz = :3a 

There are three unknowns here: x 11 x:h a. \\'e have to find a. Squaring the third 
equation and suhlracling twice the second one, we find .ri + .ri 7a2 • Compa
ring this with the first equation, we find 7a2 = 1.75. 

1 
Answer: a = ± '2 . 
172. By Viete's theorem 

p + q = -p, and pq = q 

This system has two solutions: (\) p 0, q = 0; (2) p = 1, q -2. In the 
farst case we have the equation x 1 0, in the second, x2 + x - 2 = 0. 

Answer: (1) p = 0; q = 0 
(2) I'= \; q = -2 

173. The roots o£ tho required equation are: Yt '= ...:.L and y2 = ~. 

Express Yt + y2 in terms of coefficients a, b, c. For th'ii purpose transf~1rm 
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Yt+Y•= xj+xi to (xt+x,)•-2xtx2 and substitute 
XtX2 XtXz a 

and ~for x1x2 • We get b'- 2a..:_. Besides, we have y 1y2=~·..=L=t. 
a ac X2 x1 

Consequently, the required equation is 

b2-2ac 
u•---.-c-y+1=0 

Answer: acy2 - (b' - 2ac) y + ac = 0. 
174. This problem may be solved like the preceding one, but a shorter way 

is preferable. 
In the first case both roots of the required equation must be twice as large 

as those of the given equation. Hence, we have to find the unknown quantity y 

whose value is twice the value of the unknown quantity x satisfying the equation 

ax'+ bx + c = 0. From the condition y = 2x we find x f; substituting 

it into the given equation, we get 

In the second case make the substitution x= ~. We get 
y 

( 
1 ° ( 1 

a y r +b y) +c=O. 

Answer: (I) ay' + 2by + 4c = 0 
(2) cy'J + by + a = 0 

175. First method (see solution of Problem 173). \\'o !Jaye 

Yt + Y2=xf+x~= (.rt +x2}3-3xix2 (xt +x2) 

S b · . b d c f' d b3-3abc 
ustitutmgx1+x2 =-aan x 1x2=a, we m Yt+Yz=---a-3--. 

3 
Then, YtYz -:.::: {x1x2)3= ~, and, using ViCte's theorem, set up the required 

equation. 
Second method (see ~olution of Problem 174). Bv hypothesis, y=x3, i.e. 

x = f,..Y. Substituting it into the given ('quat ion, w~ get 

a ]1-!/2 +b f-Y-= -c 

To rationalize this equation rahie both members to the third power and 

transform the sum3 (a ( Y"l" b (ii+3a 1'-!Ji (b (y)' to 3aby [a o'"y)2+b {yJ. 
By virtue of the found equation the bracketed expression is equal to -c. 

Answer: a:v.:. {b3 - 3abc) y + c3 = 0. 
176. Any equation of the nth degree having the roots .Tto .:r~, ••. , X1p 

may be l'('pres{•ntC'd in the form 

(x - x1) (.r - x0) ••• (-< - xn) = 0 

A biquadratic equation always has two pair~ of root::- of the same absolute value 
and of opposite ~ignE<. Putting x 3 = -.r 1 and :r, = -x2 , we may write the bi-
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quadratic equation in the form 

(:r - :r1) (x - x 2) (x + x 1) (x + x2 ) = 0, i.e. (x2 - .ri) (x2 - .rj) = 0 
or 

But, by hypothesis, 

and 

Hence, 
xf + x§ = 25 and xf.r~ = 144 

Answer: x' - 25x2 + 144 = 0. 
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177. If an algebraic equation (with real coefficients} has a complex root 
a + bi, then the conjugate complex number a - bt will also be its root. Thus, 
we know two conjugate roots of the given equation: 3 + i V6 and 3 - i 1/6. 
Both of them can be verified directly, but it b simpler to accomplish the follow
ing transfonnation beforehand. 

According to the remainder theorem, the left member of the C'quation must 
be divisible by the expressions x (3 + i Vii) and x - (3 i Vii), and con
sequently, by their product as well, i.e. by l(.r - 3)- i Viii i(x-3) + i Vfil = 
= x2 - 6x + 15. On dividing, we factor the left member into two factor.s: 
4x'- 24x3 + 57x' + 18x - 45 ~c (x' ux + 15) (4x2 - 3), and the given 
equation decomposes into the following two: 

(1) x2 6x + 15 0 and (2) 4x2 - 3 = 0 

The first one has two roots x,=3+i Vii and x,=3-i V6, .r3 = ~3 
and 

x, = - ~3 
being the roots of the second. 

Answer: x1 =3+iVl\; x2=3-iV6; x3 
V3. V3 
-2-, x,=--r· 

178. By hypothesis, x = 2 must :-;atisfy the given equation. Therefore we 
have 6·23 - 7 ·22 16·2 + m = 0, whence m = 12. \\'e get the equation 
6x3- 7x2 - 16x + 12 = 0, one of the roots of which b equal to 2. By the 
r~mainder theorem the left member must be .divisible by (x - 2). Dividing, we 
find 6x2 + 5x - 6. Consequently, the equatiOn may be represented in the form 
(x - 2) (6x2 + 5.r - 6) = 0. ln addition to the root .r1 = 2, its roots are abo 
the roots x 2 and x 3 of the e<tuation 6x2 + 5x - 6 = 0. 

2 3 
Answer: m = 12; X=: = 3; X3 = 2 • 
179. Substituting x = 2 and x = 3 into the given equation (sec solution 

of the preceding problem), we get 

4m + n = 10 and 9m -j- n -15 

From U!is sys.tem we find m = -5, n 30 and obtain the equation 2x3 _ 
- 5x2 

- 13x + 30 = 0, whose left member must be divisible by x - 2 and 
:r: - 3, and, consequently, by the product (x - 2) (x - 3). The equation is thc•n 
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rewritten in the form (.x - 2) (.x - 3) {2.x + 5) = 0. Its roots are: "'• = 2; 
5 

x2 = 3; X3 = - 2 . 
5 

Answer: m = -5; n = 30; X3 = - 2 · 
180. The q~adratic equation .x2 + px + q = 0 has equal roots when • the 

radicand ( -j[} ·- q is equal to zero. In this case it must be that (a~) -

- 4 = 0, i.e. a' - 3a2 - 4 = 0. This biquadratic equation has two real roots 
(a 2 and a = -2) and two imaginary roots (a = i and a = -i). Confining 
ourselves to the real roots•, we get the following pair of equations: x• + 4x + 
+ 4 = 0 and x2 - 4x + 4 = 0. The first equation has the roots x1 = x2 = -2, 
the second one, .r1 = .rz = 2. 

Answer: at a 2 and a = -2. 
180a. The roots of the equation are 

"'•.z=m± V~m"'"Z--m""•+..,...,-1=m ± 1 

By hypothesis, we have 

{ -~<
m+1<4 

or -2<m-1<4 
Answer: -i <m <3. 
181. Isolate one of the radicals, for instance, the first one. We get 

l/y+2=2+ jiy-6. 
Square both members. Collecting like terms and reducing by 4, we have 

Vy-6=1, whence y=7. A check shows that this root is valid. 
Answer: y 7. 
Note 1. HcrC' and henceforward we consider square roots and, in general, 

roots of even indices to be arithmetical ruots. See Preliminaries for Chapter II 
(pages 90 to 921. For roots of odd indices see the footnote to Problem 209. 

Note 2. A chC>ck is carried out to reveal extraneous roots (they may appear 
as a result of squaring both members of the equation). There are no extraneous 
roots in the given problem. But let us take the equation 1/ y + 2 + V y- 6 = 
= 2, which differs from the given one only in sign. Solving it in the same way, 
we get VY- 6 = -1. Squaring the latter, we find the :-ame root y = 7. It is 
invalid; the taken equation has no solution at all. Ht•re it is not necessary to 
carry out a check, since it is obvious that V y -- U cannot be equal to -1 (see 
IVote 1). But in other cases (see Problems 184 and HiO) such a check is ncc.cssarv. 

182. Solved in the same way as the preceding, problem. w 

Answer: x "'"!:' 6. 
183. Isolate the first radical and square it. .-\ftcr simplification we obtain 

x- 1 = 2 ·v~. Squaring <~nee again, we find (.r- 1)2 - 4 (x 1) = 0. 
This equation may bt~ divided by x 1, taking into account that :r 1 is 
one of its roob. \\'e find then the other root x = 5. \Yc may also remove the 
parentheses and ~::~olYe the quadratic equation thus obtained. A cheek shows 
that both roots are valid. 

Answa: :r1 = 1; x~ :-::: 5. 

• \Ve assume that the coefficients of the given equation are real numbers. 
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184. Proceeding in the same way as in the previous problem, we find x + 
-l- 22 = 7 V3x - 2, hence, .r2 - 103x + 582 = 0. This equation ba:; two rO()ts: 

.z1 = 6 and xz = 97. The given equation hi satisfied only hy the first root, the 

second being an extraneous one (it satisfies the equation V3x - 2 V x 1· 3 = 

= 7, which differs from the given one in the sign at the radical). 

Answer: x = 6. 
185. Solved in the same way as the preceding pr<1hlem. Out of the two roots 

Xt = -1; x2- = 3 the second is extraneous. 
Note. x = 3 is a root of the equation 

- Vx+t+V2x+3=1 
Answer: x = -1. 
186. A11swer: x1 = 34; x2 = 2. 
187. A11swer: x 4. 
188. Square it. \\'e get the equation 

x Vx2+24-x2-2x=0 

which decomposes into the following two: 

x=O and Vx2+2'•-x-2=0 
The second one gives x = 5. Perform a verification. 

Answer: Xt = 0; :r2 = 5. 
189. Reduce the given equation to the fonn 

I t ,/t 't ,/'T2 
-x+y= v 9+7 v 9+-;2 

Square it and multiply by x2 (through which an 
may be introduced). \Ve obtain the equation 

Square it once again. 
3 

Answer: x = T. 

2 ,/42 
l+;rx=x V g-1- .r2 

cxtram•ous root x = 0 

190. Multiplying both members of the equation by V(x+2) (.r·j-3), we get 

v~-0~+ij+v~-ij~+~-7 

Proceeding in the same way as in Problem 181, we find 

V<x-4)(x+2)=4 
Hence, we get two roots Xt=6, x2= -4. A check shows that x2 is invalid, 

. . . Ids l' 7 , r 7 1;-
sJnce 1t yte a wrong cqua 1ty 2 v 2=- y 2. 

Answer: x = 6. 
191. Getting rid of the denominator, we get 

V~+Vx2 -9,o7 
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This equation has two roots x = 5 and x = -5. But at x = -5 the expression 

V:x-=3 has no real value (see Note 1 to Problem 181). 
Answer: x = 5. 
192. Reduce the left member of the equation to a common denominator 

3x-5 v;q:x 3 
-x :& 

Hence 

Squaring it, we obtain 

or 
9 (x + 1)' - 25 (x + 1) x = 0 

(x + 1) [9 (x + 1) - 25x] = 0 

9 
Answer: x:l = -1; x2=T6· 

193. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 
Answer: Xt = 2; x2 = -'1.6. 
194. Square both members of the given equation. After the identity transfor

mations we get V'28-x= l/7. In squaring this equation an extraneous 
root may be introduced which satisfies an equation differing from the given 

one only in the sign of the right member. The equation lf28=Z= lf7 has 

the only root X= 21, which is not an extraneous one, since vr 2 V7 + 1/2i > 
> V2 117-1121. 

Answer: x = 21. 
195. Hewrile the equation in the following way: 

3V.X 

2 V x+ Vx 
Got rid of the denominator; this may result in tliat an extraneous root x = 0 
will be introduced (since the denominator vanishl's at x = 0). There cannot be 
othPr extranl'ous roots, because :r = 0 is the unique root of the equation 

V x + -v:; = 0 (see solution of Problem 143). 
After simplification we ~wt the equation 

2.r-2 1f x2-.r-11x=O 

one of the roots of which is :r :--:::0, But this root is an extraneous one, 
since at x ::::·;; 0 the right m<•mber of the original equation loses its sense. 

Factor out ·v:;:, 
v:r (21/x-21/.r-1-1)=0 

Solving the equation 2 Vx-2 1/ x-1- I =0 (see solution of Problem 
25 

IRI), we find x=w. Carry out a check. 

25 
A 11swer: x =·w ~ 
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196. First rationalize the denominator. To this end multiply both the 
numerator and denominator by Y2i+x+ Y2i-x; we get 

. (li27+x+ V~l' 21 
2x =-;-

or, after simplifications, 
2i+V~ 21 

X X 

wherefrom we find x = ±27. Both roots arc valid. 
Answer: x = ±2i. 
197. Isolating the radical, square both members of the equation. \\"e have 

z2-.2ax = -x V x2+a2 

One of tbe roots of this equation is x 0. To find other roots divide both 
members of the equation by x (it can be done, since now x ¢: 0). Then square 

3 
both members once again. \Ve get x = 4 a. 

When verifying the result, one may arrive at the \\Tong conclusion that the 

values x = 0 and x -}a always satisfy the given equation. For a better 

understanding of the essence of the error let us consider a numerical example. 
At a = -1 the given equation has the form 

x=-i-Vl-xVx•+i 
·I 3 3 . f h' . . l Nmt 1er x = O~ nor x = 4 a = - 4 sat1s y t ts equatwn (tt 1as no solu-

tion). The same result is obtained for any other negative value of a. 
And here is the mistake: the quantity Vai is considered to be equal to a~ 

whereas it is true only for a> 0. For a <Owe have 11~= -a: for instance, 

V<-3>2 =-<-3>. 
The correct general formula (~we Preliminaries, Item 3 on page 90) i~: 

v;;z=lal 
Using this formula, we find that at x "---" 0 (when the left member of the equation 
vanishes) the right member is equal to a - VaF = a - 1 a I • For a> 0 this 
expression is also equal to zero, but for a < 0 it is cctual to 2a. Consequeutlv. 
if a ;;a: 0, the value x = 0 is a root of the equation; but if a < 0, then x = ~ 0 
. I 3 
IS not the root. The same refers to the va uc x T a. 

Answer: if a > 0, then Xt = 0, x2 = {a; if a < 0, the equation has no 

solution. 
198. \Vrittcn without powers having negative exponents the given equation 

has the form 

v4Tif-+ 
v~+(+tt-7 
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First method. Reject the denominator: ay1+(7)
2
=5·7· The left 

member is positive; hence, the right member is also positive. Squaring 

yields ( : ) 
2 c~ l~l • whence : = f (the value - ! is rejected, sine(> 

7>o). 
Second method. Hationalize the denominator 

The bracketed expression cannot be negative; therefore 

V-( X )2 X 1 y-( X )2 [ X 
1+ - --=-or I..L - =-+-

a a2 1 a 2a 

Squaring yields: 1+(7)
2
={+7+(7)

2
, whence7=f· 

3 
Answer: x= 4 a. 

199. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. Using the second 
method, we find 

CVt +a2;r;2-ax)'= __!__ c2 

The expression V 1 +aZ.rZ-ax is always positive; therefore 

1/-1 • 2 1 . ,;1+ • • + 1 
v +a·..r -ax=TcT, J.C, v a·x·=ax fCT 

JcJ2-1 c2-1 
Squaring it, we get x = ~, or x ='"2aTCT, which is the same. 

Check. Substituting x= ~:lc1J , we find 

4c2+(c'-1)2 
I +a2;r;2- 4c2 

Taking into account that c'+ 1 is always positive, we find 

Vt+a2x2= cZ+ 1 
21 c I 

Further computations show that the given equation is always satisfied. 
~-1 ~-1 

Answer: x:::·-"" 2a!cl i.e. for c>O we havo X=~, for c<O we 

have X= t-c
2

• 
2ac 
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200. Factor out the expres.;;;ion 11;-:rc both in the numerator and dt>nomi
nator of the left membe-r, and reduce the fraction hy this expre~:-:ion*. 

After performing three operations we get 

v;+c+V:;:=-;: 
Vx+c-1/r-c 

9(x+c) 
Be 

Then rationalize the denominator. After simplifications we find 

V-- 5c 29 8 z2-c2=x+9c. Hence, x=T or x= - 21 c. 

A check shows that both values satisfy the equation when c > 0 and do 
not satisfy it if c · 0. 

I s 1 29 ·r h . Answer: At c>O we tave x1="3c an< Xz=-21c; 1 c-<O t eequat1on 

has no solution. 
201. Transform the first radicand in the following way: 

x+3-4 l/x-l=(x-1)-4 l/x-1+4=(1/x-1-2)2 

Similarly, the second raJicand is equal to (l/x-1-3)2
• The ~iven equation 

takes the form 

1Vx-t-2I+IVX'-=l-3J=t rAJ 

(see Preliminaries to Chapter II. Item 3). The following three cases are pos
sible: (1) l/x-1 > 3; (2) l/x-1 <2; (3) 2 < l/x-1 < 3. 

In the first case the equation (A) takes the form: 

l/x-1-2+1/x-1-3=1. or l/x-1=3 

This result does not agree with the condition V x-1 > 3. 
In the second case the equation (A) takes the form: 

-(l/x-1-2)-(Vx-1-3)=1 or l/x-1=2 

This result does not agree with the condition 1/:X-=l < 2 either. r.onsider, 
finally, the third case, when the equation (A) takes the form: 

(l/x-1-2)-(l/x-1-3)=1 (B) 

This equality is an identity, hence, the equation (A) is satisfied by all .r 
for which 

Z<Vx-1 <3 
Since l/Z-1 > 0, all the three members of the inequality may be squa

red, and we find 
5 <x < 10, 

• Reducing by 1/.x-::tC. we assume that x 'i' -c. If the solution of the ob· 
tained equation had yielded x= -c, this value would not have been a root of 
the given equation. But, as we see below, we do not obtain such a root. 
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i.e. the solutions of the given equation are contained within the range bounded 
by 5 and 10 (the values 5 and 10 included). All of them are the solutions of the 
given equation, since they suit the third case, when the given equation (A) 
becomes identity (B). 

Answer: 5 -<. :r. -< 10. 
202. Square both members of the equation, transpose all the terms to the 

left and factor out 11 a + x: 

11a+x(4 11a+x+4 11;;-=-;-11x)=O 
This equation decomposes into two. From the first one: 11 a + x = 0, we find 
x = -a. A check shows that with a ;;. 0 this value satisfies the given equation. 

If a < 0, the equation loses its sense (since 11.---=-:;: becomes an imaginary value). 

The second equation is 4 <11 a + x + 11 a - x) = 11X. If it is solved as in 

Problems 183 to 187, we get (besides the extraneous root x = 0) x = ~~;5 . 
A check will show that this root is also an extraneous one, which means that 
the second equation has no solutions at all. We may make sure of this fact more 
easily, if the following method of solution is applied. Let us transform the second 
equation to 

8x 

which is done by multiplying and dividing V a+x+ 11a=x by the conju

gate expression V a+x- -va=x. 
Dividing it by 1/.X (which is possible without losing roots, since x=O 

is not a root), we get V a+x--va=x=8 V.X. Subtraoting this equation 
,;- ,j- 1 ,;-

from the above obtained v a+x+ v a-x=T v x, we find 

,(- 31,;-
2 va-x=-·4 vx 

But this equality is impossible, since its left member is a positive number, 
whereas the right one is negative. Suppose, neglecting this fact, we square both 

members. This operation would yield an extraneous root x = 1~~5 a. 

Ansu·er: If a is positive, then x = -a; if a is negative, the equation has 
no solution. 

20:l. Here we may successfully apply the method of transferring the irrationa
lity to the denominator (see the preceding problem). 

Answer: x = 0. 
204. Answer: Xt = a; xz = -b. 

(a-1)Z 
205. Answer: x=--

4
- (for a:;:-1). 

For a < 1 the equation has no solution. 
206. The given equation may be represented in tho form 

( lia::j:X)3 -v.x 
ax 
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or 
3 3 

(a+.r)z=a.r:I 

a 
Raising it to the power·f, we get oT.r=ajx, whe>nce :r"".:-,--. 

Check: 
5 ~t 

' a· as 
n+.r=-r-; (a- r) =-,--3: 

a3-t (q}-1)~ 
! 

(a+x)~ _ a~ -.-x-- -2--, 
(a3-t)'2 

Answer: x=-f!--; if a<:;;:1, the (lqualion has no :;;olution. 

a3-1 

207. Put }x=z. Then 

The equation take~ the form 

z2+z-l~ ell 

a3-1 

129 

Hence, ::1-.:::::-::-3, :~=-ft. Since i' X must lw a po,ith<' Humber, tlu• ~Proud 
root is an uxl!'a!wc.•uS one. 

Answer: x =tit. 
! 

208. Put {f ~ 1)-' = z. Then proceed as in the pre,·iou:-; probl('JU, 
Amwer: r=17. 
209*. Cubing hoth members, we get 

VIO+Zx+ V15-~x=7, 

Here the bolation of one of the radicab is not essential. 

Answer: x 1:;:;;;3; Xt""' -*. 
210. Cube both memb(•l; of the ecJuation by using tlw formula (a+ b)J = 

=a'+3ab(a-[-b)+b'. We obtain 

X +3 ~ X (2x-:J) [~ z+ ~ '2x-:Jj +2x-3= 12 (.c-1) 

• Here and henceforward we do not consider cube radical:;, and, in O'('Jteral 
radicals of odd indices to be arithmetical, as:;umiug that the radicand ";uay b~ 
negative as well {hut obligatorily real). Tlw valm\ of the radical is also consider
ed to be a real number. 

9-01338 
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By virtue Qf the given equation the bracketed expression may be replaced 

by the expression ':! 12 (x-1). We get 

V z (2x-3)·12 (x-1)- 3 (x-1) 

Cube it. Transposing all the terms to the left, we find 

(x-1) [12x (2x-3)-27 (z-1)2]=0 

This equation is decomposed into the following two: 

x-1=0 and 12x (2x-3) -27 (x-1)2=0 

Check the found roots. 
Answer: Xt=1; .x2=S. 
211. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 

a+b 
Answer: x1=a; x2=b; xa=-2-. 

212. Put Vx=z; then v;z==·· Substituting into the original equation, 

we get 2z2+z-3=0, whence z1=1; z2=-f· 

27 
Answer: x 1 = 1; xz= -"if. 
213. Solved in the sam~ 2~·ay as the preceding problem, 

Answer: z1=64; z2 = - 8 . 

214. Put ~~ra=tX=z; then Va+x=z3and tra:tX=z2. 
Answer: Xt= -a; xz=1-a. 

r,J +2 r X-'--~) 1 
215. Put V ~:+Z =z; then V zx-'t-z=-z and, after a number of 

transformations, the equation takes the form 

12z2-7z-12=0 

hence, 

z1 =~ and z2 =-2 
3 4 

The second solution is rejected as a negative one (see Note 1 to Problem 181 

Gn page 122). To determine x we get an equation , /2~7_.; =~3 • Jl J; j ... 

Answer: x = 7. 
216. Answer: x = :±: 5. 
217. Put ~-'x=z; then }.';z=z• and x=z3. We obtain: 

z'-1 z2 -1 
~-=+1 =4 

Reduce the first fraction by z• - 1, and the second, by z + 1. We get: z' -
- z - 2 0. But the reduction of the first fraction is lawful, provided z2 -

- 1 =;L:= 0, and that of the second fraction, if : + 1 * 0. Meanwhile, out of tho 

two roots z1 2 and ::2 = -1 tbe second one gives z + 1 = 0. It does not suit, 

:-:ince at::= -1 we have :r = -1, and the left member of the given equation 

lo:::es its sense. 
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Answer: x = 8. 

218. Putting l/X=z~ transform the equation to 

:.:.2;-i =z2-8 

Heduce the fraction by ; -r- 2 (:::-ee the 1 XJJlauatw~~ to the }'receding problem). 
\\'e get z:.! - z - tl ~- o, "hence z1 ~·:;- :3,.- :: 1 The ::.ccond root does not 

suit, because, fir~tly, the expre::.::ciun ";;; lo:-es ib st'n:-:C' and, ::econdly, z cannot 

ht! a rwgative number. 
AnsU't>r: .r:::::: H. 
219. Ht're tlw mlruduction ol au au.\iliarv unknown. U"'l'd iu the previous 

problem~. i::' of no help. Hepre~:Pnt tlw ('qua"tion in tlu.· form 

( va=:;: )" -L( v :;-=&)'=a- b 

v a-f+ y.,-u 

and reduce it by va=:;-+ ·v :r-l; (the reduction is lawful, since this llUlll

her cannot be equal to zero). After simplification~ we obtain l {d- .I} (x -b} = 0. 
Answer: Xt =a; :t2=b. 
220. Hepresent the given equation in the form 

1/:!-,.(Vt-::-~)=o 
:!-V X V2 

This equation dPcompo"'e"' iuto the following two: tlw first rquation j;; 

V2-x:·c:O. its root twin~ .r1 =:: :2; the st>cond one i:' l/2(:!-.r)=2-11i 
. Hi 

laftN getting rid of tlH• dPrwmm<ltor).lts roots are: x2=o: I 3 =u. 
Hi 

Ansu:er: .r1= 2; .rz""'''otl; r 3 =u· 
221. Answer: .r = 81. 
222. Isolating the radical and ~quaring both members of the obtained equa

tion, we get a fourth-degree equation. But in the pre!-ient case it is possible 
lo apply an artificial method. R<'write the equation in tbe form 

V z2-3x+5+x>-3x+5=12 

Putting Vx2-::Sx+5=z. we get z2+z-12=0. Take only the positivP 
l'OGt %=3. 

Answer: x1 =4; .x!!= -1. 
223. \Ve may usc the ~am<' method as in the preceding problem. But it i .. 

obvious that the equation has no solution. Indeed, the quantity 3x2 + 5x + J 
t•xceeds 3x2 + 5x - 8 at any x. Therefore 

V3x2-r5I+1 > V:Jx2+5x-8 

which means that the left member of the given equation is negative at any x 
and. consequently, cannot be equal to unity, 

Answer; The equation has no solution. 
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224. Denote one of the radicands by z; it is most convenient to put y• + 
+ 4y + 6 = z. The equation takes the form 

Vz+2+ Vz-2=V2z 
Getting rid of the radicals, we find z' = 4. Only the root z 2 suits (at z = 
= -2 the two radicands are negath·e). Solve the equation y2 + 4y + 6 = 2. 
Check on solution. 

Answer: y = -2. 
225.* It may be solved by using the substitution method (from the second 

equation find 11 = 6 - x or x = 6 --'- y and substitute it into the first equation), 
but the following artificial method is somewhat more effective. The first equati
on is transformed to (x - y)2 = 4, whence x - y = 2 or x - y = -2. We 
obtain two systems of equations: 

(I) { .x-y=2 
x+y=6 

(2) { x-y= -2 
x+y=6 

Answer: (1) x 1=4, Yt=2 
{:!} .r:!o::2, !1:!=4 

22fi. IleprL•:;ent t lw given system in the form 

{ 
xy+(x+ y)=11 

xy(x-i-y)=30 

Put for tht:> :-ak<.> of brevity xy = z1; x+ y = ::::2• Then we have 

{
z1+:z=l1 

ZjZz = 30 

By Yil>tr's theorem ::1 and z2 are tht} roots of the quadratic equation :2-

-11:::+30=0. \\'r find: :: 1=fi, z2=5 or =t=5, =z=6. \\'e get two systems: 

{ 
x+y=6 and { x+y=5 

xy=5 xy=6 

Each of them ma\· hl• :-:ohed by applying Vil~tr's theorem or the substitution 
method. • 

Ansrcer: (fl .r,-- ;:;, y=1 (2) x=1. y=5 
(:i) ,/'0=:2, !1=3 (4) .r=3, y=2 

227. Put y'2 .... thl'n we have the following system 

.t111Sll't'T: (l) .•. , 4, Y=l/~ 

{ 
x+:=7 

x:=l2 

(:2) .l 4. y ,_:;:: - 1/3 
(;I) .I ~i, !f ·.··~ 2 
{4) y~-:i, f/ -2 

22tt Pnt .r:! : 1 atld -!I =z· We get thl.' sy~t('m 

{ 
•t+=o=23 

ZtZz -50 

* 'lo:'t JWohlrm~ nf thi~ chapt<'r are success.fully solved by m•ing artificial 
m0thod:'. Th~> main difficulty hert.• is to find out au adequah• artificial mt>thod. 
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Answer: (1} z=5, y=2 
(2} X= -5, y=2 
(3) x=t V2, y= -25 
(4} X= -i V2. y= -25 

229. Put -xy= z1; x2- y2= z2• \\'p obtain the system 

{ 
=·=·=-180 

:,+zz=-11 

We find z1 =9; z!!=-20 or : 1=-20; .::: 2 =fl. Now we han~ two systems 

(1} c._:~==~o and (2) {,._:~:;" 
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Soh·e the fir-;t system. From its first equation wP find y= _!. Substitute 
I 

it into the second one and find the biquadratic equation .r4 ~ :W.r~- 81 = 0. 
Its roots are: 

Now we find 

x1,2=± V -tO+ Y181 "":": 1/3.45"' ± l.SG 

x3 ,4=± V -10- Y181 "'± V -23.45 "'± 4.A·li 

y,,, + 9 z ::;: 9 ~ :;:: 4.81 v -10-+ 1/181 1.86 

'F 9 . 
Ya,q ~ 4,84i ;::::: ± 1.8Gt 

Solve the second system using the ~amc method. 
Amwer: (1) :ri'Ol.86, Y"'-4.84 

(2} x z-1.86, y"' 4.84 

(J} X Z 4.84i, y Z 1.861 
(4} X 1'0 -4.841, y"' -1.86i 

(5) x=5, y=4 

(6)z=-5, y=-4 

(7) x=4t, Y= -51 

(8) z= -4t, y=5i 

230. Eliminate the constant terms by multiplying the second (•quat ion by 7 
and subtracting the result from the first one. We get 

-32x2 - 2xy + 75y2 = 0 

This is a homogeneous equation of the second degree (i.f'. an <'quation con
taining only terms of the second degree). Dividing both member:-; of the equution 
by ,r2 (this may be done since x = 0 is not a root), we traiJ:->form it to -32 -

- 2.1!. + 75 ( 1L)' = 0, and, solving this quadratic equation, we find or 
X X r 
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or !L = - ~ . By using this method we can find the ratio !L 
"' 25 z 

from any horuoge-
neous equation of the second degree. 

Now we solve two systems: 

(1) { 5x2-1Qy2-5=0 
and 

y 2 x-=:r 

(2) { 5x2-1Qy2-5=0 

y 16 x-=-25 
(by the substitution method). 

Answer: (1) x=3, y=2 

(2) X= -3, y= -2 

231. Rewrite the first equation: x2-2xy+ y2={ xy. Then we have 

(x-y)z=-} xy. \\'rite the second equation in the form 2(x-y)={ xy. 
Hence, (x.:y)2-2(x-y)=0, wherefrom x-y=O and x-y=2. We get two 
systems: 

(l){x-y·O (2){x-y=2 
and 

xy"~o xy=B 
Answer: (1) x = y = 0; (2) x = 4, y = 2; (3) x = -2, y = -4. 
2:12. R<•write tht~ first equation in the following way: 

(x' + 2xy + y2
) = 13 + xy or (x + y)2 - 13 = xy 

From the second equation: x + y = 4; substituting, we get 16 - 13 = ry. 
Now we solve tlw ~ystem 

{ 
xy=3 

x+y=4 

Answer: (1) x=3, y= !; (2) x=1, y=3. 
233. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. We get a new 

system 

{ 
xy=6 

x-y=l 

Answer: (1) x=3 (2) X= -2 
y=2 y= -3 

234. Put .::_ = =: then 1!. =.!., and the first equation takes the form y X Z 

z+ +·- ~ or 12:2-25z+12=0. Its roots are :1=-} and Zz=f· Now we 
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have two system~: 

(1) { .::..~2. 
!I :3 

x2-y2=i 

They are solved hy suhstitutin~ the value of .r obtained [rom the fir::-t e,Jua~ 

tion into the serond one. 
Answer: (1) x=4. y=3 

(2)x=-4, y=-3 
C:li x=3i, y=4i 
(!i) I= -3i, y= -4i 

235. Th(> ~ystem can be written in the form 

Multiply these equations and divide one of them ~Ly thC' other. We gt>t 

(zy)m+n = cda2mb2" and ( f} m -n = 7 ; whenct• 

Multiplying these equations. we find 
2m 2n :!m 2n 

x2 = cm2-t.~ an2-m2 am+nbm+11 

g2 may be expn•ssed in a similar way proceeding from the equation 

(f )m-n =+· lt differs from the corresponding equation for .r only in the 

order in which follow the letters c and d. 

m 11 m n 

Answer: x=c~dn%-m!la~bm+n 
n m m tl 

y = cnll-m2 am2-n:l am+n&m+n 

236. In the ~econd equation we factor x3 + y3 into (.r + y) (x!!- ry + y!!) 

and divide the second equation by the first one. We get x + y = 5. Adding 

3z* to both members of the first equation, we obtain (x + y)2 = 7 + 3.ry. 

Substituting ,) for (.r + y) in this equation, we find xg = 6. We solve now tile 

system 

Ar~swer: (1) :x=J, y=2 
(2)'""2, Y'~3 

237. Multiplying the second equation by;~ and adding it to the first on<', we 
get (.x + y)3 '-"' 1. Confining ourselves to real solutions, we find .r + y "'~ 1. 

Substituting 1 for x + y in the second equation, we have :ry = -2. Wl' ~oln• 
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now the system 

Answer:(!) x=2, y= -1 

{ 
x-:-y=l 

:ry=-2 

(2) x~" -1, y=2 
238. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 
Answer: (1) x=3, y=2 

(2) :r -2, y=3 

239. Put r+y ,~z. The first er1uation takes the form :-,-+=5-
5
1

• 
x-y -

Hence, z=5 and:::={, i.e . 

. r+ Y =5 and 
x-y 

From the equation x .. :. Y =5 we find 
:c-y this equation toge-

the1· with the g-iven equation :ry=6. Use the equation 

same way. 
Answer: (I) x=3, y=2 

(2) x= -3, y= -2 
(3) x=3i, Y= -2i 

in the 

(4) X= -3i, y=2i . 
240. Eliminate the unknown z from the given system. To this end (1) sub

tract the second equation from the first one multiplied by c, and (2) subtract 
the third equation from the second one multiplied also by c . . \sa result, wo geL 
the following system 

{ 
(c-a)x-'-(c-b) y=(c-d) 

a (c-a) .r-,.-b(c-b) y=d (c-d) 

wherefrom we find :rand y: .:. is found in n similar way. 
Answer: ,._(r-d)(b-rll. , ,~<a-d)(c-d); ==-(b-d)(a-d). 

(c a) (b--a)' y (a-b) (c-b) (b-el ta-c) 
24J. Fir~t eliminate u; for this purpm•e: {1) multiply the :-3econd equation 

hy ~and add it to the first one; (2) multiply the third "'Jiration hy (-2) and add 
it to thr >rtond one; (3) multiply till' third equation h)· (-3) and add the result 
to the fourth onr. Finally we nbtnin the following :-3ystem 

{ 

5 . .r-'.y·i.·.l3z.,o3G 
-4x-11y 1 9z=1 
-5x-13y·~-·12z=5 

Eliminatr .r from tlti;:; sv.stem, :;.ubtracting the third equation from the second 
(!/It' hl'forC'haud. \Yc gPt ~ 

{n) .~r- 411 + 1:-l:: = 3H 
(h) .f + ~!I - :t: = _/. 
(c) .. ;){ - J:)y ·' J::!z = :i 
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Add (a) to (c), multivly (b) by :, and add it to (c). lie obtain the following: 

{ 
-17y+25z=41 

-3y-3z= -f!'"t or 
J -17y+25z=41 
l y-j-z=5 

Hence we find z = 3 and y = 2; x b found from (b) and u, from the third o[ 
the given equation:::.. 

Answer: .r = 1; y = 2; z :::-__: 3; u = 4. 
242. Subtracting the first t•quation from the st•cond nne. we get y + 2z ~;;; 1. 

Hence, y 1 2z. Sub~tituting this value of y into tht" fir:"t equation. we find 
x = z -+ 3. Substituting then the found values of 2.· andy into the third equation. 

? 
we get 3z::! + :: - 2 ..o.-o: 0. It:-; roots are z1 = i and z2 =--: -1. Substituting now 

the values of z into the t>quations .r = ;; + 3 and y = 1 - 2.:, we find two valu
es for each of the unknowns x and y. 

11 1 
Answer: (1) x"""'::f, y= -3, 

(2) x=2, y=3, z,, -I 
243. Square the fir"t equation. cuht? the second one. and square the third 

one on ha\'ing tran':'po:-t•d tlw :-crond term to the right member of the equation. 
And ~o we get the following :-:y:;tem. 

{ 

4x-'-y-3z=-3 
5.r+2y+~=L5 
6:r-y-z=0. 

n e :33 
Answer: x=5§; y ~-;;; - 29 : z=w · 
24t;. SfJUariug the fir:'t t•quation and subtracting the Sl'COIHl one from it. we 

obtain xy + :rz -!·· !1.: ;).'J. By virtue! of tbe third equation the Hr~t two addends 
may he rcplacNI hy 2y;;. \\"c get 3yz ::::-.:. 54, i.e. 

yz = 18 (a) 

Now the third equation mn~· he written in the form :ry + xz =- :! ·18, i.t' . 

. r (y '. z) = :.lti (h) 

Since the first equation ha~ tht> form 
(y-Lz)~l3 (c) 

z and y + z may he found from (b) and (c). \\'e get 

{ 
x=9 { x=4 

!J 1-z=4 or v+z=9 
To find !I and z st•parately, make use of (n). Thus we obtain two systems: 

(I) Jy+z~ 4 and (2) { y+z=9 
l yz=l8 yz=18 

Note. \\'hen ~quaring tlu.• fjr:;l t~quation thef(l appears a dang('r of introducing 
('Xlraneous ront:-. But if tlwy had appeared. th(>y would have satisfied the equa
tion x + !J + : -·1:1, which contradicts the equation (c). 
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Answer: (1) z=9, y=2+tVf4, •=2-tY"lA 

(2) z=9, y=2-tV14, z=2+t Vi4 

(3) z=4, y = 6, z = 3 

(4) x=4, y = 3, z = 6 

245. Represent the third equation in the fonn 

zs - xz - yz + xy = 2 

Adding it to the second one, we get 

z• + 2zy = 49 (a) 

whence z• = 49 - 2xy. Substitute this expression into the first equation. We 
get (z + y)' = 49, i.e. x + y ±1. First put z + y=7. 

Represent the second equation in the lonn 

zy + z (x + y) = 47 

and substitute into it the expression xy= 49
:;-•', obtained from (a), and the 

value x+y=7. We get zZ-14z+45=0, whe~ce z1=5 and Z?.=9. If z=5, 
G-~ ~-~ . 

then xy=--2-=12; but if z=9, then :ry=-
2
-=-16.And so we have 

two systems 

(1) { x+y=7 and 
zy=12 

(2) {"+Y=7 
xy= -16 

each having two solutions. Thus, we obtain four solutions: 

(!) z=3, y=4, z=5 

(2) x=4, y=3, z=5 

(3Jx=7-'-ym. 7-11113 
Y=--2--' z=9 

7-11113 
{4) x=--

2
--, 

7+ V113 u=--z--· •=9 

Now put x + y = -7 and find four more solutions by using the same method. 
Answer: 

(1) X=3, y=4, Z=5 

(2) z=4, y=3, z=5 

(3) 
7+ ·VH3 

x=--2--' 
7- V11:< 

y=--2--. z=9 

(4) 
7- y113 

x=--z--· 
7+ 11H:l 

u=--z--· z=9 

(5) x=-3, y=-4, •=-5 

(6) x=-4. y=-3, •=-5 
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(i)z -7+ViTI -7-ViTI z=-9 2 y 2 

(8) -7- vm -7-T- vm z=-9 
z 2 2 

246. Subtract first the second eq11ation and then the third from the fir~t 
one. We get 

(a3 - b') +(a'- b') .r + (11 -b) y c_ II (a) 

(a3 - c3) + (aZ - c:!) .r + (a ~c) y :::= 0 (b) 

Reduce the equation (a) by (a - b) aud equation (b), L)· (a c). \\'e have 

(a'+ ab + b'J + (a + b) x + y = II !C) 

(a'+ ac + c') + (a + c) x + y 0 1d) 

Subtracting (d) from (c), we get 
(ab-ac+b2-c2J+(b-c) x=O 

Hence, 
ab-ac+b2-c2 

:t= b c o;oo -(a+b+c) 

The unknown y is found from (c) or (d). Now find z from 
equations. 

Answer: x= -(a-j-b-j-c) 
y=ab+bc+ca 
z= -abc 

any or tlw givl"n 

247. Putt in« 1 = u and 
o Vx-1 /

1 = c, we get the following system: 

~ y-j-+ 

Its roots are: 
1 

u=4' 
2 

v=s· 

Hence, x=17; y=G. 

{ 
12u+5v=5 
8u-j-10a=G 

i.e. 
5 

Answer: x=11; y=G. 
248. By virtue of the second equation the first one mily be rewritten in the 

iorm 10-2 Vry = 4. Hence, xy = 9. We get the system 

{ 
z+y=10 

zy=9 

Answer: (1) z=9, y=1; (2) z=t, y=9. 

249. Put'/ 3"' =•· The first equation takes the form z-2+_.!..=0. V x+y z 

H · '/3% 1 F h' · r d ence, z=t. t.e. V x+y= . rom t lS equatton we in y=2z and substi~ 
tute it into the second one. 
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Answer: (I) x=6, y=12; (2) x=-4.5, y=-9. 
250. The first equation is reduced to the fonn ·V x"+ y2 = 2 Vf7, whence 

x•+ y2= 136 (a} 

Square the second equation to obtain l!'xz- y"= 18-x, whence 

y2 = 36x- 324 (b} 

Substitute this expression into (a). \\'e get .r' + 36x - 460 = 0, whence x = 10 
and x = -46. Substituting into (b), we find y and obtain four pairs of solutions: 

{IJ .>:=10, y=6; (3) x=-46, y=6V55t 
(21 x=IO, y=-6; (4) x=-46. y~o-6V55t 

The third and fourth pairs of ~olutions do not suit, since the expressions 
v:;:-::;::y and v:;-=-y, where the radicals must mean arithmetical values of 
the rOot (otherwise they are indefinite since the root has two values), make 
no ~eu~c at complex values of x + y and .r - y. The first and second pairs of 
solutions should be checked. 

Answer: (I) x = 10, y = 6; (2) .r = HI. y = -6. 
251. The system makes sense only if a ;:;;;, U (see the preceding explanation). 

Square the first equation: 

Vx2-y2=8a-x (a) 

Sub~tituting this expression into the second equation, we get 

1/x2+y"=(V4I +5) a-x 

Square the equations (a) and (b): 

y2 = - 64a2 + 16ax 

y2=(V4I +Sf a2-2 (1!'41 +5) ax 

Eliminating y from (a') and (b'). we get 

(t3o+1o Vm a•=(26+2 V4il ax 

whenc(' .r -- 5a. From (a') we find y = ± 4a and then perform a check. 
,!nS!t•er: (l) X=5a, y=4a; (2) xc=5a. yo~-4a. 

(b) 

(a') 

(b') 

2.12. Square the first equation: 2.r2-2l/ x-1-y1 = y2. Substitute here the 
Yalue x.t -·~ y!l ~: J44a·l from the ~econd t~quation. \Ve get 

yz. = 2_r:.!- 2-la~ (a) 

\dwrefrom \\C liud y~ antJ :::~ubstitutc it into the second of the given equations. 
\Ye gt>t 

x~ - ~)2a 2 .r2 240a4 = 0 

HeliCe. ·' - ::': 1/20 a and X=-::': l'i2 a. We find y from t~e equation (a). For 
l'<H'b of the values .c =": ± l/20 a we have y ;:;~ ± 4a, and for each of the values 
J .:;:: l'Tia we have y=O. A check sbows that out of the six pairs of obtained 
roots :30Ui(' are extraueous for a> 0, others. for a < 0. Let us take, for instance, 
the pair x = V20 a, y = 4a. Substituting it into the first equation, we find 
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Y36a2- Y4•"=4a, i.e. 6lal-21•1=4a. This equality io an identity for 
a> 0, but it does not hold true for a < 0. 

Answer: For a> 0 the ~olutions are: 
(1) x=V20a, y=4a; (2) x=- V:Wa, y=4a 
(3)x=Vi2a, y=O; (4).r=-Vi2a, y=O 
For a< 0 the solutions are: 
(5) x= V20a, y= -4a; (6) x=- V2Ua, y= -4a. 
253. First method. From the second equation we find x+y=14--\).ry. 

Squaring it, we get 

whence 
x2+y2-f-xy= 196-28 ·v;y 

By virtue of the first e<JUation we have 84 = 195-281/;ij, whence 1 .ry -~..f., 
i.e. xy=16. Sub:')tituting VX!i=t• into the second equation, we find :c-Ty= lU, 
and then solve the sy:,tem 

{ 
x+y=10 

.ry=W 

Second method. Factorize the left member of the fi~t equation: 

xz+xv+Yz"=(x+ y)z-(VX!1)2 (x+ y-f- )f.;:;i) (x+ y- ·v;y)=S> 
Hence, by virtue of the second equation, \\C get 

14(xTY-l/;y)=S4 

i.e. x+ y-1/XY =G. From the sy:-;tem 

wt• may find x--r- y aud \/X!i. 
Answer: (1) I--""'--2. u=S 

(2) x=8, y-~2 

.r 1-y-'l .ry ·::6 

253a. From the fir~t equation W<' find !I t+,:x, 
2+x . :r-m 

-
1 
+ x; equating these expres~10n~. \\(' g:et 1 + m.c 

have the following ecpmtion: 
(I -f-m)x2+(2-f-m) x-H2-m)=0 

This equation has real roohi, provided 
(2-f-m)Z-4 (1 -f-m) (2-m)> 0 

from thC' -5-('CIJnd y 

; heno•. Wt' 

Simplifying the left member, we get the expression 5m2- 4 > 0, whence 

I m I.:,Y ~. Cndl.'r this condition x has real values, which mean:-: that y ::co-;: vr, 
2-' X 

- 1 -~ x al:o:o has real values. 

2 
Answer: lmi:P V5 . 
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CHAPTER IV 

LOGAIUTHMIC AND EXPONENTIAL EQUATIONS 

Preliminaries 

To solve equations containing logarithms to different bases (see, for example,. 
Problems 267, 268, 309 to 313) it may turn out to be convenient to reduce all 
the logarithms to one base. So, let us introduce some relevant formulas supplied 
with neces.~ary explanations. 

1. The formula 

(a) 

enahlrs us to change the roles of the logarithmic base and the number. 
Example. 

Explanation. According to the definition of the logarithm, log, 8 is the expo
nent indicating the power to ,vhich it is necessary to raist.> the base 2 to obtain 
the number 8. Thus, symbolically, log2 8 = 3 is equivalent to 28 = 8. But 

I 

the la~t C'quality may be written in a different way: ~/8 = 2, i.e. s3 = 2. Hence, 
I 

lo~;~ 2 :o-.::: -
3
-. 

In general, the equality ax= b may be written as bx = a. The former equa-· 

lity means that log0 b = x, the latter, that Iogb a = .!_,wherefrom the formu
x 

Ia (a) is derived. 
2. The formula (a) is a particular case of the general formula 

Iocr .V = Iogb N 
~:>a Iogb a 

(b) 

which expresses the following important fact: if we know the logarithms of 
various numbers to the base b, we can find the logarithms of the same numbers 
to the hase a; to this effect it is sufficient to divide the former by Iogb a (i.e. 
hy the lo~arithm of tho new base to the old one). Instead of dividing Iogb N 
by Iogb a we may [by virtue of (a)] multiply it by log0 b: 

log0 N = log. b ·Iogb N (c) 

The number by which·logarithm!:' in one system are multiplied to give lo
!:!ttri thms in a second system is called the modulus of the second system with res
peel to the first. That is to say, the factor loga b is the modulus of the system 
of logarithms to the base a with respect to the system of logarithms to the base b. 

Example. Having a table of common logarithms, we can compile a table 
of logarithms to the base 2. To this end it is sufficient to perform division by 



log 2 = 0.3010 or multiplication by log, 10 = o.a~IO = 3.322. Thus, 

log 3 0.4771 _ 
log, 3 = log 2 = 0. 3010 = I.SS~ 

Explanation. By the definition of the logarithm \H' han' :;log~J 
the logarithms of this equality to tlw base 10. We gt·t lo~~ ~~-log 

Take 
log:;. 

loa;{ 
whence log2 3= 

10
;

2
• Ju:_.:.t in the sanw way we obtain the formula 1bl from 

the identity a10ga 1'~=N by taking the )o!!arithm~ to tlw basC' b. 
In order not to rnnfu~e the notation)':, it i:-; adyi ... :tbl(• to U"P th<• follnwin~ 

method for a check: write the fraction ~ in~tNu1 of the t•xprt>-..~ion lo:z_1 lJJ(of 

course, these expres8-ions are not equal to ('at'h otla·r): tr('at the l'Xpre .... ~ions 
logb a, logaN and so on in a :-indlar way. Tlwn in:-tead of tlw formula:-. (a). 
(b), (c) we get other formulas, which arc al:-:u true. Tint:-. in..,tt.•ad of (c) we ~t·t 

N b N 

254. First method 

2{.!.tot79-lo::t2) lc•g~ 
x= 10·10 2 o = 10·1010" D-Z log 2 = 10·10 :, 

log~ 9 9 
By definition. 10 =-r., ther{'forc :c= to-4 =22.5. 

or 

Answer: x = 22.5. 
Second method. Takin!.{ the log-arithms, WP l1ave 

log •= log 10-,- (~log 9-log 2) log 100 

10·9 
log x =log 10+ log H-2log 2 = log"F 

Answer: :r = 22.5. 
255. A-:, in Prohl('m 25-1. (S(!COIHl method), we h;wc-

logx= ( i--tlog!•) log 100 

I 10 10 
logx=1-;rlog4=log V

4
; .r= _

1
_
4 

AnsU'er: x = 5. 
256. Proceeding in the ~ame way 8!" in the prt-vious problems, we, have 

logx=} ( 2+}1oglfi) logiO~ t+{log 16=log (10 Vi6); 

z=toVTii 
Answer: x = 20. 
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257. First method 

_2-21og7 2 1 72 , 1 49 1 25 
x= 1 + 

5
Iog54 = 

7
1og7l •4=4+4=2 

(cf. solution of Problem 254 by the first method). 
S eco11d method 

Let us denote y=49i-log72 , and z=5-logs\ then 

X= !I+:: 

Taking the logarithms, we find that log7 y=(1-log7 2) log7 41J. or 

1 - 1 . 1 7 1 4~ og7 y=(log7 '- og72) 2=2 og7 2= og7 4 

49 .. 1 I 1 25 
whence y=4"; stmt ar y, we find that z= 4 . Hence, x= 2 . 

25 
Answer: X=2". 
2.18. \Ve hav~ log, log3 log: x .,--o::; log4 1. whence log3 lo~:: x = 1; log:: x= 3. 
Answer: x = S. 
259. Like in tlw preceding problem, we have 

I+ Iogb jl..!-log0 (I+ logp .r)l•= I 

Iogb 11-Tlog, (1~-lo~/' xJI ··0 

then 

:_ log/J x ·= 1; 

.·lTISWI'r: .T 1. 
260. The exprt•ssion in braces must be a po~itive number since a n0gative 

number has. no (real) logarithm to base 4. Therdure, having rewritten the given 
equation in the form 

log, (I + 3 log, .>I] 
1 

4::: 

we :-:hould take- only tlH' positive vahw of 1/4. i.e. :!. Applyimr :-imilar trau~for
matiuns tor the Sl'('f\JHI timl', we then obtain 

log3 [1 -.;- lng;:: (l + :3 log2 .r)) = 1, 1 -:- lo~~ (l + :1log2 .r) = 3, 

logz (1 T 3 logz .r) 

lwnt'e, 1 -"- 3 log::: .r 4, log::: .r = 1 . 
. lnsU'1T: .r = :!. 
2G1. Hepre!'t•nt the given equation in th,.e form log2 (.c Hl (.r + 2) =-..:: G, 

or (.r _ _;_ 14) (.r · 2) """' 26 ~"'- 64, wlH•nce .r- ttix - :m 0, .r1 2, Xz 

--IS. The ~Pcond root doPfi not suit. since tht~ left member rontains the expnl~-
siun~ log2 _(.:r -:- 1_~1 and log::: (.r 2), which have no r£'al value at a negative .r. 

Ansu'fr, :r -· 
262. Heprc~t·nt tlw given equation in the form 

loga !y (,11 ~- 5).0.02J 0 
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hence, 
y (y + 5) ·0.02 = 1 or y' + 5y - 50 = 0 

we get two roots: y1 5, y2 = -10. The second root does not suit (see solution 
of the preceding problem). 

Answer: y = 5. 
263. We have 

log (35 - x3) = 3 log (5 x) or log (35 - x3) = log (5 - x)' 
hence, 

35 - x3 = (5 - x)3 or x' 5x + 6 0 
Answer: x 1 = 2, Xz 3. 
264. Transfonning the bracketed expression, we get 

b (3a-b)(a2 +ab)-1 b (a-b)2 
b-2 a(a+b) 

Then the given equation takes the form 
1 b(a-bj2 4 1 

1+logx=;rlog a(a+b) -;rlogb+;rlog[a(a+bJ(a-b)) 

Applying the theorem on the logarithm of a product (and of a fraction) to the 
right member, we obtain 

1 + log x = log (a - b) - log b 

Substituting log 10 for unity, re\\Tite the equation in the form 

log(!Ox)=log a-b 
b 

log !O+log X= log (a-b)-Iogb or 

a-b 
hence, 10x=-b-. 

a-b 
Answer: x =lOb . 
265. The given equation may be represented in the form 

log ( x- ,::-----:. ) =log' /1 +_!_+log'/ a (1-a) 
vi-a V a V 1+a 

wherefrom, taking antilogarithms, we find 

x---a--= • /1+.!.. V a (1-a) "VI=" V a 1-j-a 

or 

whence 

1 
An&Wer: X= Vt-a . 

t0-01338 

a 
x- V1-a 

1 
x= V1-a 
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266. The given equation may he \\Titten in a different way: 

1 ( 1 )2 -zlogx 5+log,5+log,z-2.25= z-1og,5 

since logx x = 1, after simplifications we get 

log~ 5 - 6 logx 5 + 5 = 0 

Solving the quadratic equation (in the unknown logx 5), we find two roots: 
logx 5 = 5 and logx 5 = 1. 

Answer: z1 = V5; x2 = 5. 
267. First method. Putting log1o x = z, we have x = 16z, hence, 

log, x = z log, 16 = 2z and log2 x = z log2 16 = 4z 

The given equation takes the form z + 2z + 4z = 7, i.e. z = 1. 
Second method. Reduce all the logarithms to the base 2 by the formula (b) 

(page 142). We find log,x= 1
1
og,x

4 
= lo~,x; similarly, log16 x= log

4
,x. We 

og, ~ 

get the equation flog2 x+{log2 x+log2 x=7. whence log2 x=4. 

Answer: x= 16. 
268. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 
Answer: x= a. 
269. Rewrite the given equation in the form 

whence 3x-7=3-7x. 
A11swer: x=1. 
270. Represent the given equation in the form 

7 .ax:+l-3XH=5X+2_ !)X+3 

Factoring out 3x and sx, we have 

3X(7·3-3')=5X(52-53) or (})"=~ 
whence x= -1. 

Answer: X= -1. 
27!. Rewrite the given equation in the form 

Hence, 

Answer: x = 6. 

or 
5 

!]4X-9=22x 

272. The given equation may be written as 
z-x2.z2x+2=2-6 or 2-x:!:+~:~.·+2=2-6 

Consequently, -x2+2z+2""'"' -6. 
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An.wer: Zt=4; x2 = -2. 
273. Represent the given equation in the form 

5(:r+5) 7(x+t7) 
2 x=7 =2-z.£X=-3 

whence 
5 (x-!-5) -Z+ 7 (x-!- 17) --x::::::r- = X - 3 

Answer: x = 10. 
. log 4 2 log 2 2 274. Smce log 

8 
= 

310
g 

2 = 3 , the given equation may be rewritten in 
the following way: 

(_3_)2x(2_){1-x)3 =~ 
3 3 3 

Hence, 
2.c-!-3(1-x)=1 

Answer: x=2. 
275. Represent the given equation in the form 

( 1+ Vx+3 ) -.-2-
2 2YX li-t =22, 

equating the exponents, we lind 

3 Vx+ 3 
-? or 2x-5Vx-3=0 

Vx(Vx-1) -·· 

Let us denote V:£ by z; then we have 
1 2z2-5z-3=0, whence z,=3, z,= - 2 

But the second root does not suit, because the quantity z (which represents 
the arithmetical value of the radical Vx) must bo positive. Thus. we have 
z=Vz; hence x=9. 

Answer: x = 9. 
276. The given equation may be represented in the form 

Hence, 

t+ -r'i'+3 __ ,_ 
2 21/X = 2 YX-t 

1-'- Vx-!-3= __ 4_ 
' zv:r Vx-t 

therefrom 3z-sVX-3=0. Putting v;-=z, we have 3z2-8z-3=0· z,=3· 1 ' • 
%:!= --}; the second root z2 = -3 does not suit (see solution o! Problem 275). 
Consequently, x = 9 . 

.AniWer: x = 9. 

tO• 
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277. The given equation may he written as 

_3_+_1 __ ..!.. 
ax2-1 2x-2 4 =aO 

Consequently, 

_3_+-~--~=0 
x2-f 2x-2 4 

After simplifications we get x2- 2x- 15 = 0. 
Answer: Xt=5; Xz= -3. 
278. Using the formula (a) (page 142), we obtain 

3 1 

logxx+21ogxa + z(l 1 1 ) 
ogx x-2 ogx a 

or 
3 1 

1+21ogxa + 2-logxa 

Solving for logx a, we get 

4 

Answer: Xt=a; x:!=a3, 

7± 1149=48 
8 

279. By formula (b) (page 142) we find 

2 

7+1 
8 

1 
, log, 2 I 

ogx - = log4 x = 2 log4 J 

2 

Then the given equation takes the form log, (x + 12) = 2 log, x, whence x + 
-j- 12 .rz, \Ve take only the positive root .r = 4; at negative x the expression 
logx 2 has no real value. 

Answer: x """ 4. 
280. \\"rite the givt'n equation in the form: 

(logx 5 + 2) log: x = 

Since logx 5 = ]o:s x , we get the equation 

( -
1
-

1
-+2) log;x -

o~:;.r 

Solvinq it for log;, r, we find 

1 
(log, x)t = 2 and (log5 .r), = -1 

Answer: .r1 = 115; 
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281. The left member of the equation is the sum of x + 1 terms of a geomet
ric progression, and therefore we have (for a * 1) 

or 

or 
1-a-Hl=1-al6 

whence ax+l = a16 ; x + 1 = 16; x = 15. At a = 1 the general formula for 
the sum of the terms of a geometric progression is not applicable. In this case 
the left member of the given equation is the sum of x -1- 1 addends, each being 
equal to 1, and so, the equation takes the form x + 1 16, hence, x 15. 

Answer: x = 15. 
282. Re\\Tite the given equation in the form 

s2+'t+t>+ ... +2x =55() 
whence 

2 + 4 + 6 + ... + 2.r = 56 or 1 + 2 + 3 + ... + x = 28 
The left member of the equation is the sum of the tenns ol' an arithmetic pro
gression. Therefore we get the equation 

(1+x).r=2S 
2 

whence z 1 = 7, x 2 = -8. The $<'Cond root does not suit, since the number x 
must be a positive integer. 

1 Answer: x = 7. 
283. Rewrite the given equation in the fonn 

2'x2-• -:17 .2x2-• + I = 0 

Denoting 2x by z, we get 

z'- 17z + 16 = 0; z1 = 16; Zz = 1 

whence Xt 4~ .:r2 = 0. 
Answer: x 1 = 4; x2 = 0. + fS,:; ls in the preceding problem, putting 4x = z, we have 2z' - 17z + 

A 3 1 nswer; x 1 =2"; Xz = -:r . 
I 

285. Putting nx o=': z, we obtain the equation 

3z' - IOz + 3 = 0 

Answer: x 1 = 2; x2 = -2. 
286. Taking the logarithms of the given equation (to the base 10), we obtain 

log x+7 
--

4
--log.r=logx+1 or log2x+3logx-4=0 

whence log x 1 = I; log x 2 = -4. 
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Answer: x 1 = 10; x2 = 0.0001. 
287. Transform the given equation so that either of its members represents 

the logarithm of a certain expression. For this purpose substitute log 10 for 
unity in the left member of the equation. Now the given equation may be writ
ten in the form 

}/2 vi-2 + 2 
log z2 

Since the logarithms are equal, the numbers are also equal 

4-lzvi_j v~+2 
10 4 

After simplifications we get the equation 
v·x 

21r;:_5·2-2--24=0 

1X "Vi 
Since 2 Jfi=(2-2-)2. then putting 2-2-=z, we have the equation z2-5z
- 24 = 0, whose roots are z1 = 8 and Zz = -3. Taking z1 = 8, we get the 

v;: v-
equation 2 2 =8, whence -T=3, i.e. x=36. 

l''X 
The second root z= -3 leads to the equation 2 2 = -3 which has no 

solutions since no power of the positive number 2 can be a negative number. 
Answer: x = 36. 
288. Find successively (see solution of the preceding problem): 

hence, 

2 r- ( 5 ) 2logro+ log (5 1 "'+ 1) =log --=+5 
slx 

log[(} r (5 1 ;:+ !)]=log ("(i:~~;:l ">) 

.!..(s1'x+1J= .'i(t+51xl 
25 5 r-x 

After simplification we get 

521 ;:-124·5 1·;:-125=0 

(A) 

whence 5 r':X = 125, or 5 1 eX= -1. The second equation has no solution; the 
first one gives v:;;-=3; x=9. 

The_ equation (A) may be solv~d in 
5
a different way. It may be reduced 

by 51 x+l of=O, and then we get ;;-5=-.-- ; hence, 5!x=125 and z=9. 
.. 5) X 
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Answer; x=9. 
289. Represent the given equation in the (orru 

slog X +Slog x-1 = 31og x+l +3log x-1 

Factoring out slog X and alog» ' we have 

51og x (1 + 5"') =31og x (3+ 3-J) 
or 

5l0g X=~ • (~)logx = ( ~)2 
3log x 9 ' 3 3 

whence log x = 2. 
Answer: z= 100. 
290. Taking the logarithms to the base 10, we get 

1 
2log• x-1.5log2 x =;r 

This biquadratic equation {in the unknown log x) has two real roots: log x = 
and log x = -1; hence, x 1 = 10, x 2 = 0.1. 

Answer: x 1 = 10i x2 = 0.1. 
291. Taking antilogarithms, we obtain 

64 :,y2x2"-4Ux=i. or zx2-~0x=(~) 2', 
i.e. 2x'-10x=z-G·Z'; hence, z2-40x+144=0. 

Answer: x1 =36; x2 =4. 
292. By the definition of

2
Jhe logarithm, the given equation is equivalent 

to 9-2X=23-x, or 9-2x=2x, whence 22x_g,2x+8=0. Solvir.g this equa
tion (quadratic equation in the unknown 2x), WC' find 

x1 =3; Xz=0 
Answer: x 1=3: xz=O· 
293. As in Problem 288, we get 

2 (4%-Lj- 9) 10 (2X-Lj-1) 
Noting that 

2x-2= 2x.2-2={·2x, 

we obtain the equation 
22X-2Q-2X+o4 =0 

whence, like in the preceding problem, we find xt =4; x 2 =2. 
Answer: x 1 =4; ;t'2 = 2. 
294. It is convenient to transpose the last term to tho right. Then, as in 

t+J_ ! I+J.. I 
Problem 288, we get 4·3 Zx=3x+27. Noling that 3 Zx=3·32\ we get 
the equation 

I I 

t2•3zx ==3x +27 
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I I I 

Putting 32x=z, we have 3%=(32%)2, and so, we get the equation z2-12z+ 
+27=0, with zl=9; z2 =3 being its roots. 

1 1 
Answer: Zt= 4 ; .x2 =2". 

295. Taking antilogarithms (cf. solution of Problem 288), we have 

3'\14X-j:T- 24 - vr;:n-
100 

The equation may be represented in the form 

_1_ ( 31!4X+l ___ 16_) ___ 2_ 
100 2 vr;:n- - 2 vr;:n-

Getting rid of the denominator, we obtain 

6'\14X-j:T-16=200, i.e. GV1x71=63, 
whence x=2. 

Answer: x 2. 
296. Represent the given equation in the form 

4log 2 + 2 log (.r- 3) =log (ix + 1) + log (x- 6) +log 3 

whence, taking antilogarithms, we find 
2' (x - 3)2 = 3 (ix + 1) (x - 6) 

The roots of this quadratic equation are x 1 !l; x2 = -3.6. The second root 
does not suit, since it yields x - 3 = -6.6, which means that the expression 
log (x - 3) has no real value !the same can be stated about the expressions 
log (ix + 1) and log(.< 6)]. 

Answer: x = 9. 
297. Represent the right member in the form 

-log, (0.2 - 0.2 .sx-3) = -log, 0.2 - logs (I - sx-3 ) 

Represent the addend (x - 3) in the form log5 sx-3• Transposing the terms, we 
get the equation 

or 
Jog5 120 + Jog5 &x-3 + Jog5 0.2 = 2 Jog5 (I - Sx-3) - Jog5 (I - 5X-3) 

Answer: x = 1. 
298. The given equations may be represented in the form 

f 26x+3 = 24u+~ 

'•+2 
lst+x-"=5-r-

Equating the exponents, we get the followin~ system 

3 1 
Answer: x =14; y=M. 

{ 
6x-4y 1 
x-3y=0 
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299. Taking antilogarithms of the first equation, we get the following 
system of equations: 

{ 

.ry=l 

x+y=~ 
1 1 

Answer: Zt-=3; Y1=3; X2"':::.3; Y2=3. 

300. In algebra, consideration is usually given only to the logarithms of 
positive numbers to positive base~, otherwise a number may have no (real) 
logarithm. Therefore, we consider the known quantities a and b (logarithmic 
b_ases) to be positive; the unknown quantities .r, y ("numbers") must also be posi
ttve. 

Taking antilogarithms, we find 

.xy 

The system has two solutions: 

(1) x oc ab2, 

(2) .r=.::.-abZ, 

a 
y= b2 

a 
y=-7)2 

But the second :-.olutiou does JJOl suit, :-incc at po:oitivc values of a and b, it 
yields negative values of x and y. 

Answer: x = ab2; y = 1~2 • 

301. Taking antilogarithms, we get the system 

x2+yZ x+y =B 
--w-=13, x-y 

7 . . 
from tbe second equation we find y = 9 x; substituting it linto the first 

equationt we have two solutions: 

(I) x1 =U, y1=7; (2) x, = - 9, y, = - 7 

The second solution does not fit, since it yields x + y < 0 and x - y < 0 
(see solution of Problem 300). 

Answer: x :o_--:: 9; y =---"- 7. 
302. Taking antilogarithm!", we have 

{ 
:r-y=xy 
x+u=l 

This system bas two solutions: 

-t+V5 
2 

-t-V5 
2 

3-V5 
YJ=--2--

3t-V5 
Yz.=--2--
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The first solution yields 

The second one gives us 

x-y=xy= -2-115 <O 
The second solution does not suit, since the base of the logarithms zy must 
be positive (see Problem 300). 

or 

-1+ 115. 3-115 Answer: z 
2 

, y=--
2
--. 

303. Taking antilogarithms, we get the following system 

{ 
x+y=a2 

xy=b-' 

This system has two solutions: 

a2_r_ Va4-4b4 
(f) Xj = 

2 
, 

a2- Va•-4b• (2) x,= 
2 

, 

Yt= az-V~ 
2 

a2+~ y,__ 2 

Considering the given quantities a and b to be positive (as the logarithmic bases), 
we must distinguish between the following two cases: 

(!) •' < 4b4, i.e. a < 11Tb, and (2) a• ;;. 4b'. i.e. a ;;. 11Tb. In the first 
.case the system bas no solution, since x and y are imaginary numbers. In the 
second t:ase x and y arc not only real, but also positiye, since both the sum 
x -:- y :::::. a2 and the product xy = b4 are positive. 

a2+ v a• -4b' a2-v~ 
Ansu·er: x= 

2 
; y= 

2 
• 

304. Taking antilogarithms of the first equation, we obtain the system 

Both solutions are suitable. 
a 9 9 a 

Auswer: (1) x1 =2', y1 ::-::: 2 a; (2) xz=2a, Ya=2· 

305. Since in the second equation the unknowns x andy are preceded by the 
logarithm symbols, both of them are positive (if n solution exists). As far as the 
quantity a is concerned, it may be negative as well (since the logarithm symbol 
is followed by the positive number a2). But in this case it should be written 
log (a') 2 log 1 a 1 instead of the equality log (a') = 2 log a. For the sake 
of brevity let us denote log x ~' X; logy "' Y; log 1 a I =A. Taking loga
rithms nf the first equation in the given system, we get the following system 

X+ Y = 2:1, X'+ Y.: =lOA' 
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Squaring the first equation and subtracting the second from it, we «et XY = = -3A 2 • Thus, we have an equivalent system e. 

X+Y=2A, XY=-3A'. 

Consequently, X and Y arc the roots of the equation z2 -2Az-3A2=0. Hence, 

one solution is X=3A, Y=-A, i.e. x=l•l3 , y=Th· The other solution 

isz=-
1
-, Y=l•l3• 1•1 

A check shows that both solutions suit. 
1 1 

Answer: .r1 =1 a 13, y 1 = TQT; x 2 =TQT, y,=l a 13. 
306, From the second equation we have y-x=CV2)'=4. Hence, 'y=x+4. 

Substituting it into the first equation, we get 3'·2'"=576 or ux·2'=576. 
Answer: :c=2; y=6. 
307. The given system may be written as 

Since :r and y must he positive, we get the follmving system 

{ ~=~b y 

v;; 
Answttr: x = va j/b; y = jib 

308. The given system may be written in the form 

log0 x+..!. loga Y = ~, 
whence 

3 3 3 3 

Multiplying them, v.re have x2/l. = a21l· or xy = ab. Divide the last equation 
by each of the previous one,. 

a2 b2 
Answer: x=b; y=a. 
309. The solution is similar to the preceding Ofl(l'. 

317') a 
Ansu·er: x =a y u2; y = b ViJ . 
310. [)sing the formula (a) (pa~e 142), write the first equation as 

I 
log,u-t-logvu =2, whence log0 u=1, 
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i.e. u = v. Substituting it into the second equation, we have u• + u - 12 = 0. 
Only positive solution is acceptable (see solution of Problem 300). 

Answer: u = v = 3. 

311. Put ';ra=u; then 

and 
X 

,r 2 r log., v a=logu u =-2 , 
jl<i 

similarly, 

logy Vb=f 
.Vb 

Consequently, the second equation may he written as 
x y a 
2+-z=-va 

We get the following system: 

{ 

z2+xy+y2=a~ 

x+y= V3 
which is equivalent to the given one. Squaring the equation (2), we get 

4a2 
x2+2xy+y2=_

3
_ 

Subtracting (!) from (2a), we find 

And so we obtain the system 

which has only one solution 

a2 
xy=T 

a2 
xy=T 

x=y= V3 

(1) 

(2) 

(2a) 

(2) 

(3) 

Note. When squaring an equation there is a probability of obtaining extra
neous solutions. It is just the case here: equation (2a) has extraneous solu-
tions as compared with equation (2). For instance, the values z=y=- Va 
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satisfy equation {2a), but do not .atisfy equation (2). In other words, the 
• 2 2x 2 4a2 • I I 2a equation x + Y+Y =-

3
- ts not eqmvaent to t1e equatton x---Y= 

1
/
3

; 

it is equivalent to two equations: .r + y ·"'" ~ and x -,- y = - ~. Never~ V3 . V3 
theless, the given system is equivalent to the system of equations x+y= 

Za aZ · tl I · tl t' ' 2a I = VJ 1 xy = T 1 smce w attl'r con tams IC cqua 100 x ·:- y = 1/3 - t le 

fact which eliminates the possibility of equality .r+y=- Za_ for a 9=0 
Vo 

( h . 2a d I 2a . 'd ) at a=O t e equations x+y= V 3 an x- ·y-=- V3" comc1 e . 

But had we taken instead of the system (2)-(3) the system (1)-(3), i.e. the 
system 

{I) 

{ 

xZ+xy+ y2 = a2 
a2 

Iy~J (3) 

it would not have been CfJUivalent to the given one. Indeed, in addition to 
the solution x= y=~, it would have had another solution :r---::y= -~. Va Va Thereforet when s'/uaring one or several cquationst it is always necessary either to clear out t w problem or equi\'alcncy, or to check by substitution 
the suitability of the solutions. 

a 
Answer: x=y= V3 . 
312. Taking into consideration the formula (b) on page 142 1 we have 

1 log4 z =Tlog2 x; therefore, the first equation is reduced to the form x = y2. 
Now we solve the system 

{ 

;r:::-:: y2 
.r2-;)y2+4=0 

Answer: x 1 = 4, y1 =;: 2; x2 1, !/:! 1. 
313. With the aid of the formula (b) on page t42 we may write the given 

system as 

1 
1 I 

log:! x+zlog2 y +2 Iog2 z=2 

log3y +{ log3 z +{ log:~xc.~2 

I 1 1 log, z +ylog, x +ylog, y=2 

Taking antilogarithms, we find 

(a) 
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Multiplying all the equations (a), we obtain 

whence 
(xyz)2 = 4·9·16 

xyz = 24 {b) 

(we take the arithmetical value of the root, since by virtue of the given equa· 
tions x, y, z must be positive). Square each of the equations {a) and then ~ivide 
them by (b). 

2 27 32 
Answer: x= 3 ; Y=tf i z= 3 . 

x-y 

314. From the first equation we find x+u=2~-Y 32 from the second, 
x+y=3·2x-v, consequently, 

x-y 

aT =3 or "'-;;Y =1 

Hence, x+ y=3-22=i2. 
A11$wer; x=1; y=5. 
315. The given system i• reduced to the following one: 

x+lf 7 -yO-=-:r• z2-y2=40 

Dividing the second equation by the first one, we get x-y,. 4; . Solving 

the system 

x+u=~ and x-u=!!=.. 
X 7 

we have x1 = 7, y 1 = 3; x 2 -7, Yz = -3. The roots x2 , y2 do not satisfy 
the second equ~tion of the given system, since the numbers x2 + y 2 and .x2 -
- y2 are negative. 

Answer: .z: = 7; y = 3. 
316. Represent the given system in the form 

2.x :>, 3U 
2v =2 'X 

wherefrom we get 
2x = 5+ 3y, ..:._= 1+2-2y 
y X y y 

Put .=._o:.-o::/; then from the first equation we have 2t2-5t-3=0; t1=3, 
y 

t, = - +, i.e . .:;- "" 3 or ~ -~ -+ . Hence we find the expressions x=3y 

and .r -+ y; :mh:-Jtituting them into the second equation, we find 

3 1 
Xt=-2, Yt=4; X2=2' Y2=:r 

3 1 
.·1nsu1er: x 1= -2. Yt=4; .rz:::::"'z• Yz=;r· 
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317. The given system is reduced to the following one: 

{~- 3y =5 
y X 

x+y=2 

From the first equation (see solution of Problem 316) we find.!..= 3 or .!. = _ _!_. 
y y :! 

Th d . . 3 l 2 e secon equatwn gives .x1=z, y1 = 2 ; xz' - , y2 =4. The roots .r2 • 

Yz are rejected. 
3 l 

Anst.Oer: x= 2 ) y= 2 . 
318. The given system is reduced as follows: 

{ 
v;u=4-v; 

2VXy=3+Vii 
Putting VX=u; VY=v~ we get uv=4-u; 2uv=3+v. 

Answer: Zt=4, !ft=1: xz=L yz=9. 
3t9. Re\\Tite the given system in the form 

ay = xP, bx = yq 

Since x and y must be positivt~ (as the logarithmic base::.). the original system 
is only solvable at positive values of a and b. From the first equation we find 

y = :'!:_ ; substituting it into the ~econd equation, we get :cpq = aqbx. RejectinO' a o 

the root x = 0 (since x must be positive), we obtain the equation xPq-1 = aqb. 
If pq = 1, then this equation eithf'r has no solutions (for aqb =F 1), or is an 
identity (at a•b = 1). In the latter case the original system bas an infinite 

xp 
number of solutions (x is an arbitrary number, and y = 0: ; or y is an arbitra-

l/' ry number, and x =-c /; ). If pq :=f:. 1, then we get the following solution: 

:c=pq-.)/;Jib, y-..:.:. pq-~bva 

Answer: x= 111 -Ya(1b, y=rq-y·b1'a (pq :f::- 1). 

Arithmetic Progression 

CHAPTER V 

PROGRESSIONS 

320. By hypothesis, a 1 '~ 5, d = 4. Substituting these values into (3) and 
performing some transformation;;, we get the equation 

2n' + 3n - 10 877 = 0 
Its roots are: n1 = 73 and Tlz 

Answer: 73 tenns. 
-74.5, only the fonner being suitable. 
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321. By hypothesis, 

a1 + (a1 + d) + (a1 + 2d) + (a1 + 3d) = 26 

a1 (a1 + d) (a1 + 2d) (a, + 3d) = 880 

The first equation gives 4a1 + 6d = 26, whence a, = 
13

-;-3d. Substituting 

it into the second equation and simplifying the parenthesized expressions, we 
get 

13-3d. 13-d • 13+d. 13+3d =880 
2 2 2 2 

Getting rid of the denominator and multiplying the numerators (it is most 
convenient to multiply the first numerator by the fourth and the second by the 
third), we find: 

9d4 - 1690d'' + 14 481 = 0 

Denoting the roots of this biquadratic equation by d', d", d"', d' 1
", we find 

d'-3·d"--3·dm_VTI\09 dd""- 111609 · f th · - , - , - 3 an ----
3
-, rom e equatiOn a1= 

13-3d 
~ we find the corresponding values of the first term: 

, ') • 11 m 13- lii6i'ffi at=-; al::..:::: ; at= 2 a''" 
I 

Answer: the problem has four solutions: 

(1) 2; 5; 8; 11; 14; .. . 

(2) 11; 8; 5; 2; -1; .. . 

(3> 13-1ii6ii9 . 39- 1ii6ii9 . 
2 t {} • 

39+ 1/i6i'ffi 
u ; 

13+ 1/1609 . 
(4) 2 ' 

39 + V'i6i'ffi . 
6 ' 

39- llliilili . 
6 ' 

13 + lli6i'i9 
2 

13 + 1/i6i'ffi . 

13- VTI\09 . 
2 

:122. Denoting "P and oq by a 1 and d, we g<•t (by hypothesis) the following 
system: 

Hence, d -I and at 

a,. = (p 

AnsU'er: an ;:;-:-.- p + q - n. 

{ 
a1 + d (p 
a1 + d (q 

1) = q 
1) p 

p + q- t. By the fonnula (1) we find: 

q- 1) - (n -- 1) p + q n 

323. Nat ural two-digit numbers fonn an arit hmeUc progression with com-
mon differenced 1; its fir::;t tPrm a 1 JO, and the last one an= 99. By the 
formula (1) we find tht.~ number of term~ n HO. The formula (2) gives: 

(I0-!-9!l)·90 
4905 

Answer: 4905. 
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324. Let us denote the odd numbers by n, (n + 2), (n + ·'f), U). Then the even numbers ('.ontained h<•hyec>n them will be (n ~ t), (n (n + 5). By hypothesis, 
n2 + (n + 2)2 + (n + 4}2 + (n +G)' (n + 1}2 + (11 + :lJ' + (n+5J'+48 or 

n2+f(n +2)2-(n + 1)2] + [(n + 4)2-(n +3J2J + {(n -Lfij2- (n -'-5\'J -4R -~ () 
whence 

n2 + (2n + J} + (2n + 7) + (2n + 11) - !,~ c- 0 
or 

nZ. +(in- 27 0 

Hence, n 3 or n = -0. 
Answer: (1) 3; 5; 7; 9 or (::?) -n: -7; ~:--; -:J. 
325. The terms a2 ~ a,; a1; ... ; a20 con~titutC' an arithmC'Iic prog-r(·~~ion with common difference 2d aJHl 1l1P numb£'r of tf'rms 10. l'~iug- the formula (:11 (in which a1 should be replac('d by a2 and d, by 2d), wt~ find 

r:>n,4-2d.9) 10 " 50 
2 

i.e. 

Substituting a2 = a 1 + d, we have 
a 1 + H!d = 25 

In the same way, procN?ding from the pro~res.~ion n 1 ~ a]: a_,: 
in the same way 

Ot + fJt} =- 22 

{a) 

a 1 ._.,, "e find 

(b) 
From (a) and (b) W(' mar find o 1 and d, and then all tl1e terms of the progres~ sion. But since it is required to find th(' nwdium t(•nns only, i.e. a 1(l a 1 + 9d. and a 11 = a 1 + 10d, then from (a) and (b) we imm('di<'ttely have: a1n = 22 and 

au= 25. 
Answer: the medium t('rm~ are equal to 22 and 2S, r(':<pcctiYely. 326. Put b1 = (a + .r} 2 • 1,, ~· (n" + .r'). b, = (a - x} 2• \\"0 find b2 -- b1 = b3 - bz. = -2a.r. Ih•n<'e, tlw terms bt, h2 , b3 constitutP an arithmetic progression with common diff<•rNICe d -2a.r. By thC' formula {:J) WP haYe 

[21n-+.r)2-2n.r(n-flln __ 1 2 +('l ) , Sn-· ;:! -a .-nax 1 x2Jn 

Answer: Sn=fa2+(3-n)ax--4-.72Jn. 
327. By the formul<l OJ \\'t> have 

St 2a 1 1-d(n 1-1) •fit 

ll-o1338 
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or s, d 
nt=•t+;r(n,-1) 

s, =a1 -t-1-- (n.-1) 
Tl2 2 -

!.!.=at+~ {lls-1) 
Tl3 ' 2 

Multiplying the obtained equalities by (11 2 -n3), (n3-n1) and (n 1-n2), re&

pect ively, and adding the products, we find: 

.::i_(llz-113) (n,-n 1)+ 
53 

(n1-n2)= 
n 1 n 2 n3 

=at ((n2 -ns)+(ns-nt)+(n 1-n,)l+ 

d 
+;r [(n1-1) (n2-n3)+(n2-1) (n3-n,l+(n3-l)(n1 -n2)j 

The bracketed expre.,:;iom are identically equal to Zl'l'O, consequently, 

~(n.--n 3)+ S, (n3-n1)-'-
83 

(n 1-n.)==0 
Fit - • ' nz ' llJ -

which compiL•h's the prm~f. 
:32B. By hypotlw~b. SF!...::.: [,S 5 • Expre::-sing 5 5 and 8 1(\ by the formula_(3) 

and taking into accuuut that o1 = 1, we find 

(2+9d) 10 .. (2~-'frl).) 
o·--2--

\\'hem'P rl -:t 
Ansll'a: -l-1· -'1 • -5· -8; ... 
:l2H. By hyp~thP~i~, , 

S 
., , (~a 1 +d(n-1)]n .

1
, 

n=·'~'l .. or 2 
= .. 11'" 

0, tlwn, rPducing this equation by n, we ~et 2a1 + dn - d ~ 6n or 

:2a 1 - d = (6 - d) n (a) 

By hypothr~i~. the equality (a) mu:::t be :::atisfit~d at any rt, but the left member 

o( (a) contains non. w}l('ft>as the ri~ht. member Yarie::- with n, provided the factor 

6- db non-Zt'ro. Only in tht' ra~e G- d ::..~_ 0 the right membPr is independent 

of n (i.~ <'qual to zero), therefore wo must havC' d = (i, Then from (a) we find 

. d '~ 
2a 1 - d '- 0, I.e. tlt = 2 '- · 

:lnsJCa: 3; D; 15; :21; ..• 
:~30. The mnnlwrs which are not exactly divi~ihh' by 4, yielding the remain~ 

dt>r 1, have the form l1k ~- 1 (k-any natural number). They form an arithmetic 

prngre:-:~ion with c<Jmmon diffl'rrnrP lt. The fir~t hHH.ligit number of this form 

i . ., 1:1 (it is nbt.ainPd at k ~)}: tlw last one i~ 97. Dy the formula (1), where 

a, 1:',, a,, Bi. and d ·~. \H' fi11d 11 = 22. The formula (.1) yields the requir-

('d :-.um. 
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To determine for what Yalues of k the numbers of the form 4k + 1 will be two-digit, we may also make use of the following system of inequalities: 

{
4k+1 > 10 
4k+1 <tOO 

wherefrom we find 2 { <;;: k < 24 { ; hence, 1: may have values equal to 3; 41 
5; .•. ; 24, the total number of which n = (24 - 3) + 1 = 22. 

Answer: 1210. 

Geometric Progression 

331. The geometric mean of two (positive) numbers a and b 1s a positive number x determined from the proportion a : x x : b. To insert three geometric means between the numbers 1 and 25G means to find the three numbers u2, u3 , u, which satisfy the conditions: 

1 : u 2 = Uz : UJ = U 3 : u, = Ufo : 256 
Hence, the numbers u1 = 1, u2 , u3 , u4 aud u5 = 256 form a gl·ometric progression. By the formula of the nth term of the progression, 256 = 1-q'. 

This equation bas one positive root q = :/ .. 256 = 4 (-4; +4i; -4i are discarded, since they are not suitable). !\'ow, by the same formula, we find: u2 = 4: 
u3 = 16; u4 64. 

Answer: 4; 16; 64. 
332. By hypothesis, u1 + u3 = 52 and ui = 100, or u2 = ±10. By the property of the geometric progression, lltUJ = ui = 100; hence, u1 and u3 are the roots of the equation u2 52a + 100 0, whence u} = 50 and ui = 2. or u! = 2 and u'; = 50. 
Answer: (1) 50; 10; 2, or {2) 50; -10; 2, or the same numbers followiw; 

in the revcr.se order. 
333. By hypothe;b: (1) u3 - u1 = 9 and (2) 115 - u, = 36. Using tho formula u Utqn-1, rewrite these equations in the form: (1) u 1q

3 - u1 = U; (2) 111q' "- u,q' 36. Dividing (2) hy (1), we get q' 4, hence, q = ±2: from (1) we find: u1 = 3. 
Answer: (1) 3; 6; 12: 21,; 48; ... 

(2) 3; -f); 12; -24; 48; 

334. By hypothesis, u 1+u4 =27 and Uz.UJ=72; but sluce 
or u2u3 = u1u4, we have a S)-stcm of two equations: 

(I) u 1 + u, = 27 and (2) u1u, = 72 
whence u1 = 3 and u, = 24, or u1 = 21 and u, = 3. From the formula u, = = u1q' we find q = 2, or q = 1/2. 

Answer: 3; 6; 12; 24, or in the reverse order: 24; 12; 6i 3. 335, By hypothesis: (I) u1 + u, = 35 and _(2) u, +u, = 30. As in Problem 333, for determining q we get the following equation 
1+q3 35 
~=w 
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or, when reduced, 
1-q+q2 7 

q G 

We find: 
(1) q = 3/2; Ut = 8; (2) q = 2/3; Ut = 27. 

We get two progressions: 
(1) 8; 12; 18; 27; 40.5; ... 

1 
(2) 27; 18; 12; 8; 53; 

whose first four terms are equal, but follow in the reverse order. 

Answer: 8; 12; 18; 27. 
336. In the second of the giwn sums we replace each term by the preceding 

one multiplied by q (by the definition of the geometric progression). We obtain 

or 
Utq + Uzq + usq + u4q + usq = 62 

q (u1 + Uz + u 3 + u4 -!- u5) = 62 

lly hypothesis, the parenthesized expression is equal to 31; hence, q=2. Using 

u1 (q"-1) u 1 (2'-1) 
the formula Sn= q 

1 
, We have 31 =--;r=r-, wherefrom Ut=l 

Answer: 1; 2; 4; 8; ... 
337. By hypothesis, we haYe: 
(1) Uz + UJ + Uta + Ur, 19.5; (2) Ut + U 2 + U 3 + u4 :;::;: 13 

The problem is similar to the preceding one. 
Answer: u 1 1.6 nnd u5 = 8.1. 
:l38. The tenus u4 and u,, aro equidistant from the hC'ginning aud the end 

of the given S('Qut>ncc; therefore u4u6 = u1uo. Since. by hypothesis, u1u9 2304, 

then u4Jtn = 2:104: be~ides, also by hypothesis, u1, + u0 120. From these 

two equations we find ~~~ = 24; lt6 = 96, and u; = 96; u~ = 24. Let us take 

the first ~olution. lly the f11rmula un = u1qn-1 we have: 

(1) 24 = u1q3; (2) 9G u1q' 

Dividing (2) by (1). we find q' = 4, whence q = 2 or q = -2. In the !ir.t case 

the equation (1) yields u1 = 3, in the second, u.1 ~3. In the first case the 

nine terms of the progre~sion are: 

3~ 6~ 12; 24; 4B; 96; 192; 38ft; 768; 

in the second: 
-:l; 6; --12; 24; -48; 96; -192; 384; -768 

Taking the solution u; :::-~·- 90; u; = 24, we find the same two sequences of the 

terms, but in the reverse order. 
Answer: (1) Ut 3; q = 2 

(2) "• = -3; q = --2 
(3) u, 768; q 1/2 
(4) u1 ·= -7US; q = -1/2 

339. llv hypothesis: (1) u1 + u, + u, = 12!i nnd (2) u,u2 u3 = 13 824. 

Since u2 is~the geometric mean of u1 and u3 , we have u,u~ = ui; therefore instead 

of (2) we may write u! = 13 824, whence u, = i' 13 824. Iu the given case, by 

factoring 1:1 824, it is easy to find that u2 = 24. Substituting it into (1) and (2), 
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we get the following syHem of equations: u1 + u3 = 102; u1u3 576. Solving 

it, we find: Ut ti; UJ = 96, and Ut = nG: UJ = G. Thus, we get two progres

sions: 6; 24; 96, and 96; 24; 6, which differ only in the order of the terms. 

Answer: 6; 24; 96. 
340. It follows (by hypothesis) that the sum of the even terms is twice that 

of the odd terms, i.e. 
u2 +u4 +ttr,+ ... +u2n -'> 

u1 +ur1-u:.+ ... + u:n-1- ... 

Replacing the terms u:!; u~; u~;; ... ; u:;11 by the Pxpressiom. u2 = u1q; u, = 
= U3q; ••• ; u2n =-' Uz11 _,q, we find q :::-..:_ 2. 

Answer: q = 2. 

Infinitely Dct·reasing Gcom<'tric Progression 

341. To prove the fact that the given numbers con~titule a de<'n.'a:'ing geo

metric progression we have to clwck whether the ratio .... ~ llnd ~an~ equal and 
u1 u2 

whether each of them is less than unity. \\'('have: 

u, . 112+1 I V2+t I 
O> u;-=2-112. 112-t. 112{lf2-l)'V2-t=2+V~ 

u3 1 2-112 (2--V:i)(2+ lf2) 1 

(2) u,=y 2 2(2+112) =2+112 

Since ~=..!!:..!=q,_-c;;--1 -_-<1, th(• given numbers 
Ut U2 2+ \1 2 

form a decreasing 

geometric progres~ion. By the formula of il5 sum we find 

vz+t W2+t>(z+ v:n 
S'- (112-t) (I- 2-!-lV2) -" (\12-1)(\12+1) 

Answer: S =4+3lf2. . 
342. As in the prec('dint{ problem, we fmd thal the bracketed expressiou 

is equal to 3 (1!_3- 2} . ThP whoh~ expres:-5iou then !:tkes the form 

va-t 
{ 1/:i S) :J('V3-z) 12 -G(\I;i+ 1) 
4 + '1/3-1 .· 

Answer: -G(\13+1). 
343. By hypothesis, 

32 
u1 =4 and u3 - us""""'Bt 

By the formula un=u 1qu-t we get from the second equality 
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Taking into account that u1 = 4, we get the biquadratic equation 81q4 - 81q2 + 

+ 8 = 0, whose roots are: q1,2 = ± zr and q,,, = ± t . The negative 
roots are not suitable, since, by hypothesis, all the terms are positive; both 
positive roots are suitable, since they are less than unity. And so, we get two 
onfinitely decreasing progressions. 

Answer: S' = 12 (3 + 2 V2J and S" = 6. 
344. By hypothesis, 

u1 + u, = 54 and u2 + u3 = 36 
Using the formula un = u1qn-1, we get a system of two equations: 

{ 
u1+utq3=54 or {u,(1+q)(1-q+q')=54 

u1q+u1q2=36 u 1q(1+q)=36 
Dividing (I) by (2), we obtain the equation 

1-q+q2 3 
2 

(1) 
(2) 

whence q, = 2 and q2 = 1/2• Tho suitable root is q2 = { < 1. We find from 
{2) u, = 48. 

Answer: S = 96. 
345. First method. By hypothesis, 
(1) u, + u, + u, + ... = 36 
(2) u, + "• + u, + . . . 12 

The terms of the first and the second sums also constitute infinitely decreasing 
progressions with one and the same common ratio q?.. The first term of the first 
progression is equal to uh the first tenn of the second ~progression, to u 2 , i.e. 
to u1q. Expressing the sums of the first and second progressions by the formula 
for the sum of an infinitely decreasing progression (where instead of q we take 
q', and instead of u1 in the second case we take u1q), we obtain (1) 

1 
~'q• 36 

and (2) 1 ~~2 = 12. Dividing (2) by (1), we get q = 1/3, and from the first 
equation we find u1 = 32. 

Second method. Since u2 = u1q, u, = u3q and so on, then instead of u2 + + u, + u, + ... = 12 we get u1q + u3q + u,q + ... = 12, or 
q (u 1 + u3 + u, + ... ) = 12 (I) 

Dividing the expression u1 + u3 + u5 + ... = 36 by (1), we find q = ~. 
On the other hand, the sum of all the terms of the progression is 12 + 36 = 48. 
By the formula for the sum of an infinitely decreasing progression we have 

whence Ut.:;:;;: 32. 
32 32 

Amwer: 32; 3 ; 9 ; 

48~---';-
1-3 
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346. By hypothesis, 

Ut + Uz + u3 + ... = 56; ui + ui + u5 + . . . 448 

The addends of the second sum also form an infinitely decreasing geometric 
progression with the first tenn uf and common ratio q2• Expressing the sums of 
these progressions~ we get 

or 
u 1 =56 (I- q) 

ul = 448 (I - q2 ) 

Dividing (2) by (1), we find 
u1 = 8 (I+ q) 

Eliminating u1 from the equations (1) and (3), we get 

8 (I + q) = 56 (I- q) 

3 
whence q = T. From (1) we find u1 = 14. 

3 

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Answer: u 1 = 14, q = T. 
347. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 

and q we get the following sy~tC>m of equation~: 
For determining u1 

(1) 

(2) 

Eliminating u1 from th(•~c l'quatiuns, we get the equation 3q2 
- 10q + 3 = 

l I . . l 
= 0. Out of its two roots only one, name Y q = 3, IS smtab e (the other, q 

= 3, being more than unity). From the equation (1) we find u1 = 2. 
2 2 

Answer: 2; "3; g; ... 
348. Solved in the same way as Problems 346 and 347. To determine u, 

and q we obtain the following system of equations: 

{ 

u1q=li 
u1 1 ui 

1-" =s·1-q" (2) 

(1) 

Equation (2) is equivalent to the equation Ut = 8 {1 + q). Eliminating ut 
from the system u1q U, u1 8 (1 + q), we get the equation 4q' + 4q _ 
- 3 = 0 with two roots: q1 = -:~::l, qz = 1/2. but the first root is not suitable 
since its ab:;olute value is more than unity. From (1) WH find u1 12. • 

Aruwer: 12i G; a; ... 
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Arithmetic and Geometric Progressions 

349. By hypothesis, we find: 

d 16 - 14 = 2; a1 = 14 - d = 12 
a1 + a2 + a 3 = 12 + 14 + 16'= 42 

Consequently, in the required geometric progres5ion (1) q 2 and (2) u1 + + utq -f- u 1q2 = 42, whence u1 = 6. 
Answer: 6; 12; 24; ••• 
350. The first three terms of the geometric progression are: 3; 3q; 3q'. By 

hypothesis, a 1 = 3; a2 = 3q + 6; since a.3 - az = a:;: - ail we ha\"e a3 = 2az -
a1 = 6q ..l.. 9. By hypothesis, this third term is equal to the third tenn of 

the geometric progres...,ion, i.e. 3q2• Thu~. we get the equation 6q + 9 = :1q2• 
whMe roots are: q 3 and q ;.c...: -1. In the first ca5e the geometric progression 
is 3; 0; 27; ... and the arithmetic one is 3; 15; ~7; •••• In the second ca~e 
we gPt two sequences of numbers: 3; -3; 3; -3; ... and 3; 3; 3; ... 'vhich 
may he considt>red rc:-pectively as a geometric progre~sion with common ratio 
q --1, as well as an arithmetic progression with common difference d = 0. 

Answer: (1) 3; 15; 27; ... ; 3; 9; 27; ... 
(2) 3; 3; 3; ... ; 3; -3; 3; -3; ... 

351. The prnblem is similar to the preceding ont". By hypothesis, a1 = u 1 = :1; consequt•ntiy, z:.1 = 5q2 ; u5 = 5q4• Then. also by hypothesis. a4 = u 3 = 
5q2

; a 16 =~ us = 5rl. Hence: (1) 5q2 =~ 5 + 3d, (2) 5q4 = 5 + 15d. Elimi
nttting d, we g-et the equation q4 5rP -!- 4 = 0, whence q':. 4 or q2 1. 
Since a4 = 5q2 , the fourth term of the arithmetic progression is equal to 20 in 
the first ca::oe. and to 5 in the second . 

.Vote. In either of thc~e cases we obtain two different grometric progre5sion~. 
the arithmetic progre::sions being the same. Namely, in the first case we have 
the following geometric progressions: 5; 10; 20; ... and 5; -10; 20; ... , tlu~ 

arithmetic progression (with common difference d = 
592

;
5 

= 5) being 5: 

tO; 15; 20; .... In the ~eeond case we get 5; 5; 5; ... and 5; -5; 5; -5; .. . 
the corre~ponding arithmetic progre~sion containing equal tenus: 5; 5; 5; ... . 

Answer: 20 or 5. 
3:l2. By hypothe.::5i:-:. a, = ut; a2 = u1q; a7 u1q2, wherefrom we find: 

(I) d ~~a,- a, ~ u, (q- 1) and (2) 6d = a1 - a1 = u1 (q'- 1). Eliminating 
d, we gel u, lq' 1) = Ou1 (q - 1). Since u1 ~ 0, then q' - 1 = 6 (q - 1), 
whence q 5 or q = 1. From the condition u1 + u1q + u1q2 = 93 we find 
u 1 = 3 and u. 1 =~H. respectively. 

Answer: (1) 3; 15; 75, (2) 31; 31; 31. 
353. By the formula (2) on page 32 we find a1 = 729; consequently, in the 

geometric progression we have: u1 a 1 = 1; u7 == a1 = 729. It is required 
to find the medium term which is the fourth one both from the beginning and 
from the end. Hence, the first term u" the required medium term u~ and the last one u. 7 form a contitmed proportion: u1 : u4 = u~ : u7 • Hence, ui = u 1u 1 and uJ 729. 

Answer: u4 = ±27. 
354. By hypothesis, a 1 ·f~ a2 + a3 15. Since a2 - a 1 = a3 - a2 , then 

2a2 = a 1 + a:~o and from the given condition we have 2a2 ·+ a2 = 15. Hencet 
a2 = 5. Then a 1 = 5 - d; a2 5; a3 = 5 + d and. by hypothesis, u 1 = a1 + + 1 = 6 - d; uz a:+ 4 9; uJ = aJ--:- 19 = ::!4 + d. Since u¥ = Utll3~ 
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we ha\'e 
9' '-0 (u - d) (24 -:- dl 

whence we find d 3, a1 2 or d = -21, a1 = 26. 
Answer: (I) 2; 5; 8. (2) ~6; 5; -IG. 
355. By hypothe~is. a 1 --= u1 + t; a 2 ..o::~ Uz ....;.... D;T a 3 = U;J + :-1; hence a 1 -t-+ a2 + a3 = (u1 + u2 + 11:1) + (1 + fj+ :3). t•r. by virtue of tlw?.condition 

u, + u2 + u, = 26, we get -

a 1 + Uz + a3 ~-:;: 2fi + J{) 3f) 

Then proceed in tlJC sam(~ way a~ iu the precelling problem. 
Answer: 2; 6; 18 or 18; G; 2. 
356. Suppose the required n11mher~ an•: u1; u 1q: u1q2 ; then. by hypothe"i~. 

the numbers u" u1q and (11 1q2 - 64) constitute an arithmetic pr{lgres.~ion and, 
consequently, 

(I) 

Furthermore, by hypotlw~i~. tl1l' HlllfliJer:- u 1; (u 1q - 8); (u 1r1 2 - G·'fl form a 
geometric progression and. consequent!~·. 

(u 1q - 8) : 11 1 = (u 1q' - G4) : (u,q - 8) (2) 

After simplifications the system of equations (1) aud (2) tal<€'s the form 
ILt {t/'-2q + 1) :;,.- (},'!, Uj (q- 4) = 4 

l li r: ,I !.. w JCnce q = 13 and u 1 = !T or q .; anu u 1 - , 

Answer· (I) ~ · 32 · fi/H (''I 4· 20· 100. 
· 9 ' n • u · - · ' 

357. Suppose the required uumber:s arC': u1. Uz and 11 3 • 

the terms of a geometric progres~iou, then 
If these numbers an~ 

ui u 1u3 (I) 

and if they are the term:; of an arithnwtic progres!'iou, then 

2u:! u, + u 3 {2) 

Eliminating u2 from (1) aud (2), we Hud (u, + u;l):! = 4utu 3 or (u 1 u3):.-: 0. 
whence u1 = u 3 , and from (2) we fiud u2 u,. Hence, u1 = u2 u 3• 

Answer: possible, if tlte three numbers arc equal. 

CHAPTEH V1 

COMBINATORICS AND NEWTON'S BINOMIAL THEOREM 

Notation: 
A~=total number of permutations of m elements taken nat a time 
Pn =total number of permutations of n elemetns 
C~ =total number of combinatious of m elemeuts taken n at a time 

Th+t =C~ahxm-lt is (k+ J)th term of the expansion of the .binomial (x +a)m 
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358. By hypothesis, 

Pn 0.1 or 
pni2 --a 

1·2·3 ... n 

1·2·3 ... n (n+1) (n+2) 
1 

30 

whence (n+1) (n+2)=30. The roots of this equation are: n1=4, n2 = -7. 

The second root does not suit. 
Answer: n=4. 
359. By hypothesis, 5C~ = q., or 

5n (n-1) (n-2) (n+2)(n+1l n (n-1) 
1·2·3 1·2·3-4 

·whence 

5(n-2) (n+2)(n+1J 
4 

Answer: n1=14; n2=3, 
360. The required term 

I 

( 
a )8 2 16·15-14-13·12-11-10-9 

Tg=(- 1J•Cf, x (x )S= 1·2·3·4·5·6·7·8 

as 
Am>wer: 12 870 "'Xi'" . 

3!l!. We have 

T,.+I=C~, (-} Va)" ( }V<i2)'2
-n 

This expression coutains a to the power T + 2 ( 12
3
- n). By hypothesis, 

n 2(12-n) 
-z+--3--=7, whence n=6, i.e. n+1=7. 

Answer: the seventh term. 
362. We have 

~ /-b- n v-.- ?1-n 21-n-!!.. .!!.. -~ 
T,. •• =Gq,(v va) ( Vb t =q,a 3 •.b2 6 

, . n 21-n 21-n n 
i3y hypothests, 2 ---

6
-=--

3
--6 , whence n=9 . 

• • Answer: the tenth term. 
I 1 

363. Alter simplification we get (a3-a- 2) 10• We have: 

1 t 10-n n 

Tn+t=( -l)n Cj~ (a- Z)n (aJ)tO-n=(-1)" cr,a-3-- Z 

. 10-n n 
By hypothests, --3--z-=0, whence n=4. 

Answer: T, = 210, 
364. Let x be the exponent of the first binomial. Then the sum of the bino

mial coefficients is zx. The sum of the binomial coefficients of the second bino-
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mial is 2x+3. \\'e get the equation 

2X + 2X+3 = 144; 2X (1 + 8) = 144; 2·< = 2'; X = 4 

Answer: 4 and 7. 

365, We have 

455 
Answer: X3. 

m(m-1) 
--

1
-.

2
--= 105, whence m=l5; then 

r •• =(-1)12Cli ( ;3x) 12 (~x)3 = ~35 

366. By hypothesis, c~l = CM, lwncc. m = 15. Then we have 

T -en _ (x2)t&-n -C" anz3o-3n ( a )" n+l- 1~ X - g, 

6y hypothesis, 30-3n=0, n= 10. 
Answer: _T 11 = 3003ato. 

367 B h h 
. Cln 14 • y ypot ests, Cfn =3• i.e. m2 -5m-50=0, whence m=10 (the 

~oot m-= -5 is not suitable). The medium term 

T6 =Cf0 (-1)• ( v V~ r Vjfa)
6 = -252 

Answer: the medium (sixth) term is -252. 
m(m-1) 

368. By hypothesis, !+m + 
1

_
2 

46. Theu solved in the same ""Y 

.as Problem 367. 
Answer: the required (seventh) term T1 = 84. 
369. By hypothesis, 2m= 128, whence m = 7. \\'e have 

-.!!. !(7-n) 
T n+1 =C~':.t J z2 

n 3 , tiy hypothesis, -T+T (7-n)=5, \\hence n=3. 

Answer: the required (fourth) term 1'4 =35x•. 

370. We have u,=u1q•= +<l+il'· The multiplicand is equal to 

' i! . I h p:=-=r=-i. Accordtng to tbe binomia t eorem the factor (1+i)5 1s. 

equal to 1+5t+10t2+10t3+5i•+t5 • l!enco, 
u6 = -t - 5i2 - 10i3 - 10i' - 5t6: - i 0 

Now replace the powers of imaginary unit by their expressions: 
t2 = -1.; t3 = fli = -i; i' = t3t = -it = -/~1; 

i6 = t-'t=i; i 6 = -1 
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Note. In the given example, where the base is 1 + i (or, in general, when the
ba•e is a binomial of the form a ± ai), involution may be done in a much 

simpler way. Namely, square 1 + i. We get (1 + <)' = 2i, hence (1 + t)• = 
= (1 + 1)4 ·(1 + i) = (21)2 ·(1 + i) = -4 (1 + i). 

Answer: u6 = -4 + 4i. 

371. \Ye have u, = i ( 1 + + r. Since + = -i, u1 = i (1 - i)6• The~> 

we may proceed in the same way as in the preceding problem. We may find the 
modulus and argument of the product of six factors, each being equal to 1 - i. 

The modulus of the quantity 1 - i is Vf. the argument being equal to -45°. 

Hence, the modulus of the product is equal to ("V3fJ' = 8, and the argument, 
to G (-45°) = -2i0". Consequently, 

(I - i)0 8 {cos (-2i0°) + i sin (-2i0°)] = Bi 

:1nswer: u1 = -8. 
372. ~y _typ~the~s', th~ numbers Ch; Ch; C~ form an arithmetic progression. 

Hence. (,11 I en= -Cn., }.(', 

r n(n-i)(n-2) <) n(n-1) 
n,- t) =.:..·--2--

~im·(' n * 0, both numbers of the equality can be divided by n. 'Ve get the 
equation n 2 

- flu + 14 0 with the roots n1 = I and n2 = 2. The second root 

is not suitable, since at n = 2 the expansion of the binomial has only three 
terms, whereas. by hypothesis, there is a fourth tenn. 

,-lnswer: n = 7. 
373. Solved in the same way as tbe preceding problem. On reducing by 

"(n-1)(",-;-
2

) (n-
3) (this number is non-zero, since, by hypothesis, 11 > 6) .. 

we get nZ-2\n-'--98=0 . 
. 4nswer: n ==- g_ or n = 7. 

4 x-1 5-: 

374. Rewrite the first addend in parentheses in the form a5- X =a 57; 
x-t 2x 

the seeond, in thC' form a·ax+t =ax+t. The fourth term of the expansion is 

"l~~ +..!::.._ 
56a · x+l. lly hypotheRis. 56a "+1 =56a5· 5• Consequently, 

5-x +~=5.5 
x x+1 

Ansr.oer: x =- 2 or x = -5. 
:n;), Hep1·esent the givt'n expression in the form 

x- t 2(3-x) 

(2--x +2""T=X""J6 

By hypothesis, 
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f.e. 
t,(x-1; fl(3-x) ---+---2 x 4-x =2" 

Hence, 
4(x-1) + 4(3-x) = 4 

x 4-x 

Answer: x = 2. 
I I 

376. The seventh term T7 of the expansion of the binomial (23 +3- 31x " 

I I 

T,=q(23)x-6(3 3)6 

and the seventh term from the end is 
I I 

r;=ct (23), (3- 3)x-6 

onsequently, 
1 1 x-12 

r,: r;=(23)(x-6)-6(3-3)6-(x-6)=2-,- (\ 

.Y-12 x-12 
-- t -- x-12 

fly hypothesis, 6 "• =•T, i.e. (i 3 =6-1, Hcnre, --
3
-c.··. -1. 

Answer: x = 9. 
377. By hypothesis.C5r3 (xlo::P-")2=106, i.e. 10x3+2 logx=106 or .r 3 +~ logx=105. 

Taking logarithms of this equation, we get {3 +2lo~ ..r) lo4" x ~s. Solving 
the last equation, we get 

(log x1) 
5 

and (log x 2) = - T 

-! 1 
Answer: Xt=10; x 2=10 2=----

100 VIU 
378. By hypothesis, 

3 lo,!!x+7 

c~(VX)Iugx+t (1j -;:)3 ~200, i.e. zo./•<Iogx+t>"'"""200 

Dividing both member::: of this equation by 20 and then taking logarithms, we 
get after simplifications 

(log x)' + 3 log x - 4 = 0 

Hence, (log x 1) = t, (log x,) = -4, 
Answer: x 1 = tO: x2 = 0.0001. 
379. Solved in the same way as the pr('ceding problem. We ~et the equation 

xlog x-2 = 1000. Taking logarithms of the obtainl'd equality, \\"t' find 
(log x 1) =· 3 and (log .r,) -t. 

Answer: x1 = 1000; z 2 = 0.1. 
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380. Solved in the same way as the two previous problems. 
1 

Answer: x1 = 10; x:!= VW . 
1 381. Answer: x 1=100; x2 = JfTOO. 

382. Answer: x, = 1000; x2 = ;W . 
383. By hypothesis, 

where 
4-2.1i 

T h+2 = C7! 1 x-3-

(&) 

l h . h 6-21:. . l h t 4-2k By 1ypot ests, t e exponent -
3
- IS twtce as arge as t e exponen -

3
-. 

i.e. t;-;; 2
k=2· 4

-;; 2
1:, whence k=l. Then, after •implifications, the equa

tion (a) takes the form: 
4 2 

2x3-u)i +5=0 

t st> thr substitution y. 
"\/? 

Answer: x1 =..--:-5V5; x2=T· 
:i84. By hypothesis, SC}n ""= Cfu, consequently, we ha,·e the equation 

5
m m (m-\)(m-2) 

1·2·3 
Since m -=?= 0, both members of the equation can he divided by m. \\"e get m1 = = 7 and m~ -....::: --4. The ::;econd root is not suitable, because m should he a posi~ 
ti\'t' inte1-!<'r. 

By hypothesis, T4 = 7-20; hence, 
x x-1 

c~ 12- 3)s 12::1'= t-<o 

:1:--:.~). By hypothP:'is, we ha,·e c~~-m=:20; m <;~;t)_m=~o. Out of the 
t wn root~ m 1 "'-"" K and rn~ = o -5 only the fir:::t one is suitable, since the expo.. 
nent. of the hinominl is assumed to be a positinJ integer. Rewl'ite the bino-

;\' 3 5 X 

utial iu th(' form (2~ I;\+216 - :?)s. By hypothesis, 

T4 -T6 =56 
01 

X) (X :J ) ( 5 X) (X 3 ) ::: .,':> ~-TZ -C's')~ Tii-:r ')3 :!-16 __ 5e 
- !j- - - ll 
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After simplifications we get 56-2s- 56-~= 56. Putting 2x = y. we obtain 
the equation y2 - y - 2 = 0. wherefrom y1 = 2 and y2 = -1. Since 2x = y 
cannot be a negative number, the only suitable root is y1 = 2 and, hence, 2-"= = 
= 2, i.e. x = 1. 

Answer: x = 1. 
386. Since the binomial coefficients of the tenns equidistant from the be

ginning and the end are equal, instead of the coefficients of the last three tenns 
1ve may take those of the first three terms, i.e. 1+m+m(~.;-l) = 22, whence 

x 1-x 
m = 6 (see the preceding problem). Hence, the binomial is (22 + 2 :;-)'. By 
hypothesis, 

T3 + 1 6 = 1:)5 
or 

1-x x , 
C~ (22)zd!l'+C~ (2 l' (2°)0 = 135 

After simplifications we obtain 

2.X+l+22-X=9 Of ?.2X+ ~Z =9 - 2X 

As in the preceding problem, we find: (1) zx = 4 and (2) 2-' = + . 
Answer: ;r1 = 2; x 2 = -1. 
387. The numbers a 1, a3 , a5 , which arc respectively the first, third and fiftb 

terms of an arithmetic progression. form an arithmetic progression themseln·~. 
so that 2a3 = a1 + a5• Since, by hypothesis, a1 = C}n: a3 = C'fn; a:, = C~P then 

2m(m-1) m(m-!)(m-2) 
1·2 "'+ 1·2·3 

Reducing by m (m =f:. 0), we find the equation m2 9m + 14 0, whose 
roots are m1 = 7, m2 = 2. Since, by hypothesis, the expansion of the binomial 
contains at least :;ix terms, then m ~ 5, hence, only m1 = 7 is suitable. The 
binomial is 

T6 =21 
or 

Hence we have 

consequently, 
(x - 2) log 3 + log (10 - 3x) = U 

Takiug anlilogarithrn~. we get 
Jx-' (10 - 3-') 
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or 
3-' ' 32 (IQ-3X)=1 

Then proceed in the same way as in Problem 385. 
Answer: x1 = 2; x2 = 0. 

388. By hypothesis, the numbers ~ q,., Cil, and C!,. constitute a geomet

ric progression; con~equently. 

~ CfuC!n = (Cg,p 

Both members of the equality can be divided by m2 (m - 1)2 (m - 2) since 
none of the factors (m, m - 1, m - 2) is equal to zero (it follows from the gh-en 
condition that m ~ 3); we get m = 9. By hypothesis, T4 = 16.8, or 

, 3 3[i log (x-1)- ~Jog 5) 6 [- fr log (6- ~·sx)j 
c95 5 =16.8 

Hence we get the equation 

1 ( ·-) z-log(.r-1)-log5-log 6- \18x = -1 

Taking antilogarithms, we haw 

1011 x-1=5 (6- V&:J 
Hence, x1 = 50 and .r2 = 2. The first root is not suitable, since at z = 50 I he 
number 6- 11& is negative and, consequently, has no logarithm 

Answer: .r 2. 
389. By h)-pothrsis, 

log (3·C~1 ) -log C~n = 1 
or 

3C' 
log ci: =log 10 

hence ,~:1 -::--.. 10. After simplifications we find the NJuation m2.-3m-18=0, 

whose roots nr<• m1 :o::::6 nnd m:!= -3. Consequently m=6. From thC' t'ondi· 
tion 9T3 -T:-,""-"~40 we get tlw rquation 

2 (~ +:C) 4 (::.::.! - i) 4 (= + :C) ' (::.::.! - .!) 
9C~2 3 :! ~ :; J -C~2 J 2 2... t:! 3 =240 

whence 
g.z3x-2-23x+l = 16 

or 

Hence, 
23x.:::,.2tt nnd x=2 

Answer; x = 2 . 
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CHAPTER VII 

ALGEBRAIC AND ARITHMETIC PROBLEMS 
390. The weight of the round is made up of the weights of the projectile, charge and shell. The weights of the projectile and shell taken together make i- + {- = H of the total weight of the round. Thus, the weight of the charge 

makes 1 - ~ = ~ of the weight of the round, which amounts to 0.8 kg. Hence, 1- 1-
1 the weight of th<• round is equal to 0.8 kg: l2 = 9.6 kg. 

Answer: 9.6 kg. 
39J. Out of tile total number of wnrkl'rs, men make 100?0 - 35% = 65~0. The number of men exceecls that of women by 65% - a5% = 30%, which 

amounts to 252. Consequently, the total number of workers is equal to 
252

3
;

00 = 
= 840. 

Answer: 840 workers. 
392. The profit percentage is calculated in relation to the prime cost (taken for 100~ 0 ). Henn•. the selling-price (1386 roubles).makes 100% + 10% = 110% of the prime cu:-t. Con~equently, the pnme cost IS equal to 

1386-!00 1260 ( bl ) --
1
-
10
--= rou es 

Ans1cer: 1260 roubles. 
393. The lo" i> calculated in relation to the prime cost (taken for 100~0). Hence, 3348 rouhJes make 100~0 - 4% = 96~o of the prime cost. Consequently, the prime cost of the goods was equal to 

334~~100 =3487.5 (roubles) 

Answer: 3487 roub. 50 kop. 
. 34.2-100 ., 394. The copper content of the ore 1s ~ til. 

Answer: 15.2°1). 

395. The price was reduced by 29 kop. - 26 kop. = 3 kop., which amounts 3-~ . 3-~ 10.10. . I to :m- % of the old pnce. The number :w- = 29 IS approximate y repla-
ced by a decimal fraction. 

Answer: 10.31 11o. 
396. Solved in the same way as the previous problem. 
Answer: 10.IJ4 4!o. 
397. 13y hypothe>is, 2 kg of raisins make 32~~.%Jhe total weight of the gra-

pes. The weight of the grapes is equal to "32 = 6.25. 
Answer: H.2!i kg. 
atts. Let us denote the number of tourists by :r. In the first case the collected money amounts to i5r kop.; lwncc, a sum of {75x + 440) kop. is needed for 

12-01338 
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organizing the excursion. In the second case the collected money amounts to 
BOx kop.; hence, (SOx - 440) kop. is needed. Consequently, 75x + 440 = 
=BOx- 440. 

Answer: 176 persons. 

399. Let us denote the number of persons by .r; then each was to pay ~. 
X 

By hypothesis, 

Answer: 9 persons. 
400. Let the price of one copy of the first volume amount to x rouh., and 

that of the second volume, to y roub. The first condition yields the equation 
60x + 75y = 405. With a 15% discount the price of one copy of the first 
volume amounts to 0.85x roub.; with a 10% discount the price of one copy of 
the second volume comes to 0.9y roub. From the second condition we obtain 
the equation 

60.0.85.r + 75·0.9y = 355} 

Solving the system of the two equations, we find x = 3, y = 3. 
Answer: the price of the first volume is 3 roubles; the price of the second 

volume is also 3 roubles. 
401. Let the first item be bought for x roub. Then the second item was bought 

for (225 - x) roub. The first item yielded a profit of 25%. Hence, it was sold 
for 1.25x roub. The second item which yielded a 50% profit was sold for 
1.5 (225 - >·) roub. By hypothesis, the shop sold the two items for 225 roubles 
and made a total profit of 400,o. Hence, the two items were sold for 1.40 ·225 = 
= 315 roub. We get the equation 

Answer: the first item was bought for 90 roubles, the second, for 135 roubles. 
402. 40 kg of sea water contain 40 ·0.05 = 2 kg of salt. For 2 kg to amounl 

to 2% of the total weight, the latter must be equal to 2 : 0.02 = toO kg. 
Answer: 60 kg of fresh water should be added. 
403. Let us denote the lengths of the legs (in metres) by z and y. By hypo-

thesis, x• + y2 = (3 y5)•. Alter the first leg is increased by 133-}%, i.e. by 

133-}: 100 = I-} of its length, it is equal to 2 -}x. Increased by 16 }% the 

second leg is equal to 1 {- y. Thus, we get the equation 2-} z + I{- y = 14. 

Answer: 3 m and 6 m. 
404. If we take 12.5% of the flour contained in the first sack, then 87.5% 

of the flour is left in it, which amounts to 140 kg: 2 = 70 kg. Consaquently, 
. . 70·100 

the f•rst sack contams "'1i7.5. 
Answer: the first sack contains 80 kg, the second, 60 kg. 
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405. Both factories together could fulfill A of the order per day. By hypo

thesis, B has an efficiency of 66} %, i.e.} of that of A; consequently, the 

efficiency of both factories is 1 } of that of A. Hence, A can daily fulfill 
j 2 1 . 1 2 j 12' !3 = 2(i of the order, wlule B. w·a= 30 of the ordrr. Before A was 

closed down ~ = { of the order was fulfilled. To fulfill the remaining i of 
5 I the order B needs another '6 : 30 = 25 days. 

Answer: the order will he completed in 27 = (25 + 2) days. 
406. The 14 students, who obtained correct solution~. make 100% -

- (12% + 32%) = 56% of the total number of the students of the class . 
. 14·100 The total number of the students IS '"56 = 25. 

Answer: 25 students. 
407. The weight of the cut-off piece makes 72% of the total weight of the rail, hence, the weight of the remaining part (45.2 kg) amounts to 100% -

- 72% = 28% of the total weight of the rail; I% of this weight is ~2 , and 

72% amount to 4; 2 . 72 = 116Js kg"" 116.23 kg. 
Instead of determining one percent of the weight of the rail we may set up 

the proportion x : 45.2 = 72 : 28. 
Answer: the weight of the cut-off piece is (approximately) equal to 116.2 kg. 

408. The weight of the piece of the alloy (2 kg) makes IOO~u + 14-}% = 

= 114}% of the weight of the copper. Hence, I% of the weight of the copper 

amounts to - 2- kg. Consequently, the weight of the silver, which comes to 
114~ 

7 
2 14 7 % of the weight of the copper, is equal to 

-2-·14~=..!_ kg 
114~ 7 4 

7 

Instead of determining one percent of the weight of the copper, we may set up 
the proportion 

2 2 
z :2=14 7' 1147 

An~wer: the weight of the eilver is + kg. 

12* 
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3 1 7 
409. Tho money received by the second worker amounts to 1 4 : 7 2 =w 

of that of the first, or, in percent, fo.toO~o=23-}%. The total received 

by the three workers (4080 roubles) makes 

100%+23{ %+43-} %=166-}% 

of what was paid to the first worker. One percent of the money received by 

the first worker comes to 
408~ roub., hence the first worker was paid 

Hl63 

4080 ? 
--2 -100=-448 rouh. 
1663 

The second worker n•c('i\·ed 23 { % of this sum, i.e. 

2448·23_:!_ 
- -;;;;;_::..3 --I 2 b 

100 =GI . rou . 

The third worker earned 

2448·43_:!_ 
3 

100 
= 1060.8 roub. 

Answer: 2448 roub.; 571 roub. 20 kop.; 1060 roub. 80 kop. 
410. If the first box contains x kg of sugar, then the second contains 

4' 1 
4 . 4 -2 17 . 4 17 
5x kg, and the third, sX·lOO=wX kg. By hypotheSIS, x+sx+wx= 

= 64.2, whence x = 30 (kg). Of this number we take first {, and then fo . 
Answer: 30 kg; 24 kg; 10.2 kg. 
411. Let us take :r tons of the first grade; it contains 0.05x tons of nickel, 

and then it is neces<ary to take (140- x) tons of the second grade, containing 
0.40 (140-x) tons of nickel. By hypothesis, 140 tons of steel contains 0.30·140 
tons of nickel. Consequently, 0.05x + 0.40 (140 - x) 0.30 ·140. Hence, 
X= 40. 

Answer: 40 ton::< of the first grade and 100 tons of the second grade. 
412. The piece of the alloy contains 12 kg·0.45 = 5.4 kg of copper. 

Since in the piece of the ne\v alloy this amount of copper makes 40% of its 
weight, the piece weighs 5.4 : 0.40 13.5 kg. Hence, it is required to add 
13.5 kg - 12lq:~ 1.5 l<g of pure tin. 

Answa: 1.5 kg. 
413. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem: (1) 735 g·0.16 = 
117.G g; (~l !17.H g: 0.10 1176 g; (3) 1176 g 735 g = 441 g. 
Ans!l'rr: .'J:!j 1 g. 
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414. Let x denote the weight of copper (in kg). Then 24 x is the weight 

of zinc. The loss of weight is {- x (for copper) and y (24 - x) (for zinc). Conse-

quently,{x++(24-.r)=2{. Hence, x 17. 

Answer: 17 kg of copper, 7 kg of zinc. 
415. Let us denote the number of 25-metre lengths by x, and that of 12.5-

metre lengths, hy y. For a 20-kilometre (20 000-metre) track 40 OOU m of rails 
are needed (two lines). By hypotlw,b, 

? 

G6-j 
25x+ 0.50·12.5y = 40 000 and 12.5y + 100 ·25.c = 40 UUO 

Answer: 1200 pieces of 25~metre rails and 1600 piect>s of 12.5-metre rails. 
416. Let the number of students be :r. During the exchange each student 

received x - 1 photographs and all the students received .c (.c - 1) photo-
graphs; hy hypothesis, we have the equation x (x 1) = 870. 

Answer: 30 students. 
417. Let us denote the smaller number by x and the larger number, by 

y (x < y). The first condition yields v:;v .T + 12, and the second condition, 

xty = y- 24, i.e. y - x = 48. Solving the system, we find x = 6, y = 54. 

Since 6 < 54, this solution is suitable. 
Answer: 6 and 54. 
418, Let the smallest number be .r, the next one, y, and the largest, z. We 

have three equations 
y - x = z - y; xy = 85; yz = 115 

From the first equation we find z = 2y - x; substituting it into the third 
equation, we get 2y2- xy = 115 or, by virtue of the second equation, 2y~ = 
= 200. Out of the two solutions (x1 8.5, y, ~ 10, z1 11.5; x 2 = -8.5, 
Y2 = -10, z2 = -11.5) the first one is suitable {since .r 1 < y 1 < ::J), and the 
second is not (since x 2 > y 2 > z:J. 

Answer: 8.5; 10; 11.5. 
419. Given 

x+y+z 
--3--=a and 

ltisrequiredto find xy+~z+zx. From the first equation we have .r2 + y2+ 

+ z' + 2 (xy + yz + zx) = 9 a2• By virtue of the second equation we have 
x'+ y'+ z' = 3b. Hence, 3b+ 2 (xy + yz + zx) 9 a2

• 

A 
xy+yz+zx 3aZ-b 

nswer; 
3 

= --2- . 

420. If the length of the sheet is x em, and :vidth, y ern, then the box has 
the following dimensions: lcngth-(x - 8) em, wodth-(y - 8) em and height-
4 em. By hypothesis, 4 (x - 8) (y 8) = 768 and 2x + 2y = 96. 

Answer: 32 em X 16 em. 
-12L Let the tens digit he .r, and units digit, Y (x and yare positive integers 

Jess than 10). We have the following system of equations: 
10

:;-u =2f; (!Ox+y)-(10y+x)=l8 
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Out of the two solutions ( x = 6, y = 4 and x = i , y = - .!i) only the first 

one is suitable. 
Answer: 64. 
422. If the number of tens is x, then the number of units is equal to x + 2. 

We get the equation 

(!Ox+ (x + 2)] (x + (x + 2)] = 144 

whence x = 2 and x = -3ft ; by hypothesis, the second solution is not suitable. 

Answer: the required number is 24. 
423. Let the required number be x. If the figure 5 is adjoined on the right 

of it, then we get the number 10x + 5. By hypothesis, we have 

10x + 5 = (x + 3) (x - 13) 
Answer: 22. 
424. Let the larger number be x, and the smaller, y. If three digits (zero 

and the two digits of the smaller number) are adjoined to the larger number, 
then the digits of the latter express the number of thousands, and thus, finally 
we get tOOOx + y. And from smaller number we get the number 1000y + tOr. 
By hypothesis. 

11l00x + y 2 (1000y + !Ox) + 590; 2x + 3y = 72 

Soh·ing the system, we find x = 21, y = 10. Being two-digit numbers, they 
satisfy the condition of the problem. 

Answer: 21 and 10. 
425. If the units digit of the factor is x (x an integer, less than 10), then the 

tens digit is 3x. The factor is equal to 3 ·!Ox + x = 31x. The incorrectly writ
ten factor is to.r + 3x = 13x. The true product is equal to 78 ·31x, the product 
obtained by mistake is 78·13x. By hypothesis, 78·31x- 78·13x = 2808. 
Hence, :r = 2. 

Answer: the true product is equal to 4836. 
426. The speed of the first train is x km/h, that of the second, (x- 12) km/h. 

\Ve have the equation 
96 96 2 

;=n--;-=:r 
Answer: the speed of the first train is equal to 48 km/h, that of the second, 

to 3G km/h. 
427. Let the rate of the first person be " km/b, then the rate of the second 

is equal to (v- 2) km/h. The first spends ~ h, the second, ~2 h. We obtain 
v li-

the equation 

Answer: 8 kmih; 6 km/h. 
428. Let the speed of the train be x km/b; then the speed of the boat is 

(.r- :lO) km/b. The train spends ~ h, and the boat, 80 ·
3
5
0 

h. We get the equation 
X .T-

~-~=4+~ 
.x-30 X 60 
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Answer: the speed of the train is 44 km/h, that of the boat is 14 km/h. 
429. Let the first tailor shop produce r suits a day; then the second shop 

makes :z: + 4 suits per day. The first shop has completed its order in 810 days; 
r 

hence, the time given for the fulfilment of the order has been ( 
8!0 + 3} days. 

The time given to the second shop bas been the same. Consequently, 

810 +3= 900 +6 
:z: z+4 

Answer: the first shop produces 20, and the second, 24 suits per day. 
430. Let the speed of the ship going off to the south be x km/h, and that of 

the other ship, (.r + 6) km/h. Since the directions of their travel are mutuallv 
perpendicular, by the Pythagorean theorem we have · 

(2x)' + 12 (.r + 6))' = 60' 

Answer: the spet.>d o{ the first ship is equal to 18 km/h, that of the second, 
tn 24 km/h. 

431. Two dog's leaps cover 4 metres; three fox's leaps, 3 metres. Consequent
ly, each time the dog runs 4 metres the distance between the dog and the fox 
is reduced by 4·m 3m 1 m. The initial distance between them is 30 times 
greater. Hence, the dog will catch up the fox, when it covers 4 m ·30 = 120m. 

Answer: at a distance of 120 m. 
432. In one minute the minute hand turns through 6°, while the hour hand, 

only through-}". At four o'clock the angle between the hands is equal to 120°. 

During x minute,., the hands turu through ti.x and } x degrees, respectively. 

By hypothesis, 6•· - -} x = 120. 

A 
9 . 

nswcr: 21 IT mmutes. 

~33. Let us denote the time spent by the train to cover the A -C section by t 
(hours) and the required speed, by v (km/h). By hypothesis, the distance A B was 

covered by the train in f hat a speed of v km/h, and BC, in That a speed of 

0.75·v km/h. Hence, AB "T km and BC = 0.75 ·V f km. By hypothesis, 

on the return trip the C~B section was covered at a speed of v, and the B-A sec

tion, at a speed of 0.75v. Hence, the time ~pent on th~ C·B section was 0 · 
1:..:!: t-', 

i.e. 0·
2
75 t b, and the time spent on the B~A section was !!._

2
'
1 : 0.75 v, i.e. -

2 
t ... h. 

·0.15 
By hypothesis, 

t O.i5t 5 
2·0.75+-z-=12+ 1 

Anwer: tO hoW'S. 
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434. Suppose the cyclist travelled at a speed of v km/h; then the required 
speed was (v- 1) kmlh. The cyclist actually travelled ~ h, while the schedu

v 
led time was 2Q__

1 
h. By hypothesis, v-

30 30 3 
v=T-v-=oo 

The negative solution v = -24 is not suitable. 
A11swer: 25 km/h. 
435. Let the scheduled speed be x kmlh. The actual speed was (x + 10) kmlh. 

The scheduled time is ~ h, but actually it was 80
10 

h. By hypothesis, x x+ 
80 80 16 -x- x+!O=oo 

.·1nswr•r: 50 km/h. 
436. The first hall of the distance was covered by the train in x hours. Then, 

to arrive in time the train had to eo\'er the remaining portion of the route in 
z- -?

1 
hour". The speed of the train in the first half of the route was 420 

km/h, - z !!20 in the second, --
1 

km/h. By hypothesis, 
z-2 

420 420 
--~---;-=2 
:r-:r 

TilC' l'tpwtion bas only one positi\'e root. 
An su-a: 2 t hours. 
lt37. Let the speed of the first train be x km/h, that of the second, y km/b. 

In the nr~t (.'(]~('the fir~t train COV('fS 1U..r kilometres bdore they meet, the ~econd, 
10y l.;ilonwtrl':'. Con~eqrwntly, 

lO.r -;- 1 Oy :::.-..;: 650 
Jn tht• .-:rl'o1ul ca~e the fir~t train ('over~ 8:r kilotui'trt•:-=, and the :::econd (which 
:-penlt•u route 8 h+4h20 min=-" l:!+h). 1:2+Y· Cou~i'quently, 

8 ' I" I 6'0 .x, -;rY= v 

..!uswa: the me~u speed of the fir,..:t train is 35 km1 h, that of the second is :;o kmlh. 
lt:l~. Let the speed of the first train be .r km/h, and that of the second, y km/h. 

Tilt' rli,tance of 600 km is co\'ered by the first train in 6~0 hours, and by the 

:--l'<'oud, in tJUO hours. By hypothe.:-;is, 

600 + :i .o~ I)(Jt) 
,r 
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Answer: the speed of the first train is 50 km/h, that of the ~econd is 4U km1 h. 
43!1. If the di>tance is x km, then at a rate of 3.5 km.'h the commuter would 

cover this distance in 3~5 hours. And since he would be one hour late, the moment 

he started out was separated from the train leaving time by { :D, - 1) hours. 

In an hour, during which he had walked 3.5 km, there remained {a}; - 2) hours 

till the train departure, and he had to cover the rcmai11der of the distance of 
(x - 3.5) km. At a rate of 5 km/h the commuter covered this distance in 
x-3.5 
-

5
- hours. Since he arrived half an hour before the train leaving time, we 

have 

Ansu·cr: 21 km. 

:r ') .r-3.~) 1 
3.5-----5-=:r 

440. Let the :--peed (If the cycli:'t he .r km,'min, and that of the car, y krn!min. 
The car had traYcllcd 10 minute.--, and the cyclist. 10 + 15 = 25 minutes when 
he was caught up by tlw car. By this moment they had covered one and the 
same distance. Cou:-NjuPntly. 25r --- 10y. By the time tlw car on its returu 
trip encountcr('d th(• rycli:-:t tht• car had covered SOy km, and the cyclist, tlSx km. 
The !"Um of tllt'"P dbtance:-:o i~ equal to twice the distance bt!tween A and B. 
Therefore G5.r ~~.- 50y ;~s. Soh·ing the system of equations, we find x = 0.2; 
!I:..-:-. 0.5. 

Answer: tht• ."'JWed of tfw cyclist is equal to 0.2 kmfmin = 12 kru!h. and 
that of the t'ar. to 0.5 km/min = ~10 km/h. 

441. Let the traiHs \'a::::' each other in .r hours after the fast train departure. 
Then. hy the tinw of t w Pncounter the mail train had travellf'd {x + 3) hours. 
Ead1 tr<lin had cnvereti 1080 : :! :;:;:;;- 540 (km) hel'ore they met. Hence, the speed 

~ 1.0 5t.O 
of tlw fir::;t train i;;: equal to a.: J,:m/h and that of the ::>econd 1 to x~ 3 kmih. Ry 

'!() "''0 
hypothe~is • .::::__ ~3 "'-"' 15. Only one root is suitable: .r 9. 

X XT 
Amm·er: in 9 hours aft('r th{' fa~t train deparhln'. 
442. Let the first cyclist travel :r hours. Reasoning in the ~arne way as in 

the preceding prohlt·HL we :-et up the equation 

~-~=4 
x-1 J.' 

Answer: the :-Tt•ed of the first cyclist is equal to 14 km/h and that of the 
;ecl:~:;;;.~o 18 km-' 1; the first is 3 hours en route prjnr to the encounter, the ~econd, 

"43. Let the distauce AB Lctween the starting points be x km, and let 
tht• fir:-:l hil{er cover it in y hours. Dy hypothesis, the second hiker covers 

the distaJH:e BA iu (y---5) hours. Hence, the first covers.=. kilomotroo per 
y 

hour, and the second, _3__
5 

kilometres per hour. During an hour the distanc-e y-
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between the hikers is reduced by ( f + y~S } km, during 3 t hours, 

byii3 { ( f+ y~S} . Since they meet in 3-} hours, we have af ( f + 
+ y~S} =x. Since x * 0, we can divide both members by x. We get: 

a.!. (.!.+-1-) =1 3 y y-5 

Hence, we find y. The value of x remains undetermined. 
Answer: the first hiker covers the whole distance in 10 hours and the second, 

in 5 hours. 
444. Let us denote the point of encounter by C. Let AC = x km; then. by 

hypothesis, CB (.r ·+· 12) km. Furthermore, by hypothesis, the first hiker 

covers the distance CB in 8 hours. Hence, his rate ;, <'qual to x~ 12 km/h. 

In the same way W(' find that the rate of the second hikPr is ]-- km/h. Conse~ 

I th d' I IC. db th I' t . x-l-! 2 8x I quet'Jt Yt e 1~ ance" IS covere r e 1rs one In .r: -·
8
- = x

112 
tours, 

while the !'N:ond cover~ the distance BC in 9 
(.r+ 

12
} hours. And sinctl the second 

:r 
travE.'Is 6 hours more than the first one, we have 

9(x-t12) -~=6 
x x+l2 

\Vhen solving this equation we may introduce an auxiliary unknown x+i2 = .:. 
• X 

s ( ' ., 
\Ye get 9z- z 6. Out of the two roots z1 = T and z, = - j} the second 

one is not suitable. :-.ince both quantities :r . .;:.--: A C and .r -i·· 12 CB must be 

positive. From the equation "~ 12 
= T we find x. · 36. Hence, AC = 36 km, 

CB = 48 km. 
Answer: AB ~ 8-1 km. The rate of the first hiker is 6 km,'h and that of the 

second one is 4 km/h. 
44:1. The prohlem is ~imilar to the preceding one. Let the dirigible fly 

to the pass in~ point x km: then the airplane has made (x+ 100) km. The 

speed of the dirigible is equal to x+
3
100 

kmlh and that of the airplane, to 

-
1
- km/h. From its terminal to the passim:.~· point the dit'igible flies 

l;r 
x~IOO ~ I 

.r: -·-
3
- = x _1~ tOll hours; whereas t 10 airplane con~rn the dh::tance between 

t{(x+!OtJ) 
the airport and the pa~sing point in hours. We obtain the 



equation 
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3x 
x+IOO 

4 3 (x+lOO) 

X 
i.e. ( 

X )2 4 
x+IOO =9 

18i 

c I X 2 . . onsequent y, x+ 
100 

= ± 3 , whence x = 200; the second root 1s not sUitable. 

Answer: the distance between the airports is equal to 500 km; the spe•d 
of the dirigible is 100 km/h and that of the airplane is 150 km/h. 

446. First method. The problem may be solved in the same way as the pre
ceding one. We get the equation 

( -x-)2=.!!_, i.e. _x_= VE 
:c-a m x-a Vm 

Hence, 

X= aVn 
V~~-Vm 

Then we find the speeds of the hikers: 

x-a 
Vt=--;n- and 

Second method. Let us denote the point of encounter by C. Since the first 
hiker covers the distance CB in m hours, we have CB = v1m km. Similarly, 
CA=v2n km. By hypothesis, CA-CB=a. We get the equation nv2-mv1=a. 

The section AC is covered by the first biker in ~ hours; hence, the dis-

"' 
tanee between the starting and tho encounter points he covers in v2" hours. 

"• 
Similarly, lor the second hiker: ~ hours. s;nce they start out at t-he same 

"' 
time, we haven !2=m.!:!.. I whence v,: llz= vn: vm. Let us solve this 

Vt v2 
equation together with the first one. For the sake of symmetry it is useful 

to make the following substitution: t= ,")- = ,~'- . Substituting the expres-
v n V m 

sionsv1 = Viii and v2 = V;;;-t into the firstequation,we get (n Vm-m V~)t= 
=a, whence t a _ ; DO\\' we find 

nVm-m "Vn 

nVm-m Vii' 

Note. The problem is solvable only if n Viii > m Vn; dividing both mem
bers of this inequality by the positive number Viii Vn, we get Vii" > -y;;;, 
i.e. n > m. This condition can be obtained immediately from the given one: 
since the first hiker covers a greater distance before they meet, his rate is higher 
than that of the second hi\<er. On the other hand, the first biker has to cover 
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a shorter distance to arrive at B than the second to arrive at A. Consequently, 
the first will reach B faster than the second will reach A. 

a Vn Answer: the speed of the first hiker is n Vm-rn Vn km/h and that of 

a Viii the second, V _ km/h. 
n m-mVn 

447. Let the first body make x degrees in one second, and the second, y deg-
rees. From the first condition we find 

360 
-

360 
= 5. Each second the distance y X 

between the bodies (as measured along the arc) is increased by (x - y) degrees. 
Every 100 seconds the distance must be increased by 360°. Therefore, 
'100 (x - y) = 360. The obtained system has two solutions (x1 = 18, y 1 = 14.4; 
x, = -14.4, y, = -18). Both of them are suitable, since they have one and 
the same physical meaning, only the numbers of the bodies and the direction 
of motion being changed. 

Answer: 18°; 14°24'. 
448. !.et us denote the speed of one body (in m/min) by x and that of 

the other, by y, assuming that x > y. Let the bodies move in the same direc
tion and come together at some point A. Let the next nearest encounter take 
place at a point B (these points may coincide: for instance, in case the speed 
of the first body is twice that of the second; in this event by the moment they 
come together once again the first body will complete two revolutions~ whereas 
the second, only one). 

~loving from A to B (this path may overlap itself for one or both bodies), 
the second body lags behind the first one so that by the moment of the nearest 
encounter the delay will be equal to the full circumference. Since the bodies 
come together every 56 minutes, during which the first body covers a distance 
of 56x metres, and the second one, 56y metres, the circumference is equal to 
56.r- 56y. 

Let now the bodies move in opposite directions. Then the sum of the dis
tances covered by them during the interval between the two nearest encounters, 
i.e. during 8 minutes, will make the whole circumference. Consequently, the 
circumference is equal to S.r + By. Thus we have the equation 56x - 56y = 
= S.r + 8y. 

By hypothesis, in 24 seconds the distance (along the circumference) between 
the approaching bodies decreases by 40 - ~6 = 14 metres. During this time 
the bodies do not come together; therefore the decrease in the distance bet
ween the bodies equals the sum of the distance.::l covered by them in 24 seconds = 

" - minute. And so we get the second equation 5 
q ? 

i"" +i y=14 

Anstrer: 20 m/min; 15 m/min; 280 m. 
44~1. Let x and y be positive numbers expressing the speed of the points 

in corresponding units {if c is the circumference in metres, then the unit of speed 
is 1 m/sec, and so on; it is not clear from the given conditions in what units the 
}{•ngth is measured). Assuming that x > y, we have the ~ystem of equations 

tx-ty=c; 
c c 
---=n 
y z 
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(lor the setting up of the first equation see the preceding problem). Making 
a substitution, we find the equation 

nty>+ncy-c'=O 

Its positive root is y c <Vnz:t:Tnt-n) (the second root is negati,·e ) 
2nt 

Answer: the higher speed is numerically equal to c (1fnz:t:Tnl +n) , the 
2nt 

I t c(V~-n) 
ower, o Znt . 

450. Let the speed of the ship in still water be x km/h. Then we have the 
. 80 80 1 

equatiOn x+ 4 + x-4 =83. 

Answer: 20 km/h. 
451. Answer: 9 km/h. 
452. Let the rate of the current of water be x km/h, and the speed of the boat 

in still water, y km/h. The first condition yields the equation ~ + ~ = 10; 
y+x y-x 

h d d. · I t" 2 3 I I . I. t . . t e secon con 1t10n, t 10 cqua 10n y-x = y+x . n so vmg t us sys em 1t 1:0: 

convenient to put 
1 1 

--=u; --=v 
y+x y -x 

Solving the system, 
20u+20c·= 10; 2v=3u, 

we find 
t 3 . tO 

u=s; v=ro· I.e. u+x=5; y-x=:r 

5 
whence x = ti . 

5 
Answer: 6 km/h. 

453. Let the raft float down the river over the distance (a km) between ,( 
and B in z days. Then its rate, equal to the rate of the current of water is 

:;,. km/day. By hypothesis, the speed of the ship going downstream is equal 

to T km/day. Consequently, the speed of the ship in still water is ( T -
- !!_) km/day. And since the speed of the ship going upstream is equal 

.< 

to]- km/day, its speed in still water is ( ]-+ ~) km/day. We have the equation 

f-7=]-+;. 
Answer: 12 days. 
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4M. Let the speed of the body M 1 be z m/s, and that of M2, y mls. By the 
moment of the first encounter M 1 bas been in motion during 21 seconds, and 
M2 , during 21-15 = 6 seconds. Thus, we get the equation 

21x+ 6y = 60 
By the moment of the second encounter 1111 has been in motion during 45 se
conds, and M2, during 45 - 15 = 30 seconds. Let C he the point of the second 
encounter; then M 1 by the moment of the second encounter bas covered the 
distance A B + B C, and M 2, the distance B A + A C. The sum of these dis tan· 
ces is 3AB, i.e. 180 m. And so we obtain the second equation 

45x + 30y = 180 
Answer: the speed of the body M, is equal to 2 mls, and that of the body 

.1!2 , to 3 m/s. 
455. Let the speed of the messenger when going uphill be equal tn x km/h, 

over the level ground, to y kmih, and downhill, to z kmlh. Before returning 
the messenger has covered half the distance, i.e. 14 : 2 = 7 Ian; he has gone 
3 km uphill, 4 km over the level ground, then (on his way back) another 4 km 
over the level ground and, finally, 3 km downhill. By hypothesis, 

!+i..+i..+!=a!, i.e. ~+~+!=a! xyyz 5 xyz 5 
The other two conditions yield: 

~+2+2.=3:!, _fl_+2+2..=3g 
xyz 20.ryz 20 

\Ve find _..!_, _.!_, !_ and then x, y, z. 
X g Z 

Answer: uphill-3 km/h, over the level ground-4 km/h, downhill-5 km/b. 
456. Let the quota be x pages a day and the time limit, y days. Then, by 

hypothesis, 
(x + 2) (y - 3) = xy and (x + 4) (y - 5) = xy 

Answer: 120 pages, 15 days. 
457. Let the operator make x parts in y days. Then he produced .!.. parts per 

y 

day. By hypothesis, if he had turned out .!.. + 10 parts, be would have comple
Y 

ted the job in y - 4 } days. Hence, ( f+ 10) ( y- 4 {) = x. The other condi-

tion yields the equation ( f- 5) (y + 3) = x. We get the following system 
of equations 

{ 

10y-4-!- =--=45 
- y 

-5y-j-3..::_=15 
y 

Multiplying the second equation by 2 and adding the product to the first one, 
we get !... = 50. Substituting this value into the second equation, we find y = 
= 27. C~nsequently, x = 50y = 1350. 
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Note. This problem may he solved in the same way as the preceding one, if 
instead of the unknown x we introduce the quantity z denoting the number of 
parts produced daily. \\'e would obtain the same system of equations, where 

the quantity f would be replaced by ;. 

Answer; the worker made 1350 parts in 2i days. 
458. Let the daily quota of the typist beT pages, and the time limit, y dap; 

then the job involves the typing of xy pages. By hypothesis, tyr,ing x + 2 pages 
per day. the typist would spend y - 2 days. Hence, t te job in\·olV£•-.. 
(x + 2) (y - 2) pages. Consequently, 

(x + 2) (y 2) = xy 

Reasoning in the same way, we get another equation: 

(x + 0.60x) (y - 4) -~ .ry -j- 8. 

Answer: the quota was 10 page:s per da~, and the t1me limit. 12 days. 
459. Let the ftrst workPr complete the ta:;k m x hours. Then we haYe tht• 

. I 1 1 
equation 7 -t-;---rz=s. 

Answer: the rtst worker can do the job individually in 12 hours, the second, 
in 24 hours. 

460. If the first pipe fills the swimming pool in x hours, then the second 

fills it in (x + 5} hours. The given condition yields the equation ~ + x : 5 = i. 
Answer: the first pipe fills the pool in 10 hours, the second, in {5 hours. 
461, Let the first worker, working individually, be able to complete tho 

task in x hours, and the second. in y hours. Then in one hour the first ful-

fills + of the whole assignment, and the 'econd, +. By hypothesis, 

7 _..!_+ 4 _!_= ~ . Since tben they worked together for another 4 hours. they 
X y 9 

did (4-+f) of the job, which was equal to 1-(-}+-fg) ~·Thus, 
d · 4 + 4 7 s bt t· · r 1 r wehavethesecon equatwnz y=ffi· u racmg 1t rom ttc ust 
3 3 . 1 I 

equation, we get -:;-=Til; whence x=l8. Then we fmd -= 24 and u=24. 

AMwer: it would take the first worker 18 hours and the second, 24 hours 
to do the whole assignment. 

462. Let us denote the required numbers by x and y. Four high-power cranes 
operated 2 + 3 = 5 hours; two low-power cranes worked three hours. There
lore (see solution of the preceding problem) 

4·5 . ...!..-t-2·3·...!..= t 
X y 

The second condition yields 

4·4.5·...!..+2·4.5· ..!_= t 
X y 

Answtr: 24 hours, 36 hours. 
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463. Let one three-ton truck be able to deliver the load during x hours, and 
one five-ton truck, during y hours. By hypothesis (see solutions of Problems 461 
and 462), 

30·8·...!...+9·6·_!_=1 and g.g._!_+30·6·_!_=~ 
X y y X ~~ 

Answer: x = 300; y = 270; 30 five-ton trucks will deliver all the material 
in 270 : 30 = 9 hours. 

464. Let it take the first typist x hours and the second, y hours to do the 
whole job. When the first was busy typing for three hours, the second was busy 
only for 2 hours. Both of them did 1- fo=~ of the whole work. We get 
the equation 

When the assignment was completed, it turned out that each typi>t had done 
half the work. Hence. the first spent~ hours. and the second, f hours. And 
since tho first had begun one hour before the second, we ha\'e 

+-t=l 
The system has two solutions, but one of them is not suitable, since it yields 

a negative value for y. 
Answer: 10 hours (the first typist), 8 hours (the second typist). 
465. The problem is similar to the preceding one. \\'e get 

2..+~=!!-..::._JL.=.!. 
X y 30' 2 2 2 

where x and y are the times (in hours) for each train to travel the distance 
between A and B. Out of the two solutions yielded by the system only one is 
suitable. 

Answer: 10 hours; 9 hours. 
466. Let x litres of water per minute flow in through the first pipe, and !I 

litres per minute flow out through the second pipe. 13y hypothesis, a full bath 
containing 2 X 9 X 2.5 = 45 litres can be emptied in one hour, if both pipes 

. 45 3 . . are open. Hence, the amount of water lS reducl•d by oo-=-:r htre per mmute. 

Consequently, y-x= -}. On the other hand, when only the first pipe is 

used, the bath can be filled in ~minutes; when only the second pipe is used, 
X 

the hath can be empfi('d in ~minutes. By hypothesis, 
y 

45 45 ----=;l 
X !I 
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The system of equations 

{
y-x=f 
~- 45=5 

X y 

has two solutions ( x1 = 2 ~; Y1 = 3 and x2 = -3; y2 = -2 i) . The second 
solution is not suitable (x and y must be positive numbers). 

Answer: 2 + !/min; 3 !/min. 

467. Let the time limit be x days; then the daily plan is 
8000 

cubic metree. 
X 

The ~~~'g of navvies completed the job ~boo- ~0ggys; hence, the daily output 
was ..c-S cubic mctre5. By hypothesis, .t-S-X =50. Out of the two roob 
yielded by this equation (.:c 1 = 40 and Xz = --32) only the positive one is ~ui
tahle. Hence, the daily plan amounted to 

8000 
= 200 cubic metres. The on•r-.r 

fulfilment by 50 m3 made 

50·100 ~ 25"' 
200 .o 

Answer: the original time limit was 40 days, the daily overfulfilnH'nt of the plan being 2!> pf'r cent. 
468. The fir='t team repairC'd x km per day; then the second repa1red . 10 10 (4.5-·x) km per day. The f~rst workd -;: days; the second, '4:5=-.r days. B) 

hyputhcsis, ~--4 _10 
= 1. This equation yields two roots: x1 = 2 and x 2 = z .;:,-x 

=- 22.5. The second root is not suitable, since the number 4.5 - x must be positive. 
Answer: the first team repaired 2 km, and the second, 2.5 km daily. 469. Let the first worker be abJe to do the whole job in x hours, and the se~ 

cond, in y hours. Hence, half the assignment was done by the first in i hours; 

the remaining half will be done by the second in f hours. By hypothesis, 

i+f = 25. The other condition (see solution of Problem 461) yields 

..!.+..!.=.!. z y 12 

Answer: one of the workers (either the first, or the second) can do the whole job in 20 hours, the other, in 30 hours. 
13-01338 
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470. Let one tractor be able to plough the field in z days, and the second, 
in y days. We have (see the preceding problem) the system of equations: 

...!..+...!..=..!.. · .=..+L=k 
X y t ' 2 2 

It can be replaced by the system x+y=2k; xy=2kt. 
Answer: it would take one of the tractors (k+ Vk2-2kt) days and the 

other, (k- Vk2-2kt) days. Tho problem is solvable !or {-> t. 
471. Let all the three dredgers working together be able to complete the job 

in x days. Then the first one working alone can do the job in (:r + 10) days, the 
second alone, in (x + 20) days, and the third alone, in 6x days. In one day the 

first dredger alone fulfills x~ 
10 

of the job, the second alone, "'~ 20 and the third, 

-
6
1 

, and all of them together, ..!.. of the job. Thus we have tho equation 
X X 

1 1 1 1 
x+10 + x+20 + 6x =z-

Answer: the job can be done by the first dredger alone •in 20 days, by the 
second, in 30 days, and by tho third, in 60 days. 

472. The second worker can complete the assignment in x days, the first 

can do it in (z + 3) days. In 7 days the first worker will fulfill _:!_
3 

of tho job, x+ 
s..!.. 

in 7 - 1 i- = 5 i- days the second worker will do 2 of the whole job. Thus, 
" " X 

we obtain the equation 
1 

7 5 2 
x+3 +-x-=l 

.4nswer: it would take the first worker 14 days and the second one, 11 days 
to do the job individually. 

473. Let it be possible for the first tractor to plough the whole field in z 
days, for the second one, in y days. The first condition yields 

L.L...!..-.!.. 
X 1 y- 8 

The first tractor can plough half the field in ~ days, tho remaining half will 

be ploughed by both tractors in 4 days (the whole field was ploughed by them 

in 8 days). And so we have the second equation 1; + 4 = 10, hence x = 12 

(davs). From the first equation we find y = 24 (days). 
Answer: it would take the first tractor 12 days, and the second, 24 days to 

plough the field. 
474. Since the workers began working one after another, the intervals bet

we£1n the starting times being the same, and the first to begin worked five times 
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as long as the last to begin, the number of workers was equal to 5. If the Ja~t 
to begin worked :.r hours. then the total ()f the working liours amount<'d to 
z + 2x + 3.x + 4x + 5x = 15.r. Hy hypothc~i.", the tnN1 could have finbhed 
the job in 6 hours, if tlwy lwd begun at the ;arne time. Cor,equently, 1'.r 
= 5 ·6, whence x = :!. The job lasted as long as tht• first worker diggt•d. i.e. 
for 5x hours. 

Answer: they worked 10 hour:;.. 
475. Let the first workt•r he able to complete the task in x hours; we get 

the equation 
1 1 1 1 -x+;:n +:IX = T 

Answer: x={ (5t-2-j- V25t2-j-4t-j-4). 
476. Let the first tap fill the tank in x hours. and tiJC ~ecoml, in y lwur:::.. 

In one hour the first tap fills 1_ of the tank, and, by hyp<Jthesis, it was opl'll .r 
1 
-y 

( ~ y) hours; hence, the water from the first tap filled ~of the tank. Similarly, 
1 -x 

we find that the water from th£' second tap filled ..:.!_ of the tank. Since, when y 

this was done, the tank was ~ full, we ha\·e 

I y 1 X 1:l 
3"-:;-+a-·u=Tii 

The second condition yields the equation 
1 1 5 

X'+y=lB 

The system may be soh·etl in the following way. H we put 7"0.7'" z, then the 

lirst equation takes the form 

3 2 whence z1 = 
2

; z2 = 3 . Tran<;form the second equation to 

JL+1 =.!!, y 
X !8 

Substituting f=f, we find y=9; hence, x=4-y=6. Substituting 

JL=.!,, we lind y=6 and z=9. z 3 
Answer: one of the taps fills tho tank in 6 hours, the other, in 9 hours. 

13• 
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477. If the daily quota of bricklaying was z thousand bricks, and the actual 
oomber of bricks laid daily was y thousand, then we have the system of equa
tions 

{

120 _120=4 
z y 

3y-4z=5 

Answer: the daily quota of bricklaying was 10 000 bricks and the actual 
number of bricks laid amounted to 15 000. 

478. The consecutive amounts of water (in litres) in the three vessels 
(I, II, III) are tabulated below: 

, 
1[1(1·)]2 z i-"' 10 T sx-r-y -t-z -r;rx 

II y 4-(+x-"-y) 3 ( 1 . ) T 3XTY 

Ill 1 ( 1 . ) T Tx--r-y -rz 190 [i-(+x+y}+z] 

By hypothesis, each of the expressions in the last column is equal to 9. 
Alternate solution. First find the amount u of water contained in the second 

vessel after the first pouring. By hypothesis, tho second pouring reduced this 
1 1 · r f c 1 3 · amount hy 4' u, eavmg there 9 1tres o water. onsequcnt y, 4 u = 9, I.e~ 

u = 12. Now find the original amount z of water in the third vessel. The first 

pouring left it unchanged; the second one increased it by f u=3 litres, so that 

the third vessel turned out to contain (z + 3) litrcs. The third pouring reduced 

this amount by~(:+ 3). Consequently, 1
9
0 (: + 3) = 9, i.e. z = i. Then 

find the original amount of water x in the first vrssel. The first pouring left 
? 

in it ~ x litres; the second pouring left this amount unchanged; the third pouring 

increased it by 
1
1
0 (: + 3) = 1. Consequently, + x + 1 = 9, i.e. z = 12. 

Finally, find the original amount y of water in the second vessel. After the first 

pourin~ it was increased by 1 
and became equal to 12 litres (as it hes been 

found). Consequently, !I = 12 - 4 = 8. 
Answer: 12 litres; 8 litres; 7 litres. 
479. If for the first time x litres of alcohol was poured out, then (64 - z) 

litres of alcohol was lclt; for tho second time 04 
6
4x x litres of pure alcohol was 

poured out, leaving G4-x-
64

tMx x=k (64-x)2 litres of pure alcohol. 
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We get the following equation 

~(G4-x)'=49 
Auswer: for the fir!it time 8 litrcs of alcohol wa~ poured out and for the 

second, 7 litres. 
480. Having poured x litres of alcohol into the ::-erond Yr!'Sel and made 

it full by adding water, we have in the .second H"•sel fo litre~ of alcohol per 
., 

litre of the mixture. Then x lit res of the mixturP, t·ontaining :@ r fa litrt'S 

of alcohol, is poured hack. As a result, the first ve.-::scl now cuiJtains ( 20-.r ....;.-~) 
litres of alcohol. Then 6} lit res uf the mixture i~ poured out from the fil'~t 

ve>scl ( 
6

2
t make ~ of the total amount of the mixture). ·~,hu>. the amo•:."t 

of alcohol is reduced hy ~, i.e. now the first ve:-sel contains -j ( 20 r+~} 
litres of alcohol. Since the amount of alcohol cuntaint·d in hnth ves:::.els i;::. cou
stant and is ClJUal to 20 litrPs, and by hypotlw.-.i~, both ve~:-:.eb now contain 
the same amouut of alcohol (i.e. 1U litrc.s each). we have 

} ( 20-x +~) 10 

Answer: 10 litre~. 
481. Let x lit res of air be let out of the \'P~':'t•l. and the :::a me amount of nitro

gen put in. The remaining amount of air of (~ .r) litrPs contains 
(8- x) 0.16 Jitres of oxygen. Thus, Slitre;., (11 the mixlun~ contauJs thi;.: amount 

{8---x) 0 Ill 
of oxygen, i.e. f litre of the mixture contains H • l of oxygen. C(ifl:'L'-

qucntly, when for the .second tirrw :r litn•;-; of the mixture i~ rcpl~H'(•d by .r lit res 
(Jf nitrogen, the remaining anwutEl of the mixture of (8 - .x) litn.'s ('ontaius 
tB--:rJO.Hi .(8-.r), (8 .r)20.(J2 litr~!S of oxyg('n. ll('nce, in n•lation to 

the total amount of the mixture (8 HtrPs) the oxygl'll content is (S --· ~)2 0·
02 

" 

(8-x)Z . i8-.r)2 
X100=--

4
-. Hy hypotlH'SI:', --

4
--.·9. Out of the two roots (.r1 ~. 

:r2 14) only the first one is suitable, since it b impH~~ihle to let out l!wl't' 
than 8 litres. 

Ansu·rr: 2 litrcs. 
182. Lt't t11e fir:-;t woman Jmve x eggs, amJ the st•cond ora•, yeggs. If tlu' fir ... t 

had sold yeggs, th('n, by hypolh('si:-, ~he would han• received 72 roubles. Com-e-

quentJy, she sold her C<ggs at ?3_ roub. per piece and rcc('ived ~x roub. n~·a~uuin~· y !J ,... 

in the same way, we find that the second woman received ::!3 y rouh. Tlw:; \\·c 
X 
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have two equations 

~Y=~x; x+y=100 
X y 

From the first we find { f }2 =~, whence f={ (the negative value 

y 3 ) -;:- - 2 is not suitable . 

Answer: the first had 40 eggs; the second, 60 eggs. 
483. With the notation of the preceding problem we get the following 

system 

m-=..=nJL; x+y=a 
y X 

From the first equation we find x: y= Vii: Viii. Divide then a into parts 
proportional to Vii and Viii. 

Answer: the first had V~ ViiVn _ litres; the second, V~ V~ litres. 
m+ n m+ n 

484. Let the firot engine ·consume x grams of petrol per hour, and the 
second, y grams; then 600 grams of petrol was consumed by the firot engine 

in 
600 

hours, and 384 grams, by the second in 
384 

hours. By hypothesis, 
X y 

600 384 ---= 2. If the first engine bad consumed y grams of petrol per hour, 
X y 

then during 
600 

hours of operation it would have consumed 
600

. y grams of 
X X 

petroL and if the second bad con.:5umed x grams per hour, then during 384 
y 

hour . ., it would have consumed 
384 

x gralllS of petrol; by hypothesis., 
y 

600y = 384.r . 
X y 
Answer: the first engine consumes 60 g/h; the second, 48 g/h. 

? 
485. Suppose we need :r kg of the first alloy. Then x kg will contain g x kg 

of gold, and (8 - x) kg of the second alloy will contain ~ (8-x) kg of gold. 

By hypothesis, 8 kg of the new alloy must contain ~·8 kg= 2.5 kg of gold. 

Consequently, -}.x + fo (8- x) 2.5. Hence, x = I (kg) and 8-x=7 (kg). 

Answer: I kg of the first alloy and 7 kg of the second. 
fo8fi. See solution of the preceding problem. 
Answer: 9 pails from the first barrel and 3 puils from the second. 
487. Let the third alloy contain :r parts of the first and y parts of the second 

alloy, i.e. x kg of the first andy kg of the second alloy. Then (x + y) kg of the 
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third alloy will contain (} x +{ y} kg of the first metal and ( fx +} y) kg 
o£ the ~et·ond. By hypothesis, 

( ~x+* y}: { ix+*Y} =1i: 2i 

Reducing the dividend and divisor to a common dt•uominalor (I:J) and divid111g 
them by y, we get 

I 9 
whence y = 3'5 • 

ANs;ra: 9 parts of the first alloy. and ~;) part:- (Jf the S('coud 
48t:L Lt•t the larger wheel make x revolution:-. per miuutt>, and the :-mailer 

one, y r.p.m., y > .t. \\'c have two C>quations: 

y-x=400; 1 
X !f --6(} 

The second equation may he tran:-formed to .cy = 300 (y - .r), i.e. J'Y =· 120,000. 
An.~u-•n: The larg<'r wheel makt>~ 200 r.p.m .. the smaller ortt', noo r.p.m. 
Mm. Let the circumft>rence of the front whPel be equal to :r dm, and that 

of the rt~ar wheel, to y dm. We have two equations: 

180_180=!0 and ~-~=4 
X y x+6 y-6 

The first one is transformed to 18 (y - ..r} = ::ry; the second, to :H) (y -- x) = 
= xy + 504. From them we find y - :r 24; :rr1 =- 432. 

Ansuwr: the circumference of the front wheel is 12 dm; that of the n•ar wheel. 
36 dm. 

li~JO. GOO·+= 400 tons was unloaded during thf' first and the third day:-; 
HOO tons 400 tons <=:: 200 ton;.; was unloaded durin~ tht> !'<'Cond day. Let x 
tons he uuloaded during the first day; then (400 :c) tons was unloaded during 
the third day. The rt•duction of the amount of goods unloaded on the $econd da~· 
(as cnmpared with the first day) came to {x-200) tons, which made (x-

200
)tOO ~ 11 

X 

of the amount unloaded on the first day. The reduction of the amount uf good" 
unloaded on the third day relative to that on tlic ~econd day wa~ 

. (x-200)100 x-200 200--(t.OO-x)=(x-200) tons, which made 
200 

~.or --2-~o 
of the nrnount unloaded on the second day. By hypothesis, 

x-200 (x-200) 100 
--2-- ·5 

\Ve find two roots: x 1 "";";;: 250; x 2 = 160. The second one is not suitable. since, 
by hypothesis, the amount of the unloaded goods was reduced from day to day, 
whereas at :r = 1()0 the amount of the unloaded goods would be 160 tons ot. 
the first day, 200 tons on the second day, and 240 ton.s on tlw third. 
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Answer: 250 tons was unloaded during the first day, 200 tons during the second, and 150 tons during the third. 
491. Let the first solution weigh z kg, then the second weighs (10 - x) kg. 

The percentage of anhydrous sulphuric acid in the first solution is ~= 
X 

=~and that in the second, 0· 6.jOO =~· By hypothesis, :r 10-z 10-x 

~-~=10 x 10-x 
The equation has two positive roots .r1 = 20 and Xz = 4. Since, by hypothesis, .r < 10, the first solution is not suitable. 

Answer: 4 kg and f) kg. 
492. The first alloy contained :r% of copper, the second, (x + 40) ~o. The 

first alloy weighed 6
"
100 

kg, and the second, 
12

:
1
4
°
0
° kg. We get the following x x-r-

. 600 1200 50 equatiOn: -:;:-+ .r+
40 = . 

Answer: 20?·0 and 60~0. 
493. Let the speed of the freight train be :r m/s, and that of the pasoenger train, y m/s. In 28 seconds the freight train covered 28.-c (m), and the passenger train, 28y (rn); we obtain the first equation 

28x + 28y 700 

The freight train passes the signal lights during 
490 

seconds, and 
X 

train, during 210 seconds. Thus, we get the second equati•n y 
490-210 =35 

X y 

the pas::-cnger 

Answer: the speed of the freight train is equal ,to 10 m/s, i.e. 36 k1nih and 
that of the pa:-..-eng-cr train, to 15 m, s. i.e. 54 kmr'lt. 494. If the number of the eight-wlJc(•l tank-cars is equal to .r. then that of the four-wheel cars, to (.r + 5). If one fo11r-whecl car weighs y tons. then one eight-w-heel car weighs Jy tons. The net wejght of the oil contained in a fourwheel car is equal tu (40 ·0.3) tons, i.e. to 12 tnns. An eight-wheel car filled with oil weighs (3y -7- 40) tons, and a four-wheel car, (y + 1::!) tons. \Ye have the first equation 

x (3y + 40) + (x + 5) (y ·f- 12) = 940 
The weight of oil contained in all the eight-wheel cars is 40.r tons. and that of all the loaded four-wheel car::> is (.r + 5) (y + I:!} tons. Thus, we haYc the second equation 

ltOJ -- (x + G) (!I + 12) 100 
Answer: there are 10 eight-wheel] tank-cars, each WC'ighing 24 tons. and 15 

four-wheel car~, each weig-hing 8 tons. 
495. Let the first machine driYe .r m per day, and the second, y m. In the first case the first machine would have doue 30~0 of the work, i.e. it would 

l d' 60x-30 8 () ltl d fiO·v·SO 16 () ,. h lave r•ven 1ilO = I x m , am w sccon , ----&Jo = y m . 'e ave 
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the first equation 
18x + 16y = (;0 

In the :;econd case the first machine would have driven 

days. The second machine would have done the work 
so we have the second equation 

40y _18.r =6 
X y 

The obtained system is easily solved, if we put 7 ·= :. Only the posit in• Yalue 
3 . . II Z = 4 JS SUJla J e. 

Answer: the first machine drives 2 metr<'s of the tunnel per day. lbl' ~l·l'ow.l. 
1 

1 2 metres per day. 

4~16. Let the first crew he able to repair the whole ::;ection of the trad; in 
:r days, and the .second, in y days. J3y hypoth<'si~. we have the follO\\ tn:.,:- :-~:-tern of equations 

{ 

1 1 1 

:0~~:~=2 
1<10 300 

Answer: the first crew can complete the whole repair job in 1U days. thl~ 
second, in 15 days. 

497. Let the first portion of the goods (amounting to ~ ·690 o= 37.) tun.") 
be transported in x hours, and t•ach three-ton truck accomplish y trips per hour. 
Then each 1f-t on truck made (y ·+- 1) trips JlPf hour. By hypothe.:-i:-:.. the remain
ing portion of the goods (i.e. (i90- 37.5 = 31;) tom•) was tran:-poriPd in (.r ~} 
hours, the three-ton truck~ making (y + 1) trips ~r hour, and 1-+-ton trurk:-. 
(y + 1) + 1 = (y + 2) trips per hour. \\'o get the system of equatiorh 

{ 

5-3ry-j-10·1~.r(y+1)=375 

5-3 (r-2) (y-1-1)+10·1 {- (r-2) (y+2! =315 

After simplifications these equations take the form 

{ 
2xy+x=25 
2xy +3x-4y = 27 

Subtracting th~ first equation from the second one, we get 2x- 4y 2. lit•uet•, 2y = x- 1. Substituting it into the first equation, we get .r::! = 25, i.e . . r ·- 5 .. 
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The first portion of the goods was transported in 5 hours, the second, in 5 - 2 = 
:o 3 hours. 

Answer: all the goods were transported in 8 hours; at the beginning the three-

ton trucks made 2 trips per hour and t}ton trucks, 3 trips per 

hour. 
498. If x is the width of the track, then the area of tbe sports ground together 

with the track, is equal to (a + 2x) (b + 2.r) m2 • And so we have the equation 
{a + 2x) (b + 2x) = 2ab. 

Answa: f IV<a+bJ2+4ab-(a+b)). 

499. Let x denote the number of chairs in each row; then the number 

<lf rows is ~ . We get the equation 

(x+b) ( 7-c )=1.1a 
Arter simplifications we have 

Hence, 

X 

10cx2+(a+10bc) :r-10ab=0 

-(a+10bc) ± V{a+IObcJ2+400abc 
20c 

If the radical is taken with the minus sign, then x < O; if it is taken with the 
)llus sign, then x > 0. 

Ansu·cr: the number of chairs in C>ach row is equal to 

V (a+ 1Ubc)2 +400abc-(a+ 10bc) 
20c 

. 500. Let us d~~wte the speeds of the bodies (in m/s) by "• and t•2 ; let ''' be 
h1ghcr than ~':!· 1 he fll'st condition ywlds the equation av1 + at•2 = d; tb~ 
secoud, lJl· 1 - bv2 = d. 

Ans1cer: ,., ={ ( +-1-{-}; vz={ ( -{;--{-). The problem is solvable onl)' 
if a<b. 

50!. Let us denote the speed of the. motorcyclist (in km/h) by x, and that 
nr the cyclist, by !I· "e gt•t the follo·wJng system of equations 

2x+2y=d; _C:,_!!_=jt 
y .r. 

Answer: the speed of the motorcyclist is equal to d l-4+ V~ km/b, 
41 

and that of the cyclist, to d t+r.-'V~ km/h 
41 • 

502. If it takes the cyclist x hours to cover the whole distance then the 
hiker requires (x +c) hours. Let. us denote the distance AB (say, i~ kilome\-

rcs) by y. The hiker covered ~ km before he met the cyclist, while 
x+c 
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the latter covered ~ km. We have the equation (a+bl Y + ~ = y. Since y -= x x+c x 
±0, we have •+h+!_=l, or x'-<•+2b-c)x-bc=0. This equation has ' .r+c x 
one positive and one negatin~ root (since the product of the roots is N\ual 
to the negative num.bcr-bc). Here only the posit in~ solution i5 5uita )It": 

•+2b-c+ V<a+2b-c)2+4bc 
X 2 

The distance y remains undetennined. The quantity x + c may be found either 
from the above expression, or from the equation a+b +!~ 1. puttin•' 

x+c x "' 
x + c = z. \\"e get the equation a +b + _b_= I. \\"e take only the posi-z z-c 
tive solution. 

Ar~su:er: it tak{•S the tyclist 

a+ 21,- c + V'7(a::-+,-;;2"b---c")2'+.,-,4b7 c I 
2 

lOUrS 

and the hiker 

a+2b+c+ V<•+2b-c)2+4bc (u-j-2h+c)-l- V<a+2b+cl'-4!a-j-bic I 
2 lOIIN 

to cover the whole distance AB. 
503. Let us denote the distance (in kiJomctres) by :r. By hypothe:;i!', accor-

ding to the schedule train A must catch up with train B in ..;. hours aftN 
departure. Actually, it caught up with train lJ after having covered (r-a) Km. 

i.e. in x-:a lwurs. Consequently. Loth trains travelled .;. hours less than 

required by tlw sdu•dulc hcfore they met. TraiH B had to travl'l _:_ hour:-; to ,., 
2 meet train A. but actually it fovered <t distance of 3 .r Ht a speed of 1· 1 awl 

a distance of ~.r-a at a l"pced of-} ''t• covering the wholt• Jistanft' in 

(·~x -L +r~-a)' hours. ConsC<JUCntly, 
"'t ' 1 ' 

2(:1 

( 

2 1 ' 

:, ~ ~+-3-1-- =7 -x -x-a) 
2Vt 

Answer: the distance to the terminal tilation is t:qual to Ja 
12
v- v1) km. 

The problem is solvable only i£ v1 < 2v. 
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504. Let the interest be x%. Then the originally deposited sum was 

lfiOO roub. At the beginning of the second year the total sum was 1500 + 
X X 

+ 15 + 85, i.e. ( 
15~0 

+ 100) roub. At the end of the second year this sum 

turned inta C5~ + 100) ( 1 + i~O) roub. Hence, we get the equation 

es~o +tOO) ( 1+ i~O) =420 

Answer: 300 roub., 5%. 
505. Let us denote the output of machines A, B, C by x, y, z. respectively. 

By hypothCllis, 

x= 1~0 <u+z), y= 1~(x+z) 
We find x and y in terms of z from these equations; adding them, we get 

, 100 (m+n)+2nm 
x,y= !0000-mn 

The required percentage is equal to -+= . 100. 
X y 

10 000-mn 
Answer: 100 · 100 (m + n) + 2mn 

50(). Let us take for the unit of measurement the output for the preceding 

year. Then the output for the first year is 1 + 1~0 . And compared with it, the 

output for the second year is increased by q?0, i.e. by ( 1 + 1~0 } 
1
6

0
. to be equal 

to 

( 1 + t~o) + ( 1 + 1~0) 1cio = { 1 + 1~0) ( 1 + 1Zo) 
If tlw output for the third year is in('feascd by x%, the increase amounts 

to { 1 + 1{;0) ( 1 + 1ci0) 1~ . By hypothesis, 

+ [1~o+ ( 1 +1~o) 16o+( 1 +t~o} (1+1Zo} 1~oJ=1~0 
3r- p--q-fiJJ , .. ... 

{ 1 + 1~0} ( 1 + 16o) 
..insu·er: 

507. Let the prime cost of the total quantity of goods amount to m 

roubles. Thl'n the prime t:ost of the first batd\ sold makes a?O of m, i.e. ;1~ 

roubles. By hypothesis, tho profit made by selling this batch is p~o of this 
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sum, i.e. ~~ • 1~0 roub. The prime cost of the rest o! the goods is equal 

to m- ~~ = m ( 1- 1~} roubles. The prime cost of the second batch sold 

amounts to b~0 of this sum, i.e. to m { 1- 1~0 ) 1~0 roubles. The profit made 

on selling the second batch is qHQ; consequently, this profit amounts to 

m ( 1-
1
:
0

} 1 ~0 • 1
6
0 

roubles. The prime cost of the remaining goods is equal to 

m- ~~ -m { t-1~0 } 1 ~0 =m { t- 1~} ( 1- 1 ~0 } roub. 

Let the remaining goods be sold at a profit of .r"o· Then the profit mad<> r>n 

their selling amounts to m { 1- 1 ~0 } ( 1- 1~0 ) 1~0 roub. The total profit is 

By hypothesi'3, the total pro[it must be r''O of m rouht i.(>. ;~~ rouh. Con
~equently, 

"'[t~u·t~u :~(t-t~o}t~o·J~I~(t-Jiiii} (1-t:;u) t:,o) WiT 

The quantity m is reduced. 

up bq { a } 
r-100-100 t-100 ., 

Ansu:er: 10• 

( 1 -t~o}( 1 -1~) 
50S. Fir$/ metlwd. Let us assume that (•acb of the cut-uff pi('Ct's \Highs .r k~. 

For the sake of brevity, let us call the first alloy (weighing m lq:~) "alloy A11
, 

and the ~econd. "alloy B". Out of the two newly produced ingot:; the fir~t oue 
contains (m .x) kg of alloy A and x kg of alloy B, and thr seeoud, .c kg of alloy 
A and (n - .r) kg uf alloy B. By hypothc:;is, the copper content in both alloy::; 
is the ~a me, which is possible only if the amounts of alloy A and alloy lJ, contai
rwd in the new alloys, arc proportional. We get the equation 

.!!.!..=..:_ =-"'-, whence x = __!!!!!:__ z n-z m+n 

Saond method. Let u kg be the weight of copper in 1 kg of alloy A, and v -
the weight of copper in I kg of alloy B. Then the first ingot contains (m - x) u + 
+ xv kg of copper, i.e. I kg of the first ingot contains (m-x) u~J·xv kg of 

m 
copper. Tbe weight of copper contained in 1 kg of the second ingot i!:( expresf:ed 
in a !imiJar way. Equating the two expressions thus found, we get tlH' equation 
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in three unknowns (x, u, v): 

n [(m - x) u + xv] = m [(,.- x) v + xu] 

which may be transfonned to 

(u - v) (mx + nx - mn) = 0 

By hypothesis, alloys A and B are of different copper content, i.e. the quan
tity u - v cannot be equal to zero. Consequently, 

mx + nx- mn = 0 

Answer: each of the cut-off pieces weighs :.; n kg. 

509. Let there he originally x1 roubles in the first pile, x2 roubles in tht> 
second and so on, and xn roubles in the nth pile. As is obvious, the first pilo 
is treated in a special way. since at first an nth part of the money is taken [rom 
it and only by the last shifting operation an nth part of the nth pile is put into 
it. whereas each of the rest of the piles first is enlarged on the account of the 
preceding pile and then an nth part of it is taken away. Therefore, let us consider 
any pile. except for the first one. Let k designate its number. Originally. it had 
xh roubles, then some amount of y roubles of (k - l)th pile was put into it, 
and. finally, an nth part of the total sum y + xk was taken from it. After this 

operation pile k had (y + xh) n:;-l roubles. By hypothesis, we have the equation 

(I) 

A roubles must remain in the preceding (k - 1 )th pile, if it is not the first 
(i.e. if k ""' 2) (the money in the first pile amounts to A roubles only after it 
is replenished from the nth pile). Hence, prior to the shifting operation it had 
A t y r?ubles. By hypothesis, the money taken from it makes an nth part of 
A i y, l.C. 

(2) 

1 
Hence, yc- n-l A. Substituting it into (1), we get xk=A. 

Thus, f'ach of the piles, except, perhaps, for the second and first (preYiously 
cxclud<'d from consideration) originally had A roubles: 

... = Xn =A (3) 

The unknown .r 1 may be found in thC' following way. By hypothesis, at first 

an nth part is taken out of the amount of .r1 roubles. There remains .x 1 n -t roub
n 

lr:'l. At the <.>nd of the shifting process a certain amount of money (y roubles) 
frnm thu last pill1 is put into the first pile. \\'c obtain the equation 

(4) 
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Reasoning (conformably to the nth pile) in the same manner we find as 

before Y=_!_j A. Substituting it into (4), we get 
n-

(n-2)n 
Xt = (n-1)2 A, (5) 

to find x2 we have the equation 

( ..!._x1+x2 ) n-I=A (6) 
n n 

where x1 is determined by tho formula (5). Solving the equation, we find 

Answer: 
n2-2n 

x,= (n-1)2 A; 

n (n-1)-(n-2) 
xz= (n-1)2 A. 

_n2-2n+2 . 
X2- (n-f)Z A, x3=.t.a=···=Xr,=A 



PART TWO 

GEOMETRY AND TRIGONOMETRY 

CHAPTER VIII 

PLANE GEOMETRY 

510. Let a and b be the legs of the right-angled triangle and c, its hypotenuse. 
By h)·pothesis, a + b + c = 132 and a2 + b2 + c2 = 6050. Since a- + b• = 

c'. then 2c2 = 6050, whence c = V3025 = 55. Therefore a+ b = 77. 
Squaring this equality and taking into account the relation a2 + b2 = 3025, 
we get ab 1452. Consequently, a and b arc the roots of the equation 

x2 - 77x + 1452 = 0 
Ans11-er: the legs of the triangle are equal to 44 and 33 respectively, the 

hypotenuse. to 55. 

~ 
/J lJ C' 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

511. The altitude BK (Fig. 1) of the parallelogram ABCD is 

20N=2p. Since LBAK=o., AB=_;.e_. Similarly, AD=~. 
sma smcx 

S=AD-BK= 4mp 
sma. 

The diag-onals are found 

Ansu·~r: S = ~mp 
sma 

by the law of cosines. 

BD = 2 y-p2'+..,-,"""',.2"--,2"'m'"'pc-c=-o-=s-o. 
SID a. 

AC 2 V p2+m~+2mpcos a 
Slllct 

equal to 

We find: 

512. By hypothesis, AC = 30 em and BD = 20 em (Fig. 2). The altitude AE 
may be found proceeding from the similarity of the right-angled triangles BDC 
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and AEC (having the common angle C), or, which i:-> t>asier, hr comparing two 
expressions of the area .)~ of Uw triangle ABC . .l\;aml•Iy, 

S=+AC-BD and S "!,BC-AE 

Answer: 24 em. 
~13. From the t!'ianglc BDE, whc1·e BD=12 ern and BE 1:1 em, we find 

DE= l/IJ2~J22-,o5 (em) (Fig. 3). Consc•qucntly, ,ID=AE~DE=+ AC~ 

~ II J)E C 

Fig. :J 

~DE c.•.),. 60~ 5 = 2.'i (em) and DC= EC +DE= 35 (em). Th<• sill<·' arc found 
from the -triangles A/)[J and DCB. 

,!nswer: AB;.._lf7G9"'-27.7 em. BC=V13!i9c 37 ern. 
514. I...<>t ABC hH the given trianglo 

(AC C/1 =b). It is rcquin!d to deh•r
min<.> the are>a S of tho triangle Ot01.0:1 
(Fig. !•I· 

We haves~~+ Oo0a·01C, whcreO.,Oa"' 

All and 0 1C.- AB. lienee, S .• - } AIJZ .. b2. 

Allunate solution. Tlw triangle Otfh_C 
is C(JUal to the triangle 0 1BC • .sincl' the); 
have the common base OtC and t>qual 
altitudPs. The triangle 0 10 3C is C'(JIHII 
to Uw triangle 0 1A C (for the same rea
:-on). lh•ncc. Ow triangle 0 10:/J3 is equal 
to the square 0 1/JCA. 

Answa: S b2 • 

5t5. By hypothe~is, the line-segmeut 
AB --"" a is divided hy the pnint .M in 

tho ratio m : rt (Fig. 5). Then• fore A,U :c:o m~~~ 
11 

~arne way 

Fig. 

na 
and JIB - m+n 

BN=CKz_ooDL=__!!!.!_ and NC:::-:~J<D -"LA::-___!!!___ m-j-n m-j-n 
H-01338 

In tht• 
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Consequently, 
, / m2a2 ,z2a2. a ---

LM=MN=NK=KL= V (m+ n)Z+(m+n)Z= m+n Vm2+n2 

Furthennore, all the angles of the quadrilateral LM N K are the right ones (since 
the triangles ALMand BMX are congruent, we have i_LMA = i_MNB=90°
- i_NMB; hence, i_LMA + i_Ni\IB = 90°; therefore i_LMN=90'). 
Consequently, the quadrilateral LMN K is a square. 

a2 (m'+n2) 
Answer: S = (m + n)Z • 

Alternate solution. Subtract the total area of the four triangles !rom the 
area of the square ABCD. 

:t;SJN 
II M B 

Fig .. 5 Fig, 6 

ol6. By hypothesis, .:. Lll..! = 31F (Fig. 5). Consequently, 

I F 
AL=z J/L and AJ/ = \

3 
ML 

Hence, 
1 ( ;-) AB=AM+MB=A.ll+AL=z t+v3 ML 

Consequently, 
area ABCD: area LMNK = AB2: .11£2=(1 + V3)2 : 4, 

i.e. 
4 

area LMNK= (l+ll3l' area ABCD 

Answer: the ratio is ~ )' 2 (2- 1/3) ~ 0.54. 
(1+ 3 

517. Let us denote AM (Fig. 5) by :r. Then AL=.liB=a-:r. Consequently, 

area KL,l/N =L~1f2= AL2+A,l-f2= (a-x)Z+x2 

fly hypothesis, (a-x)'+x' =~~az. Solve this equation. 

. 3a 4a 
Ansu•er: the required segments nrc equal to 7 and 7 . 
518. A prt'liminary. It will become clear from the solution how to find the 

position nf the vertices of the inscribed rectangle KLMN (Fig. 6). At the moment 
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it is necessary to carry out the drawing schematically, beginning with the construction of the rectangle KLMI\'. 
Solution. Find the line-segments MB = x and BN = y. Since AB = 1,, AM= 4- x. The triangles DLK and 81\'M are congruent (prove it'): consequently, DL BN = y and LA = 3- y. The triangles LAM and MNB are similar, since their acute angles A LM and N llfB are equal (as angles with mutuall~ perpendicular sides). And since, by hypothesis, ML is three times greaterthanllfN,we have LA= 3MB, and, also, AM= 38.\', i.e. 3- y c" 3x 

5 9 and 4- :r. = 3y. Hence, -"=g, Y=g. Now we 
have 

and 

MN=Jl(~r+(i-)2= 1/~0G 

ML=3V!06 
8 
~ 

f/ L 8 

Fig. 7 

Answer: the sides of the rectangle are equal to 11106 "" 1.29 m and 
8 

3Vtou 3 "7 --8-~ ,o m. 
f>l9. The area of the equilateral triangle ABC (Fig. i) is equal to 

..!..a. Vii a·.c V3 a2. The triangle ANL, in which, by hypothesis. AL "-.
1
! a 2 2 . 4 

2 l . l . and AN= 3 a laS 1ts ang e A 111 common with the triangle ABC. Ht>Hce, 

their areas are in the ;arne ratio as tlJO products of the side,: s,,NL 
s,,nc I 2 

Ta.Ta 
=-·--·-.Therefore a-a 

Hence-, 

S 1 2 S' 2 , ANL=3·3 ABC=?f::>AIJC 

, I , a2 V3 SNLM""SAnc-3SAli'L=TSAncoo12 

Note. The triangle LMN, as well as the triangle ABC, is an equilateral one (prove .it). The same method may he .used for det~rmining .the area of tho triangle L!t!N In a genera) case, when the trwngJe ABC 1s an arbitrary one audits sides are divided in arbitrary ratios. 

a2 V3 An.swt'r: 12. 
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520. \\'e have (see Fig. 8) a + b + c = 2p; hence a + b = 2p - c and 
a' + 2ab + b' = (2p c)'. But a2 + b' c2 and ab = ch (see solution of 
Problem 512). Therefore c2 + 2ch ~ 4p2 - 4pc + c', whence 

C= 2p2 
h-;;2p 

. 2p (h+ p) 2p2h 
Now we have a-f-b= h-f-Zp and ab=h+Zp' Hence, a and b arc the roots 

of the equation 

Answa: c = 
2
P

2 

h+2p 

ll=-p-(h-1-p L 11(p-h)2-2h2) 
h+2p · ·r 

. -.'-'.- l"·i·P- V<P-"J'-21!2J 
h-t-2P 

The problem is solvable only if p ;;;;, h ( V2 + I . 

~b 
ll JJ 0 B 11 8 

Fig. 8 Fig. 9 

521. Eithl'r nf the sides AC and BC (Fig. !1) of the triangle ABC is equal 

to 21-'---'.!.rt p -a. Let x be the length of the line-H•gment C.ll (.r ---=- CJfo=CX). 
---:! 

The pPrimetl'r '2p of the trapezoid ..1.U.YFJ i:-: obtnin<'d from the perimeter .2P 
of tht> tri<HH.!;ll' A!Jt' hy subtracting CJ/ ··-C.\' 2.r frntn '!.P and then addmg 
,\IS to tiH' di[f(>rt•nce thus obtained. Fl'Om tlw similarity of tht.• triangles ABC 

and .l/X( WP find 

II~ nee, 

whene(• 

MN = AB· ,l/C 2ax 
AC P--a 

•• '> , !!ax 
_P- .... r~; 1-'-a =2p 

Xc (f'-a)(P-p) 
P-:!a 
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.>22. It is required to determine the distance N P = x bC>twecn the point N (Fig. 10) and the base AD=a*, and the distance NM=y between the point N and the side AB=c. From the similarity of the triangles A.lf.\" and ABC 

~~ II a 1J II lJ 8 

Fig. lO Fig. 11 

.liN A.l! . y x (wlwre BC=:b) \\'('find fiC=Ai]• 1.c. b,_.- 7 , and from the :-;imilarity 
. I NP PD x u-y of the triangles /V PD and BAD we tan> BA = AD , i.e. C =-a-. Then we 

sol n1 tlw&• two f'({uation:-;. 
ac ob 

Answer: :.r -- ~; y----,- a+b. 

52:t L~·t ABC (Fig. 11) is the ~h·en tt·iangl(\. Since DE is a midline of 
tbc triangle and DE"~CD, we have CD=}Ac. Consequently, 1.. CAD.-30'. 

Ther·"f<>re CD·· AD V:l '> V'i c c --:
1
- =.... . 1n. 

Answer: S =~ 12 1./3 cm2. 
;,24. i'ut x 80, y . AO (Fi~. 12). 

Tlwu tllf• aJT'<I S of tlw rhombu~ ABCD 
hi ('qual to 2.ry. By hypoth(•sis, .c + y :...--:: 

;y. ; Le~idt•:-;, from the l'ight-angled 
- 1 . p triangle AOB, where AB c~ -;;2p 7=~· we 

find .x2-t y2 ·- ( 4[ )2
. Squal'ing both mt'm~ 

8 

II c 

]) 

Fig. 12 

b(~rs of the [jr~t equation and subtracting the second one, w<• find 2:ry m'!.- P
2 

o--~.-· 

• The solution is independent of whether a is the larger or the smaller hast•. 
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525. Let x denote the altitude BE (Fig. 13). Then AE =x and FD =r V3. 
,;;; a-b 

Since AD=AE+EF+FD, a=x+b+r V"· Hence, x=-v- = 
3+1 

(a-b) (V3-1) 
2 

Answer: S (a2-b2) (V3-1) 
4 

526. By hypothesis, AD= 44 em and BC = 16 em (Fig. 14). Hence, AE + 
+ FD = 28 em. Denoting the length A E (in centimetres} by x, we have FD = 

b_. ;1 ~ 
a F====:J II £ F /1 

Fig. 13 Fig. 14 

= 28 - x. By hypothesis, AB = 17 em and CD = 25 em. Consequently, BE'= 
= 172 - x' and CF' = 252 - (28 - x)'. And so, we get the equation 

172 - x2 = 252 - (28 - x)' 

whence x = 8 (em). Hence, we find the altitude h: 

h=BE=V172-x2=15 (em) 

. (a+b) h 
Now we !md S=--

2
-. 

Answer: S = 450 cmz. 

8 

A 
c Jl CJJ C 

Fig. 15 Fig. 16 

527. Denote the side of the inscribed square (Fig. 15) by x. From the 

similarity of the trionglesAKD (wherein AK=AC-;; DM = •;x, and DK=X) 
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( 
a a 1/3) . a-x a and AEB whercinAE=T and BE=-

2
- we get the equatiOn ---z--:

2
= 

a V3 . a V3 _ _ =x: - 2- wherefrom we ftnd x= 
2
+ V:i=a V3(2- V3). 

Answer: S·=3a2(2- VW=3(7-1t V:l)a2. 528. By hypothesis, AD = 36 em and DC 14 em (l'ig. 16). The areas s, and S2 of the triangles ADB and CBD with a common altitude are in the same ratio as the bases, i.e. 

s,:S2 =36:t4=.;;! 
I 

Consequently, S1= ;~ S, where S = S, + S, is the area of the triangle ABC. 
lly hypothesis, the straight line EG divides the area S into two equal parts, which means that this line intersects the base A C between the pomts A and D 

Fig. 17 Fig. 18 
(but not between D aud C). We get the triangle AGE, whose area S3 i~ equal 
ttJ -}s. Since the area:; of the similar triangles AGE and .Af)B are iu the same 
ratio as the :-;quan•s of the sides A G and AU, then 

whence we find 

llenw, 

18 
S · 

1 
S "('' · AG2 E ·:r =<J)~. 

AG = 30 (em). 

GC = AC AG = (36 +!It)- 30 20 em 
Answer: 30 em and 20 em. 
529. Sec the soJution of the preceding problem. From the condition 

AD :DC = 1 : 8 we lind that the area of the triangle BDC (Fig. 17) is ~ of 
9 the area S of the triangle ABC. Since, by hypothesis, BD ·c.o: 4. we have 

Ef/2: 1o={s :{s 
Answer: EF :~3. 
530. Since S£·m,..-=: SvEFG =~ SAIJGC (l"ig. f8), Uw area of the triangle E/JF j~ haH the urea of the triangle DJJG and three times 8:" small as the area of 
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the triangle ABC. SincC> these triangles are similar, ElF: DB2: AB2= 1:2:3. 

By hypothesis, AB~""a; hPncc, EB=~ and DB=a~2. 
V3 V3 

Answer: tlw side AB is divided into the following parts: 
a 

a ( ;- ) a 1- r 
V

_);2-l and--c=(\3-),2). 
0 v:l 
531. By hypothc~i:-;, the area of the triangle ABC (Fig. 19) is equal to S~ 

and that of the triauqlc 1\B.l!, to q. Three \'Crticcs of the quadrilateral coincid£" 

B 

Fi~. Hl Fig. 20 

with tlw point~ A', H, and J/~ and tlw fourth \'t'rt(•X /,may ll(' arbitrarily taken 
nn tlw ~idt' Al". Indi>Pd, the arNt S 1 of tlw quatJrilatPral LA-8,1/ i:" the :o;mn of 
tht> arl'a q tJf tlw triang:h• HBJ/ and thl' area nf tht~ trianglt• KLJI. and tlw latter 
l'l'maiu!' liHChangNI tl~ tlw n:-rtex L mon'~ alon;; tin• ~traight litw A C parallel 
to the ha~P A".U. LPt thP altitudt' BE of tlw trian::.!lt' ABC pa.-::-through tlw point 
F of the ba'-P .:1 C. l'lacing tlw point L at the 11oint f.'. we get tl1l' quadrilateral 
!dJ.l/E. \\i!o:-.p diagoua}!' arP mutually fll'rpt.~udicular; ron::=equPntly, 5 1 

.;,_ KJf.fiE . . \nd 'inn· q· · .;,_ 1\.\l·lil>. S1 : q BE: 11/J. Dut 'inre the 

tria~JgiP AHC j..., :-imilar to tlu7 triangle KB.ll, Wl' havL• S: q BE':.: BD'!~ 
Cml:-PquPHtly, 

Sole. If lhP pniut !, dnt':-: not coiuddP with tlw point E. the ,:;;olution ie: modi
fi(•d: fintl 

S1 +1\.IJ.lJ/1.;.{;.:.11 . .\"L }K.1l(BD+:YL)~·+hJI·BE 

and th('n pt·orl'Pd iu th(' :-am(' way as Hbovt.'. 
Ansll'rr: T'.\'q. . 
;,:J2. Ll't tltt• linP-~egmt>nt FF x (Fig. 20) di\'idc the arPa of the trapezoid 

A/J('lJ (AI.J a, IN' b) into two equal parts. Then 

(a.L.r)FL F.lt. i.e. (a+.r)FL~:::{.r-f-b)F.lf --:!--
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The altitudes FL and Fill cannot he found separately (the lPngth of UJI(' of them 
may be taken arbitrarily), hut the ratio FL: FM is of a definite value. 1\amely, 
from the similarit.y of the triangles 1/FD and CFA" (wherein liD a- .r 

and C K = x - b) we find 
a-x x-b 
rr:= FM 

Multiplying this equality by tlw prect'ding one, \\l' g{•t 

a2-.r2=,x2-b2 

whence 
r=' /a2+b2 v 2 

Alternate mflhod. Extending the nonparallel , .. ides, we get the ~im ilar triangle,.., 
BGC, EGF and AGD. Their areas St. S2 , S 3 arc proportional to the :-;quarb of 

corre~ponditlg ~ide:-: b, X, a so that s, qf/~, s2 q..~.·~. SJ tJa~. wht'rt' q ~~ 
a Ct:!rtaiu coefficit•nt of proportiouality, who:ot' magnitutle depend~ i;H tlw alti-
tude of the trapPzoid. By hypothc~is, S-:. -·~ St ...... -- s~, i.e. 

and since q ""l= 0, 

'/ 2+b" 
Answer: x= Jl T. 

q (x2 - b') q (a' r 2 ) 

S:l3. By hypothesis, BE-~liF •. a (Fig. 21) and EF··b. lienee, EG···~ ""'! 
, / b 2 

BG= V a"- h-) . 
By the tlworNI_l,, on proporti~na) line~ in tho right·angled triangle (BDE) 

"e find BD= 
1;:~ •• '/ a b .. 

2 
. 1\ow wo lind the side of the rhombus 

v a2-(z) 
(AD). The isosceles triangle:; ADD and lJEF are similar, siuce tlwi1' angles 
(all of them 81'(~ B(:uto) are rt>.spec.tivf!ly equal {as the angles with mutually 
pcrfK!ndiculal' sidt•s). Consequently, 

AD: BD~·liE: EF, 
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i.e. 

a:b 

wherefrom we find AD and then the area of the rhombus S =AD ·a. 2a• Answer: 
b V4a2-b2 

534. Let AB = 27 em and AC = 29 em (Fig. 22); then the median AD =~ 

B~ 
\ \ I 

\ I I 
\ I I 
\ I I 
\ I I 
\ I I 
\ I I 
\II 
';J 
£ 

Fig. 22 

26 em. Extend AD as long as DE= AD. The quadrilateral ABEC is a parallelogram (prove it!) with sides of 27 and 29 em. 
The area of the triangle ABC constitutes half the area of the parallelogram obtained, on the other hand, the area of the triangle ABE is also equal to half the area of the parallelogram ABEC. Consequently, the area of the triangle ABC is equal to the area of the triangle ABE, whose sides are known (AB =27 cm;BE=29cm; A E = 52 em). Now the area of the triangle may be computed by using Heron's formula: 

S=VP(P a)(p b)(p-c) 

Answer: 270 em:!. 
535. By the law of cosines a2 = b2 + c2- 2bc cos A, and 

• c I . A . . A 2S 4 h smce,J=zbcstn lt.e. stn =bC=s· we ave 

A ·v--·-z- 3 cos =± 1-sm A=±5 

We ll•t two solutions; both of them are suitable (in one case A is an acute angle, in the other it is an obtuse one). 

Answer: a=vb2+c2-~bc or a=vb2+c2+}bc. 
536. From the triangle ABC (;ee 

Fig. 23) we have: C h 
m2 = b~ + c~ - 2bc cos B 

and since cos B cos ( 180' - A) = 
=-cosA, then 

.................. ~""'"""! 
..._..._ ~" I 

d ,.., ..... '>'-. .... TTJ..j 
!!-"' I-......... 

,................. L / ................... m~ &Z. + c:! + 2bc cos A 

From the triangle ADC we find 
.o a 

m2 a2 + JZ. - 2ad cos D Fig. 23 

Equating this expression to the preceding one, we get 
2bc cos A + 2ad cos D = a!l - b2 + tP - c!! (I) 
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In the same way, considering the triangles ABD and CBD, we get 

2ac cos A + 2bd cos D = a2 - b' (d"- c2) (2) 

Equations (I) and (2) yield cos A and cos D, and then we find m' and n2• Proceed 
as follows: multiply (I) by b, and (2), by a, and then subtract the first equation 
from the second. \V e get 

2 (a' - b2 ) c cos A = (a' 1>2) (a - b) (d' - c2) (a + b) 

Dividing both members of the equality by (a' - b2) I 'FOI. we obtain 

d2-c2 
2ccosA=a-b- a-b 

Now we find 
(d2-cZ)b a(c2-b2)+b(o2-d'l) 

m2=b2+c2+(2ccos,l)b=c2+ab-~= a-b 

Similarly, we find 

and then 
nZ = b2+d2+(2d cos D) b= a (dZ-bZ)+b (aZ-cZ) 

a-b 

Note. The line-segment AD~ a is smaller than the broken line ABCD. 
Therefore the problem is solvable only if a < b + c + d. But this condition 
alone is not sufficient, which is seen from the following. Let a > b and c ;;?; d 
(if these inequalities are not fulfilled then we can always change the notation 
to make the inequalities valid). Draw a straight line BL parallel to the side CD 
to complete the parallelogram DC/n. Now we find: BL CD ~ d and DL 

CB = b. In the triangle ALB the side LA IJA - [) L = a - b is larger 
than the difference of the sides AB .~c:: c and BL d. Therefore another condi~ 
tion :;hould be satisfied, namely a ~ b > c -d. If either of the conditions is 
not fulfilled, then at least one of the expressions obtained for m2 and n2 will 
turn out to be negative. 

The two conditions a < b + c + d and a - b > c - d are quite suffici(.•nt 
for the problem to be solvable. Indeed, the first condition may be written in the 
form a - b < c + d. Consequently, we can construct a triangle A 8!.., with 
the sides,\£ a- b, AB c and IJL =d. Extending the side AL by LD = b 
and constructing a parallelogram D LBC, W(~ get a quadrilateral A BCD, which 
is a trapezoid with the bases AD = a, BC = b and JH>nparallel sides AJJ 
and DC= d. 

Answer: m2~, a(cZ-hZ)+h(aZ-d't) 
a-b 

n2= a (d2-bZ)+b (a2-c2) 

a-b 

.537. For the notation in Fig. 24, where L.A . .:-;; 60\ we have 

BIJ2 = AD2 + AB'- 2·BA ·AD ·cos 60'' c~ a'+ b'- al>, 

AC' a'+ b'+ ab 
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Since AC is longer than BD, the given . 19 . I AC• ( ratw 7 IS equa to BD' but not 
BD2) to ACZ . From the equation 

a2+b2+ab 
a2+b2-ab 

19 
7 

or 

we find i= {- and i=-}. Both of these values give one and the same 
parallelogram (we may alter the notation in Fig. 24, denoting AB by a and AD, 
by ~- . 

Answer: the sides arc in t-he ratio 3 : 2. 
538. Let 0 be an arbitrary point within the equilateral triangle ABC 

(Fig. 25). Join the point 0 with the vertices. The sum of the areas of the triang-

8 

8 c /(A .. 
i><J m II a D II /. {! 

Fig. 24 Fig. 25 

les AOB, BOG and GOA is equal to the area of the triangle ABC. Denoting the 
side of thi~ triangle by a, and the altitude, by h, we get 

. Ol 0 a ah (OK+."+ ,lf)z=z 

Hence, 
h =OK+ OL+ OM 

539. By hypothesis, BC ~- 47 m and CA = 9m 
(Fig. 26; the drawing is made not to scale); hence, 
BA 55 m. Consequently, AD ·AE •= 9 ·56 504. 
Let AD = x; then DE= :r + 72 and, hence, 
A E 2x + 72. From the equation .r (2x + 72) = 
~504 we find .;c 6. 

A n ... wer: AE 84 m. 
Fig. 2H 540. The problem is reduced to finding one of 

the legs of the triangle OA B (Fig. 27), given, the 
hypotenuse OA '-":;:; m and altitude BD =--=· ~- Let us denote the larger leg by x. 
and the smaller one, by y. The area J the triangle OA B c~pressed in two 
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different ways (sec solution of Problem 5t2) gives the equation .ry a~ , i.e. 

2.ry = am; besides, .r~ + y2 = m2• Adding and subtracting the.se t'quations Vy 
me1nbers, we get 

and 

.r-y;.:;;::. Vm2-am 

Both :r and y can serve as the required radiu:::. 

Answer: }(.\1m2+am+ Vm2-am}, or {(Vm:!+am-Vm2~am). 

Fig. 27 Fig. 28 

54t. Since the radius of the eircle is equal to U em and J/0 ~ 5 em, then 
.lf{),,,s em. MC=18 em (Fig. 28). Let us denote .liB by r. Tlwn A.l/ 25-.r . 
. ..;inct~ A,\f.MlJo=.lflJ.:lfC, Wl' have 

(25-x)x· 18-8 

lfence .r1 1{), x 2 c. U. 
Answer: the Sl'gments arc 16 em and 9 em 

long. 
542. From the triangle EJJ02 (Fig. 29), 

j 
wherein IJE 2 AB, we find 

B 

,. Fig. 2!) 

!(>v ·b 1(. a.) From the triangle AIJ01, wherein L D, 1 '"'2 L AB •= 2 \10·'- -y . 
(.rt ( : ~DCj} we find 

( [\ ~~ ' . 
r=O,IJ AD·tan 4a '7T /'-'-
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Since AD=AB·sinf (from the triangle ABD), we have 

cot { 45'-T) 
R :r 

sin a 

cot (45'-..::_4 } 
Answer: !!.._ --"'7. :---'-r sm a. 
543. By hypothesis, a = BC = 13 em, b = CA = 14 em c = AB = = 15 em (Fig. 30). Denote OE =OF by R. The area of the tri~ngle ABC is 

c 

8 

Fig. 30 Fig. :11 

equal to the sum of the areas of the triangles BOC and AOC. Since the areas of 
. l I 3R d 14R . l h these triangles are equa to -r an --r, respcctlv~ y, t en 

27R 
SAne=~ 

On the other hand, by ll<>ron 's formula 

SAne= lf21 (21-15) (21-14) (31-13) =84 cmZ 
Equate the two e~pre,:;sions for the area. 

Answer: R ""'~: 6-§- tm. 

544. In tho right-angled triangle OEB (Fig. 31) the angle EBO is equal 
to 60'. Therefore 

Hence, 

From the 

2 211 
BO=EO·---=---113 1/3 

BD=R ( 1+ ~a) 
triangle ABD we find 

11(1/3+2) 
113 

.. w 2 R(l'3+Z) and AD=R(l/:i+2) 
V3 
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hence~ 

AC=2R(V"2+2) 

Answer: AB=BC 
2R(ti+Z), AC=2R(V3+2). 

545. From the triangle ABD (Fig. 32) we have 

Since 

then 

Consequently, 

BD= VBA2-AD2= 18 em 

BA2 
BC=7J1)=50 em 

AC=VBC2-IJA2=40 em 

Answer: the scmicircumference is equal to 2011:. 

223 

546. Since the angles B, D, and E of the quadrilateral ODBE are the rJght 
ones and DO OE (Fig. 33), this quadrilateral is a square. The sought-for 

Fig. 32 Fig. 33 

arc DE is equal to one fourth of the circumference of the circle. Let us dl'note 
its radius by R. From the similarity of the triangles ADO and OEC we have 

AD OE 
AO"=oc 

Sjnce 

AD= v A02- OD2 = Vi52=7ii. 
then 

Vi52=7ii R 
15 20 

Hence, R = 12. 
Answn: Gn. 
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547. The area S of the quadrilateral ADEB (l'ig. 34) is 

\Vc have 
S =SABc-SDEC 

SAlle= A; BD=12 cm2 

To find SvEC· let us notice that the triangles DEC and DBC have the 
-common vt•Jtl•x D and one and the same altitude (not shown in the drawing) 

and that Su8c=+ SM1c=fi cm2 • Consequently, SvEc: G=CE: CB. The 

8 

Fig. 34 Fig. 35 

unknown SPQ"ment CE is found proceeding from the property of secants drawn 

from one point (C). \\'e lutvc CE-CB.o-CIJ-CA, whence CE Cl:::;A. Hence, 

. CE . CIJ-CI . 2-4 . ., 
,)'DEC 67II h CB"!. (J:!:!+tj2·= 1.2 Cnl"' 

AnS!t'l'r: S HUl cm2. 
;>48. The an•a , .. ; of thC' triangle ABC (Fi~:t. 3~l} is C'qual to thr product of 

its JWrimf'tt>l' :!a-7·:! 1/a:! -;" h:!. and T {r is tlw nHliU."l of the in:-;cril.}('d circle): 

On tlw otht>t' ll:md, 

Tlw sPgnwnt /JE i:-:. found from tht• proportinn 

DE:AC.· BF:BG 
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where 
AC=2a, BF=h-2r and BG=h 

Note. \Ve may find r in a_ different way~ the straight line AO is the bisector of the angle A. Hence, the lone-segments GO = r and OB = h - r are proportional to the sides A G and A B, i.e. 
r a 

h-r = V•'+h2 
ha 

Answer: r - :--c====--
Va2+h2+a 

Va2 +h2-a 2a(V•'+h2-a)2 
DE= 2a _,.,1="==--

} aZ+h'+a h2 
549. Since OB·OA = OC·OD (Fig. 36) and OB = OC, then OA = OD. The opposite sides AB and CD of the quadrilateral ABCD are C<lual to each 

0 

Fig. :JG Fig. :n 
other; h<~nce, the given lengths (6m and 2/im) belon~ to the sides A/) and B(' (A f) = Gm. JJC 2.4m). The lines /IC and A/) cutting equal .segmeuts off tlw ::;ides of the angle A OD are parallel, which mt~ans that the quadrilateral A/JCD is a trapezoid (an j:-osccles one). From the similarity of tlw triangh•s BOG and A OD we find 

BO: AO = BC: AD whence 
AO= BO·AD = 2·6 c .• 5 10 BC 2.4 

hence, AIJ .· ;; m. l\'ow find the altitude of the tmpezoid 

, / 6 2!. )' h=IJK·-VAII'-'-AK'=V 32-(~ =2./om 
Answer: S 10.08 m2• 
550. By hypothesis. AB 6m, AC 7m, DC= 9m (Fig. :li). Let 1/A• Rn and He be the required radii of the circles with their centres at A, B and c. 

15-01338 
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Then RA + RB = 6, Rc - RA = 7, Rc- RB = 9, wherefrom we find the 
radii RA, RB and R0 . 

Answer: RA = 4m, RB =2m, Rc =11m. 
551. Draw 0 2E parallel to AB and 0 2P parallel to DC (Fig. 38). By hypo-

thesis, AB ={CD. Denote CD by :r. Then 0 2P = x, 0 2E = {x. From the 

triangles O,EO, and 0 1P02 we have 

o,0~=01E2+{xz and 0 10i=01PZ+z2 

Equate these two expressions and take into account that 
O,E = 0 1A - EA = 0 1A - 028 = 

=5-2=3cm 
and, similarly, 

O,P = o,c+ 0 2D = 7 em 

Then we get 
9 

9+4 z2=49+z2 

whence :r2 32. Therefore 

o.og = 49+ 32 s1 

Answer: OtOz = 9 em. 
Fig. 38 552. Since the distance between 

the centres of the circles is less 
than the sum of their radii, but exceeds the difference between them, the circles 
intersect each other; hence, they have a common exterior tangent and [no 

Fig. ~9 

common inl('rior tangent. Put 0 1C x and 0 2C = y (Fig. 39). 'Ve have 

.r - 11 = o,o, = 21 em and :r: y = O,A : 0 28 = 17 : 10 

Answer: V 1C = 51 em, OzC = 30 em. 
;,:;;l. Two tangents to the circle 0 1 (MD and MA) pass through the point ,,{ 

(Fi~. 40). Hence, MD= MA. In the same way we prove that MD = llfB. 
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Consequently, 
MN = 2MD =AM+ MB = AB 

To find AB draw the straight line 0 2C parall<'l to AB. From the triangle 0 10 2C, 
wherein 0 2C AB, 0 10 2 R + r and O,C = H - r, we g<>t 

AB= V(H+r)2-(R-r)2 
or 

Answer; M N = 21/Rr. 
554. Let .MN be a common tangent to the two circle5 (Fi1f. 41). Since A~ll = 

= JIIP =- MB, MN is the median of the trapezoid ABCD. We have MN = 

Fig. 40 Fig. 41 

= A 8 ~ 2 VRr (sec solution of the preccdwg problem). Let u:s no\\ find the 
altitude BG of the trapezoid. According to the theorem on proportional lines 
in the right-angled triangle (EA B), 
we ha\'c 

But 

1-h•nce, 
JBE ·- o,o, -~ R + r 

4Rr 
BG= R+r 

8(Rr)31
' Answt'r: S = R + r • Fig. 42 

555. Denote the radius of tlw required circlc hy :r. Draw the straight line 
AIN H AB through its centre 0.1 (Fig. 42). Since AB is p('rpendicular lo the 
radii O,A, 0 28 and 0 3D, then AM BN ,., and, lll•nct·. 0 1Jf II x 
and 0-:.,V r- :c. Furthermore. we hav(• 0 10 3 = H + .r anti O.JJJ = r + :r. Consequently, 

15• 
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similarly, 

NOa=2Vrx 
And since MN=2VFr (see Problem 553), we have 

whence 
2 V&+z vrx=z VE 

VX V:Rr 
Vn+Vr 

Answer: the radius of the ci!'cJe is Rr 
(Vn+ Vrl2 

556. Since S = { ab sin C, where C is the angle between the chords, the 

problem has no solution for S > + ab. If S < + ab, then we find sin C = ;: , 

and there exist two triangles with thP sidrs a and b and area S: in one tri
anglL• C is an acute angle, in the other it is 

,/----w obtuse. In the first case cos C = V 1- aZbZ , 

in the second case cos C = '/ 1-
482 

. V a2b2 
Hence, 

cz~ a2+b2-2abcos C =a2+b2 + 211 a2b2-4S2 

(the minus for an acute C, the plus [or an 
I obtuse one). At S 2 ab we get a right-angled 

tri<ltHde, so that c2=a2+b2. The radius of 
the circle circumscrih<'d about the triangle is 

found by the formula R = 2 s~u C . 

ab ·r/ a2.Lb2 =t=? 1/ a2b2_!1S2 1 Ansu:er: R · ... . For S > ry ab there is no solu-4S -
tion, for S <+alJ-t\\n :-olutions (tho minus sign if the anglt.' hPtw('en the 

chnrds i:- acute, tlw plu~ one if it is obtui"e). At S :=+ ab we havt1 one solution 
(thP cllot·ds~are mutually perpendicular). 

5:>7. By hypothesis (Fig. 43), Atilt =a• ~ R, A,B, =a,= R y'2 and A3Ba= 
=a3 , II V:l. The altitudes of the triangles OAtBt, OA,B, and OA3B3 are 

11-\;'l nV'> R OCt~---0-' ~ OC 2;;;:--r; OC3-=?· respectively. Hence, we determine 
thl' area::- ~)f thC'se trian$tl~s. Then we find the arf:la of the sector OA1DB1: it 
j::; ('qual to one sixth of the area of the circle; therefore 

S 1 R" 
OAtDBt=fin .. 
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Similarly, SOA,JJB,o { ,.nz and SoA,DB,={ nRZ. Subtracting the area of 
each triangle from the area of the respective sector, we find the area of the segments: 

The arPa of the portion of the circle t:onlained 
A2B2 i~ 

S 2 -S1 = ~~ (n+3 V:!-G) 

du• arPa contained bl'twN•n A2B 2 and 
A::~B 3 is 

s,-S2 = ~: {a-3 V'3-, G) 

Answer: the ratio of the areas is CtJUal fl 
n-'-3(2-- V3> 

between the chords A1B1 and 

B 

Fi~. 44 to n-3(2- "V3) 
;)58. For determining the radius OK -= r (Fig. 44) of tlw in~rriht•d circle IN 

U:5 make u~e of the formula for the art•a of the triauglc: _..,. pr (p 1!-l thl' ... ennpcn~ mt~tcr of I he trianglt•). By hypolll<!:·ds, AlJ - 14 .. 4 em, lJC 2.) ti em .. tlwrelure 
AC _ 40clll. Hence.AB VAD·AC 24(cm), BC }'LIC·AC = :l2(nn). Cou."-cqueJJtly, p !18 nn and S ::J84 ern~. 

:ln$u,·er: tlw area uf the circle b equal to G4n em~. 

8 

A 

b 
Fig. 15 

5.)U. The line LN joitdug the points of tangcucy of the two parall(·lliucs AB and ClJ (Fig. 45) is the diameter of the drdt•. Thcrefure tht· inscribed angles 
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LEN and LMN (and, similarly, the angles MLE and MNE) are the right ones. 
Hence, the quadrilateral LEN M is actually a rectangle. ABD is an equilateral 
triangle (since AB =AD and LA = 60'); the line-segment LN (the altitude 

of the rhombus) is equal to the altitude of the triangle ABD, i.e. LN =a ¥3 . 
The area S of the rectangle is 
equal to 

{LN2.sin L LOE= 

={LN•·sin L BAD 

(the sides of the angles LOE and 
BAD are mutually perpendicular). 

1 (a V3 )2 . Hence, S = 2 -
2
- stn60°. 

Fig. 45 3a2 l/3 Answer: S = ----ur- . 
560. It is required to determine the area S, of the figure MCNF (Fig. 46) 

and the area s, of the figure KDNE (the areas of the figures KJ!LG and LBMN 
are equal to S, and S,, respectiwly). Since, by hypothesis, AC=4R, the11 

8 c 

~ 
A E b 

Fig. 4i 

0C=2·0M; hence, L OCM=30". Then we have L MON=IB0'-2·30'=120" 
and L KON =60'. The area of the quadrilateral C.l/ON is equal to R2){.3• 

and the area of the sector MONF, to fnR•. Hence, S1=R•lf3-"
3 

2
; 

. '1 1 S V3 Jl• rrRZ stmt ar y, 2=-
3

- ---
6
-. 

A . S R2(;;V3-n). S __ R2(2V3-n) 
nswer. t = 3 , 2- 6 • 

561. Since L .4=30' (Fig. 47), the altitude BE=h of the trapezoid is equal 
I to TAll. By the p•·operty of the circumscribed quadrilateral, BC+AD= 
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=AB+CD=AB. Therefore 

S= AB+CD h=};_ABZ 
2 2 

Answer: AB= V2S. 
562. Given the area S=20 cmZ and altitude BE=2r=4 em (Fig. 48), we 

. AD-f-BC fmd the half-sum of the bases --
2
--=5 em. Consequently, AlJ=5 cm 

(see the preceding problem). Now we lind AE= V AB2-BEZ=3 em. But AE 

Fig. 48 Fig. 40 

is the half-difference between the bases of the trapezoid. Knowing the half-sum 
and the half-difference, we find the bases themselves. 

Answer: AD= 8 em 
BC=2 em 
Ali=CD=5 em 

5()3. The area Q of the trapezoid ABCD (Fig.49) is equal to 

BC-j-AD BM=(BC-'-AD)R 
2 ' 

(R is the radius of the inscribed circle). Since this t~~ezoid is circums~~~bed 
about the circle, BC+AD=AB+CD. But AB=sina, and CD= sin~ . 
Therefore 

r.--znz(_1 _ __ 1_}=ZR2 sina-f-sin~ 
~- sin"+ sin ll sin a sin ll 

4R2sin a+~ cos a-ll 
2 2 

sin a sin~ 

8~ 
II N lJ 

R=-1, v Qsinasinjl Answer: -
2 sin a+ll cos a-ll 

2 2 
Fig. 50 

564. Since the lateral side All (Fig. 50), perpendicular to the bases, is equal 
to Zr, the inclined side CD is greater than 2r. Consequently, the least side ol 
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the trapezoid, equal to {r, is the (smaller) base BC. To find the larger base 
AD draw straight lines OC and OD which are re,-pectively the bisectors of the angles MCD and NDC, who>esum amounts to 180'. Hence, LMCO + LODN = = 90". From the right-angled triangle ODN we find LNOD + LODN = 90°. Consequently, LNOD = t..MCO, and the triangle ODN is similar to the triangle OCM. We obtain the proportion ND :OK = OM : JIJC, where ON = OM= r 
and MC = ]- (by hypothesis). Hence, ND = 2r, and AD = AK + XD = 

r+ 2r= 3r. 
9rZ 

Answer: S = T . 
i>6;;. The triangle O.l!C is similar to the triangle OND (Fig. 50) (see the I' bl ) 8. OD 4 ? h XD d ON prcce< mg pro em . mce OC = y= -· t en 75JT = 2 an Me= 2, i.e. 

8 l'>D=20.11···2r and MC= 
ON 1 l . h = 2 =. 2 r. From tle rtg t-

angled triangle ON D we find 
r2. .. 1- {2r):!=42, whence, 

4 
r= Vs (em) 

J\'ow we find AD=AN+ND= 
=r~··2r=3r=:c::~ em and . V5 
BC ·~. -

1
n em. The altitude 

1 5 
.liS of the trapezoid is t•qual to 

s 
~r·~ Vii em 

Ansu·er: S = 14.4 cm2. Fig. <il 56H. The centre 0 of the first 
cirdf' (Fig. 51) divides the alti· tntle BX h in tlw ratio 130: O.V 2: 1. Conseqm•ntly, the diameter .l!X is equal 

to 4 hand hencl\ /JJ/ ::.::~h. The second circle is inscribed in the triangle 
BliE, whosP altitude i' <'qual to one third of the altitude h of the trian~leARC. ll<'uce, the radius r 1 ~0,.11 is one third of the radius r "'0.\'. Therefore, 
if S is the area of til<' circle 0 [ S o=:t (a ya )2 ~~;" J, then the area of tho 
drde 0 1 will Jw S 1 -d., S. And since there are thrpe such circle:;, their total ... -
:ma Q1 will he 
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Reasoning in the same way 1 we find the total area of the next three circles 

Q2 = a; Q1 = ; 3 S and so on. 

Thus, we obtain an infinite S{•quence of addends 

S 'Q'Q'Q+ s 1 s 1 s· 1 s' T t T 2-i 3 · ·· = + J + 33 I 35 T ·· • 

The terms of this sequence, beginning with the term { S (the addend S is 
treated separately), form an infinitely decreasing geometric progrt•ssion 

( a1 = { S; q = ~ ) . The sum of this progression is equal to 

.;..s . 
~=-3-=is 1-q 8 8 

9 

To get the required area the addend S should bt• added to the ahow sums. 

I . d . I ll S 11 2 Answer: t 1e require area Is equa to 8 =% na . 
567. To find the area of the trapezoid 

BMNC (Fig. 52) it is required to find 
the base BM and altitude il!N, since CN 
is known. First determine CD-- .r. \\'c have 

z(BC-j-x)=AD2 
or 

Hence, 
x (S+x)= 150 

CD=x=10 (em) 

From the similarity of the triangles Fig. 52 
IJMD and CND it follows that 
IJM CN IJA/ 6 I 1/ 9 'l'l•e I . d f '7.if)= CD or 15=10· w1enre JJJ = (em). a tJtu c JJ,V is ound 

. MN ND . y--. --. -, from the proportiOn /iC= CD , where 1\·D= CDZ-CN'. We get 
MN=4 em. 

Answer: S =30 cm2. 
568. Let 0 1, 0 2 and 03 be the rentres of equal inscrib(>d drdes and let r he their radius (Fig. 5:J). Since A01 and C02 are thu bisectors of the angles A 

and c' each being equal to 60', then L o,AD C" :lO''; hem·e, AD~ EC -- r ya. 
Furthermore, DE=01o,,~2r. Therefore 2r(1 + V3),~a. 

Answer: r'=--':--, a(VJ-J). 
2{V3+tl 4 
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569. The required area LM N (hatched in Fig. 53) is obtained by subtracting 
the total area of the three sectors 0 1llfL, 0 2LN and 0 3N M (which is equal to 
the area of a semi-circle of radius r) from the area of the triangle 0 10 20 3, whose 

a(Vli-1) 
side is equal to 2r = 

2 
(see the preceding problem); therefore 

S _ 2 , 13 _a21/3(1/3-1)2 

Ot02oa-r V - 1U 

The total area of the three sectors is equal to 

nr2 aa2(1/3-1)2 aa2(2- 1/3) 
2 32 16 

A ·s-•(, 13 ")-••(2-1/3)(21/3-n) 
nswer. -r v -;r -

16 
. 

570. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem (Fig. 54). 
a2(4-n) 

Answer: S = --
1
-
6
-- . 

A ltemale solution. The required figure KLM.V is equal to the one which is 
hatched in Fig. 54. The latter is obtained by subtracting two semi-circles from 
the square B 1C1,{/ K. 

Fig. 53 Fig. 54 

5it. Df'termine the radius R of the circular arc of the segment, whose peri

meter is equal to the 'urn of the lengths of the arc clCB and chord AB (Fig. 55). 

We get {rrR-,R '\13=p, whence 

R-- 3p 
2a-i-3 1/3 
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1'he area S of the segment is equal to the area of the sector less the area 
<J( the triangle OAB, so that 

1 R2 Vii 
S=anR2---4-

Answer: S 3!-2 (4n-3 Vii) 
4 (2n+3 V3J2 · 

572. To lind the sides AB and BC ol the triangle ABC (Fig. 56), it is suffi
<:ient to determine EB = BG = x, since AE =AD= 6 em and CG = CD= 

8' 
B 

~ r.: 

A~B 120" 

0 I! c II (J 

Fig. 55 Fig. 56 Fig. 57 

= 8 em. For this purpo~e let us compare the following two expressions fur the 
area of the triangle: 

S=rp and S=Vp(p a)(p b)(p-c) 

where p is the semiperimeter o[ the triangle, i.e. 

I I z (EA+AD+DC+CG-j-GB+BE) =2"(28+2x)=l4-i x 

"'e get the equation 

Hence, x = 7 (em). 
Answer: AB=I3 em; BC=15 em. 
573. Let CD:DB=m:n (l'ig. 57). Then BD:BC·~n :(m-j-n). Consequently, 

flf) liD n . 
<:os B= Ali oo/JC= m + n . Smce B= 180'-2C, cos 2C =cos (180'- B)= 

ll 
=---

m+n 
Hence 

C , / H- cOS'ZC , ~--m--
cos = v--z--= v 2(m+nJ 

Answer: n = 3f('COS -"-
m+n 

C=arccos V 2 {m"~n) [={-arccos (- m~n) J 
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574. The circle is divided into fonr pairwise equal arcs: AB = BC and CD = 

=DA (Fig. 58). Let the arc Bc be less than 90' we do not consider the simplest 
case m : n = 1, when all the arcs are equal to 90' each). Find the central angle 

Fig. 58 

~ 
/l __ /' 

II M lJ 

Fig. 59 

a = LBOC measured hy the arc BC. By hypothesis, DE : EB = m : n. Taking 

the quantity DE for the unit of length, we have DE = m and EB = n. Hence, 
m 

and 

Hence, 

and 

DB m+n -z-=-z-

m+n m-n 
OE=DE-DO=m-----;r-=-

2
-

OE m-n coso;;;::.;--=-oc m+n 

m-n 
a.=arcros-

m+n 

The arc CD contains 180°-arccos~ (degrees), i.e. 
m-r-n 

1t-arccos~ (radians) 
m.,-n 

Answer: the arc smaller than ~ is equal to arccos~ (m > n); the arc 
... m+n 

n . m-n n-m 
larger than TIS equal to ;t-arccos m+n =arccos m+n. 

575. Let a (Fig. 59) be the angle of the parallelogram. Then 
h1 =B.l! =AB·sin a 

and 
h2 =BN=BC.sina 
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Hence. hd- h2 = (AB + BC) sin a= p sin a, whence sin a= ht ~ h, . I£ a is an 

acute (or right) angle, then o:.=arcsin ht+h:!. Then the obtuse (or right) angle . p -

Q{ the parallelogram will be n-arcsin ht +h:!. 
p 

Note. The problem has no solution if 11, :· h, > p. If "• + 11, < p, the proulem 
is solvable (at 11 1 + h2 = p we ha\'e a rectanglP). 

Aflswer: one of the angles is equal to arcsin ht + h'l, the other, to 
p 

:t-arcsin ht +h'l. 
p 

576. By hypothesis, BD : BE = 40: 41 (Fig. 60). Let us take~ part of BD 

for the unit of length. Then BD = 40, BE = 4L Since the triangle ABC is 

~~ 11 JJ£ ell IJ 8 

Fig. 60 Fig. fii 

a right one aut..! BE b tim median of the right augle, AE =BE= 41. IJIJE is 
.u right~<.lfJgled triangl(', tlwrdnre 

DE·~ V JIEZ-8[12,~9 
Consequently, AD AH ---DE-o<Yl.. FI'Om the ~imilarity of the trian!:!le..- ABD 

l C f
. , .1H A[} :J2 4 

aru AIJ J we 1nu flC -- LJI) T.6 <~ 7; 
AB 4 

Atu;wer: /if" ;, 

577. Since AO (Fig. 61) is th(' bisector of the an~le a -..:f. CADt f. BAO = 

-~"f· In tlw same way we get LABQ..:::;;~(90?-a.}-.:::lt5'"'-T· From tho 

tr·ianglf~S AOlJ and FJOD we have 

AD,ODcotf and DB'"OD·r.ot(45°-f) 

Conse<jttently, 

c=AB=AD+ [}fi=OD [cot T +cot ( 45' --T) J 
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wherefrom we find r = c . The 

cot -f+cot ( 45° --f) 

denominator may be-

reduced to a form convenient for taking logarithms: 

a ( o a ) cos T cos ( 45° --f) 
cot z+cot 45 - 2 =-.-a-+ . (

45
o a) 

sm 2 sm - 2 

cos-i-sin (45°-T)+sinfcos (45°-f) 
. a . (4"o a ) sm-sm ~ --

2 2 
. a . (t.•o a} sm 'l sm J.t> -il . 

~ -
Answer: r = c 112 sin f sin { 45° -f) . 
!>ole. By using the formula r = S : p (S is the area of the triangle; p. 

semiperimeter), we could get a solution in the equivalent lonn 

c sin a cos a 
r= iT<:osa+sin a. 

578. Let us denote the sides of the triangle by a, band c, and let a= i em, 
24 em and c =-= 25 em. Since a:!+ b2 = c2 , the given triangle is a right-

Fig. 62 

anglt>tl one. Cou:;;rq11ently, thtJ radius R of the circum:snihcd cirde is equal to 1- .. 
The radius of the inscribed circle is found by the formula r=l};, where S is 

tlw area of the triangle and p, ::-cmipPrimeter. 
A nRu·er: R = 1:!.~1 em, r 3 em. 

;,;9. By hypothe.<is. L BAE=<p (Fig. !l2). Consequently, L BA01=-f· 
It i:- rNJuin~tl to tlrtt'rrnine R-::.=OtB and r=02C. 

\\\• have 
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and 
R-r=01B-O,C=01D 

From the right-angled triangle 0 1DO,, wherein 

L 0 102 D= L BAOt=t 

we find 

0 1D=010 2·sin t, i.e. R-r=dsin t 
From the two equations obtained w• find 

d (1+sin f} 
R 2 

and 

d (!-sin f} 
2 

239 

Substituting cos ( 90'-f} for sin 1- we may transform these expressions 

Ansu·er: R = d cos2 ( 45°-t ) 
r=dsin2 (45°-t) 

580, From Fig. 63 we have 
DE M.V 2r 

sin L BAD=Ai)=-;ri)=a 

By hypothesis, MN.DC=Q, i.e. 2ra=Q and, 
furthermore, nr2 = S. These Pquations enable 
us to determiner and a st>parately, but since it 

is suflicient to know the ratio !.. , it is better 
a 

to divide by terms the second equation by tho 

whence !.. = 
28
Q . a n 

. 4S 
Anwer: L BAD=arcstn 'i1Q. 

Ao 
D 

Fig. 63 

f . t \\' t nr, ,\' 
trs one. e ge Za =Q, 

581. The area of the inscribed regular 2n-gon is equal to nil' sin 180', 
Tl 

The area of the circumscribed regular n-g-on is equal to 11R2 tan~ . By 

" hypothesis, 

( 
180° 180' ) nR2 tan-.--sin-n- =P 
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Hence, 

R 
Vn(tana sinal 

where a=~. The expression tana-sina may be transformed in the n 
following way 

tan a-sina= tan a (1-cosa)=2 tan a sinZ ]-

Answer: 

I p R= 180° 180° l "(tan-n--sinn) 
--:--ooo· 

P cot tsoo 
n 

---rn--
Sin

n 

582. Regular polygons with equal number of sides are similar; therefore 
Wig. 64) their areas (S1 is the area of the inscribed polygon, S 2 , the area of the 

[ 

Fig. 64 Fig. 65 

cirnnnsnihed one} are in the P:arne ratio as the squares of the radii 
81: S2=0D2: Otl2 

But from the triangle OAD we have 

OD 180' 
OA=cos L DOA=cos-n-

1800 
AnsU'er: St: S2 =cos2 -n-. 
583. Let AB =a (Fig. l\5) be the side of the regular n-gon. Then 

180° a 90° 
LBON=a=-

11
-, and LNAM=:r=-

11
-

(as the inscribed angle subtended by the arc a). The area of the annulus is 

Q=n(0.42-0ilf2)=n·AM2=n ( f )2 

The width d of the annulus may be found from the triangle N AM. 
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na2 a 90° Answer: Q=-4-; d=z tan n. 
584. Denote the required radius by X so tlmt (Fig. 66) o,A=O,B=x. From 

the right-angled triangle 0 10 2A, wherein L 0 20,A=y and 0,0,=01B-

-O,B=R-x, we have O,A=0t02 sinf, i.e. x=(R-x)sinf. 

Fig. 66 Fig. 67 

Rsinf Rsinf 
Answer: x=----' ---,----=--..,-

1 +sin f 2cos2 { 45°-T) 
585. The area s 1 of the quadrilateral ABOC (Fig. 67) is equal to 2·{on x 

x AB=R2cota. It is necessary to subtract from it the area S2 of the sector COBD, whose central angle is equal to 
(180-2a) 0

• We have C 
S,=nR• 180-2a = nR' 90-a 

360 180 

(a is measured in degrees). 

[ 
1t .llct l Answer: S=S1-S2 -, R2 cota-2+ 180 J 

where the angle a is measured in dcgre<·s. or 
S=R2[cota'-T-i a' J where a' is measured 
in radians. 

Fig. 68 
586. By hypotlwsis, the area of tho triangle A BF (Fig. 68) is equal to one third of the area of the rhombus ABCD, i.e. two thirds of the area of the triangle ABC. Since the trianglC's AIJC and ABF have the common altitude AG, we have 

16-01338 
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Therefore 

AF2= AB•--~BF2- ?;\B. BF cos (180° -a) =a2~_2_ a2_:__2_ a2cos ci 
- - ' 9 ' 3 

Answer: AF=AE=i Y13+12cosa. 

587. Extend BM (Fig. 69) to intersect the side OA of the angle AOB at the 
point R. From the triangle AMR, wherein LA.lfll = LAOB = 60" (as the 
angles with mutually perpendicular sides), we find :lfR = 2AM = 2a. Conse-

Fig. 69 Fig. 70 

quently, RB liM+ JIB = 2a +b. Cllow, from the triangle ROB, wherein 
OR ·~ 208, we find (20B)'- OB' (2a + b)'. Hence, 

OB= 2a--'-b 

113 
The sought-for distance 0.11 is determined from the triangle OBM • . , ----

Answer: OM·-· -v-_ V•"-•b-•-bz. 3 -
588. The problem is reduced to finding L AC/J = 2a (Fig. 70). Extending 

AC and drawing BL II DC, let us prove (in the same way as in the theorem 
on the bisector of an mterior angle of a triangle) that CL = BC =a. From the 

similarity of the triangles ADC and ABL we get IJ£,, (a~b) 1
, and from the 

isosceles triangle BCL we have /JL = 2a cos a. Consequently, 2a cos a= (a~ b) 
1 

wherefrom we find cos a.; then we find sin a and 

, 1 . I b _ 1 
._) = 2 at sm a-~- 2 t :-m a-=: :f t (a b) sin .r:x. 

1 
Altenwte solution. The area 2 ab sin 2':"£ of the triangle ABC is the sum of 

1 · d 1 - f tl - ll ' d CD t' the areas T bt sm a an Tat Sill CJ. o 10 tr~angle::;. ~ JC an B , respec 1-
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vely. Consequently, absin et coset={ bt sin a+{ at sin a whence we find 
cos (.t, 

{a+ b) t v·.,..-:;-;-;,;--;--..,-,;-, Answer: S=~ 4a2b--(a·: b)Zt2. 

589. Let the rays CD and CE (Fig. il) divide the angle ACB into three equal 
parts: LBCJJ = LDCE = LECA = et. By hypothesis. A C = CB a and 
CE = CD = t. In the same way as in the preceding problem we find from the 

c 

c 

/lJ\ 
ll ·o·£ B 

Fig. 71 Fig. i2 

(u+t)t t+ll triangle BCE: cos a----;; ~~--:EJ; then Wt' find :--in a. Tilt• requirt•d 

area is the :-um nf the aJ'('a:< ()f tlw triangli'S ACE; IJCE; 1/C!J. 

An.<wer: s L (2a·i nv(:la 1)(0-tj. 

590. In the triaugJP ABC (Fig. 12) CE is an altitude aJI(I CO b a mPdiau. 
Let us denote the rc·quin•d angle OCE hy tt· and tlw augJt...; of tlw trianglt• hy 
A, B a!1d C. From tlu• triang)(':-; A CL', JJCI:' and OCE \H' fine! !he following 
c•xpres~JOns for tJw sc-~mrnl~ of tht• ha:-;p: 

and 

,tE ~ EC .cot A 

BE J;c.,ot/1 

OE=IiC-tan<i 
Since AO ---011, wP h<i\'c 

AI!.:_IJE .. (AO-!-OE)-(011--0E) .. 20E 

Suhl'til!Jting the ('X()f(':-<;-;ionf' round Cor tlW!-:t' St•g:ments, \\(' get 
EC·cotA- EC·cot/J 2RC'·t<lnt~ 

or 

Answer: tun 'l 

('Ot A-- t'Ht JJ = 2 llln 'I 
1 1" (cot A-~ ('Ot IJ)• 

1fj* 
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591. The required area S (hatched in Fig. 73) is equal to the three-fold 
area of the figure EMFB. By hypothesis, OE={ AB=i. In the right-angled 
triangle OED the leg OD (the radius of the inscribed circle) is equal to 

ay:i; consequently, OD=OE \'3. Hence, L DE0=60°. Similarly, L KFO= 
=60°. Since the angle EBF is also equal to 60°, OEIIBF and OFUBE, and 

Fig. 73 Fig. 74 

the quadrilateral OEBF is a rhombus with the side i' and the angle 60° at 

the vertex 0. Subtract the area of the sector EOF, equal to { n ( .;-) 
2 

, 

~& 
II JJ£0 8 II L 8 

Fig. 75 Fig. 76 

( 
a )2 1f3 from the area of the rhombus 3 - 2- and multiply the difference thus 

obtained by 3. 
a2 ;-

Answer: S= 18 (313-n). 

592. It is required to find S={AB·DC (Fig. 74). The angle CFB is 
a right one (as an inscribed angle subtonded by the diameter). Consequently, 
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1 DC=AF, and thus, S= 2 AB·AF. But, by the property of the secant, we have 

h2 
Answer: S=s. 
593. Since L,DCA = L,OBC (Fig. 75) and L.BCO = L,OBC (for the median 

OC is equal to hall the hypotenuse), we have L.DCA = L.BCO. But, by hypothesis, LACE = L.BCE. Subtracting the former equality from the latter one, we get L,DCE = L,OCE, i.e. CE bisects the angle DCO. 
594. The diameter 2R of the circle circumscribed about the right-angled triangle ABC (Fig. 76) is equal to the hypotenuse AB. The diameter 2r of 

the inscribed circle is equal to 
MC + CK (since MOKC is a 
square). Hence, 
AC + BC =(AM+ BK) + 

(MC + CK) = (AL + LB) + 
+ (MC -!.. CK) 2R + 2r. 

595. In the same way as in thC' 
preceding problem, prove that 
a+b=2(r+R), i.e. a-! b= --(··')---=-:::.. )~7---=-""' 
=2 .=g-n-rR =, 5 c. Further-
more, a2+b2 = c2. 

Hence, 
3 

a=-:::-c, 
0 

A . 3 . l'' 4 Fig. 77 nswer:smA~5' SJn ..o=s· 
596. Let us construct (Fig. ii) the triangles OEO, and OF02 (E and F are 

the midpoints of the sides of the parallelogram). They arc congruent. Indeed, OE = FC, and, by hypothesis, FC = 0 2 F. Hence, OE 0 2F. Similarly, we prove that 0 1E OF. The angles OEO, and OF02 (both of them are obtuse) are 
congruent, since their sides are mutually perpendicular. From the cotJgruencC' of the triangles OE01 and OF02 it follows that 001 = 002 and L. 001E = 
= L.020F. And since 0 1E and OF form a right angle, the straight lines 001 and 002 also fonn a right angle. Hence, the triangle 0 10 20 is an isoscel('::> right· 
angled one. The same refers to the triangles 0 20,0, o,o,o and 0,010, w!.ich means that the quadrilateral Ot0'1.03 0~t is a square. 
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CHAPTER IX 

POLYHEDRONS 

Notation (for this and next chapters): 
V =volume 

S or Sbase = area of the base 
Stat = area of the lateral surface 

S total = total area 
a = side of the base 
r = radius of the inscribed circle 

R = radius of the circumscribed circle 
H = altitude of a solid 
h = altitude of the base 

If the above quantities are denoted otherwise, this fact is mentioned each 
time. In the accompanying figures invisible lines are presented by broken lines 
with short dashes, and auxiliary lines. by broken lines with longer dashes. 

Fig. iS Fig. i9 

:i!l7. The projection of the diagonal A 1C of the parallelepiped (Fig. 78) on 
the plane of the base A BCD is A C (the diagonal of the base). Therefore the angle 
a. between A 1C and the plane A BCD is measured by the angle A 1CA. From the 
triangle AA 1C we find 

AA1 = AC ·tan a:= 11 a!L~-b:! tan a 

Substitute it into the formula Stat=(2a+2b)·AA 1 • 

• 4ns<L·er: Slat •· 2 (a ·i b) 11 aZ.~ bZ tan a:. . 
59S. From each vl\rtcx of the prism, ~ay from A 1 (Fig. i9), we can draw three 

diagnnab (.1 1£, A 1li, A 1C). They arc projected on the plane ABCDEF as the 
diagonals llf the ba.c (AE, AD, AC). Out of the inclined lines A 1E, A 1D, >ltC 
the grPate~t is the one having the longest projection. Consequently, the greatest 
of the threH diagonals taken is A 1D (the prism has other diagonals equal to A ,D, 
but there is none longer than A 1D). 
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From the triangle A1AD wherein L DA1A '=a. and A1D ~d. we find li = 
= AA1 = d cos a., AD= d >in a. The area of the equilateral triangle AOB is 

1 ;- 1 ;- 1 (AD )2 ,_ equal to -:r·A02·1 3. Hence sb..,-'6•T,·OA2·l 3=6·7, 2 V3. The 

l 1. 11 3 V:i AD'' A vo ume =S· -,--H-· -· A1. 

A 3 va d' .. , nsu:er: -,,- sm~ a cos a 

.rote. For g~aphical rL·prcscntation of a regular hexagon (thL• ba~(' of the 
prism) \\C may construct an arbitrary parallelogram 
BCDO. Extending the lines DO, CO, BO anti £ 
markin!,! off the ~<'gments OA :=-; OD. OF ~;0" OC and 
OE -- UB, we obtain the hexagon .!BCDEF. The 
point 0 reprt·~Lmts the (;entre . 

.)99. (a) Drawing. The ~quare :-t'rviug as the 
base b r('prl•scntcd by an arbitrary parallelogram 
ABCD (Fig. 80). TIJP point 0 ol' int('l':•cetinn of tht• 
diagonal:-: repre~ent~ the centre of the ~quart•. 
Joining the midpoint F of tlw side AB with the 
vertex of the pyramid E. we g<'l tht• slant height I! F. 8 

(b) SohJtion. \\'c ha\'e 

Fig. so 
where :r i:-; the sidl' nf lite ba~e (A /1 in Fig. 80) and 
II, th(' altitude of the I))Tamid (OEJ. Thr angl<• a i:-; LEBO (st•e solution of 
ProbJcm 597). From t w trianglt• HBO \H' find II - m ~in a; from the 
triangle OAB, 

x ~of/. V2 =m V:!·cos'Y. 
'J m3sin2a·cosa 

Ansu·er: l' = i m3 co::-,2 CL sin r1-
3 

600. Dc·noting the required lateral edg-t• by m, in the same way as in thc
ptC{'('din!! prohlPm, we firul 

\\hence we determine m. 
·v-.....,:~,.,,.-

Aruu·er: m 
sin 2a. cos a 

601. Let us introduct• the following notation: AB-=1·; RF ··"'Y (Fit.:. t)0). 
Then we have S ~, 2.ry. From the right-angled triangl<• OEF, wherein OE II. 

we £iud y2 ( 1-) 2 
-l //2. El!minatinq y from the found equations, we get 

;r4 -j-4//2;r2-,)'2_o0 

This equation has two real solutions, but only one of them is positiw. 
An,wu: X-~~V VftlfL; SZ-~1/Z em. 
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602.* Joining the midpoints M and N (Fig. 81) of the sides BC and FE, 
we obtain the graphical representation !tfN of the diameter of the inscribed circle 
so that MN = d and 0./lf={· Since OM is the altitude of an equilateral 

s 

J) 

c 
A 

Fig. 81 Fig. 82 

d aY3 d triangle with the side a (= BC = OC = OB), :r=-
2
-; whence a= 1f3 . 

The altitude /l = OS is found from the triangle SCO: 

JL~ Vcsz-oc•= Vl•-az= VP- ~ 
The slant height m = S.lf of the pyramid is found from the triangle SC.I/: 

~1 ., (")2 1 ;-m···v 1-- 2 =21/3·11212-d2 

Answer: I'=~ V312-aJ, Stat={Vt2l2-d2. 

603. (a) Drawing. The base . may be represented by any triangle ABC 
(Fig. 82). The centre of the base •s represented by the point 0 of intersection of 
the medians**. 

(b) Solution. We have V =}·Sba.-·lf =-} · { a21/3 II. The relationship 
between a and /l is found from the triangle AOD, wherein AD=a, and AO 
is the radius R of tho circle circumscribed about the base; thus a= R 113. 

• For graphical representation of a regular hexagon see Note to Problem 598 
on page 247. 

•• Then two of these medians, which are of no importance for solving the pro
blem, may be erased, leaving only the point 0 on the median A E as is done in 
Fig. 85 on page 250. 
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We have Jl2=,AD2-A02=a2--~ =faz. Substituting a2={ J/2 into the 

expression of V, we get r ,~ ~ 3 
Jl3. 

3/_V_ 
Answer: /! =2J / --- . r V3 
604. (a) Drawing. As distinct from a rectangular lmrallelcpipcd, all the !'aces 

of which arc rectangles, the ba:5C of a ri~tht paralic epipC'd is a parallelogram, 
only the four lateral faces being the rectangles. But in drawing a rectangular 
parallelepiped (see Fig. 78 on page 246) we are forced to represeut the ha~e abo 
in the form of a parallelugram. Therefore the drawing of a right parallel<>pip,•d 

lJ, 

Fig. 83 Fig. 84 

docs not essentially diHt~r from that of a rt>ctangular parallclt>piped, which crea
tes additional difficulties for reading ~uch drawing~: it hi JJecc~.-;ary to renwmber 
that the acute angle of the parallelogram .showu in the drawing corrc~pond~ t(l 
the actual acute angle of the figure repn•:-.t•nted. For tlw ~ake of clarity it is 
recommended to makt~ thb angle tuo acute, as iu Fig. 83, and mark it obltgalor[l 
with a letter (in the given case··,~ with the Greek letter a.). 

(b) Solu.tioiZ. In a right parallelepiped the dia~onals (f<nlr in numLeq are 
equal pairwbe: A 1C AC1 ami /JJJ 1 B,D (iu F1g. 8:! ,1Ct and DB 1 arc not 
shown}. Let L IJAJJ a be au acute angle of the ha:-.e ABCU; thcu L AIJC 

180°- a is an uLtuse une and A C > /J[}. Hence, B/J1 is the :-.maliPr diagonal 
of the parallelepiped (since /J/J[ ,_, II'+ IJIJ', whereas A 1C2 = 11' + A C'; 
hence, /J/Jf <A 1C2). From the condition /JD 1 A C we may find if. !'\a mel), 
from the triangle JJ/J/) 1 we han· 

II' IJ/Jr IJIJ' A C' - BIJ' 
Frum the triangle A HIJ we find 

BIP = a2 + b2 - 2ab CO!> a 
aud from the triangl<) ABC we find 

A C2 = a·~ + h2 - 2ab cos (18tl- - a) 

Con~equently 1 /P = 4ab cos a. 
Answer: \l::::- 2 sin a V (ab)3 co~ a. 
605. Let us denote the larger side of the ba~e (A 11 in Fig. 84) by a aut! the 

smaller one (BC), }Jy b. By hypothesis, a~~ b !J nn. To find a, b, and the 
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acute angle a, let u; compute the diagonals of the}hase. As has been proved 
in the solution of the preceding problem, the smaller diagonaliBD, = V33 (em)] 
of the parallelepiped is projected on the plane of the base as the diagonal BD. 
Therefore 

In the :<ame way "" find ACZ= tl5 (cm2). And so we get the following two 
equations: 

a2_. b2-2abl·osa.·~~·l7~ a:! 

Arldin!( them, we find a2-T b2=41, which, together with a+b=9, yields a=5, 
b=4 (we have denoted the largm· side by a). Subtracting, we find 4abcosa= 

48 =4B, i.e. cos a= 
4

.
5

.
4 

=0.6. Consequently, 

Sba;;('=abginao::.:..:4·5·0.8=1ti em:! 

Answer: l"o...-:~G4 cm3, Stolal·--:c~i04 cm2. 
606. (a) lJrau·ing. For constructing the point 0 ~ee Problem 603 (Fig. 82). 

To con~truet the plane an~l(• of the dihedral angle at the edge BC (Fig. 85), join 

f. 

]) 

c 
II 

Fig. 8fi 

the widpoint f of thl' sP~HlPnt BC with the points D and A; since CDB and 
C..tH arP <H'lnally the i:o.o:-cC'lt•s triangl{'s. IJF. and AE are p('rptmdirular to BC, 
Lt>. _ /JEA q i..- ttll' requirt•tl planP angl('. Tht> altitudt.• of tlw pyramid DO= 

J1 lit>:- in till' plam• D/~·.t. 
OD I !Ill k"':uilltwn. \\p h~w~~ tan~~ OE , wlwre OD c:h, awl OE~:r·AO (the 

tul'diau~ an• divitl('tl in lhP ratio t: :!). AO i~ found from thf' triangle AOD, 
wht•n•iJJ .l/J I. 

:!.h 
.lnstru: f[' arctan --=-. 

"\ '" "" h" 
607. Tht' angiP a i~ nwa..-ur£•d hy the aru:d<• OJIE (Fia:. B{)), hN·aust" OB is 

ti!P prnj!'dion of tiH' t•dgt• nH nn tlw pJ<.l!H' of the ba~t·. To ronstrud the plane 
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angle q• of the dihedral angle at the edge AB, join the midp0int F ol the 
side AB with 0 and E (see the explanation to Problem 606). Since Sba.e= 

= a2= ~ , to compute r we have to find H = OE and d BD. From the 

triangle OBE we find H ={tan "• and hy hypothesis, { ll ~" S. ~lultiplying 

lJ 
(a) 

Fig. 87 

]) 
(h) 

these equations and then dividing them t<>rmwis{•. \\e find. 

(-d·.•~ )2 JJ2 .~'""- S tan r;x and _ Scot a 

I 

t' -"- +·Sbtw• If t'Ol:!Cl 

The angle <pis dt'l1~1·mincd from the ll'iungle OFE, wherein 

or ..• !!..~,_d_ 
2 2 \"2 

t OH II· I d ~v \'tan~· I liS' •·ot ~ \1 '1 1,'111 ~ 
an'l"' 75f . 'tf2 2"~ ' .•. '" - " 

:i 1 
') :; ;; 

Ansu)er: r =""is~ cot ... a; tan q: l/2 tan a. 

60X. (a) Drawing. The base ol" the pyramid i~ a regular pt>ntag-on (from the 
equation 180° (n - 2) 540'J Wt' find n !'>). i\nd in the regular pentagon 
ABCLJE (fig. 8ia) cad1 diagonal (say. AD) i~ dividt•d by <·a<~ II uf the otlll'r diago~ 

V5-t 
nals (fnr iu."tanceBE) in the t•xtn•nw awl menu ratio, so that IJM --

2
- AD ~ 
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""0.6AD. Furthennore, each diagonal is parallel to one of the sides (for instance 
AD II BC). The centre 0 is the point of intersection of C Iff and EN. Therefore, 
the drawing of the regular pentagon may be constructed in the following way. 

Construct an arbitrary triangle ABD (Fig. 87b). Divide the sides AD and BD 
by the points M and N in the extreme and mean ratio-approximately in the 
ratio 

AM:MD=2:3 
for this purpose it is sufficient to divide one side and then to draw MNII AB. 
Draw A Ell BD tu intersect the extension of the line BM at the point E. Point C 

is constructed likewise. The centre is 
F represented by the point 0 which is the 

]) 

Fig. 88 

point of intersection of CM and EN. 
(b) Solution. From the triangle COF, 

wherein LOCF=a and CF=l, we find 
H =0F=I sin a; OC=I cos a. The area of 

the base S = s.}.oc.oD X sinLCOD= 

£ =+·Of2.sin72°={l2cos2asin72°. 

Ansu:er: I'={ Sl! =f P sin 72°X 
X cos2 a sin a. 

609. • The angle a. is determined from 
the triangle COF (Fig. 88), wherein 

FC =· CB a (by hypothesis, the triangle CBF is an equilateral one). And the 
side OC (the radius of the circumscribed circle) is expressed in tenns of a 
from the triangle coc:, wherein the angle COU is equal to 36° ami Ct:i =f· 
We have OC '"· ~3.,0 , he nee, cos a= C~:. = -:--, I 36 , 

~,Ill u t• .... SID 

The angle <p is determined from the triangle OUF, wherein FU =a ya 
(as the altitude of an equilateral triangle with the side a), and OU =a c~t 36

o 

(from the triangle COC). We have 

OU a cot 3G' a V3 cot 36' 
ros<po• FU =--~-,-: -2-= V3 

I cot 36° 
Answer: a" arccos 2 sin 

36
{J, q. arccos 

113 
. 

. a 180° 610. We have (sec F1g. 88): BC =a, OU =" 2 cot -
11

- • The area of the base 

s na a 18W' 
2 .2 rot-

11
-

11aZ 180° 
--rot--4 II 

* For graphical rl'pre~entation of a rPgular pentagon :::ee the preceding pro
blem. 
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From the formula F =} S H we find 

3V 121' 180' 
li = S = n;;z tan -,.-

Denoting the required angle OC F by a, we have 
H 

where tan a = OC 

OC=~ 
2sm--

" 
180' 180' 

24V sin -tan-
Answer: a= arctan ___ .....;.:,--"'--

Preliminary Notes to Problems 611 through 616 

253 

If all the lateral edges of a pyramid fonn equal angles with the base, then (1) 
all the lateral edges are equal; (2) a ctrcle can be ctrcumscnbed about the base; 
(3) the altitude of the pyramid passes through the centre of th1s circle, 

s 

Fig. 8!1 Fig. 90 

Proof. Let the edges SA, SB, SC and so on (Fig. 8fJ) form equal angles with 
the plane ABCDE. Consider the right-angled triangles AOS and BOS (OS is 
the altitude of the pyramid). Thev have a common altitude, and the acute angles 
OA S and OBS are equal to each ~:Jther {since they mea~ure the angles of inclina
tion of the edi{CS SA and SB to the bas(~, respectively). Consequently, AS IJS. 
Likewise, we prove that BS-= CS and so on. From the same triangles A OS and BOS 
we fiud AO 0/J. Likewise, we prove that 08 = OC and sn on. I-Icnw, the circle 
of radius OA and with 0 as the eentre will pass through the point" /1, C, and so on 

611. As has been proved, Uw altitude EO passes throuzh th~' centre of th~ 
circumscril}('..(} circle, i.e. through the point 0 of intersection of the diagonals 
(Fig. 00). The area of any parallelogram is equal to half the product of the 
diagonals and the sine of the angle contained between them. Therefore SbruP = 
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=} b2 sin a. From the triangle AOE we find: 

b 
II =AO·tan ~=ytan ~ 

Answer: I'= h b3 sin a tan~. 
612. (a) Drau•inK. According to the Preliminary Notes. the altitude of the 

pyramid must pass through the centre of the circle circumscribed about the 
isosceles triangle ABC (Fig. 91). Since the angle a. .:. CAB at the vertex 

]) 

M 

11 

Fig. 91 

II 

u' 
Fig. 92 

N 

n\mains arbitrary. the c~utre 0 may be represented by any point of the line~ 
segment A E (E is the midpoint of BC) and even of its <'xtension (in the latter 
ra::e the actual an!-{le a is an obtuse one). 

(b) Solution. The altitude J)(l is determined from the triangle AOD. wherein 
..:_ UA.lJ ~.and AO :::-. R is tlw radiu~ of the circmn~crihed circle .. \ccording 
to the law ol· 8ines the side BC is Pqual to the product of the diameter 2R of 

the circumscribed circle by the sine of the opposite angle a, :::o that R-= :!.:~a . 

The <]Ua!llity ~ BE is found frum the triangle ABE ( B~C ~~a sin T) . Hence 

iJ ~- R tan 

The area of the base 

a'!:::.in f tan~ 
Auswer: 1· "---

1
-l--

a sin ftan~ 

Ht:L (a) Drau•iniJ. In the parallel projrction a circle is rf>presented as an ellipse. 
The ellipse may be constructed in the following way. Draw the diameter JltN 

of the circle (Fig. !12) and from an arbitrary point P of the circle draw the straight 
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line PP' perpendicular to M.Y. Let II be the point of inter>ection of PP' and 
MN. Shorten the line-segment liP in <ome ratio (say. to half its length) and lay 
off the shortened segment JIQ ou the same line PP' to both sides of /1 (1/Q 
= RQ'). Proceed in the sam.e way with a number of points on the cirdc to get 
a number of points for the ellipt~e under construction. 

The ellipse is symmetrical about l'tiX {the major a:ris) and about the ~traight 
line UU' drawn through the centre 0 prrpendicular to .\IX (iT' i:-; thf' minor 
axis of the ellipse.) The point 0 h: called the cetJlre of the dlips:e. 

To depict a circle circum~cribed about a n•ctauglc it is convenient first to 
draw an rlHpst• A BCD representing the circumscribed circle (Fig. !13). It i-; 
good practicf' to arrangf' the rnajur axb- nf tlw ellip:-:P in an inclint>d position*. 

Fig. 93 

One side of the rt•ctanglc may he n•prc:-t•nted. hy an arbitrary ch~rd A f! of the 
ellipse. It is advisihle to draw tlw chord lwnzontally. Draw stra1ght lines BD 
and AC through tJw cc.•.ntn~ (,f the t•lli/l."-t'. The quadrilateral ABCIJ thus obtained 
is the graphical rcprt':-.t•ntatiou of I w rectangle. . ~ . . . 

(b) Solution. The in~rrifwd angle CA /J nmt.a1ns cc. :-mce It Is !"uhtendcd 
by the arc BC t'<mtaining {2af. From tlw triaugl(' BA C wt~ have A B 2ll co~ a: 
BC = 2R sin a, and so 

S 2 (AB + IJ() II !!If (l'o:- a-: sin a) If 
Hence, 

s 
Jl··· 41/ (""'a -• sin a) 

We now find l' AIJ·BC·II. Tlw cundition that the arc (2a)' is t-uhtcnded by 
a smaller side of t)u.• rectanglt> i~ an unnecessary one. 

S ll cos a sin -(J. ,\' ll sin 2a 
Answer: l' ~:- -=:"::o.:.s .:.a.::,-=,::i.;"-:,":'1.=-

614. The area of the base S 

Vi; co:-~ (t.fr-a) 

_!_ a2 tan a (Fig. !)It). By hypothesi~, 
4 

2S _!_ a2 tan a 
~ 

• In Fig. 9a the major axis uf the ellipse coincides with the diagonal AC Hf 
the rectangle. This simplifies the drawing, hut is nut obligatory. 
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On the other hand, 

( -i- ) 2acos2~ 
Slat= a+2·-- H=---

2
- H cosa cosa 

Equating the two expressions for Slat we find 
a sina a a 

H=r---a-=2tan? 
cos2T -

a3 a 
A11swer: V = B tan a tan T . 
615.* Join the midpoint J!f of the side AB with 0 and S (Fig. 95). 

s The angle OMS is the plane angle of the 

Fig. 95 

dihe.dral angle a (see explanation to Problem 
606). Hence, 

OM =SM cos a=m cos a 

From the triangle AOJJ, wherein L. AOM = 
=30°, we find 

a V3 V3 AM=;r=-3-.0M=-
3
-mcosa 

Then we find 

Sbase = 6 ( -i-r V3 
and 

Substituting the found expression for f, we get 

Stotal = Sbase+Siat= 2113 m~ cos a (i+cos a) 

Answer: Stotal=4 lf3m~coso:cos2 f. 

Fig. 96 

616. Bv hypothc•is, the inclined lines AC and CB (Fig. 96) are equal to 
<•ach othrr: Hence, their projections are also equal: AD = DB. The angle DEC 
(E is the midpoint of A B) is the plane angle of the dihedral angle a. 

• For graphical representation of a regular hexagon see Note to Problem 598. 
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Since the triangle ACB at the vertex Cis a right-anglt•d one, CE = AE = 
]--Hence, ED=]-cosa. Finally, 

AD=BD= 1/ AE" ED"=i l/t-;-cos2a 

c2 cos a 
Answer: SABD=--

4
--

AB-;-BD-';-AD c(l Vt-0-cosZa) 

Preliminary Notes to Problems 617-701 

If all the lateral faces of a pyramid are inclined to the ba.5c at one and the 
same angle a. and the altitude pas~!!::. through ~ome point 0 on the ba5e of the 
pyramid, then: 

(1) the slant heights of all tht• faces are F 
equal; 

(2) a circle can be inscribed in the ba>e of 
the pyramid with point 0 as the centre; 

(a) Soos,. .•.; I at cos a. 
Proof. (1) Draw (Fig. 97) the slant height 

FM of the lateral face BFC and join M with 
0. The line-segment O.~f is the pr()jcction of 
FM on the plan<> A BCDE. Consequ<>ntly, it is 
perpendicular to BC (''the theorem ou t hrt>(' 
perpendiculars"). Hence, the angle OM F is the 
plane angle of the dihedral angle a. From the 

OF 
triangle 0.11 F \\·e ha,·e FM =sin" : 0.11 
=OF ·cot a. If we draw FL, f'/1/ (i!ld tll(' ~lclllt 
heights oi' other lateral faces, weJJ.!''d likcwi:::(' 11 C 
that all of them arc equal to sin a . 

(2) The line*segments OL, OJ!, etc arc B 
pt•rpcndicular respectively to the :-iidl'~ .I 8, 

fr~·c~;~i:~r r~1di~;~,~/ t?.~ Oj~~~'~;; f~(·m;~Je~~·<~J~~ Fig. 97 
<'.entre, it will he iuscribed in the 1Ja~P A BCD/:.'. 

(3) As has been proved the point 0, which is the fool of the altitude of the 
pyramid is the ct•ntre of the in~crihed circle. 

(4) Sonc ={-BC-0.11 ={-Be (F.ll-eo' a)=({- BC·FM} cos a =Spnc cos a 
Likewise wr.• find that SoAu SFAII co5 a., and so on. Addiug these Nfua~ 

lities, we get /h11 ~,· """Slat G05 a. 
617. Tlw altitude FO of any pyromid (Fig. 97) is projected on the lateral 

fate BFC as a linf'-segment lyin~ on the straight line F.11. Therefore, 
L OFAI=cp. lienee. Q..:-"-dJ0°-ff·· i.e. all the faces are inclined to the base at 
nne and the same angle. As has Leen prO\'Cd 

s, =_g_=_Q_ 
at c'IH~'",.t. sin 'P 

17-0133/i 
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Answer: Stat=_jl_ 
Slll!p 

2Qcos2 ( 45'-f )· 

S total = Q { 1 + si~ 'I' } sin 'I' 

618. From the triangle DOE (Fig. 98) • we find 

1 I a 1/3 
II =OE·tan q>=:r· CE-tan q> =:r ·---r-·tan 'I' 

We have 

S
• I " 1 .- _, 
base·= 4 a.. v' 3 anu S - Sba.~(' 

I at~ cos q, 

(see the preliminary note to the preceding 

Answer: r .-= aa tan cp 
24 

problem). 

aO -\- J cos2 .T.. 
2 S total "c' 

00 VJ tl-,-co' •f) 
4 ('OS q :.! COS IJl 

.\"ole. ~fhe_gcnerall'XJlrt.'~!iion ft,r the total surface area of a pyramid, whose 
faces are mchned to the base at one and the same angle 'f rnav be \\Titten a.s 

follows: · :0 

c 

Statal~""' Sbase+ Slat= 

. ' 1 ) 
=5vasc \ 1+ cos (f 

619. \Iako use o£ the 

a:! l ~ro~:! + 

2Sbn" cos2 f 
C05 q:' 

f~II'IUU}a ._"l'total= 

:!ros{j: - 1 found in tlH' prt>eedingproblem. 

.lnsu•er: 11 
t 

1 
,r~s co;-; a. 

--"-- r' --7-. 
cos 7 \ J 

'II H20. (al Dr(11L"i11g. ThP straight line, joining the 
{Hiint::. of tangl•ncy L and .V of the opposite sides 

Fig. !)I) of tJw rhombus (Fig. nna) pa~!'('S through the centre 
of the circle. Therefore. fir>t draw an ellipse 

{Fig. 99b). representing the circle**. and then the straight lines NL and Kill 
pa~sing through the centre 0. Tn complete the paraHPlo~ram ABCD representing 
the rh(Jmhu:l draw straight lines tangt•nt to the ellip:::e at the points N, L, K, 1lf. 

(h) Solutio~>. To determine Sna-'•' find the altitUtle DF and the side AB of 
the rhombus. From Fig. ~9a we find DF 20K 2r; from the triangle AFD, 
wherein ...: :l _-::. a., we have DF 

2
r 

a=AD=-.-=-.-
Slllct SinCG 

• I'\w representation and construction see Fig. 82. 
• • For construction of an ellipse see Problem 613. 
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Then we find 
4r2 

Sb0 ,.=AB-1JF=a·2r= sin a 
11 is determined from the triangle ONE (Fig. 99b), wherein ON=r and L ONE=P· For deternJining Stotat make use of the Note to the preceding problem. 

Fig. DD 

8r'2co:::l~ 4r' tan ~ -Answer: V = ~; .'.'total··.: ::;in a. cos~ 
621. Use the Note to Problem 618. 
Answer: <p =arccos !..._ . 

a 
622. (a) Drawin!(". The ~ection fignrc is tlw paralh,log-ram A ,D 1CB (Fig. 100). To depict the plane angle fonnrd by the cntting pLmc A ,D,CB and the plane of the ba~e draw tJw straight ]), 

line DM representing the altitude tJf the ;;,;,'.,-.----....,;;' rhombus ABCD. Since JJ!If and lJD 1 arc 
actually perpendicular to the <·d~e MJ, 
the plane DDtN lW is pl'rpcndicul.lr to 
AD, and, hence, to BC. This plane intt~r
sects the cutting plane along the ,traight 
line MD" and thus LiJ 1MlJ ~· 

(b) Solution. The lateral flurfan.> con· 
sists of four equal rectang-lt>s (since the 
base is a rhombus). The area of the late· 
raJ lace A 1D 1/JA is S1 A 1fJ,.JJD" and 
the area of the :;c<:tion figure is Q Fig. 100 
=A 1D1 ·D 1111. !'rom the triangle DMD 1 wo have JJD 1 JJ,.lf.sin ~. there-foro S 1 = Q sin ~· 

Answer: Stat 4Q sin~. 
623. Tako into consideration the Preliminary Notes to Problem 617. By hypothesis, EO= d (Fig. 101). PointE (the midpoint of the hypotenuse ND of the 
• For graphical representation of a right parallelepiped sec Problem 604. 

17• 
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triangle NOD) is the centre of the cir~le circumscribed ahout the triangle NOD. 
Therefore, ND = 2·ED = 2· EO= 2d. From the triangle DON, wherein LOND= 
= <p, find the radius ON= r of the circle inscribed in the base: r = 2d cos 'I'· To 
find Sbase determine BN (half the base of the isosceles triangle ABC) and AN 
(its altitude). The centre 0 of the inscribed circle lies on the bisector of the angle 

ABC equal to a, i.e. LORN = ~ . From the triangle BON we find BN = 

p 
JJ 

B 

Fig. 101 Fig. 102 

a 
=rc.ot T . From the triangle ABi\' we find AN= BN •tan a. Consequently, 

Sbase={ BC.AN =BN.AN =BN2.tan a=r2cot2 T. tan a= 

= 4d2cos2 'l' cot2 T tan a 

wherefrom (see Note to Problem 618) we find: 

Answer: Stotat=Bd2c~sljl cos2 fcot2 f tan a. 

624. Take into consideration the Preliminary Notes to Problem 617 •. The 
altitude of the pyramid is found from the triangle ON P Wig. 102): H =r tan IJl• 
If a1, a2, etc. are the sides of the base, then 

1 1 
Sbase=SAoB+SBoc+ ... =2AB·OM +2BC.ON+•••= 

1 1 1 ' 1 =2 Otr+2a2r+ ... ='2 r (at-r•z+ ... ) =2 r·2p=rp 

• Fur construction of tho ellipse representing the circle inscribed in the base 
see Problem 613. 
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r2p tan cp 
Answer: V=--

3
--. 

625. (a) Drawing. Having drawn the regular triangular pyramid DA BC 
(Fig. 103)•, let us construct the triangle A 1B 1C1• whose sides at·e parallel to the 
respective sides of the triangle ABC. The triangle A 1B 1C1 depicts the upper base 
of the frustum of the p}Tamid. The centre O, of the upper base is found at the 

point of intersection of DO and one of the 
medians A 1£ 1 of the triangle A ,B,C1• The 
line-segment A 1M (parallel to 00 1), whose 
foot lic5 on the median A E. represents the 
altitude of the frustum, dropped from the 
point A 1 (the line~segments DA 1• DBt> DC1 
and DO, may be erased). 

II 

B 
Fig. 103 

c 

Fig. 104 

(b) Solution. The volume of the frustum of a pyramid 
J/ -

~'=T(Q-· q' \iQq) 

c 

where Q and q are the areas of the triangles ABC and A,IJ1C1 respectively, 

so that Q= V3 a2· q= V:i &2. The altitude ll=A 1M is found from the 4 ' 4 
triangle AA 1M, wherein L MAA 1 -a and AM-~<10-A,O,. But AO and A10 1 are the radii of the circles circumscribed ahout AJJC and A1B1Ct. Therefore, 

a h 
AO = Vii and A1a1 = Va . lienee, 

a-b 
AM= V3 

Consequently, 
a-b 

J/ = V:l tan a 

Amrwer: V=-h·(a'-lfl) tan a. 
626. (a) Drawing. The fru~tum of the pyramid iH rcpre:-c•r.Jtt•d as in the flre ~ 

ceding problem. To depict the flane angle of the required d1hedral tlflgle draw 
A 1E and Bd. (Fig. 104) paraHe to 001 to intersect the diagonnls A C and IJD. 

• For graphical representation of a regular triangular pyramid sec Fig. 82. 
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Then draw EF parallel to AB to intersect the edges AD and BC at points M and N. The plane MA 1B1N is perpendicular to the edge AD, since it passes through A 1E and M N which are perpendicular to the edge. Consequently, LEMA 1 = rp is a plane angle of the dihedral angle at the edge AD. 
(b) Solution. From the trapezoid MA1B1N we obtain ME= a;b . The 

altitude of tl•e truncated pyramid is found from the triangle AEA1, where 
AE= •-}'. \\'e have 

"V2 

The volume is found by the formula l"= ~~ (a2+ab+b2). The required angle 

a-b rp=L EMA 1 is found from the triangle A1ME. where J!E=-
2
- (from the 

trapezoid MAB1A 1). \Ye have 

A1E a-b a-b tan {P= - 11 E =--;=-tan a:-"-. ' 'l' 2 " 

Answer: r = (a'-b') :•m a ; q; =ardan (1/~ tan a). 
31/2 

627: See the Preliminary Notes to Problem 611. The altitude of the pyramid must pass through the centre of the circle circumscribed about the base. 
But in tlw right-angled triangle ABC (Fig. 105) ]) the centre lies in the midpoint of the hypotenuse 
AB at the point E. Consequently, AE, BE and 
CE are respective projeetions of tlle lateral edges 
AD, BD and CD on the plane of the base, and 
thus L DAE- L. DBE= L. DCE=~· The volume 
of the pyramid is found hv the formula V = 

Fig. IOcl 

1 JIC.CB . 
=r--~-·DE. From t,ABC we have: AC= 
=ccosa, BC=csina; from t;,ADE we find 

B DE= 1- tan~. Let us denote the plane angles at the 
vertex: L. ADB = 01, L BDC ·= 02 and L ADC = 83. 
Since these triangles are isosceles ones, their alti
tudes DE, Dill and DN pass through the midpoints 
of the corresponding sides of the base. From t:. ABD 
we have L 01 = 180,- 2~; from t:. DBC we have e.. .liB . e. sin £ =BJ) and from t:. ADC we have sm 2= 

AN c =AD , From t:, ,IDE we find AD--DB,= 2 cos ~ and from t:. ABC we find 
BC c d 1 ,. AC c .l!!J~::! '7\::;inrJ.an .<1'=--:r-·=:r<'Ma. 
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Answer: r c3 sin 2ct tan ~ 
24 

6,=180'-2~ 
62 = 2 arcsin (Sin Gt COS~) 
03 = 2 arcsin (cos"' cos~) 

263 

628. It is required to find the volume of the pyramid C,ABC (Fig. 106). Since its lateral edge::; are of the same length, they arc inclined to the base at one and the same angle (this theorem is con\'erse to the theorem proved in the Preliminary Note; to Problem 611). and the altitude C,O passes through the centre 0 of the circle circumscribed about the triangle ABC. Since this triangle 

/J 

c 

Fig. !flli Fig. 10i 

is rjght-anglcd ow·. tln_. poi11t 0 li(':" at tlw l!lidpui11t of lht> hyp~leHII.'l' .. ~JJ (~ee the explauation lo lhl' fH'l'Ct•ding_ prohlt>lll): I lw angle uvc·j (/J 1:-' the llildpulnt of the leg AC) mea:.:urc~ thl' iHrlJwtli()n ()J_Iht• l~1teral lace .tt:C1A 1 to the !Jasc. The legs BC and ,1 C are found from the loJlowwg two equatwn:::: 
BC ,. AC = m and BC = ,IC ·tan ct 

we get 
msinct AC ::;7 --'-"--:;-'"""" m cos rf. ' BC. 1 ~ tan a sin a.-[ co-; a sin a+cos a 

Then we lind Sba,e= -}nc.AC. The altitude fl is found from the triangle 

Doc., where on=.!. Be las a midline of the triangle). 2 
An.Gwer· l' -:::: _!_ m3 sin2 a. eo~ ct tan~= w3 _:in2 a CO'i a tan~. 

· · 12 (sina.+cosa)3 24l12cos3(a-45°) 
62fJ. Point 0 is the centre or tlH:' drde cirCtllllSCribod about the ha.':!~ ABC (Fig. 107) (see til<' Preliminary Notes to Problem 611). 0.4 = R b the radius of 
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this circle. The volume of the pyramid 
V =.!_· BC-AE -DO=.!_ AE-DO ·BC =.!.Q.BC 

3 2 3 2 3 

(since AE;DO =Q). The side BC is found by the law of sines: 

BC=2Rsin (180'-2a)=2Rsin 2a 
/::,.ADO ~ /::,.ABE (since L ADO= L ABE= a); we have the 
AO OD * 

proportion 
AE =BE , wherefrom AO-BE=AE-OD. 

£ Substituting 
BC 

AO=R, BE=z, AE-0D=2Q 

we get 

R·BC = 2Q 
2 

Eliminating R from tho found formulas, we 
C obtain 

BC = 11BQ sin 2a 
3 1 

I 10 1 2Q;; . " Fig. 108 'nswer: · =3 · ( )" sm· 2a. 

630. If the faces ADE and CDE (Fig. 108) are perpendicular to the plane of 
the base, then the edge DE is the altitude of the pyramid. The angle DA E is 
a plane anglo of the dihedral angle EABC, since the plane DAE is perpendicular 
to the edge AB (prove it!). Consequently, LDAE =a; 
likewise. L.DCE = B. From the triangles ADE and [ 
CDE. where DE= If, we find AD and DC and sub
stitute their values into the formula 

1 
V=3AD-DC-II 

Answer: r = + fi3 cot a cot B-
631. From tho triangle BDE (Fig. 109), where 

L EBD = B {prove it!) we find 
DE= l sin B and BD= l cos~ 

Hence, 
AD= BD_= lcosB 

112 112 

c 

Fig. 109 

From the triangle ADE we find AE = l' ADZ-e- D£2. The angle <p of inclina
tion of the edge AE to the plane of the base is L DAE (prove it!). From the 

DE 
triangle ADE we lind tan <p= AD · 

• As is obvious. Fig. 107 (where A 0 < A E) does not correspond to this rela-
tionship. But a drawing depicting the condition of the problem ('J' 90'- a) 
more accurately would be obscure. 
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Answer: DE= l sin~; 

cp=arctan CJ/2 tan~). AE=CE=l}f f+~n2 ~. 
632. The greatest area belongs to the face ADB (Fig. 110), since its height 

DE is larger than the height DC of the other two lateral faces. the bases of all 

]) ]) 

Fig. 110 Fig. 111 

the faces being equal to a. From tin' triangle A CD we ha\'e 

AD ·' -"- and li o~ a tan ~ 
<'OS~ 

We then find from the triangle ADE 

---- / a2 a2 DE~- VAD"-.41:;'2~~ ~ eos2~ -T 

The angle CED is the angle cp of iodination of the face ADB to the plane 
of the base (prove it!). We ha\'e 

where EC= a V3. 
2 

11 
tan rp~""Ec 

a2 ,--- 2 tan~ Answer: S == 
4 cos~ v 4- cos2 ~. <f =arctan V!l - . 

633. The area S of the section i' equal to {·AB·NM (Fig. 111). From the 
right~augled triangle ACN, where L CAi\. 30°, we find 

1 V:i and CN =.!.a AN--•;r·;IB···:;• 2 
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From the triangle NCM we have 

MN=v(fr+( ~: r 
where ll =a tan a may be obtained from the triangle ACD. 

a2 V3 
Answer: S=~· 

6:14. (a) Drawing*. To depict a section perpendicular to the ba,e ABC 
(Fig. 112) and bisecting the sides AB and A C of the base draw the midline Mt>. 
From the point F, where JI!N intersects the median A E, draw FK parallel to 

]) 

Fig. 112 Fig. 113 
the altitude O!J. X.l/J{ is the required section. Indeed, tlw plaue .LllA paoses 
through the :-traight line FA JWrpendicu]ar to the plane ABC (hence. the plane 
.\' M A i.s perprudicular to thl' plane ABC). Tht' dilwdral angle a. is measured by 
the angle AE!J (prove it!). 

'l'hf' plane A l:'JJ pas:-:t·.:-: through KF, since thr point!" K and F lie in the 
plane AED. 

th) Solution. Let us take the triangle AMX as the base of the pyraUlid 
1\Ai\'.1!. The art'a S constitutes one fourth of tlw area of the triang-le ABC, 
i.e. S = 

1
1
6 

a2 'Vi Let us expre<S the altitude KF through OD maki~g use of 

3 the fact that 6 AFA is similar to 6 AOD. ShH'e AF is equal to 4 AO 
1 ') ) ., 

(tor AF=:rAE. and AO=~-)j-AE , KF=fOD. Tlw line-segment 

found from the triangle DOE, where OE= ay:l and ..: DEO=a. 
0 

as tan a 
Answer: V ~ 

OD is 

63:>. The straight line Jt;v (Fig. 113), along "hich the cutting plane 
int<'l'sects the base, is parallol to BC. To construct the angle <p draw OFU.4B 

* For depicting a rt'gular triangular p)Tamid ~C'l' l'rohl£'m 603. 
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and join the point K, at which OF intersects JIN, to E. Then L OKE =<p 
(prove all this). The area of the section figure S=+;\f;Y.KE, where ,1/,\'=a 

and KE=-f!-. The altitude II is determined from the triangle EOF, where SID fjl 

OF=-f and FE=icot,Y (from the triau~le EBF). We get 

Answer: S a2 vc:osa 
4sin ~sinq, 

636.* The section figure is a trian~lP /Jl~·x (Fig. l 14J .. . \s iu Problem 6:{4, 
let us prove that the plane A ED i:: perpeudtcular to the :-Hie IJC. lienee. it is 
perpendicular to the midline A.Y a:- well. Con:::e-
q!Iently, LDAIE is a plane angl(.> of tiH' g-iveu ]) 
dJltedral angle a. From the triangle OJ/IJ, wlwre 

OM 1 t a 1':\ !' I =lfA£:;;;.c'(j~· we HH 

The section area 

D.l! =· a V3 
12 cos 0. 

S =+·KN·D.l! · ·+ .2 
. The area of the base of the pyramid /J.l/\·s 
IS one fourth of the area of the ba:'e of tlw pyramid Fig. 114 
DABC, the two pyramids having a conuuon alti-
tude. Therefore the volume r, ol tlw pyramid DAKN is equal to { 1 whet·e 
Vis the volume of the pyramid JJA /JC. Cou .... t>qut•ntly 1 the volume of tlw pyramid 

' ' . :l . 1 . 1 l 1 3 DR,\BC Vz = 4' l. The \'olume I i; equal to 1· :r·Sv.,. .. lf 3' T x 

X 2 aV3 a •12tana. 

Answer: S = V:J "2 

48cos a 
a3 

V1 = 
192 

tan a 

a• V2 = 
64 

tan a -----*For depicting a regular triangular pyramid sec Fig. 82. 
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637. By hypothesis BE : EA = 2: I (Fig. 115). The section figure is t.DEC. 
Find its area S. The triangle DEC is an isosceles one, since EC = ED as cor
responding sides of congruent triangles AEC and AED (AC =AD; AE is 
a common side and LCAE = LDAE = 60'). Draw its altitude EN; then 

[) 

Fig. 115 Fig. 116 

c a-EX 1. d . d 
•' , •• - 2- o etenmne EN first fin EC from the triangle ACE (by the 
law of co:3ines); 

EC' AC' + AE'- 2·AE·AC-cos 60° =!_a' 
9 

:>.ESC we find !\lJW from 
/----. 

EN=VECZ-NCZ=l, -'...az-~---.':.lr!-9 r 9 4-6 · 

Denote the section angles LECD LEDC by a. Then i..CED = n - 2a. 
From the triangle CE.V we have 

C.\' 3 
cosa••EC= 2\17 

. Vi9 a2 
A11swer. S=--r:r--; c' -·arccos : f}::::c::.:r~2araos-3-. 

638 • Tl I t •. I f· .. 1' •. l l'' . . . 2 V1 
. . • , lC a era ., au ) u:.- 1 1, ( '1g-. J IU) 1~ an Jsusct.~les trapezoid with the 

baoes BC = a and B,t.., b (a >b) and angle" at the base a. The line-segment 

8 1.\' is its altitude. \\'e find B 1.V ";·"tan ·'l.. From the triangle B,NF, where 

F.Y :::-_ a:- b ~ we find 

The volume 

a-u , ___ _ 
--;r-l'tan"a--1 

a3-.~b3 ;---
--tl-ytan"a-1 

• For depicting a truncated pyramid oee l'rublems 625 and 626. 
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Note 1. If the acute angle a is less than 45°, the radicand is negative. But 
the angle a cannot be less than 45'. Indeed, the sum of the plane angles BCC1 = 

= a and DCC1 a of the trihedral angle C always exceeds the third plane anale 
BCD; but LBCD = 900, therefore 2a > 90', i.e. a > 4:i". -

Note 2. The expr·ession V~ can be transformed. to the form 

.• /sin2a.-cos2a. V~ 
V cos2 a cos a 

Since 2a is more than 90: (hut less than 180'·, since a is au acute angle), cos 2a 
is always negative. Hence. the radkand (-cos 2a) is alway!! positive. 

a3-b3 , 1--- aa-b3 1 

Answer: l'=~· v -(\Os2a= Ucosa l"t'OS(180--2::c.\. 

639. The projection of the diagonal BD 1 (Fig. 117) onto the later.1l lace 
BCC 18 1 is BC 1• Therdore ._C 1BD 1=o.. Fwm the trlaw,dc BCtDI. \\·lwr~ 

Fig. 117 

c 
Fig. 110 

D1C1 = b, we find BG\ = b cot a. Prom the triangle BtCtB we have 

Then 

ll = l/BCf -B1Cf = l/b2cot2 a-h2 

V =b2JI = b• V ~o; 2a 
sm a 

bl/~ 
sin a 

Note. The radicand co::~ 2a i:; always positive here (see Note 
blem 638), since a< 45°. Indeed, 

D,c, n,c, 
tan ao= BC, =sc; 

to Pro-

But B1C1 is a leg, and BC 1 is the hypotenuse of the triangle BB1C1• There

fore tan a< 1, i.e. a< 45'. 

Answer: V = b3 V ~OR 2 " • 
sm a 

6,.0, If CD (Fig. 113) i6 the altitude of the triangle A IIC drof>ped onto the 
hypotenuse AB = c (CD may Le drawn in~idc the angle ACJJ al'lHtrarily), then 
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LCDC1 = p (prove it!). We have 

CD=AB.sin ct cos ct={ c sin 2ct 
and H = CC, = CD·tan P 
Substitute these expressions into the formula 

1 1 1 
V= 3 sn =r 2 c.cD.JI 

Ans10er: l' = ~ c" sin' 2ct tan p. 
641. One of the portions of the prism is a triangular pyramid B1ABC 

(Fig. 119). Its volume 1'1 { 1", where V is the volume of the prism. Hence, 

]) 

II c 

Fig. 119 

the volume 1~, of the other portion (of the quadrangular p)'Tamid B 1.4 1C1CA) 

is equal to i" 1·. Find F. 

By hypothesis BC + AB = m, and from the triangle ABC we find BC = 
= A B ·cos a. Consequently, 

BC=~=~ 
1-r-cosa 

2 
., a 

COSMT 

The area S of the prism base is equal to 

S ={·.4C.BC=+·BC2.tan ct 

The altitude 11 = BB1 is determined from the t:,BCB, where LBC B 1 = I) 
(prove it!). We get If BC ·tan p. 

m3 cosll a tnn a tan ~ . m3 cos3 a tan a tan ~ 
Answer: l"t a. , l"z a 

48 cos• 2 ~4 cos• 2 
642. According to the Preliminary Notes to Problem 617, Sbase = S cos <p = 

S sin ct. On the other hand, Sbasc = aZt:n" . Equating these two expressions, 
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we get a= 2 V S cos a. Point 0 (the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle 
ABC, Fig. 120) lies at the point of inter.ection of the bisectors of the angle> 
of the triangle, hence, 

and 

OE= Ec.tan f=-i' tan T 
!rom ,6 DOE we lind 

If OE.tancp 

" I ~ '-' 
Answer: l·=3 (Scosa)- tan 2 

Stotal = S (1 +cos <p) = 28 co'' { 45° -f) . 
643. In Fig. 121 OA OC =: R an• radii of the cirde circum:-::cribed about 

the isoscele~ triangll' ABC (11 B "'~ A C "--- a). By Yirtue of the condition a. >~5° 
the centre 0 lies inside the triangle ABC (at 
a< 45° the angle A 180° - 2a would be 
obtuse, the centre of the circumstrihed circle 
would lie outside the triangle ABC, and 
then the plane drawn through the altitude of 
the pyramid and vertex C would yield no sec
tion). The altitude of tho pyramid f"'"es 
through the centre 0 (,.;eo the Preliminary :\ otes 
to Problem 611 ). 

From the triangle A OD we have If= li tan ~. 
Since by the Jaw of siuC>s AC =.c:::: a = 2R 5-in a, 

If= 2s7natan ~. 
Let us find the ba;-;(' CE of t!JP section figure 

from the triangle ACE, in which L CA F 
."""' 18W- 2r.t. and LACE at the ha:;e of the 
l~osc-eles trianglcAOC(AO OC Jl) bl'qual to Fig. 121 
LCAO={LCAE ~=90' -a. Henr<', .:_Af.:(.'c= 

= :h- 90'. By t1 I f , CE -,.--,:::_.~~, whenCL' w aw 0 ~wcs sin (18UC--2JX) sin (3cc-!J(l-') 

CE::::: asin(1800-2a} asin2~ 
sin (3a-U0°) sin (:la-!l0°) 

Note. \Ve may writP. (-cos 3a) in the denominator; hut the ang-le aa is 
eontairwd between 135" and 2i0'\ since 4!"J' <a <ow·. Thus, (-ro:- 3a) is 
a _positive number. Therefor<.•, when performing computations with the aid of 
tables, it is more convenient to deal with the angle 3a - 90~ contained between 
45o and 180'. . 

Anrwer· S. a2 cos a tan ~ 
• 2 sin (3a 90°) . 
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644. (1) Find the area Q of the base of the prism (Fi~. 122). \Ye have: Q = 
= 81 + S2 , where 8 1 is the area of the right-angled triangle ABC, and S2 

is the area of the right-angled triangle ADC. 

S AB·BC l sin a·l cos a /2 >in 2a 
t= 2 2 --4--

and 

Hence 

(2) Find the altitude H of the prism from the condition S = BD .Jl. ~ince 
in the quadrilateral ABCD the sum of the angles at the vertices B and D is 

JJ, 

E 

Fig. 1:2:2 

equal to 180°, it can be in~cribed in a circle ot" dianwt('r t'qual tn the diago~ 
nal AC because the latter snbtcnds the in~crilwd rig-ht angle~. From the triangle 
BCD, inscribed in the circle. we find (b)' the law of sines) 

RD = AC· sin ,;,DCI! I sin (u + 1\) 
lienee, 

II=_£= S 
BD l sin(oc·· ~) 

Answer: r =} S·l cos (a-~). 
64S. The faces ADE and BCE (Fi~. 12:J) are isosceles triangles. Tla• plane 

EJ!N (M and.\' are the midpoints of tlie edges .-1/J and BC) is peql('ndicular 
to BC and AD and passes through the altitude EF of the pyramid (prove it!). 
fly hypothesis the cxlerior anglo a _EJ!I. of the triang-IP E:lli\' is an acute 
one. Therefore. the altitude EF intrr:.:-t'(',H thf• P\tl'n~ion of Jl!.~.Y. 

To determine 1' find the side AI! of the ;quare• A/JCD. We have 

.-1/J = MN = NF- MF = Jl (cot~ rot al 
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Hence, 

Let us now construct the plane angle cp of the dihedral angle, at which the 
face ABE is inclined to the base. To this end intersect the dihedral angle by 
a plane EFK, which is perpendicular to the edge AB. To depict it draw FKII AD 
to intersect the extension of the edge AB (prove it!). From the triangle EFK 
we find 

2/l II 
tan<p= FK. AB cot ~-cot a 

1 
Answer; V=;rll"(cot~-cota)2= 

=1_ 03 sin2 (ct-~) 
3 sin2 a sin2 ~ 

2 
<p=arctan cot~ cot a 

2sin a sin~ ll 
=arctan sin (ct ~) • 

E 

646. The altitude EF of the pyra- Fig. 124 

c 

mid (Fig. 124) lies in the face CED 
which is perpendicular to the base. The plane, drawn through EF and perpen
dicular to the edge AB, intersects the base·of the pyramid along M Fll BC and the 
lateral face AEB-along ME perpendicular to AB (LEMF ~). Since AD 
and BC are perpendicular to the plane DEC, LBCE = 90' and LADE = 90' (all this should be proved). 

Let us find the altitude Il=EF. By hypothesis EF-i EM=m; furthermore 
EM= EF•. Therefore EF(t+~)=m, whence SJD p 510 p 

Il=EF=m: (1+-.-1 -)=m:{t+-1-)=~ smf1 cosa. 
2 2 a 

cos 2 
Then from the right-angled triangle DEC we find 

a = DC = ..!!!!___ Jl 
cos a sin a cos ex. 

Finally, we find 

Hence 

V _1_ II ob _1_ J/3 ~ = __!!_!___ -3 -3 sina.cosa. 3cos2a 
The sum S 1 + s, of the areas of the lateral faces BEC and AED is equal to 

1 1 1 , 1. ( II If ) -2 BC-EC+-
2 

AD-ED=-
2 

b(EC+ED)=-2 b -.-+--sma cos a 
18-01338 
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Answer: V 
m3cos a. 

24cos•f 

81
+

82 
m2(sina+cosa) m2 cos(45°-a) 

8cos4T 4 1i2cos'T 

647. (a) Drawing. Construct the altitude EF (Fig. 125), joining E to the 
midpoint F of the side DC. Join the vertex E to the midpoint M of the side AB. 
Then ljl = LFEM represents the angle between the faces ABE and DCE!.(pro
ve it!). 

E 

n 
Fig. 125 Fig. 126 

(b) Solution. The triangle BCE is a right-angled one, in it L BECI= a 
(prove it!). Hence, BC = b sin a. From the triangle ABE we have .4 B = 
= 2b sin a and ME= b cos a. From the triangle ,liFE, where MF = BC = 

b sin a, we find 

FE= V""M'"'E"'"2 --.,M"'"'fi""" = b V cos2 a sin" a- b V cos 2a 

Note. The radicand cos2a is always positive h('IT', sinct~ 2a. <90~. Indeed, 

the sum of two face angles of tho trihedral angle at the \"Prtcx B ( L ABE= 

180'-2a ) . 
=-,-,--and LCBE=90'-a exceeds the tlurd one (LABC=90'), 

i.e. !80' ;- Za + (90'- a)> 90', since 2a < 90'. 

It is best of all to find the angle ljl by its sine. 

Answer: l' =-} b3sjn2 a Vcos2a; <f=arcsin (tan a). 

6fo8. The plane BCE (Flg. 126) is drawn through the side BC perpendicular 
to the edge AS. The dihedral angles between the lateral faces (all of them being 
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of the same value) are measured by the angle BEC 'f'· The triangle BEC is au 
isosceles one. 

To dete1;mine the area S of the >eel ion figure and the angle <p it is sufficient 
to find DE (D is the midpoint of BC). For this purpose we consecutively fitJd BS 
(from the triangle BSD, where BD=f and L BSD=':f), then BE (from 

the triangle BSE, where LBSE = a), and, finally, DE= V BE' Bl.J'. 
We get E 

DE=a V cos2-T-{ 

Now we find 

a a2-. / ., a. 1 
S=z·DE=y V cos- 2 - 4 

sin..P..= BD =--1 __ 
2 EB 2cos~ 

2 
Note 1. The sum of face angles at the 11·~.::...--'\--!--4! 

vertex S is always less then 360'. Therefore 

and (/ 

0 <a< 120•. At this condition 2 cos~> 1, 
. 1 -
I.e.--a- < 1 and, hence, the equation 

2cos T 
F 

. 'P 1 SIDT=--- ah\a}'s has a soluti()n, 
2cosT 

Fig. 12< 

Note 2. If a > 90', i.e. the angle A SB at the vertex of the lateral face is 
an obtuse one, then the altitude BE of the triangle A SB inter~ects the extension 
of the base, and the plane BEC gin•s no H•ctiou of the pyramid. Ncverthele~s 
the formula 

S = ~~ ., /cos2 ~-+, - v -
yields a definite value of S even with an obtuse angle a (less tllan 12fY', :-:ee 
Note 1). 

Answer: cp = 2 arcsin ( {sec f) 

S= ~ V cos2-T-{= a; ysin ( 60'-i T) sin ( uo•-f) 
649. All eight faces of tho octahedron are equilateral triangles, thus 

NE =a ¥3 
(•'ig. 127). The quadrilateral ABCD is a square. The plano it is 

contained in divides the octahedron into two equal regular pyramids so that 

18• 
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1 V=2·3 a2.QE where 

Answers and Solutions 

OE=VEN2 ON2-v 
3
:

2
- •: = •r 

All the dihedral angles of the octahedron are equal. The angle a= L BM D 
(.1/ is the midpoint of CE) measures the dihedral angle at the edge CE 

(prove it!). From the triangle OMB we find 
M 

Fig. 128 

sin~=~=·V2 .aV3 =,/'! 
2 BM 2 ' 2 V 3 

V2a3 , /'2 
Answer: V=--3-; a=2arcsin V 3' 
650. • The isosceles triangles BMA and F MA 

(Fig. 128) are congruent. Therefore, their alti
tudes dropped from the vertices B and F pass 
through one and the same point N on their com
mon side and are equal to each other: BN = 

lJ = FN. The angle BNF is equal to 'I' (prove 
it!). The angle~= LBAM is expressed through 
the required angle a= LBMA by the formula 

~=90°-f 
First we find the trigonometric function of 
the angle ~- From the right-angled triangle 

ABN we have sin~= BN (a is the side of the base). From tho iso-
a 

scoles triangle BN F we find BN = __!!!i__. But BK = a r (as the altitude 
sin f 

of the equilateral triangle ABO). Consequently, 

. 1/3 
Sill~=---, 

2sin f 
i.e. 

sin (9o·-~)=~ 2 
2sin f 

Note. The dihedral angle at the edge of a regular hexagonal pyramid always 
exceeds LFAB (compare the triangles BNF and BAF), i.e. it is more than 120•. 

Therefore the quantity V:i is always less than unity. 
2sin t 

• For drawing a regular hexagon see the Note to Problem 598. 
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Answer: a= 2 arccos ~. 
2sinf 

277 

651. The faces AMF and AMB (Fig. 129a) passing through the edge A.lf 
(perpendicular to the plane ABCDEF) form right angles with the plane of the 
base. Find the total sum of the angles formed by the laces EMF and CMB with 
the plane of the base. Drop a perpendicular A G from A to CB (this line should 

M 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 129 

be parallel to CE, sec Fig. 129b). Then~= LAGM (prove it!). \\'c have tan~ 
/{ a V3 =AG,whereAG=CK=-

2
- (Fig. 129b). But from the triangle AMD we 

II 
have tan a= 2a ; hence, 

tan ~ = 2Il _ = 4 ta': a 
aV3 V3 

Since AC J.DC (prove it!), y = LACM is the plane angle of the dihedral angle 
at which the face DCM (as also DEAf) is inclined to tlw plane of the base. From 
the triangle ACM we have tan y= ~~ , where AC a V3 (Fig. 129b). 

4 tan a · 2 tan a 
AnBw<r: ~=arctan V3 ; y =arctan V3 . 
652. Through a straight line we can draw a plane perpendicular to anotlu_·r 

straight line only if these lines are perpendicular to each other. Lf>t us pro\'c 
that BC 1. AS (l'ig. 130~. Draw a plane A SO through the edge AS and altitu
de SO. Since A and 0 be ong to plane A SO and ut the Mrne time to the plane of 
t~e base ABC, these planes intersect along a straight line AO, i.e. along the al~ 
Illude AD of the isosceles triangle ABC. Tho triangles OC!J and OBD arc 
congruent (prove itt) therefore OB = OC, conseltuently the inclined lines SC 
and SB are also cqua'l to each other and, hence, SD being the rnedian_of the 
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isosceles triangle BSC also serves as its altitude. Since, as has been proved, AD 
and SD are perpendicular to the edge BC, then the edge BC is perpendicular to 
the plane ADS and, hence, to AS lying in this plane, which completes the proof. 

To draw through BC a plane perpendicular to AS it is sufficient to drop 
a perpendicular DE to AS. The plane BEC is perpendicular to the edge AS, 
since two straight lines lying on it (DE and BC) are perpendicular to AS. Cutting 
the dihedral angle the plane ADS which is perpendicular to the edge BC yields 

an angle AD E (the plane angle of 
8 this dihedral angle). 

The triangle A SD is an isosceles 
one (since the altitude SO passes 
through the midpoint of the base 
AD). Consequently, 

Fig. 130 

LASD = 2 LASO = 2a 

(LASO = LADE= a as angles 
with perpendicular sides). The ratio 

(J.~--]) 
F- 0 {/ 

a. 
fj 

Fig. 131 

of the volume V1 of the pyramid SBCE to the volume I' of the pyramid ABCE 
(these pyramids have a common base BCE) is equal to the ratio of their 
altitudes, i.e. V1 : l' = SE: .1E. From the triangle DSE we have 

SE=DE.cot L. ESD=DE.cot2a 

from the trian~le tiED we lind 

AE=DE.tana 
Ilencc, 

1'1 :I'= cot 2a: tan a 

Answer: F 1 = V cot a. cot 2a.. 
653. • To draw a section bisecting the dihedral angle at the edge AD (Fig. 131) 

it is necessary to have the plane angle of this dihedral angle. Such is the angle 
l/OC, since the plane BDC is perpendicular to the edge AD. Indeed, in any regu
lar pyramid the lateral edge AD is perpendicular to the opposite side BC of the 
ha;e {proved as in the preceding problem); furthermore, in the given case tho 
l'dge AD is perpendicular to FD. Indeed, by hypothesis the triangle AFD is a 
ri~ht-auglcd one, and sine" its angles at the vertices A and F are necessarily 

• For drawing a regular triangular pyramid see Problem 603. 
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· h 1 s· 1 1 
acute, LADF IS a rig t ang c. once OF= z OA = z-R, 

OD=YOF-OA=~ yz 
(where R = va)· The angle CJl = LAFD measures the angle of inclination 

<>I the face BCD to the plane of the base. We have 
OD R R , 1,. 

tan <Jl= OF =-p: -:;-= v 2 
' \; 2 -

Note. The lateral edge AD forms a right angle with the edge BD (and the 
edge CD); since the pyramid is a regular one, the edges BU and DC also form 
a right angle. 

a3 V2 -
Answer: V=~; <Jl=arctanV2. 

654. • The only quantity which remains 
unknown and is necessary to compute the total 
surface area of the p~Tamid is the slant 
height ND. It is determined in the following 
wa:Y: first find the line-segments AM and MD 
(Fig. 132) into which the edge AD is divided 
by the perpendicular N M (N is the midpoint of 
BC). Then from the triangle A i\'.11, where 

]) 

AN =q Y3, find MN, and finally. from the J/ B 
triangle NMD lind ND . 

. From the given condition it is not clear Fig. 132 
Which ratio-AM: MD or MD: AM -is 
.equal to m: n, therefore we may put .liD = mx, AlA = nx, so that AD= 
=(m + n) :r:. From similarity of the triangles A MN and ADO we have 

AM AN 

where 

and 

AO=~AN=qy:i 
3 3 

We gel the equation 
qy3 qy:i 

ux (m -1- n) x=-
2
-. -

3
-

where 

X 
Y2n(m+n) ' 
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so that 

MD 

Furthermore 

and 

Now we find 

Answers and Solutions 

mq and AM 
V2n(m+n) 

nq 

V2n(m+n) • 

MNZ=ANZ-A.MZ 

NDZ=MDZ+MNZ 

q2(n+3m) 
4(m+n) 

q2(n+2m) 
4n 

q2 -y3 3q·ND 
Stotai=--4-+--2-

Answer .. S _ q2 y3 [t+, /3(n+2m)] total- --4-. v--n-- . 
655. We have (Fig. 133): LBD 1A = a and LBD,C = a (prove it!). The 

triangles BD1A and BD,C are congruent (prove it!). Consequently, the base 

Fig. 133 Fig. 134 

ABCD is a square with side a= d sin a. Then we find 

and 
AD1=dcosa 

H = V AD[ -ADZ_ V d2cos2 a-dZ sinZ a-dJVCOS2<i 
The plane ACD1 forms with the plane of the base the angle 

DD1 a 
rp=L DOD1; tanrp=oo=II: -vz. 

Answer: V = d3 sinZ a V cos 2a; rp =arctan { V~ ) . 
SID Ct 

656. The angle EOC a (Fig. 134). To construct the angle ~ formed by 
the line-segment OE with the lateral face BB,C,C draw OF 1. BC. Then FE is. 
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the projection of OE on this face, and so LOEF =~.Let us introduce the follow
ing notation: AB =a, BC = b and CC, = c, then V =abc and Stat= = 2(a + c) b. From AOEF we have 

from A OEC we have 

from A FEC we have 

y=OF=m sin ~=m sin 2a 

FE= m cos~= m cos 2a 

i=EC=m sin a 

~=FC = V~=m Vcos22a-sin' a 2 
Reduce the radicand to the form convenient for taking logarithms: 

cos2 2o:; -sinZ ex i +cos 4a 1-cos 2a cos 4a +cos 2a =cos 3a; cos a 
2 2 

Hence, 
b=2m Vcos3acosa 

. Note. The angle ~ = LOEF is less than LOEC = 90'- a (compare their 
SlOes!). And since by hypothesis ~ = 2a, then 2a < 90' - a. Hence, it must 
be a <30°. 

Answer: V =8m3 sin 2a sin a 11 cos 3a cos a 

Stat= 16m2 sin 
3
; cos TV cos 3a cos a 

. 657. (a} Drawing. The semicircle is represented by a semiellipse (AB a 
dtameter of the ellipse; Fig. 135•), DC is drawn parallel to AB. Straight lines 
perpendicular to AB, are represented by 
s~raight lines parallel to the tangent 
hnes AM and BL. 

(b) Solution. Let us introduce the 
following notation: AB =a; DC= b; 
DF = CE = h; then 

v- a+b hlf - 2 

B'l hypothesis a = 2R; the side b is 
foun by the law of sines from the triangle 
BCD, in which LDBC is measured 

Fig. 135 

8 
I 
I 

\ 
\L 

by half the arc Dc = 2a· we have b = = 2R sin a. From the triangle ODF, where OD = R and LAOD is measured 
by the arc AD = 180'-2a = 90'- a, we find 

2j 
h = FD = R sin (90' - a) R cos a 

The altitude II is found from the triangle A,AD, whore LA 1DA =a (prove 
itl) and AD can be determined from the right-angled triangle ADD, where LABD 

• For constructing an ellipse see Problem 613. 
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suhtended by the arc ii5 is equal to (45' - T) . We get 

H=2Rsin ( 45°- ~} tanct 

Consequently, 

l'= ~II' (1 +sin ct) sin ( 45°-f) tan ctcos ct 

After a number of simplifications we get 

and so on. 

1+ginct~"2cos2 ( 45°-y} 

A11swer: r = R3 sin 2ct cos ( 45° -y) . 
658. The projection of the diagonal D,B on the lateral face AA 1D1D (Fig. 136) 

i> AD 1; therefore LAD1B = p. The angle ct between the cutting plane DBB1D, 

Fig. 136 Fig. 13i 

and the face ADD,A, is measured by the angle ADB (prove it!). From the triang
le AD,B we find AB and AD1; from the triangle ABD we find AD. DD 1 = H 
ig determined from the triangle .4D1D 

if= ·vADi --AD':.= ·v d2sin2 a-d2 cosz a cotz a:= _d_ Vsin' a cos" a 
sma 

=-d-V -cos 2a 
sma 

.Yotr. The angle pis always less than the angle ct (compare their tangents!) 
~im·p by hypothesis ~ .-:.--:c 9tf - a, we have 90° a < a, hl"'nce, a > 45c. 
From the inequality 

it fnllows that the angle 2a belongs to the second quadrant, and so cos 2ct < 0, 
nnd -·cos 2a > 0. For computation purposes it is convenient to substitute the 
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.expression cos (180° - 2a) for -cos 2a, >incc the angle 180' - 2a belongs to 
the first quadrant. 

Answer: V=d3cosacot2a Vcos(l80°-:!a) 
659. The drawn lines areA 1N and B 1M (Fig. 13i). The quadrilateral A 18 1X.lf 

is an isosceles trapezoid (prove it!). From the isosceles triangle :1! K:Y, whl're 
b 

LMKN =a and Mil'= '2, we have 

KD ={cot f 
From the triangle A1KB1 we find 

, b a 
JW1=;rcot "2 

Adding these equalities, we obtain 

3b a 
DD1 = 4 cot;r 

Fig. 138 

t'rom the triangle DED,, where DE""=+ CE :c-+. b V3, \\C find 

3b '/( =4 V cotf col ti0°) (rot f-rot G0°) = 
r 

;jl, V 'in ( 60'+f) sin ( GtJ'-f) 
4 sin fsin 1;0:. 

Antwer: ll~·- ~b3 a (sin ( fiW' t·f) sin ( 60"'-f). 
8sm 2 

660. To construct the angle formed by the diagonal AB1 and the lateral 
fac.e BB1C1C w~ have to find the pro!ection of A B, on this Ia~~ (Fig. t:J8): The 
potnt il JS proJected mto the mtdpomt D of BC (prove 1t!). !he proJectwu is 
B,D, hence LA!J1D =a. From c,B1BJJ we lind 

Jl ~' 881 ,, V 111/JZ-lJf)Z 

f
B,D is found from the triangle AB1!J. The expression ohtained fot• II is trans
ormed in the same way as in the preceding problem. 

Answer: S Ia I= 3a2 V sin (00'" ~-a) sin (60°- a) • 
Sin 0. 
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661. The projection of the diagonal AB1 on the face AA1C1C is ACt 
(Fig. 139), hence, L. B1AC1 =ll· The altitude of the prism 

CC1= V ACf-AC2 
where AC 1 is determined from .6 B 1AC 1; we have 

CC 1 = Vb2 tan2 a cot2ll-b2- b cot llV tan2 a- tan2!l = 

=cos absin ll Vsin (a+ll) sin (a-ll) 

Answer: V b3tana V. ( +Ill . ") = 2cosasin~ sm a sm(a-., · 

£ 

c 

Fig. 139 Fig. 140 

662. By hypothesis a2-T-2a·ME=S (Fig. 140). But from the triangle BME 
we have ME=icotf; hence, S=a2(t+cotf); whence a= 

= 1/ S a . From the triangle OM E we now find 
· !~·-cot T 

H = 1/ ME2-(T )
2 =+ (a2- ( cot2f-1) = 

r 

=+J! S ( cot2f-1) 

cot y+l 
The expression cot T- t can be transformed as follows 

ll2sin (45'-f) 

. a 
SID T 
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Answer: II= .. ( S sin ( 45o-T) • 
Jl 2V2sinT 

663. From the triangle AOM (Fig. 141), where 

hence, 

180° 
L AOM=--

n 
a 180' 

we have OM=;rcot-"-

na2 180° 
Sbase= -4-cot -n-

From the triangle EOM we find 

a ,r a. 1;)W 
OM2=-2 V cot2 ..,-cot2 --

- ll 

li=YM£2 

The radicand is transformed as in Problem 6:>9. 

Answer: V 

II 

180' ·,! . ( 1800 a ) . ( 180" a ) na3 cot-- sm ----;- sm --+-;-n n 2 n ~ 

£ 

Fig. 141 

zt. . a ' 180' 
tSifi ys1n -

11
-

Fig. 142 

664. Denoting (Fig. 142) OD = OA by z, we get 

OD,=AO·cot -T=zcotT 

and 

285 
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The total area S of the pyramid D1ADC is equal to 

S=D0-AO+AD·H+AO·OD1 =z2+xV2xyc_o_t2-~---1+x·xcotT, 
whence 

Ssin ~ 

. a,~ a sm 2 + v ~cos a+co..• 2 
The total surface area of the prism 

Statal=4xLf-4.zY2·ll=4z2 (1+ y.~) 
SlD2 

S 
4S (sin-!-+ Y2cosa) 

Answer: total a a --
sin 2 +cos 2+ Y2cos a 

665. The altitude DO passes through the centre 0 (Fig. 143a) of the circle 

circumscribed about the triangle ABC, where AB=AC=2lsinT and [BC= 

]) ]) 

Fig. 143 

= 21 sin t •. Tho point 0 lies on the perpendicular KO to the side AB 

drawn th;ough the midpoint of AB. Therefore, from similarity of the triang-
1 

les AOK and ABL we get proportion AO: TAB= AB: AL, whence 

_!_ A~2 ">l2 sin2.!:.. 2 • 2 
AO=~=-r=======;;=-

1 /412 sin2 ..:=__ 12 sin2 Jl.... r 2 2 

• See the Preliminary Notes to Problem 611. 
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Then from the triangle AOD we lind 

and 

1! = 1/12-AO'=l ~ sinZ a- ~in2 f 
4 sin2 f-sin2 { 

V=ti BC·AL·ll=-}Psin {- j/sin2a-sin'} 

287 

The radicand may be transformed in the same way as in Problem 656. 
Alternate method. Let the face BDC (Fig. 143b) be the base of the pyramid. 

Its area is Sbase = { 12 sin~. The face BDC is perpendicular to the;plane 
ADL (prove it!) and, consequently, the altitude of tho pyramid AO, lies in. this 
plane. Draw 0 1E perpendicular to BD. From similarity of the triangles U,DE 

OD BD and BDL we have ~JJ = JJL , where from the ]) 
triangle ADE 

ED=lcosa., BD=l and JJL=lcos{

hence 

o,D= lcosa 
cos 1... 

2 

From the triangle ADO, we find 

H =AOt = V AD2-DO[ = 

=--1 -~- j/cos2{--cos2a 
COST 

B 

Answer: V=+13sin{- ~,;sin (a.+{) sin (a.-f). 

c 
Fig. 14-1 

666. Since the triangle ABC (Fig. 144) is the projection of the triangle 
DBC, DA is perpendicular to the base. The an~a of the triangle ABC is 

1 1 • s,=:rabc :r•·cota 

The area of tho triangle BC JJ is 

By hypothesis 
s,=+•'cot~ 

{a'(cot~-cot a)=S 

whence a-~/ ~zs -v cot~-cota.. 
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The area of the face DAC is Sa={ bH, and that of the face DAB, S•= 

1 
=zcll. Consequently, 

1 1 
s.-Sa=z II (c-b)= 2 aii (esc a-cot a) 

The altitude H is determined from the triangle ACD: 

H = V DC2-AC2= lfa2cot2 ~-a2cot2 a 
Hence, 

s,-s3 ={ az Vcot2~-cot2a (esc a-cot a>= 
1 2S ,; 

=z cot~-cota v cot2~-cot2a(csco:-cota)= 

= S (!-cos a) , I cot2 ~-cot2 o: 
sin a V (cot ~-cot a)2 

8 tan ::_,I cot ~-rcot a 
2 V cot ~-cot o: 

The lateral faces ADC and ADB form right angles with the base. The face 
BIJC forms with the base an angle which is measured by the plane angle 

DCA=IJ' 
AC cot a .ll 

COSijl=lJC= COt~ • 

"' a, I sin (a+~) 
~ Answer:S4-S3 =Stan TV sin(a-~) 

ljl= arccos ( ~~! ~ ) . 
667. All the lateral edges of the pyramid 

Fig. 145 are'equal as sides of isosceles right-angled triang-
les (Fig. 145), therefore the altitude DO of the 

pyramid passes through the centre 0 of the circle circumscribed about the base; 

1 ••. 
Sbase=:r rrsm a. 

From the triangle DOC we find 

II=li~ 

where DC= ~2, and OC = R is the radius of the circle circumscribed about 

the triangle ABC. Since the triangle ABC is an isosceles one, L. BAC=90•

-f and, hence, by the law of sines 

BC=2Rsin ( 90•-f) 



whence 
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OC=R=--b __ 
" a ... cosT 

An.wer: V =-{; b3 sin f V cos a. 
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668. The altitude passes through the centre of the circle circumscribed 
about-.the base • (Fig. 146). The bisector; of the angles AED and BEG are also 

£ 

Fig. 146 Fig. ,., 

medians of the isosceles triangles AEV and BEC. The 
liE V . M N d M N A ,. l . a ' .1 IS equal to -

2
--0E an -

2- = n = Slll·y. 

enK we find 

OE= V £KZ-Ufi2 

where EK=Icosf and OK=BN /sin f. thus 

OE=I Vcos'-~--sin2f 
, . a ~ / a,~ . a-~ Answer: S see= l- sm T V cos - 2- cos - 2-. 

awa of the 5ection 

From the trianqle 

669. Through the vertex A 1 (Fig. 147) draw planes A ,EO perpendicular to 
AB and A 1FO perpendicular to AD. These planes are perpendicular to tlw ba~e 
(prove it!), and the line A 10 along which they intersect is the altitude oJ" the 
parallelepiped. The right-angled triangles A ,A E and A ,A F thus formed are 
congruent (since they have a common hypotenuse AA 1 = c and equal angles 
LA 1AE = LA,AF =a). Consequently, A,E A,F and therefore, the trian
gles A 10E and A 10F are congruent; and hence~ OE = OF and AO is the bisector 

• See the Preliminary Notes to Problem 611. 
19-01338 
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of the angle BAD. We have H = VA 1£2- 0£2. SinceAEOF is a square, OE = 
= AE. AE and A 1E are found from the triangle AA 1E; we get ll = 
= cVsin2 a -cos11 a =cV~ 

Note. In the trihedral angle at the vertex A either of the two equal face 
angles is equal to ct, the third being a right one; consequently, the sum of tw<> 
face angles 2a must be more than the third one (90°), i.e. 2ct > 90° or ct > 45°. 
At this condition -cos 2a > 0, and, hence, ll has a real value. The lateral edge 
AA 1 forms an angle LA 1AO = <p with the base, since AO is the projection of 
the edge on the base 

AO ,r eos<p=-::r:r;-= v 2cosa 

Answer: V=abcVcos(180°-2a); Slat=2c(a+b)sinct 

<p=arccos (V2cos a) 
670. The construction here is the same as in the preceding problem. The 

bisector of the angle BAD is the diagonal A C of the rhombus (Fig. 148) 

Sbase=a2.sin a 
_..:.------:iflt From the triangle AA1E we find 

Fig. 148 

ll= VAAj-AE" 
where A A 1 = a; to determine A E first 
find AP from AA 1F, and then AE from 
the right-angled triangle AEF. We get 

wht'nco 

AE=~ 
" COST 

ll= __ • __ ... /cos2..::__cos2a 
a II 2 

COST 

3. "vi. :Jot . ·~ Answer: V = 2a sm T sm T sm 2 • 
671. The problem is solved analogously to the preceding one. We can use 

the same figure (148), introducing the notation: ,:.BAD= a and LA 1AD = q> 
instead of ct = LA 1AB. 

Answer: 1' := 2a2b sin f y sin ( cp -f) sin ( cp +T). 
672. The base A BCD is a rectangle {Fig. 149). To construct a plane angle 

of the dihedral angle D1ACD draw a plane through the edge DD1 and perpen
dicular to A C. The lines along which this plane intrrsects the faces of the 
dihedral angle D1ACD form the plane anglo D1ED 'I'· We have 

COS<p= DE=~ 
D1E h 
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Let us introduce the following notation: 
AB DC= a 

BC = AD = b (a > b), DD 1 = Jl 
D,E = h, DE= h1 
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In the isosceles triangle AOB the sum of interior angles at the base AB is equal to the exterior angle 2a, hence, L BA C = a. From the triangle ABC we find 
a = 2R cos a; b = 2H. !Sin a 

From D. DEC, where L.ACD =a, we find 
h1 = a sin a = 2R cos a sin a. and EC a cos a =~ 2R cos2 a 

From t:,D 1EC we find 

h =~ EC·Ian ~ = 2/l c•"' a tan B 
From t:,D 1DE we find 
H= VD1E2-DE2=- VJt2-hi= V 4R2cos~ a tan2 ~-4R2sin2a (_'os2 o;,~ 

:=2Rcos2a. Vtan2fi-tnn2 a. 
Transfonn the expre:-sion tan2 ~ - tau2 a a~ in Problem 6:>9. 

Fig. 119 Fig. 150 

Answer: Stat= 8Jl2 cos a cos (45"- a) sec B· V2 sin W+ Ct.) sin <B--aJ 
( 

tan a ) S uc = 2R2 cos2 a tan ~; tp :;:;;-.arccos tan ~ 
673. If the leg AC (Fig. 150) SIIhtends the arc equal to 2p, then L.AIJC is; equaJ toP as an inscribed angle having the same arc. The plane pas.."ing throu.L:"h Uie diagonal BiC pl'rpendicular to the face JJIJ.C1C must pass throug-h A c t!lince AC is perpendicular to this face; the .plane ~nglc of the dihedral angl; ~tACB is L.B 1CB = p. The hypotenuse AB IS the d1ameter of the drcnm!"crihl'd ttrcle and, hence, AB = 211. Let us denote: BC =a, AC band AIJ =c. A quadrangular pyramid /J 1AA 1C1C is cut off the prism hy the rlane ACIJ,. Since the volume of the pyramid B 1ABC is equal to one third o the volume 

w• 
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of the prism, the volume of the remaining portion, i.e. of the quadrangular 

pyramid B1AA 1C1C is equal to-} of the volume of the prism. If we denote the 

volume of the pyramid B1AA 1C1C by v, and the volume of the prism by V, 
then 

v,= 2v=2,.!!!_.n=.'!!!!!_ 
3 3 2 3 

!From the triangle ABC we find a and b, and from 1::, B 1BC, H. For the lateral 
·surface area we get the following expression: 

Slat= (2R cos ~+2R sin ~+2R)·2R cos~ tan~ =4R2 sin P (cos P+sin P+il 
The expression in parentheses can be reduced to the form convenient for taking 
·logarithms: 

cos ~+sin~+ 1 =(1 +cos ~)+sin~= 

=2cosz{+2sin -}cos {=2cos { (cos {+sin {) = 

=2cos{[sin (9o•-{)+sin{-]= 
= 2 cos {·2 sin 45• cos ( 45• -{) = 2 V2 cos ~ cos ( 45• -{-) 

A11swer: Slat=S V2 R2sin ~cos {cos ( 45' -{) 

\'1 =-} R 3 sin~ sin 2~. 
li74. The altitude EO (Fig. 151a) passes through the centre 0 of the circle 

circumscribed about the trapezoid ABCD*. The arcs X'D, DC and Ce (Fig. tot h) 

E 

(b) 

Fig. 151 

are equal Hnce by hypothesis tho sides AD, DC and CB are equal), 
and .:_B = 180'- a is measured by half the arc ADc. Hence each of the arcs 

• See the Preliminary Notes to Problem 611. 
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~ -AD, DC and CB contains 180'- a; consequently, the arc AmB is equal to 
360'- 3 (180°- a)= 3a- 1800. From the triangle AOB, where AB =a, 
we lind: 

AO=R"".::: . 3:-tsoo a 3-:~. 
2 SID --2-- 2 COS 2 

(the quantity cos 
3
; is negative. since a is an obtuse angle and so 1:)5°< 

< 3: < 270') . From the triangle ODC we find 

a 
. 180o-a. acosT 

DC =b= 2R sm --2--= -~ 
COST 

From the triangle ADF, where AD= band LA = 180'- a, we lind the alti
tude of the trapezoid 

. a a sm a. cos 2 
DF=h=bsina=-

3
a 

COST 

From the triangle BOE (see Fig. t51a) where OB =Rand LOBE ~.we find 
ll = R tan ~. The area of the base 

S 
j 

~"z-<•+b)h= 

Answer: V= 

a2 {cos ~-cosf) cos fsin a 

3a 2cosz 2 
a3 sin3 a tan p a3 sin3 a tan~ 

12 cos3 3; 12 cos3 ( 180'- :l; ) 

2 
, 3oc 

cos- -
2
-

675. The altitude EO passes through the centre 0 of th(• ci.rclc circmmcribed 
uhout the trapezoid ABCJJ• (Fig. 152). The angle A CB = 90' must lw sub tend
ed by the diameter as one inscribed in this circle. In other words, the ccntrt~ 0 
lies on the side AB. The trapezoid ABCD, being inscribed in the circle, is an 
isosceles one, and thus LDAB = LCBA. 

Let us introduce the following notation: AB=a; DC~~b; L AEB=<f , ~a. 

By hypothesis, +all= s·and from the isosceles triangle AEB we have a= 

-~ 211 tan*= 211 tan a. 

From u;e two equations we find 

/1 V Scot a and •= 2 VSTana 

• Soo the Preliminary Notes to Problem 611. 
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The side b =DC is determined from the triangle ADC inscribed in the circle of the diameter a. In this triangle 
LDAC = LDAB- LCAB = LCBA - LCAB 

Since the triangle ACB is a right-angled one, LCBA = 90'- LCAB. Hence, 
LDAC = 90'- 2 LCAB = 90'- 2a 

and we have 
b = a sin (90' - 2a) = a cos 2a 

Finally, 
CN = h = AC·sin a= a cos a sin a 

Now we get 
1 a+b 1 . V =a· ~hH = 6 a2(1+cos2a) cos asm aH = 

1 . , 1-- sin22a ,;--=lf·4S tan a2cos2acosasm a v Scot a a; --3- v S3cot a 

The face ABE forms a right angle with the plane ABCD. To determine the angle <p1 formed by the face ADE and the plane ABCD drop a perpendicular 
£ 

fl 8 

Fig. 152 

from 0 onto AD (it is depicted by a straight line OK parallel to the diagonal BD so that the latter is perpendicular to AD; the diagonal BD is not shown in the drawing; LEKO = <p1). In the triangle AOK the angle OAK is equal to 
LABC = 90'- LCAB = 90'- a. Therefore 

OK= AO·sin (90'- a) =fcos a 
and 

li 2H 2ll 
tan<pi= 0/i. =~= 2lltanacosa ""Sliia 

To determine the anglo <p, formed by the face DCE and the plane ABCD, draw 
OL J. DC; LELO <p2• Since OL = NC = h, we have 

II Jl 1 
tan fP2=71 = a cos a sin a 2 sin2a 
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sin22a v--A11$Wer: V = --
3
-- S3 cot a 

f'Pt =arctan (esc a) 

q>2 =arctan ( i-csc•a) 
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676. It is required to determine (Fig. 153) the sum of the areas of the triang
les ABC, ABD and ACD. The area of the triangle ABC is equal to 

s,~c+ AB-CE=+·· V3 
'The area of the triangle ABD is equal to 

S.=..!..AB·DE=AB·_!_...£.!._=~ - 2 2 cos 'I'' cos q, 
the area of the triangle ACD is equal to 

t 1 1 S3 =:r AC-CD=:rAB-CD=:rAB-CE·Ian q=S 1 tan<p 

<:onsequently, 
a•V3 , . Stat=S 1+Sz+S3= 4 cOs<jl (1-,-coS<!'+smrl) 

The expression in parentheses is transformed as in Problem 673 to be equal 
to 2 V2 co~ t cos ( 45' -t )· If in the denominator of the formula for S 101 we 

J) 

II 
Fig. 153 Fig. !54 

:;;ubstitutc sin (90: - q>) for cos <~'• then the exprl's!'ion for Stat can be n•duced by 

cos ( 45°-t) 

a• V6cos t 
Answer: Stat-

4sin (t,5~-f) 
677. Since the plane of the ba.e ABC (Fig. 154) passes through AC, and the 

cutting plane A 1BC1 through A 1C1 parallel to A C, the edge M II' of the dihedral 
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angle~ is parallel to AC and A1C1• Therefore to construct the plane angle draw BDl. AC and BD1 l.A 1C1 (D and D1 are the midpoints of AC and A1C1). We have 

Stal = (2AB + AC)·DD, = (2AB + AC)·BD·tan ~ = 
= 2a' (1 + cos a) sin a tan ~ 

The volume V1 of the quadrangular p)Tamid BA CC1A 1 is equal to f ofthe volu
me V of the prism (see Problem 673) and, hence, 

.,... .... --.., V1=i-S·DD
1 E/ ''\, 

where 

} s-f~·~~-~-+~•k 
I 

i1 Answer: Stat=4a2cos2Tsin a tan~; 

V a3·o· A 
1= 3 sm.asm a tan.,. 

678. As in Problem 630 let us prove that tho> 
face DCE (Fig. 155) is inclined to the base ABCD at 
an angle a= LADE and the face BCE at an equal angle a= LABE; both faces are right-angled triangles (LCDE = LCBE = 90'). The area of the triangle ADE (as also the area of the triangle ABE) is equal 

Fig. 155 

to S1 = { AB ·AE. From the triangle ABE, where BE= 2R, we find 
AB = 2R cos a; AE = 2R sin a 

and thus S 1 = 2R2 sin a cos a. 
The area of the triangle CDE (as also of the triangle CBE) is equal to 

s,-fnc.BE = {AB.BE=2R2cosa 

We have 
Stotaz=S -i- 2St+ 2S,=4R2 (cos2 a+cos a sin a-;-cos a)= 

=4R2cos a (cos cz+sin a-;-1} 
The expression in parentheses is transformed as in Problem 673. 
Answer: Stotaz=8 V2R2cosczcos.ycos ( 45•-y}. 
679. The cutting plane ECD (Fig. 156) parallel to the hypotenuse AB intersects the face ABB1A 1 along a straight line ED which is parallel to AB. DroJ> perpendiculars CM and CF to AB and ED to get a right-angled triangle C,t/F iu which LCFM = ~ (prove it!). Consequently, 

t:,CMF= t:,CMB 
(they have a common leg MC and LCBM = 90'-" and by hypothesis~= = uo• -a:). 
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It is required to lind the volume V of the ryramid CA!JDE, whose base 
A !JDE is a rectangle, and the altitude is equa to CM a sin B = a cos a. 
We have 

1 1 1 ' 1 V=3'·AB-MF-CM=3'·AB·MB-CM = TBC--CM=Ta3cosa 

(the leg BC is a mean proportional between A B and M B) 
Then we have 

Slat=(BC+AB+AC) H=all (1+-.
1
-+cota) sma 

h_ere all is the area of the face CBB,C,, which by hypothesis is eo,ual to the area 5,_. of the triangle CDE. Consequently, 
1 1 a2 

all =Ssec=z AB-CF=z AB-CB=~ 
Hence, 

Slat=-
2 

~2 {1+-l __ ;_cot a) =-
2 

~22 (sina+1-:-cosa Slll a Stn a. ' Slll a 
The expression in parentheses is transformed as in Problem 673. 

E 

Fig. 156 Fig. 157 

For the plane CDE to intcrsC'ct the face ABBtAs it is necessary rthat 'the 
line-segment MF=MB~~asin a be less than the line-segment MN = l/ 

a2 a a = 2 sina:a=~· From the :nequality asina<:.rsrn-a- we find 

sin2 a < -} , i.e. sin a < ~Z . Hence the angle a must be less than 4:i". 

V:l 2 • '-' · ( 4"• a ) aJcosa a cosTcos v -z 
Answer: V = --:-; - ; Stat= sin2 a 
680. (Fig. 157). The lat<•ral surface of the pyramid is 

S . f/2 cot a //2 cot B J/2 cot B f/2 cot a 
lat'"--z--·J·--2--+ 2sina + 2sin~ 
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Hence, 
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2 . na. p (cosasinP+sinc:tcosP+cosP+cosa) sm asm 
The expression in parentheses can be reduced to the form convenient for 
taking logarithms, taking into account that cos a sin P+sin a cos II= 
=sin(a+Pl and 

We get 

sin (a 

cosl!+cosc:t=2cos "til cos ";II 
a+ll a-ll a+ll a..!..ll Pl+2cos -

2
-cos -

2
-=2sin-2-.cos -i-+ 

.L2cos a+ll.cos a-ll =2cos a+ll (sin a+ll +cos a-ll) ' 2 2 2 2 2 

Substituting sin ( 90'- ";II) for cos ";II and transforming the ex
pression in parentheses, we get 

4cos "til cos ( 450-f) cos ( 45'-{) 

S 
= 2H2cos "til cos ( 45'-f) cos ( 45•-{) 

Answer: lat sin a sin~ 
681. Let r O.V be the radius of the circle inscribed in the base of the PYTa-

mid*. From the triangle DON (Fig. 158) we have DO = H = r tan a. Since 

II 

]) 

c 
Fig. 158 

11,~-----,. 

ll 

Fig. 159 

the centre 0 of the inscribed circle lies at the point of inter;ection of the bisectors 
of the augles A and 8, LOAM T and 

90'-ll " L OBN=--
2
--=45°-2 

• See the Preliminary Notes to Problem 617. 
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Since the angle Cis a right one, the quadrilateral MCNO is a square and MC = 
= CN = r. Hence, 

AC=b=AM+MC=r ( cotf+1) 

.and 

CB=a=r[cot (w-f)+t] 

The bracketed expression is transformed as in Problem 662 and we get 

1 1 V2 r cos T V2r sin ( 45' + T} 
Sbase=:r ab= 2 ( } . a 

sin 45c -T sm T 

<:onsequently 

V=+Sbasc·H =+ r3 tan a cotfcot ( 45'- T} 
This expression can be simplified if we take into consideration that 

2 sin ( 45' - T} cos ( 45' - T} 
t sin a.1 sin a 
ana=~= sin(90"' a} 

2sinfcos.,Y 

The lateral and total surface areas can be found by the formulas 

Answer: 

, , 2 a* 
S _ SbaSI~ • 

tat- cosa. , 

2SbaseCOS 2 
Stotat= --co_s_a _ _:._ 

r3 cos2f 
v = --.,.-----"--:--

3 sin2 ( 45 - T} 

Stotal 

r2 cot f cos2 f 
sin2 ( 45,_ - -]-) 

682. The plane cuts from the prism a pyramid B 1ABC (Fig. 159), whose 
altitude passes through the centre 0 of the circle inscribed in the base of the 
pyramid; therefore all the Jatf•ral faces arc inclined to the base at one and the 

• See the Notes to Problem• 617 and 618. 
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same angle a, consequently, 

We find 
BC·AD 

Sbase=--2--=DC.AD. 

From /:::, OCD, where OD=r, and L. OCD=f, find DC=rcot ~ • From 

a /:::, ADC find AD=DC·tan a=rcot 2 tana. Hence 

2r2 cot2 .::_ tan a cosZ .::_ 
2 2 
cos a 

The obtained expressions may be simplified by representing tan a in the form 

]) 
sin a; 2sinfcosf 

eosa cosa 

The volume of the prism 

Y=Sbase·H 

where 

H=rtana 

(from /:::, B10D). 

Answer: Stotal 
4r2 cos• T cot T 

cotz a. 

13 I' =rl cotZ T tan2 a.. 

Fig. 160 683. From /:::, BMC (Fig. 160), where 
L. MCB=45°, and L. MBC=180°-

-(45"+aJ-450=900-a., according to the law of sines, we have 

llcuce, 

BC m 
sin (45°+a.) sin (90° a) 

msin (45°+ct) 
cos a. 

• See the :\otes to Problems 617 and 618. 
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AC=h=acota:= msin~45o...l...a) 
sma 

From 6. DCM we find 
Jl = m tan a 

3•11 

The angles DNM and DK.lf are plane angles of the dihedral angles D.!r:tl and DBCA; they are equal to each other. since the following trian;,rlt•s are con~ gruent pairwise: AI KC and .lf.YC (by hypotenuse and an acute an~leJ, D .II A and DN M (by hypotenuse and a leg). Let us denote them by <p; then tan 'i = 
H I . m =MF· wwre MA = y:!· 

1 sin2f45c....:...,:d 1 -An.swer: V= 6 m3 c~s2 a. : tp=arctan(l :.!tan'k). 
684. Let ABE (Fig. Hilo) be tht> first. and ADE the second lateral facP. By hypothesis they arC inclined to the ha~e at one and the same angle a. Cf/!1" 

£ 

Fig. 1HI 

sequently, the point 0, through which the altitude pa.;ses, lies on the diag-ou;d AC. Indeed, if we drop perpendiculars OM and 0.\'* from 0 (Fig. 1G1b) tn the sides AB and AD, then LO.l!E =a and L0.\'1:'. a (prove it!); hence, 

and 
0 J1 = /('cot a 

O.V =~]/:cot a 
i.e, OA! =ON. Hence. the point 0 lies on the hi:-ector of the angle BAD, i.t~. on the diagonal AC of the rhombus ABCD. 

But then we also have OM1 = ON1 {Oll/1 aud O:Vt are extensions of OJ/ and ON), whenf.e it follows that the triangles 0 .\!1£ and ON 1£ are congrn(•flt and, consequently, L.0N1E :;;--:::: L.0ft.11E, which completes tho proof. 

• On the drawing (Fig. 1Gia) one of these perpendiculars. say O.ll, may ht• show.o by 9:0 arbitrary straight line, but the second one is t~en constructl·d 111 a q.utte defmite manner, since JI.V must be parallnl to the dtagonal IJD. It ,, eastly proved in Fig. !Gib. 
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From the triangle OME we find OM= Jl cot a and from the triangle OM1E 
we have OM1 = 11 cot~· Consequently, the altitude of the:rhombus is equal 
to h M lof1 = If (cot a+ cot ~). 

Hence, 
f f 1 

V=a SbascH=3 ahH= 3 alf2(cota+cot ~) 

Stotat=Sbase-fr2SAsE+2S BEc=a (h+ME +NtE) 
where 

Then 

( 
1 1 } ( l+cosa , i+cos~f) Stotat=all cota+-.-+cot~+-.-.- =all--.---,---.-.-

sm ct. SID p SIUa 51D p 

a fl Expressing the numerators and denominators through 2 and 2 and redu-

cing the fractions, we get 

Stotal'"'al/ (coty+cot{-} 

Answer: V=-
3

1 aiJ2(cota+cotfl)=-
3

1 aJ/2 sin(a-:r~ 
smasm 

aHsin a.+fl 
Statal= all (cot y+cot {-} . a . 

2 
fl 

sm ysm 2 
685. Let LA (Fig. 162) be the acute angle of the rhombus, so that A C is the 

greater diagonal and LOAD=~· Draw MK 1. AC and MN 1. BD*. Let <p· 

be the angle at which the plane EAC is inclined to the base. Then LMKE = <p 
and LMNE 1/J· To determine H express Mil. and MN through /1; we obtain 
Jf 1\. = l1 cot <p and MN = H cot •1·; substitute the><' expressions into the rela
tionship 

\Ve get 

O=AD=AM+MD= Mil. +~ 
sin T eos ~ 

0 = ll ( cot <p + cot lj' ) 
. a. a 

Sill T cosT 

• In Fig. 162 M K should be drawn parallel to BD, and M!v parallel to A C, 
,;ince the diagonals of a rhombus are mutually perpendicular (see the footnote 
overleaf). 
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Answer: V a3 sin a a3 sin2 a 

3 ( ~ot : + cot! ) 6 (cos fcot <r+ sin fcot ~·) 
SID 2 cosT 

where the larger diagonal of the rhombus serves as the edge of the dihedral angle <p and the smaller one, of the dihedral angle ,p. 
686. The line-segment AB (see Fig. 163) depicts tiJC hypotenuse of the ba>c. To construct the plane angle cr. we have to iotl'rsect the edge BB 1 by a plane perpendicular to this edge. In this case such a plane can be drawn through the Jeff AC. To prove this, we ha,·e to prove that AC .L BB,. e 

E. 

c 

Fig. 162 Fig. 163 

By hypothesis the \'ertex B 1 i~ projectf'd into the point D (the midpoint of BC) which lies on the leg BC. Con~l·queutly, if a straight line KL J:... drawn through Band perpendicular to BC. then KL is abo perpendicular to BB, (the theorem on three perpendicular.s). :\J](l hence AC II KL, AC j_BBtt whirh completes tho proof. 
Through AC draw a plane AEC pt'rpendicular to BB 1• Tl1e lateral ::.urfacc area of the prism is equal to the perirnet('r CE + A C + A E of thl• pcrpt•ndicular section figure multiplied hy ti1P l'dg(• BJJ 1• From tht• right-angled triang-IP BCE. '~here LCBE = ~{prove itt) and BC a, we find CE ==a sin~- TIH' :-traight hne KL, and hence, the line A C \\ hich is parallel to it are lwrpendirular to the face BBsC1C. Therefore the triangle ACE is a right one at t w vl•rtex C. Bell("f\ 

AC = CE tan a and AE= CE , thus 
oosa 

CE-'-AC+AE=asin" (I +tan cr.~--1-) ' ' P 1 cos a 

From tho triangle BDB., where BD=T we find tho edge 881• \\"c get 

BB,= 2 0:
9 
~ , hence, 

. a' tan~ ( 1 ) Stat=(CE+AC+AE)·BB,=--2- 1+tan cr.+ ""C0S"a 
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Transform the expression in parentheses in the same way as in Problem 673. 
and cos a in the same way as in Problem 681. 

Answer: Slat 
a2 tan ~cos~ 

2 

1/2 sin ( 45° - T) 
687. As in the preceding problem, let us prove that the edge AA 1 j_ BC 

(Fig. 164), and hence, BB 1 .1 BC and the face BB1C1C is a rectangle. LA 1AC = 
= LA 1A B = 2ct (for the proof see Problem 669) and, consequently, the face 
AA 1C1C = AA 1B1B. PointE is the midpoint of the side AB and EO J. AB (0 is 

E 

II 

Fig. 164 Fig. 165 

the centre of the circle circumscribed about the triangle ABC); then A 1£ J. A B 
(by the theorem on three perpendiculars). According to the law of sines we have 

AB = 2R sin (90°- ct) = 2R cos a; 
then 

Sbase=-} AB2·sin 2a=2R2 cos2 a sin 2ct. 

From the triangle Atl,E we have 

AA,=l=~=~= Rcosa 
cos 2a 2 cos 2a. cos 2a 

From f', AA10 we find 
H = V l2-R2= __ R_ V cos2 a-cos2 2ct 

cos2a 

(Transform the radicand in the same way as in Problem 656). The side Br= 
=2BD=2·AB·sina. Hence 

=Sbase·If=2R2cos2asin 2a ~ 1/cos2a-cos22ct
cos;;:cc 

= 2R3 eosZ a tan 2a V cos2 a- cos2 2tX 
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and 
Stat =2S A.itBtn+S BBtCtc=2h1B·sin 2a+2l.AB.sin a~ 

.,.~ 2! . .48 (~in 2?: -~-sin a) 

cos2a 
688. Draw the altitude OJ/ in the trian~le OCE (Fi". hi7>): then L B.l!D=~ (prove it!). Denote OC=OB 1)\· x and fiuJ x from t,ht> formula OC'!=C£.('.11. where CE=l and CJI= !'x",:_(}.!/2. From the trian~le 0.11/J we find 

OJ/ =0Bcot .!!_ ~xcot t, :; ... 
hence 

C.lf=x 

Sllll.;titutiug into the f(JI'lllUiil OC2"' CE.C.l!, \\C gL•t the equation 

x2·.·dx ~/1-col2~ 
The root x =0 docs not ohviou::.ly meet the ~iwn cuntHii(,li and W(• llavt• 

r---.,-[-l 
:r.""OC'--;;;f V 1--cot-:z-

Comequently, 

Now we lind 

Note. The quantity of co:-; B is nt>g-ative-, f"ince { > 45° (as t;w {-
oc 

= 7JM, but the inclined line OC is longer than the perpPnJicular OM, 

hence tan } > 1 ) . 

Answer: V=ji3cot { ( 1-<·ot2 {) 

689. Front tho triangle A1FE (Fi!-!· Hifi), whvre L A,FEo.:..a, we find f?E=Hcota and from the lriangle AtCE, wlwre AtC:=d, we find EC~-:.: 
20-01338 
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= Vd2-Jf2 and, consequently, 

EK=..§S_=, / d2-lf2 
V2 V z 

Now we find the sides of the bases 

AB=a=EK+EF 
and 

A1B1=EG=h=EK-GK=EK-EF 

So that for the quantity 
a2+ab-j-b2 

entering the formula for the volume of a truncated pyramid we get the fol
lowing expression: 

(EK +EF)2+ (EK+ EF) (EK-EF)-f (t::K -EF)2=3EK2+EF2 

Answer: I'=~ (3-EK2-0-EF2)= ~ [3(d2-/f2)-.,-2lf2cot2a]. 

690. \\'e can use the same drawing {Fig. 16ti) as in tht• prec('ding problem, 
introducing the following notation: .-1.-1, = l and L A 1.4C = ~- From tbe right-

Fig. Hitl Fig. 167 

angled triangle AA,c Wl' find AC=~' hence ac~FK . From 
cos I' cos~ 

d 
l cos. 

the triangle AA,E we fin II I sin~ and AE = l cos~. hence FE= y:{ ; 
c,onsequently, 

• l I cos2tl 
bc=EG=FK-2FE=-v,- (1-2cos2 1\)= -----

2cosl\ V2cos~ 
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Now we get 

l'=!.!_(a2-'!.ab.:.-l;'!.) =- [:lsjn~ (1 cn .. 4fJ '<'o~22~) 3 · · 6c~2p 

If both the numerator and denomiuator are multiplied hy il·t cos 2~) (applying 
the formula for a sum of cuhes). w<• get a sonwwhat ~iutplc-r expn~ssion. 

Note. The angle~ must <•xcerd 45', sine!' FK > 2-FE. Therrforc, cos 2fl <O• 
An . V _ f3 sin~ 

1 
_ ?A , , 2 )A J3 sin~ (I·' cos' 2fl) 

swer. - 6 cos2 II ( cos ·P , co .. ·PI 12 eus' II 
691. From the triangles AA 1E' and EA 1C (Fig. 167) • we have 

AE = /1 cot o. and E'C ~· Jl cot~ 
The lateral surfacl' area is equal to 

a-·· h 
Stat =4·--r--·A,X ·~ 2 (a+b)·A 1N 

The slant height A1N is found from t}l(' trian~le A1EN, where 

E.Y 

We get 

The sum 

AE II v:i .c V:i cot a 

JJ ·• /1 . .!_ cot2 a: v I 2 

•·l b=AB+ .118 1 2A 1B1 ·t 2A:V c 2-i\'B• !\'('. Vli=ll· Vi cui~ 
Consequently, 

Slat 1- / I , 2// 1 2 col fl// ~ I ; 2 cut 2 rx 

Answer: Stat 21/Z <:ot ~ V2 ·- t'ot2 a. 
692. In the triangle A 1HN (Fi~. H:.i), wlll'fP 

FS A.V .JIJ. ~(\IJ-1) 
we find 

and 

We ubtain now 

V= ~: (:Ja2j a2, cZ \13) · ':: (\l:i-1)(4 I \13)tany 

• For dc-picting a truncated pyramid ~ct~ page 2tiJ. 

20• 
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and 

Consequently, 

Answers and Solutions 

S , 3 2 . 2 2a2(1+2cosvl 
Statal= latTa Ta = cosy 

2a2 
cosy 

The expression in parentheses can be reduced to a form com·enient for taking 
logarithms 

Answer: V- "
3 

(3 V':i-1) tan 1' ~- 0 7 3 t •· -
6 

.....,. . a an), 

8a2 cos ( 1. ..L 30°) cos ( .l.-30°) 
Statal, .. 2a2(1+2cos)'). 2 ' 2 

cos 1' cos v 
693. Let us denote the side of the cube by x !Fig. !liS). From the simi· 

E 

c 

Fig. 1UH 

larity of the triang:ll':i EOt/\1 and HOC \W han\ 

Eo, o,I\ 1 

Here 

EO- uu, 

Conscq m•n t I y . 

Anstn'T 
llj/~ 

11 ; V2 (l"-ll2> 

EO ~ 

[ 

Fig. 1G9 
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694. From the triangle EOF (Fig. 16D), wheiT• OF }- and :_ I!EF a, we 

bave H =i- cot o::. Consequently, the volume of the pyrttmid 

V = _!_ a21f ~ _!_ a3 cot a 
3 ti 

Let us express the side a through the edge of the cubt> .c=MJI 1 \\'c have 

a=20F= 20,l! + 2MF= KM -i 2MJ/ 1-tan a =x V~ -- ::J tan a 

Consequently, 

Here z3 = V1 is the volume of the cubP. 

V CV2+2taua)3 coto: 
Answer: V. 

6 
695. (a) Drawin~. Let us first depict the section A !A!,!J, (h~. 170) con

taining the "upper" face of the cube K 1L1M 1X 1 (tld..- i~ a rigllt~angkd triangle 
with the right angle at the vertex MJ). Since ]} 
the vertices K 1, L 1, Jlf., K 1 lie on the lateral 
facest they are found on the :-:idt.·~ of the triangle 
AtM,Bt (A/1 coincides with the vN·tex of the 
r!ght angle; P..1 1K1 reprefents the hi~ectnr of the 
right angle, since .M 1A 1 J/ 1 /.q). Now cou:::.t
ruct the cube KLJl/NK 1L 1.H 1A 1• Inside tiH' 
quadrilateral K 1L 1JU 1A 1 take an arhitrary point 
O, .depicting the poiu~ of inh·r.-.ect ion (If the 
~ltltude DO and Uw lace K1L1M 1N 1 and joiu 
It with the point 0 ~ituatl'd lilwwi~l' in the 
quadrilateral KLMN. Dra~> 0 1A 1, 0 1Bt. O,M, 
and then OA, 08, OM parallel to them, r<"· 
pectively. The point:> A, B, C of iutt'r:-cctinn '-";.;;;::.::::.::.:::::::::::~ 
of DA 1, DB" DM 1 aud OA, OB, OM (reopr•tt;. ,§ 
vely) arc the vertices of the ba:-e of tht• pyramHL 

(b) Solution. By bypotlws;s, ,1c' C; Ftg. 170 
BC = 8; DO = 24*. Dcnotu the edge of the 
cube bf x. Then 00 1 =:rand IJO, 2~ .r. By tlu· pn)1wrty of ~ections 
paralle to the bas(• or th(• pyramid \\t< ha,·e /1 1.M 1 : IIC /)0 : /JO, i.e. 
BtMt : 8 =.. (24 - .r) : 24, wlwnce 

8(11·-X) 24~-J 
B,Mt"•--v,--=-:-l-

Since the tl'ianglt:s K1BtL 1 ond ABC arc similar, wt> havt· 

K 11.1 :B1L 1 G:S 

• Tho figure is drawn not to scale. 
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here 
?4-.r 24-4x 

K1L1 =.T and B1L 1 c~B 1M,-M,Lt=-=--:r--.r=--3--

Hencc, x: 
24

;
4
x =6: 8, whence x = 3. 

Answer: 3. 
696. The section BCC18 1 (Fig. Jil) is a trapezoid (prove it!). Draw the plane 

MNE (M and N are the midpoints of the sides AD and BC) to intersect the plane 
BCC1B1 along /' .. K (K is the midpoint of B 1C1). We have Ll'iME = LMNE = 
=a: and LMNK = p (prove it!). The altitude KN of the trapezoid BCC1B 1 

Fig. 171 Fig. 1i2 

is found from the triangle KN M, where MN a and L M K N = 180' -
. KN a . . . asina 

(a:+ p). By the law of :<Ines sin a~ sin (a+~) , 1.e. KA =sin (a+P) 
Now we find the upper base of the trapezoid (B 1Ct); since the triangle ADE is 
~imiJar lo B1C1E, we have 

a·KE a.K£ 
B,C,= ME -= NE 

The ratio ~i is found from the triangle KNE, where L KNE=a-P and 

L N K E =a+ p (as an extcriot• one for L:, KNM). We gel 

hence. 

KE sin(o:-~1 
NE = sin(o:-i-~1 

8 
C _a sin (ox-~) 

1 'I- sin (e< c· ~) 

a~ asin(o:-~) 
Ssec --- sin (ct-· ~) 

2 
a sin a 

sin(a+~) 
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a2 sin2 a cos ~ 
Answer: S,.e sin2(a+~l . 
697. (a). Drawing. On constructing the pyramid Ell PGQ (Fig. 172) draw 

the line MN of intersection ol' the planes. It is parallel to the side Jl P and inter
sects the axis OE at the point JJ. The end points M and N of the line-segment 
MN lie on the slant heights El' and ED. Draw PN and GX, JIM and QM to 
d.epict the planes intersecting along ftfiV. l\lark the points AI and cl of intersec
tiOn of AJJ and CJJ with the slant heights EA and EC, respectively (.4 and C 
are the midpoints of /! P and (IG). The angle .4/JC is the plane angle of the ob
tained dihedral angle. By hypothesis, LA!JC 90·. i.e. the triangle .4/JC is 
an isosceles right-angled oue and 

(b) Solution. From the :;imilarity of the triangles EAJX and EDF, where-

in DP =a, we have AIN a· EB . Tlw angle OAE is the plane augle of the 
EO 

dihedral angle a, hence EO = .4 0 tan a.~ T tan a. Furthermore, EJJ = EO -

-80 = T(tan a- 1). Con"•quentl)·. 

MN=a· tan a-! =•11-cota) 
tan a 

Answer: MN=a (l-eota) . 1/Zasi.n(a-I,S') · 
sma 

E 

698. (a) Drawing. Draw the :--traight line 
Cilf (Fig. 173) depicting the perpendicular 
dropped from C to A E. Through the point O, 
of intersection of CM and EO draw KN pam lie! 
to BD. The quadrilateral KCN M repre,cnt' the 
section. The proof follows from the :-;olution 
below. r· 1"3 

(b) Solution. Since the plano KCN !II is 'lg. 1 

perpendicular to the edge .4 E, the sides M K 
and MN, as well as the diagonal CM of the sectiou KC.\'M, an• perpendicular 
to AE. Since the diagonal CAl lies in the plane of the isost:cles triangle 
AEC, it intersects EO which is the altitude of this trianglt•. On the other 
hand, the diagonal Ki\' contained in the plane of the triangle BED (and, as we 
are just going to prove, is parallel to tlw ha:-:c IJD of this triangle) abo intersects 
EO which is the altitude of the triangle liE!>. And since the plane KCN M and 
the line OE have only one common point O~o tim diagonals KN and MC intersect 
at this point . 

. The plane KCNM is perpendicular to ttw edge AE; therefore the angles 
EMK and EMN arc the right ont•s. The riglot-anglcd triangles EMK and EMN 
arc congruent (prove it!); conseqm•ntly, MK MN and I!.'K =EN. It follows 
from the last equality that KN!l/JD and that KO, ~ O,N. Hence, the diagonals 

/lfC and KN.are mutually perpendicular and S~p~· + MC·KN. 
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The diagonal MC is found from the right-angled triangle A MC, wherein 
L,CAM rp and AC =a V2. We get MC =a "V2 sin 'l'· 

The diagonal KN is found from the isosceles triangle KEN, wherein 
L,EK.\' = rp. We have KN = 2.0,E cot rp, where 0 1£ = OE- 001, The 
line-segment OE is determined from the triangle AOE (or BOE); we find 0£ = 

= a y·z tan 'F· The line-segment 001 is determined from the triangle OCO,. 
wherein L,OC0 1 = 90°- LllfAC = 90'- 'f· \\'e find 

a"V0 
001 =OC.tan (90'- q)=Tcot rp 

:\ow we get 
. . (a V2 a 112 ) ,-A.\ ~·2·01 £ cot 'f' = 2 -y- tan rp --

2-cot rp rot rr= a l2 (1--cot2 !f). 

Ilencl', 

Ssec=-
2
1 

MC·KN=a2(f-cotZrr)sinrr= a
2

cos 2rr 
~ 

.\'ole. For tit<' plane J(CN M, whic.h is perpendicular to AE, to yield a section 
of tlw pyramid it b uecessary that the point JJ of its intersection with A E lie 

lJ, 

Fig. 17!t 

nn the Jiue~fcg-nwnt A E H:-oclf (hut not ou it::" extcn.-.::ion), for \Yhich purpo ... e the 
angle .:~J::c mu:::t he acutl•. i.e. .t.J EC """- 180" - :!tp <tHY. Consequently. 
t{ > 45-, and tlu'refore co:- ~q:; b a negative quuutity. 

a:! cos 2q' a2 cos (180°- 2(f) 
Answer: s~I'C ~~= sin<p 

()9\1. The quadrilat!'ral A .11 II: X (Fig. 174), yielded by the >Cction of the late
ral :;.urface of the prbm. i~ always a parallelogram (pro\'e it!). For the section 
figure to Le a rlwmhus it hi net'essary that A Jf A,;\'. Since the triangles AD..V 
and A!J.ll an• congl'llt'nt (prove it!), D:Y = B.ll. Hence, J/A i::; parallel to BD 
aut! to llll' plaru• A HCU a~ wt'll. Cnn:-:equently. the line EF of intel'!'ection (1f 
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the planes AMK.V and ABCV is parallel to the rling<mal JJ,Y (n> well •" to the 
diagonal BD) and, hence. perpendicular to tlw other diagonal AK of the rhombll> 
(and also to the diagonal A C). Therefrom it loll ow' that 'i = L CA K is the 
plane angle of the required dihedral angle. ThL' line 00 1, joming I he centre of 
the rhombus 0 1 with the centre of the ba.sc of tl1e pri!'m is pi'qwndicular to tbe 
base (prove it!). 

Fig. 17;, 

From the triangle A 00 1 we find 

AO 
cos 'f c AO, 

011 o,JI 
A0

1 
~~ A"i5;- tanf 

Note, The plane drawn through tl1t> ~lraigllt lines AM _and.AA lnter::-t•cb 
the edge ee1 only if eC1 ~ CK. i.e. if the altitude of the pnsm t:s not Je.~-; thatJ 

a V2tan <p 
a V2 yr=c;;s2q: 

COS If/ 

Othcn\'ise the required ::.cction cau be drawn n(•itlwr tlirougl1 tlle point A, uor 
through any other point on the t•dge A A l· 

a a V'2cosa Answer: f.p=arccostany. The problem is solvable only if /1 ~--.-a-
Sill -=J 

700*. {See the solution or the JH'C(eding problctn.J Since Jl!N=c:AC (fig~ 17:1) 

and BK>BD, and by hypothe,is, JIA.oc.l/S, we have AC>BD, i.e. AC is 
the greater diagonal of the rhombu.s, hence, L ABC is an obtu::e angle, and 
L BAD, an acute one. 

The angle q>= L 0801 b the Jllane angle of the rt!quirl'(J dilwdral angle. 
From the triangle 001B we have cos q> -; . ..: zt~ , where 08 = 0.1· tau f. 

• For drawing a right prism see Fig. 8:1. 
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And since OA = O,M = O,B, then cos q> tan~. Here ~nf< 
< f, since a is an acute angle. 

Answu: <p =arccos tan T; the problem is solvable only if 

DD BDVC<iSa •> . a 
sm 2 

701. Cf. the preceding problem. The area S8ec of the rhombus BNKM 

Fig. ti6 Fig. iii 

I 
Sscc=;r·MN·BK=2MO,·BO, 

From the triangle .11018, wherein L MB01= ~, we find: 

1101=M01·cot T 
Hence, 

S8ec=2·MOfcot ~ =2A02cot ~ 

AO is found from the triangle AOB, wherein AB=a and L ABO= f. We 

get AO=asinf. 

Answer: S,,ec = 2a2 siu2 f cot f . 
702. • L<'t the cutting plane be drawn through the midpoint M (Fig. 177) 

of the edgt• A B and parallel to the edges A C and BD. The edge A C is contained 

* For drawing a regular triangular pyramid sec Fig. 82. 
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;n the plane ABC. Therefore, the plane drawn through M and parallel to AC 
tntersects the face ABC along MN parallel to AC. Hence, Mil is a midline of 

the triangle ABC ( MN = +A C = %) , i.e. X is the midpoint of the edge BC. 
The edge BD lies in the plane BCD, and the cutting plane is parallel to this 

edge. Therefore, N L 11 BD ( N L ~+ BD = {) and L is the midpoint of the 

<>dge CD. Similarly, we prove that M K = % , 
and that K is the midpoint of the edge AD. 

Consequently, 

KL!IAC and KL=~ 
Hence, the section /rf N /.K is. a rhombus· 

l''urthermore, the angle AM 1\ is a right one· 
Indeed, the edge BD is contained in the plane 
BDE (E is the midpoint of A C), which is per
pendicular to the edge AC. Consequently. 
BD l.AC. But, as has been proved, M K II BD 
and MNI! AC, hence. M Kj_MN, wherefrnm it 
follows that MNLK is a square with the 

side y· 
A S 

b2 Fig. 1i8 nswer: sec=4-. 
703. Let CD (Fig. 1 i8) be the lateral edge perpendicular to the base. Sinn•. 

ily hypothesis, LDAC = LDBC =a. wt• have AC = CB. i.e. the triangle 
A_BC is an isosceles one at the vertex C of the pyramid and. hence, by hypothl'
.Sis, L..C = 90°. 

Any section or the pyramid perpendicular to the base ABC is a t]uadrilateral 
NKLM with two right angles (LNKL and LKf,M). For this quadrilateral 
t.o become a square the following condition should he satisfied: K:V -"'- KL 
= LM = x. From the congruence of the triangles A K.V and BLitf (provP it!) 

it follows that AK = BL, hence, KG CL, and KC K1~ = V.r _. Frum the 
} 2 . 2 

triangle AKN we find AK ·= KN cot a x cot a. Since KG + A K A C = 
= a, we get the equation 

whence 

aV2 
:r ·= 1 ·vzcotr:c 

Answer: s,ec ~:;:; x2 = . 
2~2 

2 • 
(H- Vzcota) 

704. The section yields the trapezoid MA,LJtfw· (Fig. 17!)} equal to the lateral 
face DD 1C.C: (provo it!). In the cut~off portion A ,lltL',JJ, M NC[) we have A 1D 1 '----"" 
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= B 1C1 = NC MD (as the segments of parallel lines contained hetweei> 
parallel planes). The obtained solid is an oblique prism with the base CC1D1D. 
Draw the plane FGQQ1 through the slant height FG of the frustum of a pyramid 
and the apothem OG of the base; we get LFGL = a. (prove ill). The perpendicu
lar Ll( dropped from L to GP is the altitude of the prism (prove it!). From the 

triangle LKG, wherein LG = Q1P = a, 
B, c, we have LK =a sin"· From the triangle 

PLG we find FG=..!:!l_ = -"- . Thi> 
cos~ cos a 

volume of the 
the formula 

prism is com puled by 

I'= D1C1;DC .FG·LK 

Now we find the total surface area S 
C of the solid A.l!A 1B1N B cut off by thl' 

plane A1B1NJI. The face AA1B1B is equal 
to the section Jf A1B1N (prove it!). Each 

a-'-3a 
of these faces has an areaS,= -

2
- • QQ,. 

where QQ1 = FG =_a_. Either of the 
Fig. 179 coso: 

faces A A 1M and BN B1 has an area 
s, '·' A.\I/,P, where A.lf = AD-.1/D =3a-a=2a and A1P= FG =-"-. Th" _ cos a 
arra of the fare ABXN is SFcAJf . .-IIJ=2a·3a. \\'e haw 

S=2St+2S2+S3. 

12a2cos~T 
Answer: r =- 2a3 tan a:: S = --:-co'"'s:-a.--

Preliminary Notfs to Problems i05 to i08 
When 'olving Problems 705 to 708 use should he made of the following the

orem. 
If a polygon A BCD E ... contained in a plane P is orthogonally projected on 

a plane P 1 as a p<>lygon A,B,C1D,E1 .... then the areaS of the polygon A BCD E ... 
and the areaS, of the polygon A,B,C,D,E, ..... are related in the following way 

S1 =--= S cos a, 
where a. is the angle between the planes P and P1• 

Proof. First consider the c"'e when tho projected figure is the triangle .4 BC 
(Fig. tSOa). who;e side AB is parallel to the projection plane P 1• Draw the 
plane Q through ,!E and parallel to the plane P 1 (E is the point of intersection 
with the projectiug line CC,). We get the triangle A BE congruent to the triangle 
A 1B1(:,. Draw the altitude CD of the triangle ABC; ED is then the altitude of 
the triangle AEi!, and the angle a. .!..EDC is the plane angle of the dihedral 
angle CABE equal to the angle between the planes P and P1• From the triangle 
DCE wP fmd DE = CD co:- a:. Con~equently, 

1 1 
S1 =:r A/J.DE =:r AB.DC cos a=S <·osa. 
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Then consider the case when the /Jrojected figure is the triangle L1.l!N 
~Fig, t80b), whose sides are not paralic to the plane P 1• Such a triangle can he 
divided into two triangles of the type cous.idt•red ahoYe. For this purpose it i~ 
-sufficient to draw the plane Q parallel to P1 throu~h one of its vertices .l/ which should he neither the closest to, nor the remote:-t lrom the plant• P,. This plaue 
intersects the triangle Lll!N along ttw straight line A'M parallel to P1. If ,c..;' 

(u) 

Fig. 180 

and s• are the respcctJ\'C area .. of the tuangle-. f(J/,\ .and LUll., and ,)'i and Sj, 
the area:s of the1r proJedwn~ (I.e vf the triangles A1Jl! 1N1 and Ll:ll 1 /.,:_d, then. 
as has been proved, 

Si :;_- S' cos a and S'l-:.:z.S" cos a 
And since S = S' + S'' and S 1 -= S; + .'>"1. we have 

S1=Sj +S;=S' cos a -f·S'' cos a= (S' -t-S'') t'oSa;;;:;::- S cos a 
If the polygon has more than three sidt•s, then we divide it into trian~le~ and, reasoning in the same way a~ in the ahove ca~e: prove tlw !4'l'IIt'ral th~orc111. 
Let us draw our attention to the fact that th1s tlwon•m hold:' trtu• lor tilt• 

~reas of curvilinear figures as well. To pro\·e it we haY€' to i1~.--aibt• a polygon 
H~:~o given curvilinear figure aud 1•a!'>s to the c, 

a2 V3 70S. \\'e have (fig. 181) Sbase -It- and 

If= BB1 = BIJ + DIJ,. From the lriangl<•s /Jf:IJ 
and B 1E 1D (Band E 1 are the midp(,ints of A C and 
A ,C,) we have 

a V3 BD=BE tan a-:::o:-
2

- tan rt 

and 

Hence, 
v 3a3 3fl3sin(a-i-tll 

=Sbaae·ll=T (tana 1 tan~)= ~h~osa<:osl1 Fi~. 1?-i1 

The section ADC i~ projec!Pd on the plane or the lowt•r ht:-e ns tlw trh111gle ABC. As bas been pron•d (see the PreHrninary Notes) the areaS nf tlw r-;ed ion A De 
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is related to the area of the triangle ABC, i.e. to the Sbase• by the formula 

Sbase = S cos a, hence, S = Sbase • Proceeding in the same way (i.e. pro
cos a 

jecting the section A 1DC1 on the upper base), we find that the area of the section 

A 1DC1 isS'= Sbase • Consequently, 
cos~ 

S-LS'-Sb (-
1-+-1-) 1 

- ase cos ct cos ~ 

Answer: V = 3a3 sin (a+Pl 
8cosacos~ 

S-LS'= a21/3. cosa+cos ~ 
a21/3cos a+P cos a-P 

2 2 
' 4 cos a cos~ 2 cos a cos~ 

706. (a) Drau•ing. Join the midpoints K and L (Fig. 182) of the sides AB 
and AD. Through the pointE of intersection of KL and AC draw the straight 

line EN (the angle N EC depicts the plane angle of 
the dihedral angle a). Through the point 0: of 
intersection of EN and the axis 001 draw P .M 
parallel to BD. The pentagon KL!t!N P represents 
the section. The proof is obvious from the solu
tion below. 

(b) Solution. Since KL IIBD, the plane KLMNP 
(passing through KL) intersects the diagonal plan& 
DBB1D 1 (passing through the diagonal BD) along 
tho straight line PM parallel to KL and BD. Th!> 
axis 001 of the prism lies in the diagonal plane 
DBB1D1 and, hence, intersects PM. The plan& 
KLJifNP intersects the diagonal plane ACC1A, 
(passing through the diagonal A C) along the straight 
line N E (E is the midpoint of K L), which also 
intersects the axis 001• But since the plane 
KLllfNP, containing PM and EN, intersects th!> 

Fig. 182 axis 001 only at the point 0 2 , both EN and llf P 
pass through this point, i.e. the point of intersec

tion of PM and EN lies on the axis 001• The lines EC and EN are perpendi
cular to KL (the theorem on three perpendiculars); hence, LCEN a. 

The areaS of the pentagon KLBCD is equal to the area of the square ABCD 

le" the area of the triangle AKL, thus, S = b2 - ~ =f b2• The area Ssec 

of the pentagon KLMN P is determined according to the theorem proved in 
7 

the PrPliminary Notes to Problem 705. We have S b2 = Ssec cos a, i.e. 

s -~ sec-8cosa 

Comparing the triangles JII02N and BOG (BO = 11102 and 11/N > BC)• 
we make sure that ~..MN02 < LBCO; and since LBCO 45°, L JIIN02 < 
< 45" and, consequently, the angle <p = LllfNP is acute. All the rest of the 
angles of the pentagon are obtuse (the acute an11le Lll' 11102 = 90°- L JIIN01 
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exceeds 45"; the anglo M LK is equal to ISO" .:. /,MU, "" 18U - .:. .1· MO,). 
From the triangle M02N we have 

but 

Hence, 

tan~-- .l!O, 
2- N02 

N 0 = ..!!!:...._ = ..2.!.!._ = .l! o, 2 cos a cos a cos a 

tan -r=cosa. 

7b2 
Answer: Ssee=scosa;; <p=2arctan(cosa). 

707. (a) Drawing. First draw separately tiH! ha~e of the pri~rn (Fig. 183a}. 
fhe.n construct an ellip.se (Fig. 183b) depicting the circle about '"hich the ba:-e 
IS ctrcumscribed*. Draw a diameter (J/N) of till' l'ilip:-:t• and through it-" ends 

(b) 

Fig. t~:J 

draw tangent lines CD and AB representing the straight lines on which the ha~e..-. 
?f the isosceles trapezoid lie. Draw some line K /, parallel to CD and AB t<> 
Intersect tho ellipse at points K and L. Through the:-t· points draw tangent lirH's 
~A and B.C to the ellipse. The quadrilateral A BC/J dt•picts. the if'o~cele~ trapt•z.oid ClrcumscrJbed about the circh~. Then complete the thawtng of the rtght pr1::-m 
1BCDA 1B 1C1D1• The cuttiug plane pa!;sing through the side AD and vertex B 1 IOtc.rsects the face AA 1B 1B along the straight line AB, and the face DDtC,c 
(whtch is parallel to AA ,B,B) along DC parallel to A B,. The section yields the quadrilateral AB 1Gf). From the point B draw the straigllt line BE parallel to 
tho radius OK joining the centre 0 with the point of tangency K. The line repre
sed nts the perpendicular dropped from B to AD. Consequently, the angle BEB,, 

eplcts the plane angle "· 

• For constructing an ellipse see Fig. 92. 
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(b) Solution. From the triangle DFA (Fig. 183b), wherein DF = MN = 
2r and LDAF a, we find BC =AD=_;:__, Denote ABby a; CD, sma. 

by b; AD = BC, by c. By the property of the circumscribed quadrilateral 
4r a+b=AB~·CD=AD+BC=2c= sin a 

a~b 2r 4r2 
St.ase"'---~h--:-.,.- sina ·2r= sin(' 

Consequently (see the Preliminary Notes to Problem 70~). 
Sbose 4r2 8r2 

S st!c cos a ~in a cos a sin 2a 
The altitude II = BB 1 i• found from the triangle BB 1E, BE being determin-

Fig. Ji:).'J 

t..•d Lefort'haud from till' triangle BEA, wherein 

AB"-a""2A.Il 20J/.cot :_ OA.II 2rcot -f 
1\'e have 

LJI:' .,_.a sin a and 11 ~BE tan a 
lleuce. 

H =2rcotf sino: tan a 
1'\ow we find 

Slat= II (a+ b + .2c) .:_ 4/Jc. 

An,.,wer: Stat 16r:!tanacot{-; Ssec= _Sr~ . 
... s1n ... rx 

70R. (a) Drawing. The cutting plane P may he drawn through either of 
the two tlia~onals of the face BCC,B, (t'ig. 184). Let us draw it through the 
diagonalliC,. Jly hypothesis. P iiAD. CorN•qucntly, the plane P intersects the 
plane containing the 1'"'" AliC along the straight line BK parallel to AD (the 
entire linf'-Sl'gmcnt /JA. lit'S outside the triang-le ABC). Since the fnce BCC1B 1 is perpendicular to A lJ. it i:-: nl~o pf'qwndicular to /JR; hence, L CBC1 is the 
plant! auglr of the Uilwdral angle j) at the t~dge BK. 
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Depict now the triangle yielded by the cutting plane P. One sidf of this triangle {BC1) is known, we have only to find the opposite vertex, i.e. the point of intersection of the plane P and the edge AA 1• For this purpose it is sufficient to join the pointE, at which BK intersects the extension of the edge A C, with the point C1• The point F at which C1F intersects the edge AA 1 is the required vertex. 
Let us prove it. Since the point E lies on the line BE of intersection of the planes P and ABC, this point belongs to the plane P. On the other hand. the 

Fig. 185 

pointE lies on the line AC of intersection of the planes ACC1A 1 and ABC. hence, it belongs to the plane ACC1A 1 (it is actually situated on the extension of the face ACC1A 1). Consequently, the pointE must belong to the line of intersection of the planes P and ACC1A 1• By hypothrsis, the point C1 also belong~ to the line of intersection of tlwse plane.s. Consequently, the planes P and A;CCtA 1 intersect along the straight line C1 /~'. i.e. on this line is positioned the Slde.(C1F) oi the section found on the face CC1A 1A. Hence, the point F of inter~ section of C1E and the edge AA 1 is the requirt•d vertex. (b) Solution. Since the triangle ABC is tlw projt•ction vf the triangle FBCto contained in the plane P, on the plane of thP ba~c. tht•u 

..!_ a2 sin 2?: 
S Sbase 2 
se"=cos~=~ 

where a= AC is the side of tlw isosceles triangle ABC. Expross a2 through the lateral surface area s. \\'c have 

S {2AC -i- BC)·CC, 
where AC =a, BC 2a cos rx and CC1 = BC·tan ~ ::-:-- 2a cos a tan fl. Hence, 
S = 4a2 cos « (1 + cos a) tan fi :::-__:: 8a:: cos a cos2 f tan ~. 

Stanf A . S -~ S oin 2a cot~ n~U;~r. aee- 1ff ct 4 sin~ · 
cos p cos a cos2 2 

709. (a) Drawing. Extending the line-segment /JC (Fig. 185) depicting e leg of the base by a length CD = BC, we get the point D, which is actually 
21-0133• 
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symmetrical to B about the leg AC. Let us take the point M in the middle of the 
edge AA 1 and draw the section of the prism by the plane P passing through the 
points B., M and D. To this end join B1 with D by a line to intersect the edge 
CC1 at the point N. The triangle B1N t.f is the required section. Indeed, the point 
D lies on the line BC and, hence, belongs to the plane CBB,C1 (D is situated 
on the extension of the face CBB1C1). But the point D also lies in the plane P, 
therefore it is positioned on the line of intersection of the planes P and CBB1C1• 
The point B, is also found on this line. Hence, the planes P and BCC1B1 inter
sect along the straight line B1D. The point N at wliich B1D intersects the edge 
CC1 is one of the vertices of the section, thus, the section of the prism is the 
triangle B1NM. 

Since BC = CD and CN IIBB,, CN is the midline of the triangle BB1D, 
i.e. X is the midpoint of the edge CC1• Consequently, JlfN is parallel to AC 
contained in the plane of the base. Therefore the lineD£, along which the plane 
P intersects the plane of the base, is parallel to .4 C and, hence, perpendicular 

to the face BCC1B1• Therefore LBDB, is the 
plane angle of the dihedral angle <p at the 
edge DE. 

Fig. 186 

(b) Solution. We have (see solution of the 
preceding problem) 

S = Sba'" =~ 
sec cos<p 2cos<p 

(where •=BC, b=AC), and since b=a tan~. 
we get 

S _a2tan~ 
see- 2cos cp 

Find a'. By hypothesis, ~ is the smallest one 
of the acute angles of the triangle ABC, thus, 

b < a and the area bH of the face A CC,A, is smaller than the area aH of the 
face BCC1B1• Therefore, the difference S of these area' (we assume that it is 
positive) is equal to (a-b) H. From the triangle DBB,, wherein BD = 2BC = 2a, 
we find H = 2a tan'!'· Consequently, 

S = 2a' (I - tan ~) tan <p 

whence we find a' . 
.4 nsu·er: 

S _.!i_. tan~ 
sec- (1-tan~)sin<j' 

S sin~ 
41'2 · sin (45°- Pl sin <p 

710. The angle between the non-intersecting diagonals BA 1 and AD, 
(Fig. 186) is equal to the angle <p = LA 1BC1 between BA 1 and the line BC1 
parallel toAD 1• \\'e have LCBC, = LDAD, a and LABA 1 =~.To determine 
the an•le '!' lind .4 1C[ first from the triangle .4 1BC1 (by the law of cosines) and 
then f;om the right-angled triangle A,B,C, and equate the obtained expressions. 
\Ye get 

Hence 
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BA-~-~ 1 - sin~ - sin~ 

(from the triangle BAA1) and BC1 = BB, into the last equality, we get sm a 
cos <p = sin a sin ~ 

323 

Alternate method. Through the edge B1C1 draw the plane B1C1C2B2 perpendi~ cular to BA 1 (it is possible, since B1C, J. 8.4 1). Let E be the point of intersection 
of BA 1 and B,B2 • From the right-angled triangle BC,E we find BE= BC1 cos 'I' 
and from the right-angled triangle BB 1E, whe-
rein LB1BE = HO'- ~. we haw C 

BE = BB1 cos (90' - ~) ~- BB1 sin ~ 

Now we express the line-scgmt'nt BB 1 through 
Be, from the triangleBB 1C1 , wherein LB1BC1 = 
=90°- ex. We get BB1 = BC, sin a and, hence, 

BE = BC1 -sin a sin~
Equating the two expressions for BE, we obtain 

B 

BC,.cos 'I'= BC,-sin a sin B s:I.J=:.l.LL---~----" 

A nswer: cos <p = sin a sin ~-
711. Let us denote the dihedral angles at Fig. 187 

the edges SA, SB, SC (Fig. 187) by 'fA· q/J, 
'Pc· Through a point (F) on the edge SC draw a plane (DFE) perpendicular 
to SF. Then LDFE = 'fc· Detenniue ED' first from the triangle EFD and 
then from the triangle ESD. and then equate the obtained exprl'ssions. \Ve wind 

FE'+ FD'- 2FE·FD-cos <fc SE' + SD'- 2·SE-SD cosy 
Hence 

2 •FE ·FD •COS 'f'c 
i. e. 

2 ·SE -SD •COS 1' - (SE' - FE') (SD'- FD)2, 

2·FE .FD •COS 'l'c c= 2·SE' SD •COS 1'- 2SF' 

Substituting into this equality 
FE=SFtana 
FD=SFtan~ 

SE=..E:_ 
cos a. 

and 

we obtain 

tan a. tan ~cos 'l'c 
cosy 

cos a cos~ 

2!• 
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whence 
cosy-cos a cos~ 

cos IJ'c= sin a sin~ 
Similarly, we find cos 'I' A and cos 'I' a· 

cos a-cos~ cosy 
Answer: cos 'I' A= sin~ sin y 

cos ~-cosy cos a 
cos 'I' a sin y sin a 

cosy-cosacos~ 
cos 'l'c sin a sin ~ 

712. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 
A nswer: cos i' = cos a cos ~ + sin a sin ~ cos A • 
713. See Problem 711. 
Answer: the required angle contains 90'. 
714. Let the point M lie on the face 0 (Fig. 188). By hypothesis, AM forms 

an angle a with .48, anrl M8 is perpendicular to A8. Through BM draw the 

l' 

Fig. 188 Fig. 189 

plane M8X perpendicular to the edge, and drop the perpendicular MN from M 
to 8N. The line MN is also perpendicular to NA, and LMAN = ~(prove it!). 
We also have <p .:_:YBM. The angle <p is found from the triangle NBM, 
wherein M.\' = .4 M ·Sill a (found from the triangle AN M) and BM =AM sin a 
(found from the triaugle .4MB). We get 

. MN .4Msin~ sin~ 
Sill 'I'= BM = AMSTiii.i = Siii(i 

sin~ 
Answer: sin cp-. sin a.. 

71!i. Fig. 189 shows the common perpendicular PQ to skew lines LL' and 
M M'. To obtain the angle at which the line-segment PQ is seen from the point A 
we have to draw the ray AP; then LPAQ =a. Similarly. LPBQ =~·Through 
the point P draw the straight line PE parallel to MM'. Then the angle between 
MM' and LL' is (by definition) the angle'!'= LEPB. Drop the perpendicular 
.4 E from A to l'E and draw .48 (the rest of the lines depicting a parallele-
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p~ped with the edges PQ, QA and PB are constructed to make the drawing more 
vtvid). From the right-angled triangle B PQ we find 

PB = PQ cot~= h cot~ 
Similarly, 

P E = QA = h cot a 
Then, 

BE'= PB2 + PE'- 2·PB·PE cos cp = 
=h2 (cot• a+ cot• ~ - 2cot a cot ~cos 'f) 

AE is perpendicular to the plane EPB, since it is parallel to PQ whi<h is the 
common perpendicular to PB and PE. From the right-angled triangle AEB 
we find 

AB2 = AE2 -!- BE'= h2 -!- BE' 

Answer: AB' = h' (1 + cot' a+ cot• ~ - 2 cot a cot ~cos cp). 
716. See the drawing to the preceding problem (in the present problem 

<p = 90°). 
We have ]) 

BE= V PE2+PB2=h Voot2a-t-cot2~ 

The angle between A B and PQ is equal to the 
angle between AB and AE parallel to PQ. 
Denoting it by y, we have 

BE h v·-c-ot"'•,..a--1-.,-,c-ot'"'z"'~ 
tany AE h 

Answer: tany=Vcot2a-t-cot2~. 
717. Let (Fig. 190) 

DM mt DN m2 DP m3 8 
MA =n;-' NB = n;:' PC :=-;;; 

Let us first find the ratio of the volume r, Fig. l90 
of the pyramid DMNP to the volume r of the 
pyramid DABC. Let the face BDC be the base of the pyramid DA BC and the 
lace NPD, the base of the pyramid DIIINP. Let the edge DA be projected on 
the plane DBC as a line-segment lying on DE. Then the points A and M are 
projected into some points K and L lying on DE. Consequently, the altitudes 
A.K = h and },[L = h1 are contained in the plane AUE and the triangles 
DML and DAK are similar. Hence, 

lit DM /JM 
h=DA= DM+MA 

The area S1 of the base NDP is to the areaS of the base BDC as DN-DP 
to DB·DC (since the triangles NDP and HDC have the common angle D). 
Hence, 
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Hence, 
l'1 h1 S 1 m1If111n3 

v=T·s= (m!"i-·nt)(ll'2+n2) (ma+naJ 

Now we find the ratio V ~1V1 , in which the volume of the pyramid DABC 

is divided. 

Answer· - 1' t mtm2m3 
· V- v, (mt+n1) (m2 +nz) (ma+na)-mt11'2ma · 

718. The plan of solution: from the similarity of the triangles OEL and 

MEK (Fig. 191) let usexpressOL in terms of MK =band ME= {;from the 

similarity of the triangles OC E and MEN let us express OC in terms of M N = h 

and ME= !f. Substituting the expressions found into the relationship OC2 = 

c 

Fig. 191 

= 2 ·OL', we get the equation for finding H. 
Solution. We have 

i.e. 

whence 

OL: H = MK: EK, 

4b2H2 
0£2= H2-4b2 

. ·1 I OC" 4h
2
H

2 
H l)liDI ar y, .. = 

92
_

4
h2 • ence, 

4h2H2 4b2H2 
H2-4h2 =Z H2-4b2 

Dividing by H2 and transforming, we obtain 

If 
2bh 

Now we find 

and 
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719. Answer: r = "
13 

s V3 
720. Answer: 1· = __:::__ 114n212 - c2 

24n2 

721. Answer: r = ~ 
4n 

722. Answer: l. Ja cosZ a. sin a 
4n 

~27 

723. The radius of the base R = l sino; (Fig. 192) 0 , t~e altitude of the cone. 
(J 

c 

B II 

Fig. 192 

H = l coso;. The volume 

Fig. 193 

The_ surface 

v- ,uzlJ 
3 

nl3 sin2 a cos a 
3 

S =nR (1-t-R)=:tiZsin a (!+sin cz) 
By~hypothesis, I+ 1/ = m; hence, 

Answer: ll ::::o' nm3 sin2 a co~ a 

V.cos• f 
nm2sina.cos2 ( 45°- ~) 

S-
2cos« ~ 

724, (Fig. 193). The planes A ,8, and A,B, cut of! the cone A CB the cones 

• For drawing an ellipse (dt•picting the circle in the base of a cone) see page 254. 
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A1CB1 and A 2CB 2 which are similar to the given cone. And the volumes (V, V1 
and V2) arc in the same ratios as the cubes of the altitudes: 

V
1 

(-}n)' v, (fn)' 
v= -na and v=-na 

The volume I' mid of the mid-portion A 1A2B2B 1 is equal to 1'1-1'2• Sub
tracting the second proportion from the first one, we find V mid· 

7 
Answer: Vmid=2j V. 

D 

Fig. 194 

725. From the triangle AOE (Fig. 194) we find 

OA=R ,,_A_L_I __ " __ a_ 

2sin-}- 2 sin~ 

From the triangle OBD we have 11 = R cot~

Answer: V = Jtaa cot~ • 

24sin3 -f 

Fig. 195 

726. By hypothesis, OC-OC 1 ~, h (Fig. 195). We have 

UC-- R rot~ 

and 

OCt~Rcota 

R ~. h 
cot ~--cob 
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The required volume V is equal to the difference between the volumes of 
the cones ACB and AC 1B. Hence, 

1 1 
V=anR2 (OC-OC1)=anR2h, 

Answer: V 
3 (cot~ cot a)2 

727. By hypothesis, 

The a rea of the base 

is equal to P-S. Dividing (by 

by the equality 

nh3 siuZ a sin2 f\ 
3sin2 (a; ~) 

Sbase=stR2 

terms) the equality 

nR2=P-S 

R P-S · d 1 b we get T =-
8
-. Let u~ denotE> the reqmre aug e y ~; from the triangle 

OBD (see Fig. 194) we have 
• R R 

SID p=T 
P-S 

Answer: fi=arcsin -
8
-. 

728. From the isosceles tt·iangle ADA1 

Wig. 196) we find AD= --
0

- • If a is 
2sin T 

the radian measure o( the anqlc ADA 1• 
then 

ao; 

2sin T 

.11 

Fig. 196 

Prior to developing the curved surfacE.' the line-segment AD was an element 
of the cone, thus 

I=AD=--
4

-

2sin T 
the arc ABCA1 was the base circumference, hence 

2nR=~ 
2sin T 

The altitude of the cone is 

II= -1/lZ-RZ:::..o~ V4n2-a 
ltn sw T 
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a2a3 V 4n2- a2 
Answer: V = , where a is the radian measure of the given angle. 

192n'sin3% 

729. The angle DOM (Fig. 197) is equal to the angle <p= LDEO. From 
6 ODM and 6 OEM we find 

and 

OD=H=-
0
-

cos <p 

from 6 OCE we find 

Answer: V 
3sin2cpcoscpcos2% 

730. The radius of the base circle of the cone is R = ~- (Fig. 198). From 
12 

J) 

Fig. 197 Fig. 198 

6 AEF we find .4£ •= I= -
4
-; from 6 AOE we find 

2sinf 

Il=VAE"--AO"=-." _I, ,1 ., ·.,a aV;:os;: ..... ~ - .... s1n~2=~ 2stn 2 _sm q 

The surface S is equal to 

nR(l+R)= "~-(-0 --'-~) o~(~---sin!:..) V2 2siu!!:..
1

.\
1 2 · r;., 11

')' 2 
2 2sm T ... 
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The expression in parentheses may be transformed as follows: 

Answer: V 

1 . o: . . a . 90'+a 90'-a: 
'Vli+stn 2 =stn 45°+sm 2 =2 sm --4- co' --4-

na3 )1C"'S'"Ct 

1.2sin ~ 

na2 ( 1 + V2 sin %-) 
zylisin-i 

. 90' 'a 90'-a: 
rra2 sm -7[-- cos --

4
-

. a 
SlD2 

331 

731. From the triangle AA1C (Fig. 199) we have AC =I coso:. From the 

(j 

8 

II 

Fig. 199 Fig. 2fl0 

triangle AA1B we find AB = 2R =co! a: ; thus AO =• R = 2 c!s a . H<•nce, 

A 10 1=r=A0-AC=l (...-!---coso:) 
~rosa 

Now we find 

s •• , .. a=nl <R+ r)~·nl2 (-
1- -cos a) cos a 

Answer; Scur"d.= nlZ sin
2 

a =nl2 tan a sino:, 
cos 0: 

1 
732. From the expressions V= 3 nR2Jl and R=llcota we get 

V--- 3 ,-.--
11 = oVt:n2 a and 11 = V 3V ~ota 

Let it be required to halve the curved surface area. Since the cones ABC 
and A,B,C (Fig. 200) are similar, their curved surface areas S and S1 are in 
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the same ratio as 112 = OC2 to /If= 0 1C2. Consequently, 

-- r7 . II 1 v3Vtan2ct Ht:H=list:s=v 2 • 1.e. Ht=vz=v2 --,-
Let it now be required to halve the total surface area. Then 

1 
nRtlt=]"ll(R2+Rl) 

Substituting R1=Ii1 cotct; lt=_f!.L and 1=-f!_., we get 
Slll ct Slll a 

ll'cota "(112 t2 '1f2cot ct} n lsina=2 co a-r-~ 

whence JI1 =II cos~. 

1 v3 r3V tan2ct Answer: if the curved surface area is halved, then 1/1 = l/2 --,--: 
a v3Vtan2a if the total one, then H1=cos 2 --,--. 

733. Let us denote (Fig. 201) the radius of the sphere by R, the altitude of 
the segment ACB, by hand the line-segment DA, by r. The volume V of the 

C sector is equal to V = -} nR'h. From the 

Fig. 201 

triangle A CD, wherein L CAD = 1" (as an 

inscribed angle subtended by the arc Bc = 

= T), we find h = r tan T . From the 

triangle ADO we have r = R sin -I. Con· 
sequently. 

I. 
2 R•l 2 R2 R · a a ·=a" ·•=a" · sm 2 tan4 

The surface of the spherical sector is made up of the curved surface of the 
spherical segment ACB equal to 2nRiz and the curved surface of the cone AOB 
equal tu "rR. Consequently, S = 2:tR/z + :trR = nR (2h + r). 

' Answer: r = ·; R• sin2 T; s = ltR2 sin T ( 2 tan 1-+ 1) . 
734. (See Fig. 201.) With the notation of the preceding problem we have 

S 2nR!t + nr'. From the triangle ADO we have AO' =AD'+ OD ; since 
OD "~ R -h. then R' = ,~ + (R -h)' aud r2 = 2Rh - h'. Hence, S = 
=. 4nllh - :th2• Hence 

v~ 
h=2R± " 

Since h <R, the plus sign is not suitable. 
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Answer: h=2R-V4R2-{. 

735. Figure 202 shows an axial section of the solid obtained by rotating the 
triangle ABC about the side AB. This solid is made up of two cones. Its volume 

V ={ n-DC2·AD + {-n-DC2. DB =-F DC2 (AD·'· DB)=}- DC2·AB 

Remember that DC-AB=2S and DC=bsin o.. 
Answer: V = 2nSb sin a . 

3 

8 

i 
Fig. 202 

I 
'a 

c 
I 

Fig. 203 

736. (Fig. 203) The volume of the solid of revolution (set• the preceding 
problem) is 

V={n·DA2(BD+DC)={-:ra.fJA2 

To determine DA proceed in tlw following way: from tlw triangle RA D W(' find 
BD = DA •cot B, and from the triaugl<~ DAC wt• fiud 

DC = [)A •COt c 
Consequently, 

a BD + DC = DA (cot B + t·ut Cl 
Hence we find DA. 

Aruwer: V = !.. na3 n:a3 sin2 Bsin2 C. 
3 (cot B +cot C)2 3 sin2 (B +C) 

. 737. The volume of the solid of revolution (who."t' s('ction is shown in 
~g. 204) is equal to the sum of the volumes o£ two equal frustums of rnrws, nh· 
f
ined by rotating the trapezoids AM BC, and A NDC ll'ss the sum of the volunws 0 two equal cone.~ obtamed by rotating tlw trianglt):-: .1l'rfB and AND. Tht• 

radius of one base of the frustum is A C d, that of tho other is M B {. 
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We have 

From 1:::. AOB we find 

BO=!.tan 1. 
2 2 

nd• tan 1. 
AllsU-·er: V=--

2
--

2
• 

738. The volume V (Fig. 205) of the solid of revolution is equal to the volu
me of the frustum of a cone obtained by rotating the trapezoid 001BC less the 
volume of two cones generated by rotating the triangles A01B and AOC. 

Fig. 204 Fig. 205 

Since, by hypothesis LBA01= LCAO, we have LBA01= LCA0=90'-T; 

thus, 

LOtBA= LOCA=-r 

\Ye have (see Fig. 205): ll = b sin*, R = b cos!:. (found from the triang-
• 2 

le AOC) and h=csinf; r=ccos T (found from the triangle A01B). Hence, 

1' = T(II-; h) (R2-f-Rr+r2)-THR2-ihr2= 

n . a. .., a ~ ., 3 3J 
=3 sm 2 cos- -z!(b..,-c) (b·-f-bc-f-c•)-b -c 

b 
• a 

. :~be( +c)smacos 2 
A11swer: 1' =---~---
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739. The surface S of the solid of revolution (Fig. 206) consists of the sum 
of the curved surfaces of two equal cones with the axial sections DAD, and CBC1 and the curved surface of the cylinder with the axial section CDD 1C1• With the 
notation adopted in Fig. 206 we have 

r=bsina, h=MN=AB-2AM=-b--2bcosa cos a 
Hence, 

S = 2nr (b+h) = ZnbZ sin" (cos a+i-2 cos2 a) 
cos a; 

a 3a Answer: S = 2nb2 tan a (cos a+ 1-2 eo~2 a)= 4nb2 tan a sin 2 sin T . 
740. By rotating the given J>lane' about the altttudt• of the cone \\llhout 

changing the angles a. and ~' we can brmg them to a posJtiOn (sho\\11 Ill 

I 
'A 

Fig. 206 

D 

h 

c 

]) 

Fig. 207 

Fig. 207) in which they intersect along the common element BD ol the cone. 
From the triangles OBM and OBN we find 

a2 b2 
OB2=R2=T+ OM2 =T+ON2 

here OM= If cot a ond ON= ll cot~. Consequently, 
a2 a2 b2 R•=T+ l/2cot2a: and T+ f12 cot2 a =T+ 1/2cot2~ 

The equations yield If and /1. 

Answtr: V _n (b2cot•a-a2cot2~) 11~. 
24 (cot• a-cot• ~)'1 ' 2 

74!/ Shown in .Fig. 208 is an axial:;ection of the cone. Intersecting the sphere 
of radius r it yields a circle of radius OD r, inscribed in the triangle 11/JC. 
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We have 
a a r=R tan 2 =1 cosatan 2 

4n!S coss a: tan3 T 
Answer: V 

3 
742. Through the point M (Fig. 209) on the curved surface of the cone the 

tangent line MB is drawn, forming the angle 0 = LBMA with the element 
CMA. Another angle a:= L0A.t1 is also known; it is required to find the angle 
cp formed by MB with the plane P of the base of the cone. 

c 
c 

A 
Fig. 208 Fig. 209 

The line MB, tangent to the cone, inter>ects the plane at a point B lying 
on the tangent AB to the base circle •. Dropping from the point M the per
pendicular MJ\' to the radius OA, we get the projection BN of BM on the 
plane P. Hence, cp = LNBM. From the triangle AMN we hare 

from 6 M AB we hare 

from t; M NB we have 

A.ll =!!!!._, 
sin a 

MB= A.\/ MN 
cosO sinacosO 

. MN . 
Stn <jl=Mlf=SlD<lCOS 0 

Answer: cp arcsin (sin a cos 0). 
743. The surface S of the solid of revolution is equal to the sum of the curved 

surfaces of two cones with the axial sections BAB1 and BCB1• With the notation 

• This can be proved only on the basis of the definition of the tangent to the 
curved surface of a cone. But such a definition is not included in the textbooks 
on elementary geometry. 
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adopted in Fig. 210 we have S '-~ rrRc + rrRa. From the triangle CBE we have 
It 

a ="'Sinlf 
by the law of sin<'s we have 

hence, 

a 
siu p8U (a -1- B>l =sin a 

c ,-- a sin (a -1 ~I 
sin a 

From~ BCD, when•in LIJC/J r;. :.~,we han• R ~::::.a :<:in (a-f ~).lienee, 
S - n/12 sin (a.-- ~I [sin (a ~I .. , sin a! 

sin2 ~ sinr.J. 
Th~ ~xpre!->siou in Lrad;ets may he transfornwd accordJng to thl' formula for the sum of sinC>~. 

2nh2 sin (.r;. -· fiJ sin (a ~- {)co:-; ~ 
Answer: S 

sin a sin2 ~ 
744. Figure 211 ~how." au ;nial ~N·tiou vf tlu• conic vt_':-:--t·l~ AJ)IJ i:-- the watt•r level. The triangle ABC j;.,; au Njuilatl'ral ouP; thP eirdt• /JA1 (ttw ~n·at drde 

I 
'n 

Fig. 2i0 

c 
Fig, 211 

of the sphere) is in:-tcriLl'd iu it. \\'Hh lilt• notation adoptt>tl iu Fig. 211 If 
OD •tan 60" r "V:l, aud II CD :-sr*. Tlw voluuw r of watt•r in the V(!:Ssel is equal to llw voJ11nll' or the cone A IJC 1(•:-o;s tlw voluHH' of Uw sph(•re. i.l•. 

r fn (/f2fi .. -l,r3)·.c,{ nr3 -I '. The radius or a circle ill!-i(:rifwd ill an PtJUilah•ral triaugfp is equal to OIJ(' ! Hrd or the altitude of thi~ triaugle; it follows from tfw f;wt that th<• point of Intersection or IJH"dian!-! ill auy triaugle divir!t•:-> PilCh JJH'diau ifl I Ill' ratio 1 : 2. 
2:!-ouaa 
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When the sphere is removed, the water drops to a level M N and fills th<> 
h 

cone MNC. Let CE=h, then ME=CE.tan30'=v:r thus 

V =.::_·1fE2.CE= :th
3 

:l . 9 

We get the equation 

Answer: h=r ~/15. 
745. If the radius 0 1A 1 (Fig. 212) is denoted by r, then the altitude A 1M 

of the prism is also equal tor, and from the triangle A 1B1C, wherein A1B1 = 
= 2r, we have 
AtC1 = 2rros a and B1C1 =--= 2rsin~a 

The quantity r is found from the 
triangle A A 1M, where A J! = R-r. 

\\'e have R - r r cot T' Hcnee 

1/ 
r=---

1 ~cot 1-
]J 

Fig. ~12 

D 

l\'ow \\'{' find tlu~ lah•ral area of tllf' pri. .. m: 

II 

2Ji4 .. 
(:!r-: 2rt.:o:-a-;-2r~ina}·r=(l ,., ::!(1 ·-·cosa.i-Slllr.t) 

:cot.;;-) 

c 
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746. The radius R=Ofo' (Fig.;2t3) of the c·ylind<-r ;, equal to +sF*. But 

aV3 a a BF=BE-FE=BE-FE1 ·co\r:t.~~ -
2
--2 cot a= 2 (cot 30~-ct•l "-)= 

a sin (a-30') a sin (-:t-30) 
2sina.sin30:. - sin-x 
Ther<'fore the volume of the cylinder is 

. . , .. [a sin (a-:~o JJ2 a 1 F~n.OfZ.J-f:,=n 3sina 2 
The volume of the pyramid DA 1B 1C, is 

Here 

and 

hence 

I' I A,C, BE f) D z=;r:_r- 1 ~t· 'It 

, /JtE1·tan a 
1 "~. oV:i Fig. 214 

~1/J>.::._,.ot~o,·col ''·''> The problem is possible if BE> FE, i.e. if 2 2 ~ " 
>cot a; hence, a> 30'. 

Answer: Vi na3 sin2 (a.- ;{lf') 
f8sin2a 

a3sin3 (a-:{0") tan a 
:JV3:-~in3 a 

Preliminary Nott>s to ProiJlf'fiiS i47-780 
The methods ol CfJfrl'd graphical r<~prc~t'n!al ion of a :"phere and it:" .'-t•ctioo:-·.,. 

as ab:o of various :oolid~ in:-c:rHwd iu ali(l circum~crilwd aJ1out a !:-J!herc <llt' rallwr 
involved. Therefore, tlw problems Lelow are ::-upJdil'd with !'clJ(•Jnatir Jdauc 
drawings which are much !'imph•r to cou~trutt aud :--till pn•::-{'llt a dt·ar picture
quite. suffic.i'-'nl for unch·r:-landiug and ;oJ_ving the gi\ ~·rt prohl{·m:-:. \\ IJ_l'Il u plaue 
drawing falls to H·rve t1u:~e purpo!:iC~ ll ts accompanied hy il thn·l·*dlHH'II:-'Jou:il drawing. 

747. Jnter~cding tiw !'phen•, tlw plam>s contaiuiug tlw htH•:;. of tiH• pri .... m 
(triangJes BA C and /JtA 1C1 in Fig. 214) yield two circle:-: in \\ lnd1 tin• right
angled triangl(•s ABC and A 11J 1C1 are inscribed. 1:1wrt'fore, tile ~~~ polt>flll-"'f'"" 
AB and A 1H 1 arc the diamch·rs uf the obtail!t.•d c1rdcs. 'I'hc pla11l' AIJJ;

1
A

1 

• See footnote on page :l:n:. 
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passes through the centre of the sphere. Since, by hypothesis, ABB1A 1 is a squa-

re, we have 1/ AA 1 = R Vi and AB = R V2. 
. R3sin2a 

Answer: l = y:l . 
748. Intersecting the sphere, the plane containing thtl ha:o;r of the pyramid 

yi<•lds the circle ABCD (Fig. 215) circun"cribed about this base. The altitude 
of the pyramid passes through the centre 0 1 of this circle (since all the edges are 
inclined to the ba;c at equal angles) and al"'' through the centre 0 of the sphere. 
A cutting plane drawn through the diagonal A C of the base and ycrtex E yields 

£ 
]) 

II 

f 

Fig. :!15 Fig. 216 

a gn·at cirdL1 cirenm!-inilwd about tht• tliagimal :-('ction hf the pyramid AEC. 
From th;._• triangle A EC. whert•in the an~ll' A I:'C i:-; equnl to ISO:: -- 2q, we rind 
:lC-= ~U _..in (lOW :!11) 2/1 !'in 2<p (by the law of ~int•:'); hence . .40 1 -.::= 

· u :-in :!q. Frnm till' trian~le A EO, we find thl' altitude of tlte pyramid 

E11 1 ' II AO,.tan q /{sin 2q• tan q· 
') 

A 11s,1•c>r: r ~.., jiP ~in3 2q} ~in a tan cp. 

71tH. ~inn' the radius OE (Fig. 216) of thr cirdr in~nibed in the ba~' is 

equal to II, AU c~ 211 ~~/~.From/', DOE we find DO -~ II o• R rot T , 
An~u·t•r: r Vj fl3 rot~ . 
i.W. Fig. 2.17 :-hows an ~txial se<;tion. We have 

Srurvcd'~ nl(rt+rz) cn-AD·(AM-TDN) 

!lui A.t/ .~DS AF-,-Df'•c~AD. Therefore S"""''o=n·AD2, From the triangle 

.11·:/!, wherein DE .liN .• 2r, we find AD c• si~ a. 
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75J. See the preceding prohJem. \Ve have S = S c!rrved + n (ri-; r~). F1 on\ 
the triangle AO.JJ (see Fig. 217) we find 

A.M=rs=01'l!·cot T=rcotT 

180°-0. From the triangle DON, wherein L ODN. · --
2
-, we have 

DN =r2 rcot ( VtY ~f), :rlany 

Calculation~ become simpl<>r H the t•xpre::_.;~ion rf--T-r~ i~ t1·.:u1:-fonned a~ follow~ 
rfTri=(rt+r2)2-2rtr~. Since 'tT'2·--~ l, Scu.r,~ed=-:tf2 (!"{'C the pn•n·ding 

IJ 

Fig. 217 Fig. 21R 

Prohlem) and, from tlw right-anded triangle AOJ), AF · F/J OF2 or r1r:.: r2, 
we have 

S nt2+nt2~2nr2o-_ 2n (J2--r~J 

Substitute l 
2' into lids cxpre:-:sion. 

Sill a 

Answer: S 2.rrr2 { sir:~ r;.; - t) . 
7fJ2. &>c tiH! preceding problem. \Vc have 

r :.:.:oJ't ~; (rj' 'J'2 'r~) 2~'f (rt-1 rz)2
] -rlr2 

Substitute 1 2r 
Sill fJ. 

Answer: V Znr:! (--"--1). a :-in:!r:J. 
753. Let u~ dC'uot<' tlw i<•11gth or the l'fJwd ('hords DA, DJJ, DC (Fi~~. 2J~) 

by t From the isosceles triuu~lc DBC we find BC 21 t>iuf. Similarly, i1li 
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.IC = ~lsinf. Consequently, the triangle ABC is an equilateral one. 

Dropping the perpendicular D01 to the plane ABC and revealing congruence 
of the triangle> DU1A, !10 1B, JJ01C, let us provl' that .401 BU1 CU1, i.e. 
lhat 0 1 i~ the centre n[ the base (thus, the pyramid DABC is a regular one). 
Sinn· I he poiuts A, B. C lie on the surface of the sphere, OA = OB = UC 
(U is thP Cl'ntre of the spher1•). Dropping a perpendicular from 0 to the plane 
ABC. ld 11s prove that the foot of the perpendicular is the c<•ntre of the triangle 
ABC. i.l'. cuincides with the point 0 1• Consequently, 001 (and, hence, !JUt) 
lie:-' on u diameter of t!w :-phere (DF in Fig. 218). From lht• right-angled trian!,!Ic 
lJAF. wlwrein DF ·-- 211. we find l' = DA' = 2R·D01• The line-segment D01 
may he rl'latt>d to l by mwther formula. Nanwly, 

where 

Henl'i', 

1 /~ 4 sin~~ 
D0 1=l y 1------

3 

HPdil' e lhi:3 expre:>:-.ion to a form convenient for taking log-arithms. \\'e have 

"R ----
--'-,,-- = V:i V 1 + 2cos a'" 

.l!tSI.ttr: l 

i;,t;. Tlw isosrPlt>:-: trapt>wid ABCD (Fig-. ~Hii rcjH"f':->ent~ an. a.\in! :o-Pdion 
pf thl· fl'<l~tum of a couP. By hypothesis . ...:.. AOn:;.;-.:..~and i.. [)()(" ~- Therefvre 

R1=.4E=A0siu.,Y=llsinf MH.I H2 DF;;:_-::::flsiu{ 
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The angle 180'- u+B . 
2 

Th(•refore 

2R a-;-~ ' = cos -
2
-. \\ e haYe 

S I I ? R' a-+~ ( · '" curced=.n: ( lt_:_U2)"-'-- ... :it -cos-
4
- 51[)~ 

Answer: Scurved = 2ttff.! ~in a---;. 

X 

Fig. 21\J 

a-B 
cos-

4
-. 

755. From the triangle OJJE (Fig. 220) we have 

Fig. 220 

Ohf ~~ r m cos t:J.; EO .. ·II m sin a 

By the formula S=nr(r·i·l), where 1 m, we find 

S"' :rm2 coso; (1 <'OS a) 

•in ~} ., 

8 

343 

All= 

The angle cp= L. E!JO, al whkh the lateral edf.!c HE i~ indinPd to th<> base, 
Js determined from the triangle EJ.JO, wherein 08 0,11 "\12 -~ m "\12 rosa. 

\\'e have tau Cf EO m ,-;in rt. tan r.t. 

0/J:;:::... 111 V2cosr.t "\12 
o. tau a. 

Answer: s ""'"2nm2 cos r:t. cu:;:2 2 ; If- 'arctan .-=vz . 
7:;6. From 1:, ASB (Fig. 221) we find A/J=·21,in T; lwnre, ll OA AB 

·~ 21 sin T. From 1:, ASO we lind 

SO=JI Vt"--Ji2,_f v'l---4sin2~ 
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We get 

V={nR2!/ =.:r·412 sin2f·l ~1-4 sin2T 

The radicand may btl reduc~d to a form convenient for taking logarithms in 
the same way as in Problem 753: we get 

1-4sin2 f=4 sin ( 30'+f} sin ( 31r -f) 

Answer: V ={rrl3sin2T ysin ( 30'+-F) sin ( 30'-T) . 

s 
D 

c 
II 

Fig. 221 Fig. ~22 

7;,7, From/':, AIJ.li(Fig. ~22) we find AM,~ I sin T. From/':, AMO we find 

r ,,Q.J/ =.4.1/·tan 30'=1 sin--'=-
2 

. _l_ 
113 

and 

A.M 2l~in-J-
R~~,AO=--=---

cos:lll V3 
From /':, AOD we find 

OIJ ~'II 

The volume of the t:one is 



The radicand 

Answer: l' 
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may he transformed in the :-;ame way as in Problem 753. 

nl3 sin2 T r----:-

nV:i y 3-4siuzf= 

-------------------
2nt3sin2T V cos ( 3W'+f) {'os ( 3w' -f) 

nV3 
7 . 4 3 58. The volume of the sphere (see Fig. 223) 1~ equal to :f :r.ll , and the 

vol f tl AC' 1 ., CO 1 
''ll ll I tl . ume o te cone B. to 3 nr- · 1 = 3 nr- • y typo w~J~. 

1 1 4 
3 ;~r2Jl =T. 3 n/13 

i.e. r2/l = na. Another rclation:->hip bct\\'ePJJ r 
and ll we obtain from the ri(,.ht-angled triauglt• 
CAD; namely, A Of CU~ ·DV1 , i.C'. r'2 

c 

~ II (2R - JJ). Sub~tituting thi~ eXJH't·~:-.ion 
mto ~he preceding equality, we gl't /lJ '1./J~Il-t
+ JJ'3 = 0. Though 1his equatiou in the un
known R b of the third dt1grcc. it~ oHP ~olution 
!f =oc 11 is quite obvious (it could lH' gut>..-~ed 
Immediately by the given conditioll~, ~inr(' tht: 
volume of a fone, in which both tht• radiu~ ol 
the base and the altitude are equal to the radius 
of the sph('re, b equal to a quarter of tlw volHTH(' 
of t~e sphere). Conse<JUently (accord in!.{ to till' 
rema1~1dcr theorem), the ldt member may he Fig. :2:!:{ 
f~ctor1zed, <me or the fador.:-i beiug H --- J/. 
l•or this \mrpose it is suffiden_t to divid(' /{1 

-- :2/I~U -! JP by H 
accomplis 1 the following translormation: 

u•- 2ll'R + H" = <H" - 11'11) W'll --- 11"J = 

/1 or 

= II (II - /l) (/I -j {/) 11 2 (1/ /I) (II - II) (II'+ 1111--11 2
) o 

The equation R' + H II ll' II has Olll' po:-itin .. • root ll 
u cvr. -- t) 

( the negative root H ;::.c:c 
11 ( 1/S + t) i:-> not :-uilahlt•). Ct>orrwlricallv, tili:- trH'<t!J:<-• . 

that the radius of tlw sphere j..., ~·qual to the largl'l' porliou of the altitude of the 
cone divided in extreme and ute<lfJ r<~lio:-:.. 

Answer: the problem has two solutiow< 

4 4 (' ·- ) v---;rnll" and 1· ;rn V5-2 tl" 

759. The altitudt• of tlw hri~ru i::- equal to the diameter 2/1 of tlw in..-crihcd 
hphcre. If a plane i~ drawn tn·ough Uw (:Nltre of thl• :-plwre and \)aralld to the 

•
1
ses .of the prism, thcu the section of thl· pri~m hy thi~ plo~nc yieft.s au l'quilate

ra ~rJangJc (KLiU iu Fig-" 224, 22-1a) Pqual to tlu• lm~c ol tlw pn:-m, whil(• the 
5CClJon of the sphl•re i~ a g-n•at t'irde {P.VQ) iw•crHwd in tin• triangle (AL.lt). 
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From the triangle LOX, wherein ON= R and LNLO = 30', we find LN = 
~ 11 V3. Con;equcntly, LJI = a= 2R lf:i. The lateral a~ea of the prism is 

- a2 V3 ;-
Sta: = 3all = l~l/2 V3. The area of the ba>e S1,.,.= -

4
-=3R21 3. Hence, 

Stoia!= 12R2 V3+6R2 V3=18R2 V3 
The surface of the sphere is equal to 4aR2. 

Answer: the requi1·ecl ratio is 
2
:t.- • 

91f3 

K 
Fig. 224 Fig. 224a 

760. (a) Drarl'ing. The ct>ntre 0 1 of the :-phcrl' inscribed in the pyramid (if 
it b possible to inscribe a :-phere in this pyramid) must bo equidistant from the 

lateral fact> BEC ar1d the ba;e A BCD 
E (Fig. :!25). TIH'I't~forl', it mu~t lie in the 

bi><•ctor plane of the dihedral angle 'l' at the 
edge BC. Similarly. 0 1 lie~ in the bisector 
plam•s of the dihedral tHI,!.dt•.:; q. at the edges 
AB. A/J. IJC. Hence. all tlH' lateral faces of 
the pyramiU 0 1ABCJJ (it i:> not :::hown in 
the drawing) are indiJH•d tn tlw base at otw 

C and the saml) angle *. Con~equently, the 

altitudl' 0 10 of the py;amid 0 1AECD pn:;.:;:es 
through the centre 0 of the circle inscribed 

11 in the rhombus A BCD (::;ee the Preliminary 
:\ntes to Problem 61il. The altitude EO 
of th(' f,!iveu pyramid ·pa::ost•::: thruugh the 

Fi:;{. 22J ::-arne C('nfrl'. HP!ll'C, the rrutre 0 1 of the 
. sphere lit•::> on the altitm!P EO. 

The /mint of tangflfH.'Y ol tlw :<phc•re and the faCl' BEC i:<: thP foot Lui the per
J'('JHiicu ar Uroppl'd from ti.~r rt>ntre 0 1 of tiw ~pllC're to the phuw BEC. Heut·e, 
the plane 0 1EL i:; p(>rpeiHl~rular t(_l tlw face BEC (prove it!) .. \t thP same time 
thp plane O!I::L is perpendicular to the ba~(' ABCD (t:inct> it pas:-:.p:-; through the 
altitudt> Ell). Consequent!)·. tht> plam• 0 1E/. b perpendicular to the edge BC. 
Ilt>nce, the straight lint• JJ.Y, along which tlw planes 0 1EL and A/3CD intPrsect. 
i.-; the altitudll of the rhombus (drawn through its centre 0). The same thing is 
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with the remaining three points (/\, Q and P), at which tlw lateral faces touch 
the sphere, 

Hence, the following con!"truction:-;: draw the altitudt.• YO;l/ of the rhombu:' 
ABCD (it is desirable to mak<• it horizontal), con~truct the section XE.\1 (an 
iso_sceles triangle) and depict the circle iu~cribed in the triangl<• .\'EJ/. The 
pOints L and Qat which thb circle touches the .-.idt•:o. J/ E and .\' E arc the point:-
of tangency of the sphere aml the faces !JEC ami A E/J. To find the point 1\ draw 
MS II A C. Then OS (not ~hown in the drawing) n•pre!'-ent:-> the ntlwr altitudt• uf 
the rhombus (prove it!). Draw E.'>' and through the point L draw LJ\ IIJ/S (uot 

s 

Fig. 226 Fig. 220a 

shownJin the drawiug). Till' fuurlh poiut Pi:-. fmuuJ in a !'timilar \\ay .. b Jolin\\'.-; 
~rom this constructiou, Ill(' :--pl~t•n· with 0 1 a:- tht• C('Uin~ ouul rMiiu:- n 0 1L 
ls actually inscribed iu the pyramitl. 

(b) Solution. From the tnanglt~ JJ00 1 we fiwl 

0.11 =001 cotf c~ll cot f 
so that 

II OH -" O.lf-latllj 1l cot -j- tau (j 

Then from the triangl<• fiCA (wh<•n• Ill' II .1/.YJ "'' fin.! 

AB~ 
lit! 

Hence, 
:-:m a 

2.0.\/ '!./lt'Ol + 
--=-----

.'"Ill q;, :-Ill r1.. 

4/{'!.cnt:::t 

:-illtJ.. 

4/(3 tau tf' cot:J f 
An&wer: V=---;; . ...,..,-.,.-

,{ Sill "l. 

1
. 761. (a) Drawln::. The ct•JJlr(~ 0 of the l'fjUatl,I' of 1 he ht>mi:-plwre (Fil.('. :!'!.G) 
lOS on the altitude ,)'01 of the pyramid. zo;iun· 

OM= 00 1 r, 
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the point M lies on the bisector 0 1M of the angle 001M. ~larking Mas the point 
of intersection of 0 1M and SF, draw the S<•ction KLMN parallel to the base. 
The midpoints K, L, M, N of the sides of the 'ection are the points of tangency 
of the equator and the lateral faces. The simicircle K01M is the section of the 
hemisphere by the plane ES F. 

(b) Solution. The side of the base is 

a= EF 2.0,1' = 2 (01M 1 + Jf1F) 

But 0 1J\f 1 OM= r, and M 1F = MM1 ·eot a •= r cot a. Hence. 

2r (I -;-cot a) 
We have 

(see the Note to Problem 619). Hero Sbasc = a2 = 4r2 11-;-cot a)Z. 

8r2 (1 +cot a;)2 cos2 f 
Answer: Statal= 4r2sin2(45" ···a) 

cos a cos a sin2 ~ 
. 762 .. Intersecting the hemisphere, tlw plam• ESF (Fig."22i) yields the semi· 

c~rcle J\ PM touch>ng the slant he1ghts of I he pyramid at the points Q and G. 

s 

Fig. 227 Fig. 22ia 

If we denote the !"ide of the ba:-:c of the pyramid by a aud the radius of th(\ he
misphere. by r, then tilL• ~urfan• of the herni:->pht•rp b 

S t 2:tr:! .._;-, m-:! ~1:tr~ 

and the total :mrJace art'a of the pyramid 

s, 
2a2cos2-]

cosa 
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(see the Note to Problem 619); their ratio is 

3nr2 <'OS I'J. 

')a2co..,2 !!:._ - ~ 2 

From~ OGF we have UG OF·~in a, i.e. r i :-iu I'J.. Sub~titute tid:--. expre:--

sion into the preceding t.'tluality. 
To detennine the voluuw r of tlw lu~mi~plwre find r proct.•edilll! from tht.· 

condition a- 2r = m and from the abovP t>quality r " . T :-Ill 'Y... \\'e gvt 

m:-:ina m ~ina 

2(1 -sin a) ~:-~in~ { 15 -~) 

Answn: 3Jt · ) '7. q-:::-'- T ~HI :/x tan T 

9G sir!o ( .)5 ,;. ) 

763. Figure 228 :-;how~ an axial ."'\·diou of tht> co!IP 

and .the sphere inscribed in. it. The n·t~uin·d \·oh_mH' ~- j., 

obtauwd by subtracting tin• \'olunH' ol tlw . ..:pl\('nnd :-e!,!~ 
ment ;l/EN from tlw volnHll' of tlw t.'oJH' J/CX. liE!un·, 

V " 1/ ., A.,. A'r' ( l II) ~:c-3·1 K-· L -."1· ~- r-;r \ : 

c 

where r is the radius of tlu: :·phen•. From tlw lrian!!lt• ..10/J we lind 

.:. DAC ( '" ) ~oOJJ ;1/J.tan--
2

- lflau 4:l ~---::J 

Now. from the triaug-lt> 01/A \\h('lt>lll _olJ!t a. (llu· :-idl'" o[ lite <w~lt·~ 
OM!( and ;1ICA arc mutu,dl) peq)l'HdHul.uJ. ha\(' 

,. !'ill Q. 

:..:in a). Fiually. 1\C .JfK •COl '7. "" 

" . [ ("0~-1 r,L 1 . 2 ') J 
=: 3 ,a :-;ina -( -SIIJf'..£) ( ... ~inr.L) 

This expression may Jw ,..;implifit>d. Fartor oul (1 sin a)2 on having tran;,forrn~ 
cd cos• r..x beforehand; namely, 

co~~ a (1 - .. :-iu:: a):l (1 - $ill a):.l (1 + ~i 1 1 a.):.l 
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Now we have 

The expression in brackets is equal to unity. \\'e get 

V nr3 (1 -sin a)Z 

3sina 
Substitute into it the found expression 

r=R tan ( 45'-f) 
\\'e may also use the fnl'llmla 

1-sin a=2sin2 ( 45'-y) 
1:tR3 tan3 ( 45'-T) sin-' ( 45~-T) 

Answer: F ~-::-- ____ .:__:;-:-'="':c--.:_-......::....:_ 
;{sin 'X 

764. Lsing the notation adopted in Fig. 229. the ~iven condition is expressed 
by the equality nlltl·:·fl) ··n·4:rr2. From the triangle 0801 we find r= 

C' R tan T, and !rom the lriangle BOC we have 

II 

Fig. 22~) 

Putting tanT=z, we get* 

JJC · l c· __!!_.. \\"ht>n reduced by nR2, the above cosr:t. 
tlquality takc~s the form 

t..:..-1-=4ntan2~ 1 cos a 2 
Apply the formula 

\\'e haYc the equation 

1-tanz--T 

1+tan2T 

1-tan:.!-}-
' • ct 'Hl tan .. 7 

* Getting rid of the denominator, we could introduce an extraneous solution 
(tan':f ~ 1), but we do not get sueh a solution, since it does not satisfy the 

original equation. 
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whence 

z2={=v+-L 
Hence it is clear that for n < 2 the problem has 110 <'<l]ution I since the 'radi
cand is negative). For n /> 2 both values of the quantity ::.! are positive 

(since v{- 2~<Vt· i.e. v+-L <{).since the;quantily 

tan f must he positive, only two solutions are po~~ihle: 

z=t•nf v++v+- 2~, 
and 

Since the angle ~ is le::-s than 15'"', tan a must IH.' le:;:s than unity: hence, 

there must be z2 < 1. But this inequality always s:.atbfied. lw·rause 

and 
++VR<++vi=t 

+-v+-2~, <+ 
An.~wer: the prohlem j-, sol vahle <July H 11 );- 2. For n > 2 th<'re arc two 

solutions: 

at n = 2 both solutions coinddl• (tan ,.Y -· -,;-j) · 
76:>. l1sing the notation adopted in Fil!· 229, ,,-e have 

1 4 . :J :rH2fJ u. J nr3 

Substituting 

r=l/ tan f and Jl ~=R tan a 
we get the cquatic)n 

Applying the formula 

tan 
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a 
and denotin~ tan 2 by z, we get the equation 

z (-
1
--2n:2) =0 1-z2 

It dccompo!'es into two equations. but one of them (z :-=: 0) disagrees with two 
~iven condition::; (the angle a must be nun-zero). The other equation is reduced 

to the form z-4 - z:.! + ~ _-, o, i.e. it coincides with the equation in the pre-
.n 

ceding problem. \re obtain the following two solutions: 

a tan 2 --:::o 

At n 4 one solution is 

the othf'r is 

tan T -~in 22~:~0' ~ 0.3827 

(lwnee r.t. 1 ;:: R:<~8' and a~::: 41-5:3'). 
:ln.w·er: th1• ~amt> a:-; in the preceding pi .. hlem. 

=cos 22'30' "' 0.9239; 

AI n ·1 we han• a. 1 2 arctan (co:-~ :22 :W') (:::: R:.l·:!8'} 
a2 ::! arctan (:;in:.!:.: :~o·1 (,~ 41"5:Y) 

76G. Thr an•a nf the axial :-:edion is JUl. The :-;urfat'c is :r.Rl + nR2. By 
. :til /1) 

hypr,the~l~. --
1
-
1
- .::__- n. If~ i!:' the auglt' hPtwccn thr axis and gt'nerator. then 

/{ l ;-;in~ aud 11 I co~~· ;.:,nb:-<tituting the:-;p exprt'!:':-<ions, we get 

I ~ sin~ 
('()~ ~ - :1 

Tlli:-:. pquatio,t may hP ~olvcd in f'()\'('ral way:--:: tlu• !:'ho!·tt~st one is to apply 
1 -·CO~ fJ. f'J. 

the formula ~ cnt T; we get 

Consequently, 

wln•rpfrom we tletrnnim• the anglt• 45°-{. and tht'n the iingle ~. 
nut the proble-m is ~ol\'ahll' not at any n. Indeed, the angle ~ is within 

llw rang(~ hetwet•n 0 and no.:; hence, the anglt) 45:::- { is between 0 and 45~. 
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i.e. the quantity -{i- =cot { 45' -f) must exceed unity by all means. i.e. n 
must be greater than n. At n = 1, 2, 3 the problem has no solution. 

Note. The equation 
1 +sin~ n 

COo~ =" 
may be solved in a different way. Let us rewrite it in the form ~cos~ -1 
=sin~. square both members and replace sin2 B by 1-cosz B· We obtain two 

d 

Fig. 230 

solutions: one of them, cos~ =0, turns out to be an extraneous one (it is the 
1 · . n . ) 2nn so utwn of the equatiOn ;t cos B -1 = -sm B ; the other, cos B = n"-f· , 2 , 

coincides with the preceding one. 
. But now OIIC may easily 31'1'ivc at an erroneous conclusion that the rroblcm ts solvable at 11 =.c.: 1, 2, 3 as well. Indeed, at any positive value o n the 

. 2nn ( 2n:t (n-n)2 ) quantlty 312+ n:! rang(•S from 0 to 1 we have 1- nZ ---!- 112 = 712 + n:! > 0 . 
Therefore within the range between 0 and !JO"' one can always find an angle, 
whose cosine is equal to ~ 

.n2+n2 · 
The' error of this reasoning cousist.s in t.he following. From the relationship 

C " 2'"' d f I . ' . f II I . " ,.z__ :tZ os 11 = nLr- 112 an rom t. 1e t:nvcn equatwn 1t o O\VS t mt. su1 11 ~ n2 -:- nZ , 

W~I('Oce it is obvious that n mu:;.t be greater than ;n; (otherwise the angle B 
WJll he negative, which is impossiblt•). 

Answer: if n < n, the problem has no ~olution. If n > rc, then 

or 
~ ~~ 90"- 2 arc<·ot ~ 

2mt . n2-n2 
P,""'"'"ar<'cos n2-t n2 -·~arcstn n2-t n2 

767. lJsing tho notation adopted in Fig. 230, we have 

R(l+lll 18 ----z;:z- c: 5 
23-01338 
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We find (from the triangl~ AOD) 

a 
r=Rcos L AODo~Rcos L. ACO=Rcos2 

and (from the triangle AOC) 

l=-R
. a 

sm 2 
The preceding equality takes the form 

1---Lsinf 18 
=5' i.e. 

2sinfcos2f 2sin T ( 1-sinZT) 

18 
5 

Reduce the fraction by 1 ; sin T (this quantity is non-zero). The equation is 

reduced to the form 
• 2 a .a 5

0 SID 2 -sm 2 +36 = 

Answer: a 1 = 2 arcsin { (~ 112'53') and a 2 = 2 arcsin { (~ 19'1t'). 

768. Using the notation adopted in the preceding problem, we have i R2Il= 

={·}nr'. Denote the required angle by p (in Fig. 230 ~=~).Thenr= 
= R cos~ and If= R cot ~- From the preceding relationship we get 3 cot ~ -
- 8 cos' ~ = 0. Multiplying both members of this equation by tan p (which, 
by the sense of the problem, cannot be zero), we get the equation 

3 - 8 sin ~ cos' ~ = 0 
whence 

8 >in3 ~ 8 sin ~ + 3 = 0 

To solve this cubic equation we have to apply an artificial method. Thus, the 
left member may be factorized in the following way: 

8 sin'~ - 8 sin~+ 3 = (8 sin3 ~ - 1) - (8 sin ~ 4) = 
= 1(2 sin ~)3 - 1] - 4 (2 sin ~ -- 1) -~ 

-~ (2 sin ~ - 1) [ (2 >in W + 2 sin ~ + 1 - 4] 

Consequently, th{' found equation decomposes into two equations. From the 
;-

firot one we lind sin ~ ~,and from the second, sin ~ = 1 1~-l. (The other 

solution of tho quadratic equation b not suitable.) A check shows that both of 
the found solutions are suitable. 

Answer: ~I= 30°; _ 
. Vt3-t 

~2 c:.---: arcsm --4-- • 
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769. By hypothesis, the curved surface of the cone MCN (see Fig. 231) 
must he equal to one half of the curved surface of the cone ACB. But the curved 
surfaces of these cones are in the same ratio as the squares of their elements, i.e. 
CN2 t . Cii2=2'. And smce 

we have 

i.e. 

Answer: a = 45'. 

CN =CO, 

1 
cosza=z 

770. By hypothesis, the volume V of the spherical sector CM KJ\' (Fig. 232) 
must be equal to one half of the volume of the cone A CB. Let us denote the line-

!} 

R 

Fig. 231 Fig. 232 

2 ' 5egment KL by h, and the altitude of the cone CO, by JJ. Then l' = 3"'·11. 

We get the equality -} nr'h •• } ·{ nll2ll, i.e. 4r'h = Jl 2JI or 4r'h = 
= H 3 tan~ a. Expressing h in terms of r) we have 

h=LK =CK -CL=r-rcos a•• 2r sin2~ 

We get the equation 

SrJ sin2-]:- = JJ 3 tan2 a 

AIU'wer: 2 . a r =.!!_ v tan2a . 

sm2y 

771. In Fig. 233 the axial section of the portion of the sphere, who~e n)lume 
must be determined is hatched. 1'his ''olume V is obtained by subtracting the 
volume V1 of the C:,11e MCN from the volume l'2 of the spherical scgm~nt 

23• 
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GEM KN F. Let us introduce the following notation: 111 K = r and KC = h. 
Since the radius of the sphere is OC = { CD = { , we have 

, (H h) nr2h ; =V2-V1=nh2 T-3" --3-

Substitute the expressions h MC ·coset = H cos' a and r = MC -sin a = 
= H coset sin et (the computation is simplified if r' = M K' is replaced by 

CK ·KD = h (H- h)); then 
l! nh2H 

II 
Fig. 234 

Answer: l' 

V=-6-

nii3 cos" a 
6 

772. With the notation adopted in 
Fig. 234wehave: Scuroed=n(r+ r1)l. 
Draw radii OM =Rand 01M1 = R1 to 
the points of tangency and the straight 
line 0 1K perpendicular to OM. We 
get the triangles 0 1M 1E1, OME and 
0 1KO, which are similar to one ano
ther (as the right-angled triangles with 
an equal angle a). In the triangle 
0 1KO we have 

O,O R + R1; OK = R - R,; 
0 1K=MM1 =I 

Hence, 

I= li<R-,-R1)2-(R-R1)2=2 liRRt 

From the similar triangles OJIE and 0 1KO we have !..
1 
=--R-, whence 

f!-; R, 
lR 2R lfRR; 

r= 1/-;-R, 'o 1/-rllt 

From the trian~les O,M,E, and O,KO we have !...
1
1 =-

11
- 1 -; hence r1 = 

R-,.R1 
211, liMt 

1/ -;-//, 
Anslfer: SCfLrVed = 4;r,RRt. 
773. four balls of the radius r lie on the plane P (Fig. 233), touching it at 

tho points M, N, K and L.Their centres 0,, 0 2 , 0 3, 0, are equidistant from 
the plano: 0 1.1! = O,:V O,J.: = O,L r. The distance between the centres 
of two <'ontacting balls is equal to :!r, i.e. OtO:'! = 0'1.03 = 0 30 4 = 0 40 1 = 2r. 
The fifth ball is in contact with each of the four balls; consequently, its centre 
0 5 is situated also at a distaut·e of ~r from the centres Oh 0 2, 0 3, 0~. i.e. 0 10s= 
~ 0 205 0,05 = 0,05 = :!r. Therl'fore, the figure 0 50 10 20 30, is a regular 
quadrangular pJTamid with cgual edges. The distance ~etween the centre of 
the fifth ball and the plane P 1s equal to 00; + 0.4, = 005 + r. The topmost 
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point A of the fifth ball is found on the extension of the perpendicular A 10 5 at a distance of 0 5A = r from the centre 0 5• Thus, the distance AA 1 between the topmost point of the fifth ball and the plane P is equal to 2r + 005• The line-

Fig. 235 Fig. 235a 

segment 005 is found from the right-angled triangle 0100,, wherein 
Ot02 2r 

0 10 5 =2r and 001 = Vz = V2 
Answer: AA 1 = r (2 + V2). , 774. The centres 01, o,, o,, o, of the four halls must be at a dl5tance of ?r from one another (see the preceding problem). Hence, the llg~re O,O,o,o, 

IS a regular tetrahedron with the edge equal to 2r. The cone ACB (F1g. 236), 

Fig. 23G Fig. 2:1Ga 

circumscribed about the four balls, contact~ on(~ of them (0~) along the circle NT and each one of the remaining three ball!~- (for instance Od at two points: one of which, K, lies on the hasc, the other, .M, on the curv<~d !:iurface. rrhc axis 
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of the cone coincides with the altitude 040 of the tetrahedron. The centre 0 1 
lies in the plane of the axial section A CD passing through the point of tangency 
M (since 0 1M is perpendicular to the common tangent plane to the cone and the 
ball, and the plane of the axial section A CD is perpendicular to this tangent 
plane). Hence, the plane ACD intersects the balls 0 1 and O, along their great 
circles, the element AC being the common tangent to these circles. Consequently, 

AC II 0 10, and L01040 = LACD =% (a is the required angle at the vertex 

C of the axial section). Hence, sin%= ~~: . But 0 10, = 2r, and the line

segment 001 (the radius of the circle circumscribed about the triangle 0 10 00 3) 

. 0102 2r . a i • a 
1sequalto Vil="Vli" We get sm:r=-v

3
. Hence, cosa=cos- 2 -

.,a_i -sm 2 _
3

. 

A 2 . 1 1 
nswer: a= arcsm Vii =arccos 3 . 

775. The plane bisecting the dihedral angle at the edge A 1A 2 (Fig. 237) of 
the frustum of a pyramid passes through the altitude 0 10 2 and is perpendicular 

Fig. 237 Fig. 23'ia 

to the lace B1C1C2B2 (prove it!). The same thing is with the other two la!er~l 
edges. Therefore, the centre of the sphere touching the faces of the prramtd ;s 
situated on the allitude (namely, at 1ts mtdpotnt, stnce the sphere ts also m 
contact with the bases) and the point K of tangency of the sphere and the face 
s,c,c,B, lies on the slant height D1D2 of this lace. The same is true for other 
lateral faces. We have 

v~ 2 • • (a,+az)l 
sl'll'=-4-(a,+a;)-;-3 --2--

(a, = B1C1 and a2 B2C2 are the sides of the base' and l = D1Do .. is the sla!lt 
height of the lateral face). If r1 = 0 1D1 and_ r2 = 0 2D2 are th~ radn of the elf· 
cles inscribed in the bases, then a, = 2r1 V 3 and a, = 2r2 V 3. Therefore 

s,,yr= 3 V3<r1+ri) +3 V3 (rl-i-r,) I 
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In the same way as in Problem·751 we find that r...f-r2= l and rf+ rl= i2-2r2. 
Then we get 

Spyr=6 V3 (l2-r2)= 6 V3 ( si!~
2

a - r2) 

Answer: Sa ph: Spyr 2n sin2 a 
3 Vii (4-sin2 a) • 

776. Denote the radius OL of the cylinder (Fig. 2:l8) by x, and the radius OB 
of the base of the cone by R. Since, by hypothesis. M L R, the surface of the 
cylinder S = 2ru:2 + 2n.rR. By hypothesis, 2nx' + 2ru11 { rtR 2 or x2 + 

E 

c 

c 

Fig. 238 

+ Rz - ~ R' = 0 whence x = !!_ (the negative solution .r = - -
3
2 II is not 

4 2 
suitable). From the triangle LM B we find 

LB FI-x 
tanq;= U>l =~- 2 

1 
Answer: <p=arctan 2 . 
777. The centre 0 of the inscribed ~phere (Fig. 2:iU) lies on the altitude of the 

pyramid and the points K, L. ill, N. at which the ~phcre loucht)5 the lateral 
races, are found OH the slaut heights EKt. L'Ll> Eillh EN. (cf. Prohlcm 775). 
The quadrilateral KL~IN is a square which b the hasc of the pyramid, whose 
volume is to be determined. 

Through the radii OAf aud a.v draw a plane .Y0,\1 which turns out to be 
perpendicular to the face BllC (sjncc it pas!Scs through tlw line OAt perpendicular 
to the plane BEC) and also to the face UEC (since it passes through U.V). Conse~ 
quently, the plane NO.U is perpendicular to the edge EC. 

h 
Let P be tbe pojnt of intersection of tlw plane NUJ.l! and the edge EC. Then 

I • anglo N p M 1s a plane angle of the dihedral anglo a. In tho quadrilateral 
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OMPN two angles (namely, at the vertices M and N) are right ones. Conse
quently, L NOM= 180'- a. Hence 

. 180'-a a a=Nli1=2·0M·sm --
2--=2rcos 2 

From the triangle 001M, where OtM =f, we find 

h=00
1
= VOM2-0

1
M2- r V-1--2-c-os-2-~-2 

4 a,/ a 4 a 1---Answer: V =ar3 cos2 2 V 1-2 cos2;r=a r3cos2;rl -cos a. 
778. We can draw two planes perpendicular to the given element of the cone 

(CA in Fig. 240} and tangent to the inscribed sphere, the points of tangency {N 
and N,} lying on the diameter N.¥ 1 parallel to CA. Let us first take the plane 
ND touching the sphere at the point N. The quadrilateral ONDK {K is the point 

C 
of tangency of the element CA and the sphere} is 

Fig. 240 

a square, hence D K = ON = r. By hypothesis 
CD = d. Consequently, CK = d + r. From the 
triangle KOC we find 

CO= V(d, r)2-,r2 
Hence, 

if =CF=OF +OC=r+ V(d-1- r)2·;-r2 
From similarity of the triangles AFC and KOC 
we find 

AF:ll=OK:KC 

If we take the plane N 1D1, then d=CDp and we get in the same way 

H=r+ V<d-r)2-j-r2 

r[r - V<d-r)2.-rr2] 
and R= d 

Answer: 

v- '"" !r+ V<d-rr)2-:-rzJ
3 

or ~'= "'"!r+ V<d-r)2-'-r"l' 
- 3 (d+r)2 3 (d-r)2 

779. The centre 0 of the sphere {Fig. 241) lies on the diagonal AB. Indeed, 
the point 0 is equidistant from the faces AA 1N 1N and AA 1Q1Q. Hence, it lies 
on the plano bisecting the dihedral angle at the edge AA 1• Similarly, th<• point 0 must lie on the plane bisecting the dihedral angle at the edge AJY. And the two 
planes intersect along the diagonal AB. 

Let C and D be the points ol tangency of the sphere and the faces AX UQ 
and AA 1N 1N, and r the rudius of the sphere. Then OC = OD r, and the plane 
ODGC is perpendicular to the edge AN, and also to the edge BQ1• 
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. Since, by hypothesis, the edge BQ, is tangent to the sphere, the plane ODGC 
Intersects the edge at the point E of it; tangency with the sphere: cou,equently, 
OE = r. On the other band, the pointE is a vertex of the square FGKE obtained 

Fig. 241 Fig. 241 a 

(
in the section of the cube by the plane ODGC: lH•nce the quadrilateral MOLE 
OLand OM are the extcw:Jons of OC and OIJ) i;-; a :-quare. Cout-Pquentlr. 0Jl! = 

=Vr
2
_.Since0JU+OD Jl!D a,~+r a;whl•ncero-(:.!-1~"2)a. 

1/:! 

.lJ 

II 

Fig. 212 Fig. 2-'.:!a 

The porlion of the surface nn•a of the ~phl'J"(• fotunl out.-..ide the cui!L' is made 
!IP of three equal ~cgnwnb, HZTL I1Piug om• of thPHL The an·a {)J tl11:- :-t>glHl'Jil 
1• equal to · 

2nr·LZ 2nr (CZ CL) 2."'' (:!r a) 
Answer: r (2 - V2) a; S o.· tina' ( 10 ·-· 7 !.I~) .. 

(
F' 780. The centre of the sfllwre contacting tiH• t<dg<•::; ol tlw tptrah<•(Jron A lJC[) 

tg, 242) coincides \\hh t w ct•ulrc of tfH• telr<dwdron (i.t•. \\ith thl· point 0 
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which is equidistant from the vertices A, B, C, D), and the points of tangency 
of the sphere and edges are the midpoints of the edges. For instance, the point 
of tangency N is the midpoint of the edge AD. Indeed, all six isosceles triangles 
AOB, BOC, COA, BOD, COD and AOD (only the triangle AOD is shown in 
the accompanying drawing) are congruent (having three equal sides). Conse
quently, their altitudes OM, ON, etc. are equal. Therefore, if a sphere of radius 
ON= r is described, it passes through the midpoints L, Jlf, N, Q, K, R 
of the edges and is tangent to them at these points (since ON .LAD, and so on). 

Through the altitude of the tetrahedron DG and edge AD draw a plane ADG 
which is perpendicular to the edge BC (the proof is given in Problem 652) and 
intersects this edge at its midpoint ilf. The section yields an isosceles triangle 
AJl!D (AM= MD). Draw the altitude MN of this triangle (N is the midpoint 
of AD). The centre 0 lies on MN (since it is equidistant from A and D). Conse-
quently, J/0 = NO. Hence, r = M

2
N • The altitude 111 N is determined from the 

triangle AN M, where AN= -f and AM = a ¥3 
(as the apothem of an equilate

ral triangle ABC). We have 

, j( a Vii }2 -(!..)2 =~ V 2 2 Vz 
Hence, 

MN a aV2 
r=-2-= 2 V2 =-4-

The portion of the sphere situated outside tetrahedron is made up of four 
equal 'egments cut off the sphere by the faces of the tetrahedron. Consider one 
of the faces-BDC. The circle LM K serving as the base of the spherical segment 
is inscribed in the equilateral triangle BDC (since the sides of the triangle are 
tangent to the sphere; hence, they are also tangent to the small circle Lllf K 

contained in the plane BDC). The radius of this circle FM =a Y3. 
Consequently, 

0F=VOM2-FM'= V~=, /( aV2 )
2 
-( aV3 }

2 
=-a-V 4 u 2V6 

Hence, the altitude of the segment 

h=FE=OE-OF=~-~= a1f:l (3-j/3) 
21/~ 2 ]16 12 

The yolume of one segment 

' ,. ( h) lsegm=:ll .. r-3 = 

= [a jd (3- j/3Jj
2

• [a \12 _a "112 (3-[l:iJj- na3 V2 (9-4 1/3) 
:t 12 4 36 - 432 

The rt•quiretl volume 
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_Note, The circle LKM inscribed in the triangle BCD is depicted as an ellipse, 
which is readily constructed without anv French curve, if in addition to the 
points K, L, M, another three points 3re marked respectively symmetrical 
to them about F which is the point of intersection of the medians in the triangle 
BDC. 

a"V2 
Answer: r=-

4
-; V 

lla3 1/2 (9-4 1/3) 
10~ 

CHAPTER XI 

TRIGONOMETRIC TRANSFORJIIATIONS 

781. Express secants in terms of cosines to get in the left member 

I 

Since 

cos { T + a) =sin ( T-{ T +a) J = sin ( T -a.) • 
the left member is equal to 

2 

2sin { T-a) cos ( T -a) 
" ------:- = cos-2rx = 2 sec 2a. 

~in (T -2a) 

782. Reduce the left member 
2 sin a cos (a+~) to the form 

to a common denominator and bring 

sin (a+(a+~)J-l·sin (a-(a+Bll 

783, The left member is equal to 

2 (I +cos 2a) 2 · 2 co~2 r.t. ----~cot a 
2 sin rJ. cos a siu 2a. 

To pass over to the angle T , use 

T is denoted by q•). We obtain 

cotZrp-1 ( 
I he formula ('Ot 2(!>=--- the anglo 

2 fOl <f 

cot2f-1 
2cota=2 =col f-tallf 

2cotf 

784. Dividing both tho numerator and denowiuator of the 
lei~ member of tl;e equality by <'OS a, we get 

cos rx !·sin a 1 ~; tan a 

cosa siurt.=~ 

[raction in tho 
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Since 1 =tan 45°, let us represent the obtained expression in the form 

1+tan a.= tan 45°+tan a. tan (450 , cr.) 
1-tan a. 1 tancr.·tan45° ,. 

which completes the proof. 
785. Multiply both the numerator and denominator of the left member by 

. Aft . IT r ' t i+sinZcr. cos a+ sm a. .er stmp 1 tea IOns we _ge ~os 2ct or 

1 sin 2a 
cos 2o: +~=sec2a+tan 2ct 

. !-cos 2<p 786. Since sm2 <p=--
2
--, let us represent the left member as 

1-cos ( T + 2a)- h cos ( T 2cr.) cos ( T- 2cr.) -cos ( T + 2cr.) 
2 

Using the formula for a di!lerence of cosines (or representing the expressions 
cos ( T - 2a) and cos { T -1- 2a) by the formulas for the cosine of the sum 
and the difference, we get 

2sin Tsin 2a 
sin 2a 

l/2 
787. The numerator is equal to cos 2a; the denominator is transformed to the form 

2 ( " )··•[" (n tan --a. sm~ -- -4 - 2 4 
With the aid of the fonnula 

sin (~-a) 
tan ( T - a) = --'------'--

co~ ( T- a) 
we get 

2 sin ( i- - a) cos ( ~ a) = ~in { ]- - 2a) 
this expression is equal to cos 2a, hence the left member is equal to 1. 788. We have 

" ( JT ) tan~ 4 -a 
., ( n ) co8 ... 4 - a 

. " { n ) sm- 4"- a 
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C d I 1 " I " . onsi ering t Je ang e 4 -a as 1alf the angle 2 -2a and usmg the half-
angle formulas, we obtain 

1 -cos ( 1--2a) 

!-;cos (-=f-2a) 

1-sin2a. 
1-;· sin 2a 

789. Expressing tangent and cotangent in terms of sines and cosines, we get 

cot2 a- tan2 a 
cos 2a 

sin2 a cosz a 

Substitute the obtained expression into the denominator of the left member, 
then the left member yields 

4sin2aco::;2a 1 ,· z·> sin2 o; cos2 a . 
4 

= 4 sm ... a 

790. Replace sin a by cos ( i - a) and cos a by siu ( i -a). aud use 
the fonnulas for a sum of cosines and a difference of sine:' . 

. 79t. Replace (in the numerator) unity by f.in 2 a + cos2 a.. and sin 2tx by 
2 stn a: cos a. \Vc get in the numerator (sin a + cos a)~; the denominator being 
equal to 

cos2 a- sin2 a~-,-- (cos a-- sin rx) (cos a- sin a) 
R cos a A- sin a 

educing the fraction by cos a+sin o;, we obtain cos a ' sin a Dividing 

b 1 ---tan a 
oth the numerator and denominator by cos a, we find 1 ~tan a . As is 

shown in Problem 784, this expression is transformed to tan { T -~·a) . 
792. In the same way as in Problem 7~)0, transform the left member to 

the form cot (~4 -y). Now apply the formula t'ot% t-,:~cosa (rutting 
_ Sill a 

T-Y=T). We obtain 

cos ( ~- 2y) 

sin (-[ -2y) 
1~t~in2y 

cos "ly 

_793. Expressing the left nwmher of the givPn itl~ntity in te~ms of sine and 
rslnc, performing :;ublraction of the obtained fracttons and usmg tlw formula 
or a difference of squares, we get the left mernb{~r in the form 

(sin a cos~- sin Jl (:os r.t) (sin a cos~-+ sin I) cos a) 
cm;2 a eos2 ~ 

llnd this expression yields immediately the right*haud member. 
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794. Use the formula 

tan.!.=~ 
2 1+cosq> 

(putting i-f= f) . We get 

tan (i-f) sin( -f-a) 

1+cos(-f-a) 

cos a 
1+sina 

and then the left member is transformed into the right one. 
795. Solved in the same way as the preceding problem. 
796. Replace 2 cos• a by 1 +cos 2a; then the numerator takes the form: 

2 (sin Za+ cos 2a). Group the terms of the denominator in the following way: 
(cos a - cos 3a) + (sin 3a - sin a) and use the formula for a differen
ce of cosines and sines. Taking 2 sin a outside the brackets, we obtain 
2 sin a (sin 2a + cos 2a). On reducing by 2 (sin 2a + cos 2a) we get the right 
member. 

797. Transform the numerator of the fraction in the left member of the iden
tity: 

sin a+ sin 5a - sin 3a = 2 sin 3a cos 2a - sin 3a = sin 3a (2 cos 2a-1) 

Carrying out similar transformations in the denominator we get 
cos 3a (2 cos 2a - 1). 

798. Transform the sum of the first two terms in the left member of the 
identity using the formula for a sum of sines, and consider the third addend 
sin (b -c) as a double-angle sine. We get 

2a-b-e b-e b-e b-e 
2 sin --2-- cos - 2-+ 2 sin - 2- cos - 2-= 

b-e [ 2a-b-c b-e ] 
=2cos~ sin--2--+sin-

2
-

Now apply the formula for a sum of sines to the bracketed expression. 
799. Considering the expression sin' .r + cos• .r as a sum of cubes, factorize 

it and take into account that sin' x + cos• .r= 1. Then the left member of the 
equality is brought to the form 

-sin4 x - 2 sin2 x cos2 x - cos4 x + 1 = 1 - (sin' x + cos2 x)2 = 0 

800. Transform the sum of the last two terms as a sum of sines. We get 

( 
2n ) . ( 4n ) 2 . ( + ) n ? 1 . . sin a+ 3 +sm a-t- 3 = sm n a cos 3 =--·2 sma=-sma 

Hence, the left member is equal to zero. 
801. Taking into account that 

, 1-cos 2a 1-cos 2~ 
sin2a-sin·P= --2-----2--= 

cos 2P- cos 2a 
2 sin (a+Plsin (a-Pl 
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the left member of the equation can be represented in the form 
sin (45° +a+ 30'- a) sin (45° + o:- 30° +a)- sin 15" cos (1:>' + 2a) 

and since sin 75° = cos 15°, the expression tak('S the form 

cos ts• sin (ts• + 2a) -sin ts• cos (15° + 2a) = 

= sin (15c + 2a - 15c) :::. ~in 2a. 
which completes the proof. 

802, Transform the numerator of the left member as follows 

(sin' q> + cos' <p) 

803. Replace sin 2a by 2 sin a cos a in the right member. Ht'ducing- the 
f · . 1-cos a 
ractlon by 2 sin a, we get in the right member the express~ on J +cos.-,: equal 

to tan• T· 
804, Grouping the second and third terms. take outside the brackets 

cos (a+ cp) = cos a cos 'P - sin a siu <p. The Jert member takes the form 

cos2 cp- (cos a cos c.p -sin a sin q,) (cos a. cos q: + sin a sin q-) 

Transforming the product of sum by difference, we find: 
eos2 <p - cos2 a cos2 <p + sin2 a sin2 <p z..:: 

= cos2 <p (1 - cos2 a) + sin2 a sin2 <p = 
eo:-;2 lf' sin2 a -r- ,..:.in2 <:< :-;iu 2 q.·, 

and this expression yields sin2 a.. 
80S. Expanding the expression cos (a+ ~). we get: 

sin2 a + sin2 ~ + 2 ~ill a sin B co~ a co~ ~ 2 sin:! a ~in:= ~ 

Leave the third term unchanged, group all the rc!"t of the tt>rnb and u\rry out 
the following transformations: 
(sin•"- sin• a sin' ~) + (sin' ~ sin2 a sin' ~) 

Now the given expression t'akes the form 

(sin a. cos ~)'.! + (cos a sin ~)!~ + 2 sin a sin ~ co~ r..t. co;; P 
(sin a cos f> + cos a. sin B)2 ~in2 {a. ~} 

Anwer: sin' (a + ~). 
806. Transform the sum of the first three l<•nns in the follu,\iug way: 

. 1-cos 2r.t 1-cos 2B , 
sm2a+sin2~-1-Rin2yo_ 2 +--~---, -"i 11!!1' 

Since by hypothesis yc.on-(a+~), we have 

•ln2 a·hlnZfH·sin2y=i--}(cos2a-i cos2~H sin2 (a i Bl 

1-·cos(a: ~)cos(a-B) 1 !1-cos2 (a' Bll 
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or 
sin2 a + sin' ~ + sin2 y = 2 - cos (a + ~) [cos (a- ~) + cos (et + ~)] 

But the expression in square brackets is equal to 2cos a cos ~. and since a+ ~= = n - y, we obtain 

sin' a + sin' ~ + sin' y = 2 + 2cos 1' cos a cos ~ 

whence the required relation follows immediately. 
807. Represent the left member in the form 

cot A cot B + (cot A + cot B) cot C 

The expression in parent hoses is equal to sin ~A+~ , and the factor cot C, 
Stn SID 

on replacing C by an equal expression n-(.4-i-B), takes the form-cot(A+B). 
Hence, the given expression is equal to 

t I tB cos(A-i-B) 
co " co - sin A sin B 

Using the formula for cosine of a sum, transform it as follows: 

(
cos A cos B sin A sin B) 

cot ,1 cot B- sin A sin 8 -SiilASiiiB =cot .4 cot B-(cot A cot B-1)=1 

. 2n . 4n 
n "n SID 5 SID S 

808. Replace the factors cos 5 an•l cos-1;- by --. -n- and ~, 
2siD 5 2sm 5 

respectively. Then the left member takes the form sin 4
.:' : 4 sin::.. And since 
a a 

. 4:t . ( :t) . n I I sm 5 = s1n n -s "'~' :;n1 S, the eft member becomes 
4 

. 
809. Transform the l0ft IIl('[nbcr using the formula for a sum of cosines. 

2n ;r , 
We get 2 cos 5 cos 5 . rhen proceed as in the preceding problem. 

810. Since 1 T {'OS a :;;;c; 2 cos~ T, the givun expres$ion takes the form 

2cos2f--;-cosf or 2cosf(cosf++)· \\'rite cos60~ instead of}; 

we ~ct 2 cos f (cos T + cos 60°) . 

a ( a , , , ) ( a ) Answer: 4 cosT cos -;r:-.30 cos 4 -30° 0 

81 t. Transforming t.hc given expression as in the preceding problem. we get 
V2) V2 . . 2 cos a (cos a. -2 o Instc•ad of ::r- wntc cos /1;; 0 . 

. 45°~+-(J. . 45°-(J. 
Ansu·a: 4 cos a. sm --2-- Sin --2-- • 
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8t2. Hewrile the given cxpre&;ion in the form cos::: (a+ p) -sin::: (a - ~), 
the latter expression is reduced to a form convenient for taking logarithm~ 
in the same way as in Problem 656. 

Ansu·er: co;-; 2Ct cos 2~. 
813. Group the terms as follows: 

(I + cos a.) + (tan a.+ sin a.) 
and take tan a outside the brackets in the second group. \\re gct (1 + cos a) x 
x (I + tan a.). Instead of 1 + tan a. \\TitC 

tan 45° + tan a 

2 V2 cos2t sin (45° +a) 
At~swer: ---------cos a 

sin (45°+a) 
cos 45° cos a 

814. tsing the formula 1-cos a=: 2 sin2 f and sin a <) • a r'J. -SlOT cosT, 

we get in the numerator 2 sin2 T --l 2 sin ~<.'OS f 2 :-;in f (sin T ~r cos f) . 
The expression in purenthescs is equal to sin f+ sin { 90-;; -f) . l\fakina

usc of the formula for a sum of sines. reduce it to the form V/2 ros ( 45~ --T). 
A· ·· ?,;;; s(45" ") !l.:;Wel • ... y-CO. -:r · 
815. The given expre~sion is equal to cos a- ~in a ' Tht' numerator i:-: 

fOS ((. 

transforrnPd to 2V2 cosy sin ( 45°-f) {S{'~· the pre('cding: problC'IH). The 
fractiou can be still simplified hy rcpr('scnting tlw denominator in lhl1 form 

sin (!l(Y'-o;) ~ 2!-'in ( 45"--T) <'OS ( 45°-f) 

112 cos f 
Answer; --:----:-:-

CDS ( 45°-~) 
8tn. Since cos a- <:os ;{ry; 2 sin :!a. sin t"J., we haY<' 

2 sin 2a sin a+ sin 2a 2 sin 2a (sin a-; ..;-) .·.: 2 sin 2a {sin a 1 sin :10·) 

Answer: 4sin 2asin ( .f-l 15") cos ( f-15'-'). 
8!7. The given expre~sion is equal to 

tana+f tana-1 4tana . 
1-tana + 1+taua 1--lan2a' I.e. 

Answer: 2 tan 2a. 

24-o 1338 

2 
2 tan a 

1 tan2 o. 
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818. Replacing sin 2P by 2 sin p cos P and reducing by 2 sin p, we get 

I
t- cos~ ; applying the formula 
+ COSp 

t P , ,/1-cosP 
an-z=:r: V 1+cos~ 

we obtain tan2f . 

Answer: tan2 } • 

819. Transforming the sum cos a+sin a in the numerator V2-
-(cosa+sina) and the difference sin a-coset in the denominator in the 
same way as in Problem 814, we get 

2 . ct-45' 
SID--

2
-

V2!1-cos (a-45')1 

V::isin (a-45') . a 45' a 45' 
2 SID --2

- COS --2
-

ct-45' 
Answer: tan --

2
- • 

820. Transform the sum of the last two terms: 

cot 2a +esc 2a cosZa
2
+ 1 

sm a 

Answer: 2 cot a. 

2 cos2 a =cot a 
2sm a cos a 

821. Replace cos 2a by cos2 a- sin2 a, and sin 2a by 2 sin a cos a. 
Answer: 1. 
822. Replace 2sin2a-1 by -cos2a and represent the given expression 

in the form 2 ( ~jj sin 2a-+ cos 2a) . Write cos 30' instead of 1~3 and 

sin 30° instead of { . 

Answer: 2 sin (2ct -30'). 
823. The numerator is equal to 

cos 2a cos ct+sin2ct sin a cos (2a -a) 
cos2acosa. c~·'::::'cos2a 

The denominator is equal to 

1 
Answer: ? tan 2a. 

sin2 a. ·~-cos2 a 
sin a cos a -~-.-2-

zsm a 

824. The given expression is equal to 

2+ 2 2 (I , . 4 ) 
sin 4a = sin 4a ·:· sm a 
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(see the preceding problem). The expression in parentheses is equal to 

90'-4a 
1 +cos (90'- 4a) = 2 cosz --

2
--

Answer: 4 cosz (45'- 2a) 
sin 4a 

3i1 

825. The last addend is equal to cos' x, thus the given expression can be writ
ten in the form (tan x - 1) (1 - sin x) + cos' x. Replacing cos' :r by 1 -sin' z 
and taking 1 - sin x outside the brackets, we obtain 

(1 - sin x) !(tan x - 1) + 1 + sin x) = 

= (1 sin :r) (tan x + sin x) = 
= (1 -sin x) tan x (1 + cos x) 

The first factor is transformed in the same way as in the preceding problem. 

Answer: 4 tan :z· cos2 i sin2 ( 45':. - Y) . 
826. The numerator and dE>nominator of the fractiou arc equal to 

(1 + cos 2a) + (cos a + cos 3a) = 2 cos' a + 2 cos 2a cos a 

and 

cos a.+ cos 2a. respectively. 

Answer: 2 cos a. 
827. The given expression is equal to 
(t - sinZ ~) - sin2 a cos2 a - cos4 a = cos2 t1 - cos2 a (sin2 a + cos2 a) 

\Ve get the expression cos2 f1 - cos2 a, which is trau~fonned as in the s-olution 
of Problem 656. 

Answer: sin (a+ ~)sin (a - .~). . 
828. Reduce the given expres:-.wn to a common denomtnator cos x em: y co!' z. 

The numerator will be 

sin x cos y cos z + sin y C(JS z cos J + 
+ sin z co!'; r cos !I - sin [ (.r + y) + z] 

The last term is equal to -sin (.7 ~!·- y) cos z cos (.r + y) sin z. ~h~ ~um 
of the first two tenns and the term -sm (.r + y) cos zan~ mutuaiJy anmlulated, 
and the numerator takes the form: 

sin z col' x cosy -cos (.r + y) ~in z = ~in z leo!'> x cosy -co~ (x + y)] 

Expanding the expression ros (x + y), we gl't in t)w nunwrator sin z ~in :r ~in y. 
Answer: tan x tan !I tan z. 

. . a+~ a-~ . 
829. The given expres•ion IS equal to 2 Sin -2- cos --:r- +Ism 1'· nut by 

hypothesis Y= 180•-(a-1 ~); hence, we get 

. a+·!\ a-~ 2 sm -
2
- cos - 2-

.· a-1 ~ a-1 tl 2 Slfi -
2
- COS -

2
-
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Take 2sin "'t~ outside the brackets { or,which is the same, 2sin 
180~-y = 

= 2 cos f} . The bracketed expression becomes cos a;~ +cos "'t ~ , which 

is transformed according to the formula for a sum of cosines. 
a: ~ 1' 

Answer: 4 cos 2 cos 2 cos 2 . 

CHAPTER XII 

TRIGONOMETRIC EQUATIONS 

830. After simplifications we get sin 5.r - sin 3x = 0. Using the formula 
for a difference of sines, we have 2sin .r cos 4.x = 0, and the equation is reduced 
to the two equations: sin x = 0 and cos 4.r = 0. From the first one we have 

!. I d t. " " . x = nn (n is any integer), rom t te secon u = 2:tn ± 2 = 2 (4n ± 1), I.e. 

l1 
x~ 8 (4n±1) 

The expre:::sion 4n ± l comprises all odd numbers (the numbers -:J, 1, J, 9, 13, 
etc. are yielded by the exprt·~~ion 4n + 1; the numbers ~1, 3, 7, 11, 15.etc., 
by the exprc:-:-;ion 4n t). Tht•refore, in:;h~ad of 4n ± 1 we may write 2n + 
+ 1 (or 2u - 1), wht•rc n i:-: any integer. 

Answer: x=nn; x=]- (2n- 1), where n i!' any integer. 

83!. Transform the left member of the equation in the following way: 

sin x _, sin 2x +sin 3.r-! sin <l.r =(~in .r -··!'in 3.r} --l- (!'in 2x -:-sin 4x) = 

= 2 sin 2.-r ros .r -:-2 sin :tc cos x _:_:.!cos x (sin 2.r-t- sin ,).r) = 

The equation take~ the form 

. 5x .r 
sm:r cos2cosx o-.-:0 

and reduces to thr<'e equation:-:: 

5r x 
sin 2 ~.-,(); cos 2 ""- 0; cos x =0 

All$U't'r: .r--12°n; x.::.:~180'·(2n-i 1): :r---H0:{2n+1). 
x:32. Pl'rform tht' f()llowing transformations: 

;;;:;; 4 sin 5
.r cos !_ ros x 
2 2 

ros (.r + 60') ros l\lO' ~ (:lO' - .r)j = sin (30'- .r) 

and 
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The equation takes the form 

sin (x + 30') + sin (30' - .r) = 2 cos2 x 

Apply the formula for the sum of sines; this is the result: 

sin 30° co~ .r cos~ x = 0 or cos x {:} - cos x) = 0 

Answer: .r = 90' (2n + 1); x 60' (Gn ± 1). 

373 

833. Transpose all the terms of the equation to the left side and group them 
in the following way: 

(sin .r + sin 3J·) - (cos .r + co~ 3.r) + (~in 2r - cos 2x) = 0 

Transforming the first two groups, we get 
2 !'in 2.r co;o; .r - 2 cos 2x cos .r -+ (sin 2.r - cos 2x) = 0 

or 
(2 co~ .c + 1) (sin 2.r -cos 2-r) 0 

This equation is reduced to the following two: 

2 COS J' T 0 and :;in 2.r - cos 2.r = 0 
1 •) 

The first one yit'lds: cosx:-·-;: - 2 ; .r-~..:.2rw ::-.t: "§-1t. Dividing the second equa-

tion by cos 2.r, we get tan 2.r -·- 1, whence 2.r :til -i-. 
2:t :t 

Answer: .rc:;r-13n± 1); _,.,,R(4n-, ll. 

834. Perform the fnllowiug grouping: 
(cos 2..c + cos 6.r) - (1 + cos 8.r) = 0 

Using the formula 2 co:-.2 T 1 + cos a and transfonning the sum of co.-:.ines, 

we obtain 
2 (.'0~ 4.:r (.'0:-i 2.r 

Take 2 cos 4.r outsidl' the bracket:-. and trau~rorm the differencP of cosines 
cos 2x - cos 4..c. \\'<• obtain the equation 

t:os 4:.r siu :~.r :-;in .r 0 

It is reduced to the following threC': 
(1) cos 4.r n; (2) sin :J.r ,-~ 0; (3) sin x = 0 

No cousideratiou may he givt•u to tile third equation. since all its ~olutiuns are 
covered hy tl1f~ :-ulutious of til(' l'tjiHtlion !'iin ~tr --- 0. lruJet•d, if sin .r = 0, 
then al:~o !'lin 3.r ,- :1 ~in ..f - 4 :·:ina J =· 0. 

A11swer: x: i (2n-' 1); .c ,. n:;~l • 

R35. Hcprescmt t}l(> right mcrnht•r in tlw form 2 sin ~ cos 
3
; (instead of 

sin 3.:t). The etp~ation tak(•s tlte form 
., .· :1x .· .L' 
-::iUl y:;tn 2 2 

. 3.r 3.r 
Hln T ('0,!)2 
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or 

.3x(.x 3x) 0 sm T S!D z-cos:r = 

Write the bracketed expression in the form 

( n x) 3x 2' {" ,x)i ( ") cos 2 - 2 -cos :r·= sm 4 , 2 s n x-4 
Hence, the given equation is reduced to the following three: 

(l)sin~:c=O; (2)sm{-T+-f)=o; (3)sin{x--T)=o 

2.nn n .n 
Answer: x=-

3
-; :t=z(4n-1); x=T(4n+1). 

836. The right member is equal to 

sin [90' - (x + 30')} = sin (60'- x) = -sin (x- 60') 

The equation takes the form 

sin (x - 60') = -sin (x - 60') or sin (x - 60") = 0 

whence x - 60' = 180'n. 
Answer: x = 60' (3n + 1). 
837. Replacing 2 sin' x by 1 - cos 2x, reduce the equation to the form 

2 sin 3.r cos 2x - cos 2x = 0. This equation is reduced to the following two: 

(I) cos 2x = 0; (2) sin 3x =}. Since } is sin 30', the second equation yields 

3x = 180'n + (-1)n 30° 

Answer: x = 45' (2n + I); x = 60'n + (-t)n 10'. 
838. Rewrite the right member: 3 (sin .r cos x- sin' x + 1) = 

= 3 (sin x cos x + cos' x) = 3 cos' x (tan x + 1). The given equation is reduced 
to two ones: (1) tan x + 1 = 0; (2) sin' x - 3 cos2 x = 0. From the second 
one we get tan x = ± V3. 

Ansu:er: ix=T(4n-1); X=T(3n±1). 

839. We have the equation 

cos4x+ ~cos~x=O 

Since 2 cos' x = 1 + cos 2x, the left member is equal to 

(I + cos 4.r) + cos 2x = 2 cos' 2x +[cos 2x 

We get the equation 
cos 2.r (2 cos 2x + 1) = 0 

which is reduced to: 

(I) cos 2.r = 0 and (2) 2 cos 2x + 1 = 0 

The second one yields 2.r = 360'n ± 120'. 
Answer: x = ISO' n ± 45'; x = 180'n ± 60'. 
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840. Multiplying both members of the equation by sin x and replacing 
unity in the right member by sin2 x + cos2 x, we get the equation sin x cos x = 
= cos2 z. 

Note. Multiplying both members of the equation by sin x, we introduce no 
extraneous solutions, since sin x never vanishes at either of the found values 
of z. 

Answer: x 1=i (2n-i-1): Tz= T (4n+1). 

841. Rewrite the equation in the following way: 

sin 3x-sin ( i-Zx) =0 

It is reduced to the following two equations: 

( x ") ·(5x ")o (I) cos z-+T =0 and (2) sm 2 -T = 

The first one yields T+T=T(2n+1J, whence x=T(4n+1). The ~econd 

gives x= ~ (4n+l). 

Answer: x=T(4n+1); x=UJ(4n+1). 

842. Add 2 sin2 T cos2 y to both members of the equation; then in the 

left member we have 

• < X 2 . z X z X 4. X ( , ') X , z X )2 I sm 3 + sm 3 cos :.r+cos ;r= sm-- Jl cos 3 = 

and the equation takes the form 

5 ')'Zx 9 x 2 . 9 X 2 x 3 
1~cg+-sm 3 cos- 3 or sm-3cos 3=8 

Multiply both members of the equations 

formula for sine. \Ve obtain sin2 2
; = f , 

Answer: x=T(3n ±I). 

by 2 and apply th<• doubl.,..angle 
. 2r V3 

whence sm T = ± :,r-. 

843. Represent the equation in the form 3 tan2 x- (1-J tan2 x) = 1, whence 
tan x---·- ± 1. 

A11Swer: x=45° (2n-; 1}. 
844. Replac-e 1 +cos /jx by 2 cos2 2x. 

Answer: x=- ~l +T; x= 
11
;

1 +t-1)7~ ; 4 . 

845. Add 2 sin2 x cos2 :r: to both members of the equation. \Ve gfl't (sin2 x + 
+ cos2 x)2 o:c..ocos4x+ 2 sin2 x cos2 x or 1-cos 4x": { sin2 2x. 

Answer: z=-]- n. 
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846. Replace sin 2x by 2 sin z cos x and divide all the terms by cos' x· 
It is obvious that no roots are lost. Indeed, if cos x = 0, then sin x = ±1• 
but these values do not satisfy the given equation. We get 

3 - tan' x - 2 tan x = 0 
whence 

tan x = 1 and tan x = -3 

" Answer: x = nn + 4 ; x nn - arctan 3. 

847. Write sin' x + cos2 x instead of unity and, dividing both members 
by cos' x (seo the solution of the preceding problem), we get 

tanZx+ V3tanz=0 
whence 

tan x=O and tan x=- V3 

" Answer: x=nn; x=s (3n-1). 

then the equation is solved as 848. Replace 2 by 2 sin2 x + 2 cos2x , and 
the preceding one. 

7 
.illl -arctan 4 . " Answer: .x = .nn + 4 ; .r 

" 849. Ansu-rr: x = T (4n+ I 
3 

); .r = rrn + arctan T . 

850. Replace V3 by cot 30' (we introduce an ··auxiliary angle'' 3U'). Then 
the given equation becomes 

. cos 30' 
Sill X-;- Sill 30v COS X= 1 

or 
sin X ~jn :10° - COS :r CO:; 30° .-::::sin 30° 

or 

cos (x- 30') ·~} 
Hence, :r - 30° = 3()0°n ± GW·. 

Answer: x oo 360'n + \lU' HO' (4n + I); x = 360'n - 30' :l0'(12n-1). 
851. The left member can be represented in the form of a product: 

V2 cos (I - 45"). Then we get the equation cos (.r -- 45') ....!., ; it yields 112 
X- 45" auo"n- 45" and .r- <l5c 3U(fn + 45~. i.e . .r = 3Glhl and 
.r ..= :itlOcn + B(t, or ;r = HW·4n and r 90" (411 -t- '!). 

Alternate method. Squaring both me-mbPrs of the equation, we get 

siu2 .c + 2 ~in :r cos :r + cos2 :r ::::--.:: l 

or sin 2.r = 0. This equation has the .:<olutions :r 9Lfn, but among them there 
arc extraneous ones (compare with thr preceding result). 

Extraneous solutions have rPst!ltC'd from squaring both mcmbcr:3, whereby 
we introduced one more equation (in additi(lfl to lht' gin•n one): sin .r + cos .r = 

·--1 (which also yit"!lds sin 2-.r ""~ 0). To reject cxtraneou.:: roots we have to 
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accomplish a check. At n = 0 we have x = o::: and the given e<1uation b 5atis
fied. It is also satisfied at n = 4, 8, 12 and, iu general, at 11 = 4k (i.e. at .r = 
= 90" ·4k = 360"k). At n = 1 we have x = 90'; the given equation is oatisfied 
once again. It is also satisfied at n = 5, 9, 13 and, in general, at 4.k + 1 {i.e. at 
x = 90° (4k + 1) = 90" + 3GO'k). But at n 2. 6. 1ll (in general. at n = 
= 4k + 2), the same as at 11 = 3. 7, 11 (in general at 11 = 4k + :J) the giveu 
equation is not satisfied (instead. the equation sin :r + cos .r = -1 is 
satisfied). 

Answer; z = 90" ·4n; I = 90c (4n -+- 1 }. 
852. Transform the right mewber: 

1 + sin 2x = sin2 :r + co:;:! .r + 2 !Sin x cus x 

now the equation takes the form 

(sin x + co~ .rf. 

sin x + cos .r = (sin .r + co~ .r)2 

or 
(sin x + cos .r) (•in .r + cos x - I) = 0 

The latter is reduced to two equations: 

(1) sin X+ COS.£ () 

(2) sin x + cos x - 1 ;;;:-~ 0 

Solving the first one, we find x ~ %- (;'Jn- 1). Tlw ~ccond one i5 ::-olvcd in 

the jJreceding problem. 

Answer: x=T(4n-1); ;r -~{4n 1); x=--T·4n. 

853. Solved in the ~a me way as ProhJem 851. 
Ansu.·er: x 15'- (Hn + 1). 
834. Using the formula 

sinasin~ ~{[cos(a.-~)-co>(a. ;·~)J 
we gel 

I I 2' (cos (x- 7.~")- cos (.r + ix)J '2 !cos (3J'- 5.r)- co~ Uh · 

or, after simplification:;, co!' l.i.r -- co!"- 2..r 0. This equation i.:-; I"l•dutt•d to the 
following two: sin 4.c :;:_;c. 0; sin 2.r 0, all the root:; of the ~t't;oud l'quation 
being among the roots of the first mw. 

1t11 

T· Answer: ;co: 

855 •. \pply to both nwmben; of the C<JUation the formula 

sinaeos~~·-}[sin(a.! ~)+sin:(a-~)J 

Answer: z= 11

2
n; x 1f<2n·: 1). 

856. \\'c have 
4 s-in x ~in t.r ~iu 3.t· "- sin 2 (~x) 

or 
sin 2x (2 :;in x 8in :ix -·- n1s 2.r) = 0 
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Replace 2 sin x sin 3x by cos 2.< - cos 4x (see Problem 854) to get the following 
equation 

sin 2x (cos 2x-cos4x-cos 2x) =0 or sin 2xcos 4x=0, 
nn n 

Answer: x=2 ; x= 8 (2n+t). 

857. Replace sin2 x by t -cos2 x; we get 

5cos2 x+4 cos x-3=0 

whence cosx= V~ -Z. The other root cosx=-~ +2 
is not suitable, 

since its absolute value is more than unity. 

l!Th-2 Ansu·er: x = 2nn ± arccos --
5
--. 

858. Using the formula cos 2a and expressing cosine through sine, we get 
i0sin2 x 7 4sin x-5=0. 

-2± ll54 Answer: x=nn+(-t)narcsin 
10 

• 

859. Applying the formula for tangent of a sum, we get 

t (" } 1+tanx 
an 4+x = 1-tanx 

and reduce the given equation • to tan2 x-4tan x+ 1 =0. 
Answer: x=nn+arctan (2 ± y3). 

860. Since tan2 _::_ = 1- cos x and sec x = - 1- , we have the equation 2 1~:--cosx cosx 
8 (1-cosx) 

I -j~cos x 

which is reduced to the form 

9cos2x-6cosx~1~1=0 or (3cosx-J)2=0 

Answer: x = 2nn ± arccos.;,... 
0 

861. The left member is equal to 

cos ( T-x) 
l+cosx 

sin x 
17 cosx 

2 sin ycos 7 
------ =tan f 

2 cos2i 

• When getting rid of the denominator one should be careful not to introduce 
extraneous solutions, but we do not conduct analysis in the next three problems 
(since thev have no extraneous solutions). Beginning with Problem 865 much 
attention ls paid to such an analysis. See also Problem 867. 
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The right member is equal to sec2 i -1 = tan2 i. We obtain 

tan.!.....= tan2 .=_ 
2 2 

Answer: x=2ttn; x=T(4n+1). 

862. Since 
. n+x x 

cos (n-x) =-cos x and sm -
2
- =cos 2 

we have 

t+cosx+cos-f=O or 2cos2~+cos 1-=0 
4n 

Answer; x=n(2n+1); x=3(3n±1). 

863. Applying the reduction formulas 

. (3rt ) · (" X) X sm 2 -x = -cosr and tan 2 - 2 =cot 2 
we get the equation 

2 (l+cosx)- V3cot -i-=0 

Let us make use of the formula 

cot ..:_ = 1 -jcos x . 
2 Sill X I 

then the obtained equation is reduced to the following two equations: 
V3 

(1) 1+cosx=0 and (2) sinxo~;r-

Answer: x=n(2n+1); x=tw+(-t)nT· 

3i9 

864. Replacing cost r by 1-sin::! x, after simplifications we get 3 sin x 1 

1 
+cosz=O or tanx=-:r, 

I 
Answer: x=mt-arctan ;r· 
865. The left member is equal to 

cosx sinx cosx+cos2x+sin2x 1+cos.:r 
sinx + 1-\ cosx = sinr(1+cosx) sinx(i-t-cO.!SX} 

R~duce the fraction by t+cosx, ass.uming that 1+cosx ;j:. 0. \Ve get the 

equation -.-1 - = 2, i.e. sin x '""' -?
1 

(at this value of sin x the quantity cos .r is 
SID X ... 

not equal to -I). 

Answer; x=nn-H-I)"T· 
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866. According to the reduction formulas 

cot {x-'1)= -cot {'1-x)=cotx 
The given equation may be rewritten as 

2cotx-(cosx+sinx) (-I---1-) =4 smx cosx 
On reducing the left member to a common denominator this equation takes 
the form 

sin x cos .x 

. 1 . 2 1 wlwnce smxcosx= 4 or sm :r=2· 

" " Answer: x=;rll+(-l)n12. 

867. The right member is equal to 
I 

""C''s""'-cos:r 1-cos2x sin!! x 
2 :::in .x 2 sin .x cos x 2 sin x cos x 

Reduce the fraction by gin£, It is assumed that sin x ::f::. 0, should we obtain 
such a solution, for which sin :r 0. it would not be suitable. The given equa
tion (after applying some reduction formulas to its left member) takes the form 

. . I t . I 0 s1nx~~·-tanx=z anx or sm tanx= 

This equation may be represented in the form 

sin x (1+-?-1-. -)=o ... CO:; :r 

and H is reduced to two rquations 

sin .r=O and --'-=0 2eosx 
But the fir~t £'quation yield:-: extraneou~ ~olutions, since we reduced the fraction 
bv :-:in x hrfort~. To get a hettrr undt•r:-;tanding suh~titute sin x (I into the 
right mrmber; then instead of co~ .r we han:• to substitute 1 or -1. In both 

l · 1 · r 0 
cast'~ we g£>t t w 1n1 ett>rm1n11t(' onu O . 

2n 
3 1 Answer: x~T( 11 ± ). 

868. Th<' left meml••r is equal to 

1-tanf I ( .r) tan-:) f -tan'";') 
" -

, ___ 1_ 
I 

1-tan;. 
tan 2 
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Reducing by 1 -tan i (we a~sumc that t -tan f ::p 0, ::::ee the ~olution of 

the preceding problem), we get -tan T, and th<' equation take~ the form 

-tan i ~-- 2 sin f or sin i (secT -i 2) = 0 

It is reduced to two equations: 

(I) sinT=O and (2) cosT -2 

From the second equation we find -f = 3fiO"n ± 120: and get the solution 

:r = 720:n ± 240". The first equation yit1lds only extraneous solutions 
(x = a60°n), though for another reason than in the preceding problem. 1\amely. 

the quantity cot-f. entering the given equation, loses ::-('use ("becomes equal 

to infinity') at .c =· 360"n; Lcnce, the whole left member of the equation has 
no (direct) meaning. 

Ansu't'r: :r 240° {3n ±: 1 ). 
869. U:-iing reduction formulas, we obtain the equation ::;in :r - tan .r 

. sin.r 1 = ~ec x- cos .r or Sill .J' - cos .r . ~ - cos ..c. \tultiply both Jlll'mbeN 

of the equation by cos .r (ol'. which i:-1 the :::amt•, reduce it to a common dt•nomi
nator and then reject it). It i~ assunu·tl that cos .r ;.,-; U, since if cos .:r -.= 0, 

then the exprc.5sions sin x and -
1

- lose their meaning {"hcconw inftnitt'ly great"). 
cos:.r cos.r 

\Ve get the equation 
cos r sin .r --- :-<in .r 

which is £>quivulcnt to the following h\0: 

(1) t-in .c = U; (2) fO::i .r :->in .c 

The sccuud one may he rewritten as ·v:T-co:; {45~ + .c) t (d. Problem t':il), 
whenw .J: :360"n and x -- 3GO-n ~DO'. Tlw ~olutiou x -·:won is found arnon~ 
the SolutiOJJS of the firtil equation (.r J80·n), and the Solution :C 360 II H()'· 
is an cxtrancou:-; one, since we have oJs {3li0cn ·-OW) U. 

AtMWer: x ::o:.;;: 180:n. 
870. U.-;c the fonuula:;: sec2 .r -·- tau2 .x 1 and cos 2x cos:! .r :-in2 ..r. 

\Ve get the equation 

which is reduced to tht• form tan2 x- tan x ~ 0. 

Allswer: x ;;;;:-. rw; x "'""-£- (411 +·1 ). 

87t. Rewrite the equation in tho form 

sin3 x (':lin x ·1 co.s x) cos:! ,r (sin :r "1 cos n 
sin.c. + <.'osx =co:s2x-~in2.r 
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Assuming that sin x ,p 0 and cos x ,p 0, reduce the fractions, transpose all 
the terms to the left side and take sin x + cos x outside the brackets. We obtain 

(sin x + cos x) (sin' x + cos' x - cos x + sin x) = 0 

Replace sin' x + cos2 x by 1. The equation is reduced to 

( 1) sin x + cos x = 0 and (2) cos x - sin x = 1 

The first equation yields x = T (4n - 1); the second (see Problem 869) has 

two solutions x = 2;m and x = i (4n - 1). Both of them are extraneous, since 

at x = 2n:n we have sin x " 0, and at x = 2 (4n -1) we have cos x = 0. 

" Answer: x=T(4n-1). 

872. Use the triple-angle formulas: 

sin 3x= 3sin x-4 sin3 x, cos 3.r=4 cos3 x-3 cos x * 
The left member is transformed to the form 

3sin x cosx (cos2 x-sin2 x) =fsin 2x cos 2x={sin 4x 

and the given equation takes the form sin 4x={. 

nn n 
Answer: x=T+(-1)n 24 · 

873. Rewrite the given equation: 

tan 2x tan 3x - tan x 

and divide both members of the equality by 1 + tan x tan 3x to apply to the 
right member tho formula for tangent of a difference of two angles. We get 

tan 2x 
tan (3x-x), 

I -: tan x tan 3x 

whence 
tan 2.r = tan 2x (1 + tan x tan 3:r) 

or 
tan x tan 2:r tan 3x = 0 

Consider the following three equations sc>parately: 

(1) tan :J.r =' 0; (2) tan 2x = 0; (3) tan :r 0 

The solution of the first is x = ~. The third equation yields nothing new 

since all its solutions (.r = :tm) are found among the solutions of the first equa-

• If they are not familiar to the reader, it is easy to reduce them using the 
formulas for sine and cosine of a sum of two anglt's: 2ct and a and then the fonnu
las for sine and cosinr of 2a.. 
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tion (at n = 3m we have '7f 3lm). The second Pquation yields .x = T-. At 

even n the.se solutions again yield nothing new (at n = 2k we have ~ :tk); 

with odd n (n = 2n' + 1) they are not the solutions of the gi\'en ~quation. 
Indeed, the quantities tan x and tan 3.r, entering the equation, Jose their meaning 

("become infinitely great") at x 1- (2n' + 1). Therefore, the second equation 

should be rejected. 

Answer: x = ~~1 
• 

874, Applying the formula for cosine of a difference, reduce 11te right 

member to the form V'2 (cos f+sin f). Therefore, express the left m{'mber 

through the argumentf. \Ye have 

(1+ cos x)+sin x= 2 cos2..F+ 2 sin f cosT::·= 2 cos 1- (CDS f-· sin }-) 

Transposing all the terms to the left side we get the equation 

( cosf+sin T) ( 2cos f- 112) =0 

equivalent to the following two equations: one yields .r 3GO~n- 90·, the 
other x = 720°n ± 90°. In the latter expre~si_o,n the d?uble sign may bl' replaced 
~y the plus sign, since all the quantities 72U' n - 90~ are among the quantities 
360°n - 90° (if in the expression 360'· n - 90J we take only even n i.c. if we 
put n = 2n', we get 720'-n' - UO'). 

Answer: x = 3U0°n - 90c; :r ""--" 72(J"'n + H0°. 
875, Hewrite the gh•en equation: sin2 2.t ;::.._; :-.ill :3.r + sin .r; hence. sin.! :!.r = 

= 2 sin 2x cos x. Transposing aU the terms ttl the left side we get 
sin 2x (sin 2x- 2 cos .r) = 0 or 2 sin 2.r cos x (sin x- 1) o 

The equation is reduced to: 
(1) sin 2x = 0; (2) cos,. 0; (:l) >in :c 

Equations (2) and (3) are of no intcresl, since all their solutions. are among the 
solutions of the first one. (\\'e have sill 2.r ""'"' 2 ~in .r cos :r = 2 sin x V 1 - ~in2£, 
so that if cos x 0, or if sin :r 1, ll1en ~in 2.t 0.) 

Answer: x == 90°1!. 
876. The left member is equal to 2 cos2 x- a cos x. Tho right one lo!ies 

its meaning at x = ]- n, ~ince cot 2.r "becomes infinitely great". Thereforet 

we consider that x ~"" ]--n. The denominator of the right member is equal to 

cos 2x cosx 
sin 2x -sin x 

(2cos2x-1)-2cos2x ~.. ~1 
2sin:r·COSI 2sirtX·CO!':i.E' 
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thus, the right member is equal to 

-CSC {1t-X)•2Sifi X•COS X= -2 CSC X•SiD X•COS X 

The product esc x-sin x (i.e., s~n x ) can be replaced by unity, since the 
SID X 

values of :c, at which the fraction s~n x would turn into the indeterminate form 0~, SID X 

are rejected. We get the equation 

2cos2x-3cosx=-2cosx or cosx{cosx-})=0 

whence cosx=O or cosx={· In the first case we obtain the values 

x=-;[(2k-' I), which were rejected above. 

lt 
Answer: x= 3 (6n± 1). 

87i. The left member is equal to 

(cos X·rsin x)2+ 1 ,.-.:'; 2~ 2 cos :r: sin x, 

the right member is equal to 
2 

sin" x = 2 cosz x, assuming that sin x 4= 0. 
tan2z 

The equation takes the form 

2 ( l - cos:! .r) -r 2 cos :r sin x 0 or sin2 x + sin x cos :r = 0 

It is equivalent to th(> two rquations: sin :r + cos .r ~'00; 0 and sin :c = O, but 
at sin ·' '" 0 the right member has no (direct) meaning. 

. lt 
Auswa: x = 4+;rn. 
87H. The right memb<•r is equal to 

2sin( T' x) cos ( T+.r) =sin ( T+2.r) =cos2x=cos2x-sin2x 

Then proceed as in the preceding problem. 
. Jl I 1• Answer. x-::::o--;r(-w- ), x~-:tn. 

879. The left member is equal to 2-sin :lx, the right one to 

1-2ros ( -T- ~)sin ( -T- 3
:) cc !-sin ( -;[-3x) =1-cos3x 

The equation takes the form 
cos3.r-sin3x~" I =0 

Solve it using the (first) method of 

to ll2sin ( T-3x). We obtain 

I 

Problem 8:it, transforming eos3x-sin 3x 
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Consequently, 

3x--i-=(-1)11 T+""• i.e. 3x=T[1+(-1)11)-T-"n 

At even n the expression in square brackets is equal to 2. and at odd n 
it is equal to zero. Thercfort>, if we put n=2n' (n' is an int('ger), we get 

3z=f+2rm', and if we put n=2n'+1. we get 3x=n(2n'-,-1). 

Altdnate solution. Besides the alterilate mt•thod indicated in Problem 85l 
(which introduces extraneous roots), we (.'an use here (as also in Problem 8.St) 
the following method. Getting, a> above, the equation cos :lx sin Jx + I = 0, 
use the fonnulas 

2 
3x . . 3x 3x 

1 +cos 3x= 2 cos T and s1n 3x= 2sm2 cos 2 
3 

We get an equation which is reduced to the following two: one (co< ; = 0) 

· ld 3" n · 3 Tl I Y•• ST=z(2n+1), I.C. x=n(2n+1). 10 ot1er (
:lx.Jx) 

cos-:;- -sm T "'"" 0 

. ld 3x n . 3 " yJe s T=T+:rtn, J.('. x= 2 +2nn. 

A lt " nswer: X=T(2n+l); x= 6 (4n+1). 

880. Represent 1 + sin 2.r in the form 

(co:-.2 .r + sin2 x) + 2 bin x cos x .::.... (co::> .r + sin :r)2 

and replace tan :c by sin .r. Hcduce all the terms to a common dt'IJOtninator 
('OS X 

(cos x) and theu get rid of it, assuming that cos x ::;f:. 0. \\'e get tile equation 

(cos x -!':lin .r) (cos x + sin 1·) 2 -·- (cos x + sin x) "-""" 0 

which yields two cquatitJns: the first orw 

has the solution 
l'OS X+ sin X 0 

z=-=f(4fl-1}, 

the second 
cosz x - ~in2 .r - 1 =· 0, or cos 2.r 0 

bas the solution 
X 1tfl 

Answer: z·=f(4n-1); x=nn. 

881. Represent 1 - sin 2x in the form (cos x --sin .x)2 , ami cos 2x in the 
form (cos x + sin .:c) (cos x- sin :c). Reduce the fraction by cos x- sin x, 
assuming that this quantity is non-zl'ro. We get the equation 

COSZ·j-sjn z-

lfz 25-0t3:HI 

cosx-t-sin x 

cos ..c- sin .x 
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Getting rid of the denominator (under the same assumption), we obtain 
(cos x + sin x) (cos :r - sin x) - (cos x + sin x) = 0 

or 
(cos x- sin x- I) (cos x +sin x) 0 

Solving the equation cosx+sinx=O, we find x=nn-T. The equation 

cosx-sinx-1=0 can be solved in the following way (see Problem 879)· 

Represent it in the form V'2·sin { -T-x) =1, i.e., sin { :r-T) =- ;
2

. 

Hence, x-T =( -1)» { --T) +nn. With even n=2m we have X=ltn= 

=2nm. With odd n (=2m-1) we ha\·e x=f+nn=y(4rn-1). 
Apply the other method from Problem 879. 

" " Answer: x='T(4n-1); x=2nn; r=y(4n-1). 

882. The right member is equal to cos 2x, and the left one to 
(cos x-;- sin x)2 (cos x-sin x) = 

= (cosx+sin .x) (cos2 x-sin2 x)=(cos x+sin.r) cos 2x 

Answer: x=T(2n+l); x=2nn; x=T (4n+1). 
883. The left member is equal to 

I 4sin2xcos2z I . 
2 4 cos2 x 4-sm r 

(assuming that cos x =!= 0), To the right member apply the formula 

sin a. sin ~=+ [cos (a.-~) -cos (a.+~)]. We get { (cos 60' - cos 2x) = 

I [ 1 ] =:r 2 -(l-2sin2x) 
-1+4sin2:r N h 

4 ,, ow t e equation takes the form 

i--sin2 x=- ( i--sin2 x) 
• . 1 . 1 Tl t I . whencesm~x=4 ,J.e.smx=2 orslnx=-2 . Je wo soutwns x= 

=180'n-;-(-l)11 30' and x=180'n-(-1)n 30' can be represented by one 
formula: x= !80'n ± 30'. 

Answer: .r=30' (6n ± 1). 
884. The left member is equal to sin 60' cos x; the right one to 

tan x cos~ :r + cot x sin4 x = sin x cos3 x + cos .r sin3 :r 

(assuming that cos x =1= 0 and sin x + 0). This expression is equal to 
sin x cos x (cos2 x + sin2 x) = sin x cos :r 

The equation is reduced to the form cos x (sin 60' - sin .r) ,= 0. 
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It is reduced to two equations, one of which (cos x = 0) yields an extraneous 
root. 

Answer: x = 180"n + (-l)n 60'. 

ss· u . I f I X I-eos I h I f l ? a. smg t 1c ormu a tan :r=~, we get t e e t mcm ter ~ec .. x-

.-1=tan2x (reducing by sinx we assume that sinx op 0). The left member 
IS equal to 

sin (x-30')1--sin (x+30') 
cosx 

2 sin x cos 30° 
cos .r . V3tanx. 

The equation is reduced to the form tan x (tan x- 1/3) :::.' 0 and h NJuivalent 
to two equations, one of which, namely tanx=O, yields extraneous solutions 
(since if tanx=O, then also sinx=O). 

Answer; x=60° (3n+1); x=-2rtn. 

886, The expression tan-f+cot T is transformed to 

. :r x sin x 
SID 2 cos 2 

We get the equation 

V2sin 

Answer: x=T(2n+1). 

- y;; 
887. The left member is equal to 2 112.T (sin .r +cos x}; the right one 

to~- Z(i-sinZ.x) 2{1-sin.x). \Ve g(•t the equation 
t +sin x - 1 -:~sin .x 

or 
2 (sin z+cos x) = 2(1-sin x) or {1-cos x)-2sin x ::oO 

2sin2 f-4 sin -f cos f·:"-0. 

Answer: x = 2nn; x "-" 2 (nn+ arctan 2). 
888, The fraction in the l1dt member is equal to 

2 V3' (sin 2x- cos 2x tau x) cos2 .c 

0 

= y..
3 

(sin 2x cos x cos 2z sin .x) cos x =~sin x cos x VJ . 
The right member is equal to 

(cos2 x + sin2 x) {c<Js!! z- sin2 z) = cos~ ..r sin~ .c 
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(double angles are of no use here). Write the equation in the form: 

(1-cos2x)+sin2x- ~3 sinxcosx=O 

or 

2sin2x- ~3 sinxcosx=O 

Answer: x = 180'n; x = 180°n + 30'. 
889. The left member is equal to 3 sin x- 4 sin3 x, and the right one to 

4 sin x (1 - 2 sin2 x). We get the equation 
sin x (4 sin2 x - 1) = 0 

Answer: x = 180'n; x = !BO'n ± 30'. 
890. The right member is equal to 

. x sinxsin""f+cosxcosf 
smx+cosxcot 2 = . x 

Slllz 

The numerator of this expression is equal to cos ( x-f) =cos T , thus, we 

get cot f in the right member. The left member is equal to 

2 cos2!. 
l+cosx =---2-

cos X COS X 

The equation takes the form 

2 cosz!. 
---

2
--cot !.=0 

COS X 2 

Taking cot f outside the brackets, w• obtain 

x .cos 2 sw 2 
(

? X , X 

cot-2 COS X 

Answer: x=:w+·f; x 2rru+n. 

891. The denominator of the fraction is equal to 
sin 2x cos x- cos 2x sin x sin x tan x 

cos x cos 2x cos x cos 2x cos 2x 

The whole fraction is equal to sin 2x. The equation takes the form 

sin 2r - 2 sin (45' + x) cos (45' + .r) = 0 
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<>r 
sin2x-cos2x=0 

whenc;, tan 2x = 1. 
Answer: x = 90'n + 22'30'. 
892. We have 

tan (x - 45') tan (x + 45') = tan (x - 45') cot (45' - x) .~ -I 
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it is assumed that x =F 45° (2n + t), since otherwise one of the factors vanishes, 
~nd the other becomes infinitely great. The denominator of the right member 
ts transformed to 

sinTcos-f 
cosx 2 COS X -S'fiiX = - 2 cot x 

it is assumed that x * J8ffr1, since then either tan T, or cot 1-lo.ses its meaning 

(becomes infinitely great). We gel the equation 
4 cos2 .r 

-tanx=- 2cotx 

which (assuming that x :=p 180°n) is reduced to the fon~l tan :r cos 2.r 0. 
The last equation has the solution x = 180'n aml x = 45o (2n + 1 ), but they 
disagree with the above assumptions. 

Answer: The equation has no solutions. 
893. The right member is equal to - tan x (see the preceding problem). 

Let us represent the left member in the form: 

1 
2 (tan(x+45')-cot (x+45')J = 

We get the equation 
tan 2x = -tan :r 

lt can be written in the form 

tau 2:r '= tan ( -x) 

wherefrom we conclude that the angles 2x and -x differ by t8Wu, and from the 
equation 2.r = -:r + t80''n we find x = 60~n. 

Answer: x = 60'-Jtt. 
894. The left memher is equal to 

sin2x sin:!.c 

cos(x-;-a)cos(x a) {(cos2a+cos2.r) 

We get the equation 
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Using the formulas sin 2x = 2 sin x cos x and cot x = ~ x , reduce the equa
stnx 

tion to the form 
cos x (2 sin' x - cos 2x - cos 2a) = 0 

The equation 
2 sin' x - cos 2x - cos 2a = 0 

with 2 sin' x replaced by 1 - cos 2x yields 

2c.os2x= 1-cos2a 
whence 

cos 2x sin2 a 

Answer: x = T (2n ~ 1 ); x = nn ± {arccos (sin2 a). 

895. The left member is equal to 1 --sin x; the denominator of the right 
member, to 

X '( It . X ) X , X tan:r-tan. z-t :r =tanz-rcot:r 

This expression is reduced to the form -. 
2
-. We get the equation 

SIO X 

1 - sin x = sin x. 
Answer: x = 180'n + (-1)"30'. 
896. The left member is equal to tan x. The right one (cf. Problem 894), 

to 1 + 2 tan x. 
A nsu·er: x = 45-: (4n - 1 ). 
897. \\'e have 

. . • (1-cos2x)2 sm·' .r -,~ (sm2 .r)" = --
2
-- ; 

analogously, 

[ 
1-cos (zx~..;;-) ]2 1 , . 0 2 sin~ ( x T) 

2 
- = ( ~- s~n -X ) 

The equation tak{'::- the form 1 -- cos 2.r + sin 2.r = 0, or 

2 sin2 .r 2 ~iu .r cos x = U 

" A n.~wer: x = ;w; .r JHI 

897a. Represent the equation ('ee the preceding problem) in the form 

( 1-~os2r )2 .. ( 1. ~n2.r r. ( 1-s~nZ.r )2~~f 
After algebraic transformations we get 

3-2 cos 2.r -~·· cos2 2x --1-2 !\in2 2x :.-:::: { 

Roplacing sin22.r by 1-cos22.r, Wl' obtain the equation 

cos2 2x-t- 2 C<J:5 2.r-} =0 
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Vll V61 It yields cos2.r=-1+-
2
-(cos2x=-1-;r-

1
is rejected, since its abso-

lute value exceeds unity) , 

1 V6 Answer: x =1m ± 2 arccos ( -1 + 2""""") . 
898. Represent the left member of the equation in the form {(cos .r-1- cosy). 

Solving the system, we find cos x = {; cosy=+. 
7( 1( 

A11swer: x=2nk ± 3 ; y=2rrl ± 3. 
899. Since 

. . cos(r-1!)-cos(x+y) 
Sill :r Slfl Y= ' 2 

the second equation can he written in the following way: 
cos (x - y) - cos (x + y) 2m 

But z + y = a; consequently, 

cos (x - y) = 2m + cos a; 
whence 

x - y = 2nn ± arcco~ (2m + CO!'> a) 

and the given system is reduced to the following two ~y:-~tPms: 

and 

Answer: 

{
:r+u=a 
x- y = 2nn : arccos (2rn --l- cos a) 

{
x+y=« 
x-y=2:tn"-arcco::;(2m l"cosa) 

{ 

'" I 2 x 1 =nn-j T ·1-;rarccos( m-;-cosrx) 

a I y1 = -nn+z-zarccos (2m +cos a) 

{ 

(f. 1 ' x2 ·-=nn+y-2arceos (Lm+cos a) 

a 1 Y2---::-nn+T+2arccos(2m ]-cosrx) 

900. Using the formula 

sin('"+~) 
tana+tan fi "'""" t:os a; cos I} 
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write the second equation in the following way: sin (.r+ y) m. Replacing 
cosx cosy 

cos (x+ y)+ cos (x-y) 
cos x cos y by 

2 
and x + y by ct, we get 

or 

2sina 
cosa+cos(.r y) 

m 

cos(x-y)= 2sina -coset 
m 

Hence, we have either 

or 

( 
2•ina ) .x-y=2nn+arccos ----cos C< 

m 

( 
? 'ill 'J. ) y-x=2n:n+arccos -·-·---cos a 

Ill 

Either of these equations should be solved together with the equation .x + y = a. 
By the way. of the two systems obtained one differs from the other only in thal 
the unknowns change their roles, therefore iL is sufficient to solve one of the 
systems. '> • 

ct , 1 ( ... sm a. ) Answer: .rt(=Yz)=nn+2-r2arccos -
1
-n--cosa 

C< 1 ( sin a ) y1 (=.r2)= -nn~-2-2 arccos -
1
-n-- cos a 

901. Solved as the preceding problem. 
A11swer: 

x1 =T(4n+1) .r2 = --:m 

y1=-nn y2 =T(4n+t) 

902. Since 1 = 2• and 4 = 162, the given system may be rewritten as 

{

sin.x+cosy=O 

sin2 .r+cos2 u={ 
whence 

(1) sin.r={, cosy=-{ and (2) sin.rc~-.;., cosy={ 

Answer: x1=180°n·l (-1)• 30°, y1 =360°n±120' 
.r2 '" 180°n-(-1)n 30o, Y2=360°n ± 60' 

903. The second equation can be written in tho form 
sinxsiny 1 
cos.rcosy =3 
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where, by virtue of the first equation, · · t W t the SID X Silly= 
4 

V2 • e ge 
system of equations: 

3 
cosx cosy= 4 -v2 , 

Adding and subtracting them, we get 

whence 

f 
cos(x-y)= V2 and 

1 
cos(x+vl= zVz 

1 " x+u=2rrm±arccos zVz, x-u=2nk±T 
where m and k are arbitrary integers. In each of these equations we can take 
any sign. 

Note. The numbers m + k and m - k are also integers, but not completely 
arbitrary (if one of them is even, the other is also even; and if one of them is 
odd, the other is also odd). 

Answer: (1) x=rrn+.!.arccos-
1
-+..':.. 

2 2V2 8 
1 1 lt 

y=rrt+ 2 arccos 
2
Vi - 8 

(2) x=rrn+.!..arccos~-.:::_ 
2 zvz 8 

y=rrt+.!.arccos-
1
-+..':.. 

2 2112 8 

1 1 " (3) x=nn - 2 arccos 
2 

V2 +s 

1 1 " u=rrt-2 arccos 
2 
Vi - 8 

(4) x=rrn-.!.arccos-
1
--..':.. 

2 2-y2 8 

1 1 " v=nt- 2 arccos
2 

Vi +s 

where n = m + k; t = m - k (m and k are any integers). 
904, Square both members of each of the given equations and then add them 

by terms. We get 
1 f =4 sin2 v+ f cos2 y or 1 =4 (1 -cos2 y)+ 4 cos2 y 

whence cos2u={ and sin2u={. In each of the expressions cosy=± ~5 
and sin y = ± ~S either sign may be taken (thus, in the interval between 0 

28-01338 I 
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and 360° the angle y can have four values). Substituting these values into the given equations, we find that the angles x and y satisfy one of the following four relationships: 

1 2 2 . 1 (1) cosx= 
115

, sinx= 
115

, cosy= 
115

, smy= 1l5 
1 2 2 1 (2) COSX= 

115 
, sinx=---, cosy= 1l5, siny=- V5 V5 

(3) COS X= _ __;,_, " 2 1 
sinx=V1J' cosy=- 1l5, siny=--V5 V5 

1 2 2 . 1 (4) COSX=- 115 ' sinx=- VS, cosy=-115' smy=- V5 

Consider the first of them. If we take separately the equality cosx= ;
5 

, 

then it yields x=2~11 ±arccos~. But (by the definition of the principal V5 
1 value of arccos) the angle <f= arccos yg belongs to the first or second 

quadrants, where the function of sine is always positive. Hence, the plus sign should be retained. Indeed, from the equality x= 2nn ± <p it follows 
2 2 that sinx=±sin<jl·~:':: -=· But in the first relationship sinx=--;= V5 l5 

(but not- ~5 ). The same with the angle y, thus in case of relationship 

(1) we get 

1 2 X•• 2~n+arccos 
115

, y=21tfl 1+arccos V
5 

where n and n1 are any integers. Reasoning in the same way, we find that 
for the second relationship 

x=2~tn-arcco~, y=2nn1 -arcco~ 
The third and fourth relationships are considered analogously. 

Answer: x = 2nn ± arccos ( ± ;j) ) 
y=2nn1 ±arccos ( ± ~5 ) 

where the signs in parentheses are the same for x and for y and the signs before 
arccos are also the same. 
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CHAPTER XIIJ 

INVERSE TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 

905. We have 

5n 
Answer: T. 

. ( l/3} n 3n arcstn --:r- =-3 , arccot(-1)=T 

1 1t 
arccos Vz =7., arccos(-l)=n 
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906. The angle 'P = arccos x is found in the interval between 0 and 180° 
(by the definition of the principal value of arccos). Hence, sin 'P is positive 
\or equal to zero). We have cos 'P = x, whence sin 'P = + "Jt'T"=7(the radical 
Js taken only with the plus sign). Consequently, 

i.e. 

l/!-x2 
tan <p=--x--, 

tan {arccos x) = V t-xZ 
X 

which completes the proof. 
907. See the solution of the preceding problem. 

908. Let us put arccot ( -+) = <p, thus cot 'P =-+. The angle 'f' i> in 
the interval between 90° and 180" (since the principal value of arccot is contai
ned between 0 and 180°). It is required to find sin f. Let us usc the fonnula 

. <p ,,/1-cos<p 
•JU 2 = ± v--2--

whcre out of the two sign:; only the plus sign is taken (since the angle f belongs 
'to the first quadrant). First we have to find cos ~ using the formula 

cot a 
cos a 

± Vt+cot2a. 
we get 

3 
-4 3 

COS(jl VI+~~ = -5 

(the radical is taken with the plus sign only, since 'P belongs to the second quad
rant). Now we find 

. 'P ,/1-cos<p 'ft+f 2 
sm 2 = v--2-- = V-2- "~ v:; 

I 
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Answer: sin[} arccot ( -{) J = ~5 . 
909 P . ( 2V2) h . 2112 • ut arcs Ill --

3
- = 'I'• ence Sill <p = --

3
-. The angle '1' is in 

the interval between -90' and 0' (since the principal value of arcsin is con
tained between -90• and +90'). It is required to find sin f. This value 
is negative. Therefore in the formula 

. a ± V 1-cosa S!ll2= --2--

onJy the minus sign is to be retained. We get 

where 

. <p ,/1-cos<p 
s•n 2=- v--2--

COS<p=Vt-{- 2y2 f=+ 
we take the radical only with the plus sign!) . 

. [1 . (-21/2)] 1 Answer: Sill 2 arcsm --3- = - Va · 

910. The angle <p=arccos { -{-) is contained between 90' and 180' (see 

the solutions of the two previous problems). Hence cot f is positive, and 

cot..!.= l/1+cos 'I' 
2 r 1-cos<p 

(the radical is taken only with the plus sign). Substitute cos q>= -+ into 

this expression. 

r. l ( 4)] V33 Answer: cot 2 arccos -7 = 11· 
91 I. Since 

and 

we have 

Answer: -t. 

V3 n arctan-
3
-= 6 

. V3 n arcs,n-2-=g 
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912. We have 

and 
V- " arctan 3="3 

1 " arccosz=a 

Then proceed as in the preceding problem. 

. V3 Answer. --
2
-. 

I 913. Answer: 2". 
914. Let us put 

arctan (3 + 2 V2) =a 

arctan ~!i =~ 
It is required to prove that 

Find tan (a-~): 
a-~=T 

tan (a.-fl) tan a-tan fl 
1 +tan a tan~ 

with the aid of (1} and (2) we get 

( V - V2 3-t-2 2)-;r-
tan(a-fl) =I 

t+(3+2V2l ~2 
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(I) 

(2) 

On the other hand, it is obvious from (I} and (2) that either ?! the angles a 
1'2) and Plies between 0 and .!f , and a > fl (since 3 + 2 V2 > 2 ; consequ,·n· 

tly, the angle a-~ a priori Jies between 0 and .-f, hence, from (4) we get a-~...:': 

=-i-, which completes the proof. 

Note. To prove that the angle a-~ is just equal to i, i.e. to 4!"1° .(but not 
t~ 225° or to -135c. and so on) we can make uso of tbe corresponding tables to _find dJrecllytbeangles a and ~·Here we may confine our::~elve~ to rough 3flproxJma
Uon.s (for instance, taking into account only degrees). Thus, putting V2 ;:::::- 1.4, 
we find a ~ arctan 5.8, which corresponds to about 80° (the t•rror a priori docs 
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not exceed .;: ) . In the same way we find ~ "' arctan 0. 7, which corresponds to 

about 35° (the error is a priori less than.;:)· Consequently, o:-~ does not 

differ from 45° by more than 1°, and, hence, is exactly equal to 45°. 
915. Put 

arccos(i=o: 

arccos Vli+i =P* 
2V3 

so that COS ct= vi and COS~= ~0! . Either Of the angles ct and p 

belongs to the first quadrant ••. It is required to prove, that a -P = T. 
Find sin (o:-p), but first compute 

sin a.= Vt-cosza 
and 

sinP= V1-cos2p 

(each radical is taken only with the plus sign, since a and p belong to the 
first quadrant). We find 

sino:= ~3 and sin~= y5-~2V6 

hence, 

. 1 Vii+t J2 , I5=2Vli 
sw(o:-~)= v3 · 2vs -v 3· v ----r:t-= 

Vii+ 1 V2 V ----:;-r; =--6--tl· 5-2 v b 

Let us prove that the found irrational expression is equal to { . To this end 

transform the "double irrationality" V5-2V6=Jf5- V24. It can be per
formed with the aid of the formula 

• This problem may be solved without introducing auxiliary quantities ct 
and ~ using the method mentioned in the note to the precediu~ problem. 

•• The principal value of arccos lies between 0 and n. o 
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(at A=5, B=24); we obtain 

, 15+1 , /5-1 v- vv z--v z-= 3- z 
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But it is simpler to represent the radicand 5-2 Vii in the form 3+2-
-2V2-V3=(V3-V2)2

, and then we have 

Vs-zV6=VCV3- V2l'= V3- V2• 
Since either of the angles a and ~ lies within the interval betwcl'n 0 and T 
the angle a-~ undoubtedly lies within the interval [rom -y to +y , 
then from the equality sin(a-~}=-} it follows that a-~=lJ-· which 

completes the proof ••. 
916. Let (see the two previous problems} 

Then 

Hence 

. 4 . 5 A • 16 arcstn 5 =at arcstn
13

=1-'• arcsm 
65 

o:.:::)' 

. 4 
sma.=s· 

5 
sin ~=T:f, 

. 1ti 
Sin i'= ti5' 

J 
cosa."'..o:::S 

12 
cos~ =T:f 

()3 
cosy= l)5 

B.oth angles a and ~ belong to the first quadrant; then•fow the angle a+ 5 
hes between 0° and 180°, and since cos(a-~-P) is j)()Sitivt•, a-1-P bdongs to 
the first quadrant. Furthermore, cos (a+ fl) =sin y and sin (a. T~) = 
=sin (i-y). 

• The number V3- Vfis positive. 
•• If cos (o:.- ~) is computed in~tead of sin (a.-- ~). we would Hnd 

cos (a - ~) =~~between -1- and + ..:;[we would hnvc two values of a - ~' 
namely! - ]- and+]-; therefore we would have first to c.stablbh that a > ~. 
i.e. that cos a < cos ~-
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Therefore, a+~ and f-y may differ only by 2nn, and since f-v als<> 

" belongs to the first quadrant, we have n=O. Consequently, a+~=2 -y, 

i.e. a+~+r=f which completes the proof. 

917. We have arccos {=-J-; let us denote arccos { --}} by ~. so that 

cos~=--}. The angle ~ is contained between T and n (see the three pre

vious problems). Therefore 

sin~=+ }it-(+ r [but not-v' 1-( -})} 
i.e. 

We lind 

cos ( -J-+~) =cos -J-cos~-sin -J-sin ~= 

={·(--})- ~3·-}113=-!! 
To prove the validity of the given identity we have to make sure that the 

angle T + ~ belongs to the second quadrant [since the angle arccos {- !! ) 
in the right member lies in the second quadrant J. The angle P=arccos ( --}) 

is contained between y and n; consequently, the angle -J-+ ~ lies between 
5
; and •; ·. But it does not, however, follow from this estimate that the 

angle -f+P belongs to the second quadrant {since the angle •; is already 

found in the third quadrant). But taken into account that --}>-{and 

that, consequently, arccos (--}) <arccos ( -{) , i.e. arccos ( --}) < 

2n . 1 h n ( 1 } . . . < S, It fol OWS t at a+arccos -7 <n. And S!DCC thiS angle IS more 

than 
5
; , it lies in the second quadrant. Hence, the given identity is proved. 

" Note. The fact that the angle a+P belongs to the second (and not to 
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the third) quadrant can also be demonstrated in a different way: we have 

sin ( "i-+~) =sin fcos ~+cosfsin ~= 

= Va. ( -~) +.!.. i. V3=2_ V3 
2 7 2 7 14 

Since this number is positive, the angle f+~ belongs to the second quadrant. 

918. Put 

whence 

Compute 

First find 

and then 

1 1 
arctan s="' and arctan4=~ 

1 1 
tana= 5 and tan~=T 

tan (2a+lll 
tan 2a+ tan II 

1 tan 2ottan II 

I 
2'5 

tan 2ct= I 2 12 
1-h-) 

5 1 
12-t4 32 

5 I = 43 
l-12'4 

tan (2a-H) 

The angles a = arctan -} and ~ = arctan-} belong to the first quadrant, but 
it does not yet follow from this fact that the angle 2a + II belongs to tbe first 
(and not to the third) quadrant. But if we take into consideration that either 
of the angles a and II is less than T (since their tangents are less than unity), 

it proves that 2o: + II is less than ~· and since, furthermore, tan (2a + Ill = ~ 
is positive, 2ct + lilies in tho first quadrant, i.e. 2a + ~ = arctan~, which 
completes the proof. 

Note_. Instead of proving that tbe angle 2a + II remains within the limit.• 
of the firSt quadrant, we can find this angle ar,proximatcly with the aid of tlw 
corresponding tables (see the note to !'rob em 914). We get: a=arctan 

-}"" u•, P=arctan -}""' 14•. hence 2r~-l- ~., 36•. 
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919. Put 
1 1 1 1 arctan a="· arctan 5 =P· arctan 7 =v. arctan8 =6 

and first lind 

then 

and, finally, 

1 1 
a+s 4 

tan (a+P)=--1- 1-=7, 
1-3'5 

7 1 
g+g 

tan !(a+P+YHbl=--
7
- 1-=1 

1-9'8 
As in the preceding problem, prove that the angle a + p + y + 6 lies in the 
first quadrant. Consequently, a+ P + y + 6 = T . 

n n 920. We have arctan (x2 - 3x- 3) = T, whence x'- 3x- 3 = tan 4 , 
i.e. x2 - 3x - 3 = 1. Hence, Xt = 4i .x2 = -1. 

Answer: Xt = 4; x2 = -1. 
Note. If instead of the equation arctan (x2 - 3x- 3) = T we would have 

the equation arctan (.r2 
- 3x - 3) = -;;:,then the latter would have no solu

tion, since the principal value of arctan cannot be equal to - ¥. If no atten
tion is paid to this circumstance, we can obtain the same equationx2 3x - 3 = = 1, but the roots of the last equation are not suitable. 

921. \\'e have 

arcsin (x2-6x-i-8.5)=-jf 
whence x2 - 6x + 8.5 0.5. 

Answer: x1 = 4; .:r:: = 2. 
922. Taking tangents of both members of tho equation and remembering that tan (aretan a) ~~ a, we get 

(x+2J-(.r+1) __ 
1 1 ; (x+2) (x-L 1) 

whence x 1 = -1; x2 = - 2. Check these roots. If x = -1, then 

n arctan (x+ 2)=arctan 1=4 
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and 
arctan (x + 1) arctan 0 = 0 

thus the given equation is not satisfied. \Vc prove in the same way that the 
second root is also not suitable. 

Answer: x1 = -1; .r2 = -2. 
Note. Why such a check is necessary is clear from the following example. 

Consider the equation 
311 

arctan(z+2)-arctan(x+l)= -T 

which diflers from the given one only by the value of the constant term. It is 
impossible to state beforehand that it has no solutions (cf. Problem 920). If, 

say, arctan (x + 2) is equal to - -jf, and arctan (z + 1) to ~(these values can 

be principal values of arctangent), then the left member would be equal to-¥· 

Taking tangents of both members of the equation under consideration, we again 
get the equation 

(x+2)-(x+ll = 1 
l+(x+2)(x+1) 

but now neither of the roots .r1 = -1. x 2 = -2 is suitable. See also the Note 
to Problem 925. 

923. Take tangent of both members of the equation. First find (see the preced
ing problem): 

and then we obtain 

I 

tan ( 2 arctan+) z.~ r 
t-(-z 

4 
;r-x =1 

4x 
1+3 

The root of this equation is x = ..!._. it should he cht•cked (~cc the Note to lho 7. 

preceding problem). Substituting :c ~ into the left 11Wmher of the t•quation, 

1 1 1 . 1" 
we get 2 arctan 

2 
-arctan T. The angle a::.-" arctan 2 lies hPtwecn U aiu 4 

(since tan a=-}< 1 }· The augle ~ arctan +lies within tlu~ :-~me rangt•. 

Tho angle 2a belongs to the first quadrant, and the angle 2a. - ~ li('s between 
11 11 n 1 

-,- and 2. But tan (2a fl) = I, hcw.:e, 2a nn + 4 . But on Y 

at n = 0 tho auglo 2a - ~ turns out to lie witl1in the found Louudari<~s. Conse
quently, the giveu equation is satisfied. 

1 
AniWer: x =-r. 
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924. Let us take sines of both members of the equation. We can put 

arcsin V2 _=a and arcsin Vt-x=~ 3 :z: 
(see the solution of Problem 915}, but we can do without them making use of the formulas sin (arcsin :z:} = :z: (which immediately follows from the definition 
of arcsine} and cos (arcsin x} = V 1 - :z:2*. Consequently, sine of the left member is equal to 

a~;. Vt-CVf-Z)2-yt-( a~;; f. Vt-x 
and the given equation takes the form 

_2_ VX- V9x-4 VI=i=..!. 3VX av; a 
Solving it, we find x=}. This root should be checked (see the Note to 
Problem 922), i.e. we have to prove the identity 

. ,/2 . JT . t arcsm V 3 - arcsm V 3 = arcstn 3 
It is proved in the same way as in Problem 917. 

2 
Answer: x= 3 . 
925. Taking tangents of both members of the equation, we get 

a a-b 
T-"iitT 

t+!.. a-b 
b •+b 

X 

whence x = 1. This value should be checked (see the Note to Problem 922). Substituting x = 1 into the given equation, we get 
a a-b 

arctan T-arctun a+b =45' (I} 

Introduce the following notation 

arctan f=<p (2) 

Here the angle ljl (the principal value of arctangent} lies between -90' and 90' 
-90' < ljl < 90'. (3} 

• This formula is deduced in the following wny. Put arcsin x = a. Then 
sin a x and cos a Vt - x2 • The radical is taken only with the plus sign since the angle a = arcsin x lies between - 90' and + 90' (the principal nlue of arcsine!). Substituting arcsin x for a, wo get the required formula. 
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Using this notation, we have 
a-b btanq>-b 

arctan a+b =arctan b tan <r+b =arctan tan (q>-45') 

and so we have to check the equality 
q> - arctan tan (q> - 45') = 45' 

This equality is true if and only ii 
arctan tan (q> - 45') = <p - 45' 
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(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

And the equality (6) holds true when the angle <p - 45' (the principal value of 
arctangent) lies within the following interval: 

-90' <'I'- 45' < 90', (i) 
i.e. when 

(8) 

Taking into consideration (3), we get a more narrow interval for the angle 
-45' < 'I' < 90' (9) 

From (2) and (9) we find 

i.e. 

li->-1 (10) 

Conversely, forT >-1 the angle q> satisfies inequality (9). Consequently, 

the given equation has a solution (x=1) for li->-1. For +<-1 there is 

no solution. 
For example, at a= - V3, b = 1 we have 

arctan -ii-=arctan (-V3) = -Go• 

arctan~=arctan -V~-I "'arctan3.i32=75° 
a+b - V3+1 

thus, the left member of the given equation is equal to -135', and tho right 
one at z = 1 is equal to 45•. 

A III!Der: z = 1 for T > -1; the equation has no solution for T < -I. 
926. Let ua take cosines of both members of the equation. We get V 1-9x'= 

1 ""V (see Problem 924). This equation has only one root x= 5. Let us check 

it. The angle a = arcsin 3z =arcsin .! belongs to the first quadrant; tho 5 
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4 angle ~ = arccos 4x =arccos 5 also belongs to the first quadrant. Here 

sin a;= f; hence, cos a=-}. On the other hand, cos~=} ; hence, a=~-
1 

Answer: x=s. 
927. Let us take the sines of both members of the equation. We get (see 

, 1-- lOx 12 12 Problem 924) 2x vf-x2=f3• whence xt=O, x2 =+f3• x3=-13 . 
Check these roots. 

Answer: x = 0. 
928. From the first equation we find 

i.e. 

"a tan(x+y)= 
1

..:_
42

, 

tan x+ tan y 2a 
1-tan x tan y 1-a2 

Taking into consideration the second equation, we get 
tan x+ tan y 2a 

1-a2 1-a2 
or 

tan x + tan y 2a 
From the system of equations 

tan;r+ tany= 2a 
tan .r tan y = a:! 

we find tan x = a; tan y a. Hence, it follows that x IBO'n + arctan a, 
y = 180°m +arctan a, where n and m are integers. But only one of them may 
be taken arbitrarily, since according to the first t>quation the quantity x + !f 
must he contained between -flO' and -i-90' (as the principal value of arctangent). 

To identify suitable values of n and m substitute the found expre&;ions into 
the first equation. We get 

180'(n+mh 2arctana=arctan 
2
"

2 (A) 
1-a 

Since by hypothesis \a I < 1, the angle arctan a lies between -45' and 
+45', i.e. 2 arctan a lies between -90' and +90'. The angle arctan 1.:".3 
(the principal value of arctangent) lies within the same range. Consequently, 
these two angles differ hy less than 180'. Therefore, the equality (A) holds true 
only at n + m = 0. 

Answer: x = 180°n arctan a, y = -180°n + arctan a. 
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